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Abstract 

 

There is a clear and abundant evidence to suggest that VasílisΝTsitsánisΝ(1915-1984) 

was a well known songwriter, bouzouki virtuoso, lyricist and singer both in Greece 

and abroad. The evaluation of his work reveals that he remains a key figure in the 

history of Greek popularΝmusicέΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝasΝmusicianΝandΝcomposerΝwasΝanΝ

innovator, his musical roots in rembétiko being transformed through his creative 

effort is said to have led to the development and establishment of the modern laikó 

styleέΝρnΝanalysisΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΤsΝcommercialΝrecordings does indeed reveal 

aspects of his unique contribution as both performer and composer. However, the 

analysis also reveals the development of a style that was to have a major impact on 

the history of Greek popular music. SituatingΝTsitsánisΤsΝworkΝinΝtheΝcontextΝofΝ

broader social and political developments in Greece, this thesis is the first in-depth 

analysisΝofΝTsitsánisΤsΝmusicalΝstyleΝwithΝaΝfocusΝonΝsongsΝfoundΝonΝhisΝcommercialΝ

recordings, from 1936 to 1983. Research on theΝrecordingΝcareerΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝ

not only reveals information regarding his own music, which is in itself important 

alone given the contribution he is said to have made byΝrembétikoΝscholars,ΝitΝalsoΝ

sheds light on more general issues regarding the Greek popular style that have been 

previously neglected. 
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Notes on Transliteration 

Although I used the transliteration system suggested in the style sheet of the journal of 

the Modern Greek Studies Association (JMSGS),1 I have made some changes owing 

to the fact that I located some transliteration problems in this particular style which 

are explained here. I should underline that the point of my transliteration is the 

pronunciation and not the orthography/spelling of the words, something that seems to 

be impossible for any language. However, we can succeed in being as close to a 

word‟sΝpronunciationΝinΝitsΝoriginalΝlanguageΝasΝpossibleέΝThisΝcanΝbeΝachievedΝbyΝ

using correctly the available alphabet of the language into which it is being 

transliterated, or by figuring out new ways, like the usage of the accent and by 

combining some letters. ρΝcomparisonΝbetweenΝJεSύS‟ΝtransliterationΝsystemΝwithΝ

mine follows (Table i).2 

 

                                                 
1 See http://mgsa.org/ for the Modern Greek Studies Association and http://mgsa.org/pdfs/jmgsstyl.pdf 

p. 11 for the transliteration rules. 
2 TableΝiΝcontainsΝonlyΝtheΝdifferencesΝbetweenΝJεSύS‟ΝsystemΝandΝmineέ 
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Table i: Comparison between JεύS’ transliteration system and this thesis’ system 

                                                 
3 Transliterated word transliterated back to Greek. If the transliteration is correct, then the original-

Greek word should come up again. 
4 The words in Greek: けうたてな and たiけうそてな. 
5 IΝhereafterΝsuggestΝtheΝletterΝcombinationΝ„gh‟ΝforΝtheΝύreekΝ„け‟ΝwhichΝsoundsΝlikeΝtheΝ„y‟ΝletterΝinΝtheΝ

wordΝ„yesterday‟έ 
6 This one could possibly work. For example, theΝwordΝ„yesterday‟κ theΝ„y‟ΝletterΝinΝtheΝbeginningΝ

soundsΝlikeΝtheΝ„け‟ΝletterΝofΝtheΝύreekΝalphabetέΝ 
7 IΝhereafterΝsuggestΝtheΝletterΝcombinationΝ„dh‟ΝforΝtheΝύreekΝ„h‟ΝwhichΝsoundsΝlikeΝtheΝ„th‟ΝinΝtheΝwordΝ

„this‟έ 
8 IfΝitΝisΝtoΝwriteΝdownΝtheΝwordΝ„school‟ using Greek letters then that would be jせてにそ. The correct 

pronunciation of the Greek word jぬてそiかて, using the Roman alphabet, is sholío.  
9 Again, here, the word in Greek is jにけぬαとさkおとすα and うけぬてなέΝTheΝcombinationΝofΝ„けぬ‟ΝisΝsomethingΝ

close to „ちぬ‟Νbut not „ちせ‟έΝ 
10 As stated above, the real matter here is the right pronunciation and not the orthography of the word. 

Therefore,ΝthereΝisΝnoΝneedΝtoΝ„imitate‟ΝtheΝύreekΝspellingΝbyΝusingΝtheΝ„oi‟ΝforΝtheΝύreekΝcombination 

ofΝ„てす‟,ΝsimplyΝbecauseΝtheΝpronunciation would be the same.  
11 Taking for instance the word たπαたπえjα (see song tisΝbabésasΝtoΝghlikóΝfilí,ΝOdeon GO 3850 - GA 

7416) we note that the pronunciation in Greek does not include a double-extended „た‟έΝThisΝisΝ

relational, of course, because the letterΝ„b‟ includesΝanΝ„m‟ΝinΝitsΝsoundέΝ 
12 See n. 10. 

Greek  
letter  

English letter  
(as in the JMGS) 

Examples T.W.T.B.T.G.3 English letter  
(as in this thesis) 

Γ,Νけ G, g (before a,o,u and 
consonants) 

gámos,Νmegálos けせうたてな,Νたiけせうそてな4 Gh, gh5  

 Y, y (before i,e) yínete,Νyéros けかちikαす,Νけえとてな6  

〉,Νh D, d drómos,Νpódi ちkとふたてな,Νπふちkす Dh, dh7 

ゅ,Νぬ Ch, ch (if phoneme has 
long been known in 
English this way and 
after s) 

scholío,Νchróma jせてそiかて,8 せとほたα H, h 

 H, h (otherwise) ého,ΝhánoΝ えぬの,Νぬうちの  

Γぬ,Νけぬ Nk, nk (before a,o,u 
and consonants) 

sinkaritíria,Νánkos jにちせαとさkおとすα,Νうちせてな9 Nh, nh 

ぁす,Νてす Oi, oi ánthropoi,Νschoiní,Ν
toíhos 

うちしとのπてす,Νjぬてすちか,Νkてかぬてな10 I, i 

‒π,Νたπ B, b (initially) belás,Νbóra たπiそうな,Νたπふとα B, b (initially and 
sometimes medially 
as well, depending on 
the pronunciation of 
the word11) 

 mb (medially) koumbí,Νkambána せてにたπか,Νせαたπうちα  

]す,Ναす Ai, ai kai,Νaíma せαす,Ναかたα12 E, e 
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Tsitsánis Electronic Database τccess 

A demonstration and analysis of the database can be found at the end of Chapter 1. 

The Uniform Resource δocatorΝΥURδΦΝofΝtheΝTsitsánisΝElectronicΝτatabaseΝΥTέEέτέ) 

is: <www.tsitsanis-database.com>. The information for logging on to the database, 

after clicking onΝtheΝ„EζTERΝTSITSρζISΝτρTρςρSE‟ is: application: tsitsanis-

database; user name: examiner; password: 12345. After the log-in page, one has to 

clickΝonΝtheΝupperΝleftΝonΝtheΝwordΝ„tables‟ΝandΝthenΝonΝtheΝwordΝ„songs‟έΝρfter this, 

the general table of the songs appears. ぉhere are two possible actions: click on the 

eye-button on the left of each song in order to view information on the song, or press 

theΝ„searchήfilter‟ΝbuttonΝwhichΝisΝlocatedΝat the centre-top of the table in order to 

apply a filter. Finally, it should be mentionedΝthatΝtheΝdatabase‟s word length is 

approximately 30,000 words.
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Part I 

Introduction 
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Chapter 1  

Aims of This Thesis 

 

TsitsanisΝlivesΝon… 

TheΝcreationΝofΝtheΝTsitsánisΝεuseum in theΝcityΝofΝTríkala,ΝtheΝprizeΝwonΝfromΝtheΝ

Music Academy Charles Gross in France in 1985, the first pan-ώellenicΝTsitsánisΝ

conference,ΝtheΝbookΝandΝhomonymΝtheatricalΝplayΝ„ηuzeríΝTsitsánis‟,ΝtheΝconcertΝofΝ

ύeorgeΝτalarasΝinΝtheΝfamousΝconcertΝhallΝ„εégharoΝεousikís‟ΝinΝρthens, the use of 

the instrumental song ｠えてΝたすちふとi1 [néoΝminóreΝνΝnewΝminor]ΝinΝtheΝWoodyΝρllen‟sΝ

movie Mighty Aphrodite (1995) and the foundation of the Cultural Music Society 

„VasílisΝTsitsánis‟ΝareΝeventsΝthatΝverifyΝallΝtheΝclaimsΝregardingΝtheΝsignificanceΝofΝ

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝwork,ΝandΝtheΝfactΝthatΝitΝisΝstillΝconsideredΝbyΝrembétikoΝ

enthusiasts, academics and the people to be a national treasure. In the opinion of 

academics,ΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝmadeΝaΝfundamentalΝcontributionΝtoΝtheΝdevelopmentΝofΝ

Greek popular music.2 Moreover, he features in scholarly accounts of the 

development of Greek music, namely the creation of theΝnewΝlaikóΝstyleΝ[urbanΝ

popular]ΝoutΝofΝtheΝolderΝrembétikoέ3 The evidence to support such a claim, which will 

be examined and tested further in this thesis, can be sought in the following: 1) 

Tsitsánis‟sΝlargeΝrecordedΝoutputΝΥmoreΝthanΝεείΝcommercialΝrecordingsΦΝandΝhisΝlongΝ

recording career (1936-1983).4 2) Evidence shows that he was well respected by his 

colleagues. Throughout his long career he co-operated with some of the most 

significant popular singers and musicians of his time many of whom (as evidence 

showsΦΝbecameΝknownΝafterΝrecordingΝaΝsongΝbyΝTsitsánisέΝ3) According to the chart 

sales that were kindly granted from his family, as well as other sources, such as 

contemporary CD album-collections, the popularity and the sales of his songs were 

significant. Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 represent pages from selected chart 

                                                 
1 Columbia 7XCG 1419 - SCDG 3129, recorded on March 27, 1962. 
2 See for example: Conway Morris 1980: 83; Manuel 1990: 134; Pennanen 1999: 25-6, n. 7; 

Kallimopoulou 2009: 26; Holst 2006: 14 and 65-6.  
3 RegardingΝtheΝtwoΝgenresΝΥrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΦΝseeΝalsoΝεorrisΝΥ1ιθίΦλΝεanuel (1990: 127); 

Pennanen (1999). Both styles are examined later on in this chapter. 
4 According to a rather rough researchΝIΝdid,ΝbasedΝmostlyΝonΝtheΝarchiveΝfoundΝinΝεaniátisΝΥβίίζΦ,Ν

Tsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝoutputΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝlargerΝinΝύreekΝpopularΝrecordingΝhistoryέ 
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sales from 1940, 1967 and 1978 respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Chart sales of Vasílis Tsitsánis (1940) 
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Figure 1.2: Chart sales of Vasílis Tsitsánis (1967) 
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Figure 1.3: Chart sales of Vasílis Tsitsánis (1978) 

 

 

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟s songs form part of the core repertoire of Greek popular music: one 

only has to listen to the output to realise that his work bridges both rembétikoΝandΝ

laikóΝstylesΝandΝit is claimed that he contributed in fundamental ways to the 

development of both genres. Moreover, of vital importance for this thesis are the 

changes in his approach to songwriting – which can be heard as his recordings 

progress – because, as evidence further suggests, other songwriters begin to follow 
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this new style. 

Based on the above, key issues and questions arise, given the potentially 

fundamental and far-reachingΝsignificanceΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝworkέΝτespiteΝtheΝ

quantity and claimed importance of his recorded output, it is surprisingly scattered 

and understudied. An in depth analysis of his musical works and compositional style 

hasΝnotΝbeenΝconductedέΝόurthermore,ΝaΝthoroughΝcontextualizationΝofΝVasílisΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝrecordings with reference to wider, musical, social and cultural 

developments is absent from the literature. There will be some attempt to address the 

wider significance of his work in this thesis. Finally, various important and potentially 

far-reaching claims about his work have yet to be fully examined and verified, such as 

the development of the chordal harmony,5 the new role of the singers, the re-

determination of the role of the bouzouki and so forth. 

This thesis is, therefore, timely and important in several ways, and makes its 

originalΝcontributionΝbyΝofferingΝaΝstudyΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordedΝoutputΝwhich,Ν

it is argued, provides a key to the unlocking of a number of musical, historical and 

socio-culturalΝissuesΝpertainingΝtoΝTsitsánis‟sΝroleΝinΝthe development of Greek 

popular music. In attempting to do just that, this thesis represents the first academic 

studyΝtoΝcollateΝandΝsynthesizeΝaΝgreatΝdealΝofΝinformationΝaboutΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝandΝ

his career in the context of the development of Greek popular music. It provides an 

analysis of his compositional technique from every period in his recording career,6 

involving consideration of the ensemble and vocalists he wrote for, and the various 

structural elements which can be used to identify his style. 

The key aims and objectives of this thesis are: 1) to provide a database of 

VasílisΝTsitsánisΝrecordingsλΝandΝβΦΝtoΝtranscribeΝandΝanalyzeΝselectedΝrecordingsΝ

throughout his career (charting structural, instrumental, textural, timbral, rhythmic, 

harmonic and modal changes). Through these analyses the identification of the 

elements that determine and identify the development of his musical style will 

become easier and clearer. Finally, the identification of any major changes in his 

musical style (with reference to musical, historical, social and cultural contexts) will 

put things in order with regard to the development of the Greek urban folk/popular 

                                                 
5 TheΝtermΝ„chordal harmony‟ΝhasΝbeenΝtakenΝfromΝθennanen 1999. 
6 The recordingΝperiodsΝofΝTsitsánisΝrecordingΝcareer,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝreasonsΝforΝthisΝparticularΝdivisionΝ

areΝexaminedΝfurtherΝbelowΝinΝTsitsánisΝElectronicΝτatabaseΝsectionέ 
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genre. The key research question is: if significant musical changes can be identified in 

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings,ΝdoΝtheyΝrepresentΝnotΝjustΝaΝchangeΝinΝhisΝownΝstyleΝbutΝ

the transition fromΝrembétikoΝtoΝlaikó,Νthat isΝsaidΝbyΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝtoΝbeΝ

embodied by his work? 

The entire thesis is, therefore, built upon some critical research questions that 

have wide significance for the study of Greek popular music. Through a thorough 

consideration of the material collected I will provide a critical assessment of the 

evidence in order to provide a better understanding of complex and long-standing 

issues that have been troubling musicians and musicologists in Greece and elsewhere. 

Some of the key questions here areκΝisΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusicΝinΝaΝstyleΝorΝevenΝgenreΝofΝitsΝ

ownοΝWhatΝdoesΝanΝanalysisΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusicΝrevealΝaboutΝthe boundaries of 

rembétikoΝandΝtheΝnewerΝlaikóΝstyleοΝWhatΝareΝtheΝdifferencesΝbetweenΝtheΝwayΝ

TsitsánisΝusedΝtheΝύreekΝpopularΝmodesΝandΝtheΝwayΝotherΝsongwritersΝusedΝthemοΝ

Was he the one who did the arrangements of all of his songs? What are the crucial 

differencesΝbetweenΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝandΝrembétikoΝsongsΝbeforeΝhimοΝWhat are the 

mainΝelementsΝwhichΝformΝtheΝnewΝmusicalΝstyleΝcalledΝlaikó,ΝclaimedΝtoΝhaveΝbeenΝ

started by him as identified in his work? The non-existence of answers to such 

questions points out to the dearth of scholarly research on Greek popular music, 

something which is examined later on. 

 

 

Rationale and Methodology 

Despite the complex interdisciplinarity nature of the research demanded by the 

subject matter, it is impossible to cover it from every perspective. However, theories 

and ideas from several disciplines are used occasionally when and where the demand 

for the contribution for a clearer and a more holistic understanding arises. Within the 

field of popular musicology (see Scott 2009), or of the musicology of popular music 

(see Moore 2007), discographical research and musical analysis provide the main 

means of examination of the evidence. Scott‟sΝandΝεoore‟sΝ„popularΝmusicology‟ΝalsoΝ

exemplifies the interdisciplinary trends in music studies. 

Ever since I realized that there was a lack of complete, detailed and 

trustworthyΝdiscographicalΝresearchΝonΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareer,ΝIΝbelievedΝ

that I should devote a large part of this project to the creation of a comprehensive 
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discography. A full discography would have two major positive impacts: it would put 

things in their place, as regards wrong information provided in publications made in 

the past, and it would work as the frame on which the entire thesis could be built.7 A 

vital method utilized in the discographical research is source criticism, for it was the 

only way to test the validity of numerous historical documents and material.8 

The negligence towards some critical musical issuesΝofΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝ

occurred because most of the available academic material covers the aforementioned 

styles from ethnographical, historical and anthropological perspectives but not (apart 

from a few exceptions) from a musicological perspective (musical analysis). From the 

historical point of view, this thesis provides more accurate recording dates than any 

other published material has done before. This is due to the finding of crucial 

historical documents that previous scholars were either not aware of, or they were not 

able to locate.9 On the other hand, it examines, for the first time in detail, in the 

contextΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝwork,Νfundamental musicological issues, such as the Greek 

popular modes and rhythms. The backbone of this project is the TsitsánisΝElectronicΝ

Database (T.E.D). In this database, all the data gathered during the four years of 

research are available. Finally, this thesis deals only with the first recordings made by 

TsitsánisέΝThisΝmeansΝthatΝsongsΝthatΝheΝrecorded twice or even three times, as well as 

contemporary recordings made by other artists, are not included, neither in the 

statistical tables nor in the text body of the thesis. However, if someone examines the 

T.E.D., they can also find details on contemporary recordings of a song. 

 

 

τuthor’s Background 

A significant characteristic of this thesis is the employment of terms from both the 

field of popular musicology and the vernacular terms employed by Greek musicians 

on the music stands. My personal experience has been crucial in setting the scene for 

this investigation. I have been listening to this musical style since I was eight years 

                                                 
7 For instance, accurate recording dates are a critical piece of information, important not only to the 

discographical analysis, but to the musical analysis as well. 
8 The vitality of source criticism is also discussed in Pennanen‟sΝthesisΝΥ1ιιικΝ1ζΦέ 
9 See Chapter 3 for comments on these historical documents and generally regarding the sources used 

in this project. 
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oldΝandΝplayedΝandΝsangΝmyΝfirstΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikó song when I was twelve. Since 

1999 (17 years old), I have been working as a rembétiko-laikóΝpianistΝandΝsinger,Ν

playing and also studying these musical styles. 

In Greece, a considerable part of the population, alongside many musicians 

whoΝareΝinvolvedΝinΝplayingΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝonΝthe πうそせα [pálka] or παkうとすαΝ

[patária],10 stronglyΝbelieveΝthatΝlaikóΝstyleΝhasΝbeenΝcreatedΝbyΝtheΝそαふな [laósΝνΝtheΝ

people] so it must continue to belong to them and generally remain simple in form 

and function, and be kept away from schools, researchers, and academies.11 This 

approach or common belief is, of course, problematic.12 It is hardly objective and 

raises many ideological and political issues, revealing a rather conservative thinking. 

This is, perhaps, understandable if one is aware of the considerable reputation and 

respectΝthatΝTsitsánisΝstillΝhasΝinΝύreeceέΝρsΝnotedΝearlier,ΝheΝmightΝbeΝseenΝasΝaΝ

national treasure, an intangible cultural asset, and in a time of economic downturn, 

such nostalgic icons take on ever greater significance as people look back to what 

they may believe to be better times gone by. With such adulation directed at my 

subject, my role as researcher was going to have to be carefully negotiated. There is a 

need, then, for rigorous and objective academic research into the popular music of 

Greece, but there is no need to prise the evidence out of the hands of fans and 

admirersέΝThatΝisΝwhyΝaΝbroaderΝcontextualisationΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝworkΝisΝ

maintained in this thesis. The views of his family, friends and fans play a significant 

role in informing the approach adopted here. However, as a performer of his music, I 

argue that his work clearly deserves the scholarly and objective treatment and 

interrogation it has not yet received and that this is completely necessary given the 

complexity and significance of the subject matter. 

Returning to the significance of the experience for me so far, I should add that 

IΝwasΝaΝstudentΝwhoΝreachedΝεaster‟sΝlevel,ΝwhileΝworkingΝasΝaΝmusician playing 

rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝsongsέΝθriorΝtoΝthis,ΝIΝwasΝstudyingΝinΝorder to obtain a degree in 

classical piano while I was playing the rembétiko-laikóΝpianoΝinΝvenuesέΝInΝaddition,ΝIΝ
                                                 
10 ぃうそせα (singular πうそせて) or παkうとすα (singular παkうとす) = music stands. Regarding the music stands in 

Greece see also Tragaki 2007: 200. 
11 Interestingly connected to this is the point raised by Peter ManuelκΝ„doesΝpopularΝmusicΝriseΝfromΝtheΝ

people who constituteΝitsΝaudience,ΝorΝisΝitΝsuperimposedΝuponΝthemΝfromΝaboveο‟ΝΥ1ιιίκΝθΦέΝ 
12 There are countless discussions around these matters on the internet (see, for example, 

<http://www.rembetiko.gr/forums/>). 
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was having classical singing lessons while studying Byzantine Ecclesiastic chanting 

in the University of Macedonia in Greece, and at the same period working as a 

rembétiko-laikóΝsingerέΝTheΝfactΝthatΝIΝamΝanΝactiveΝcomposer,ΝincludingΝlaikóΝsongsΝ

in my portfolio and four discographical works, is something that could be considered 

extremely helpful in analyzing the compositionalΝstyleΝofΝTsitsánisΝand,Νgenerally,Ν

rembétikoΝandΝlaikóέΝTheΝcombinationΝofΝstudiesΝonΝWesternΝandΝEasternΝmusicalΝ

styles can grant researchers the tools they need in order to not only try to understand 

and examine the styles more easily, but also to explain the findings of their research to 

their readers as clearly as possible. The fact that an active musician of the genre (that 

is, myself) undertakes an academic research on the subject shows that a strong and old 

trait of Greek society reaches itsΝendέΝThisΝ„collaboration‟ΝbetweenΝpracticeΝandΝtheoryΝ

(music stand and scholarship) is fruitful, for it can be used in order to cover the 

subject from as many of its angles as possible, making use of every beneficial aspect 

of both. Taking advantage of the knowledge that can be obtained on the rembétiko-

laikóΝmusicΝstandsΝcanΝsolveΝmanyΝproblemsΝthatΝperhapsΝanΝ„outsider‟ΝwouldΝhaveΝtoΝ

confrontΝwithΝmoreΝdifficultyέΝρfterΝall,ΝIΝamΝcapableΝofΝusingΝoneΝofΝmusicians‟Ν

greatest assets, my memory, as described by Tenzer: 

 

Musicians in many cultures preserve complex musical structures in 

their minds without notation as a reference and think theoretically 

or analytically about them. Analysis is made possible by musical 

memory (Tenzer 2006: 6).13 

 

Such memories are both of the mind and of the body. For example, in the motor 

movements touch and feel of bouzouki performance. „Learning to perform‟, as 

described by John Baily (2001), is a fundamental research technique in 

ethnomusicology and, I would argue, can be considered a fundamental research 

techniqueΝwhenΝapproachingΝtheΝworkΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέ I should, therefore, 

mention how studying the bouzouki and the accordion were beneficial for the 

purposes of the project. Along with the piano and singing, that I was already familiar 

with, I was able to directly engage with theΝperformanceΝtechniquesΝofΝtheΝstyle‟sΝ

                                                 
13 See also Lilliestam‟sΝarticleΝregardingΝtheΝroleΝofΝmemoryΝinΝpopularΝmusicsΝΥ1ιιζΦέ 
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main instruments.14 It has become clear to me that through my research that 

knowledge of the basic instruments of a style can bring a popular musicologist closer 

toΝtheΝstyle‟sΝtotality,ΝfromΝtheΝinsideΝoutέ 

EvidenceΝclearlyΝsuggestsΝthatΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikó,ΝandΝthusΝtheΝprincipleΝ

musicalΝcontextsΝforΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusic,ΝdeserveΝacademicΝtreatment because it was 

mostlyΝheΝthatΝdrewΝtheΝboundariesΝandΝtheΝpathΝforΝwhatΝwasΝtoΝbeΝcalledΝύreekΝlaikó 

[popular] music.15 Moreover, this is a syncretic musical style which perhaps, and as 

evidence suggests, is the very first national urbanΝmusicalΝ„product‟ΝofΝύreeceΝ

which,16 according to Peter Manuel,Ν„hasΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝdistinctivelyΝnationalΝ

popularΝmusicsΝofΝanyΝEuropeanΝcountry‟ΝΥ1ιιίκΝ1βζΦέΝTheΝacculturationΝthatΝ

happened (Ottoman-Turkish makams, Greek paradhosiaká [rural-traditional], Afro-

Cuban rhythms [Latin America], Western harmony and so forth) is of major 

importance for Greek popular musicology.17 It is exciting for me thatΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

music is still played and enjoyed in Greece, but disappointing that nobody has 

researched his music thoroughly at an academic level. What academic research there 

isΝonΝrembétikoΝclearlyΝdemonstratesΝthatΝanΝinvestigation must be ongoing, as 

significant findings in relation to musical (for example, mix of Eastern modes with 

Western harmony), historical (the establishment of the dictatorships), social (the 

acceptanceΝofΝtheΝpreviouslyΝneglectedΝrembétikoΝbyΝtheΝmiddleΝclassΦ,ΝpoliticalΝΥtheΝ

εetaxás‟sΝcensorship) and economic (the development of the role of the musicians, 

from the previously poor people into professionals) matters have emerged.  

 

 

The Educational System in Greece 

The laikóΝstyleΝisΝnotΝtaughtΝinΝconservatoiresΝinΝύreeceΝtoday,ΝalthoughΝtheΝstyleΝisΝ

extremely widespread, while in other countries popular styles are part of the 

                                                 
14 A similar method was also used by Pennanen during his research (1999: 15-6). 
15 Although the correct phrase would be そαはせお たてにjすせお [laikíΝmusic]ΝIΝonlyΝuseΝtheΝneuterΝtypeΝofΝtheΝ

word,ΝthatΝis,Νlaikó,ΝinΝorderΝtoΝpreventΝconfusionέ 
16 ThisΝ„culturalΝvacillation‟ΝbetweenΝEastΝandΝWestΝisΝtheΝmainΝsubjectΝinΝθennanen‟sΝthesisΝΥ1ιιιΦέ 
17 Several facts and events concerning the syncretic nature and the acculturation in Greek urban popular 

music are mentioned and analyzed as the thesis develops. 
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educational systems, being also extremely popular with students.18 Apart from the 

political issues, that is, the fact that the government does not decide to introduce 

programmes of popular music studies, lack of research is the reason for the negligence 

of popular music. This situation is beginning to change, but still needs to take many 

further steps in order to reach a standard equivalent to elsewhere (England and 

Finland, for example), that is, resolve some problems of the past, such as terminology, 

and go on into deeper research of the style. An example (and at the same time the best 

proof) of this negligence of popular music studies in Greece is that the memorandum 

of the State Conservatoire in Greece (on which all the other conservatoires‟Ν

memoranda and teaching systems, state or private, are based) does not include the 

teaching of laikó music style (its instruments, singing, theory, and so forth) alongside 

the other Greek popular styles (rural or urban), such as Greek rock, Greek artistic 

(éntehno), paradhosiaká (rural traditional) and so forth. A passage, which can be 

found on the official web site of the State Conservatory of Thessaloniki 

ΥwwwέodiokratέgrΦ,ΝfollowsκΝ„δegislativeΝdecreesΝ1δδεήδβ,Νβί1ίήδβΝandΝβθη0/54, 

Parliamentary decree of 1957 published in the Official Journal of the Greek 

Government (229/11-11-1957), define, until this day, the framework of the musical 

education inΝourΝcountry‟έ19 But change is clearly possible within the Geek musical 

education system with the T.E.I. in Epirus [Technological Education Institute of 

Epirus] with its „τepartmentΝofΝθopularΝandΝTraditionalΝεusic‟ΝwhichΝwas created in 

2000-2001.  

Bearing in mind the previous points, I will refer to some data collected from 

the National Documentation Centre (www.ekt.gr) regarding doctoral theses held at 

Greek UniversitiesέΝόourΝentriesΝhaveΝbeenΝfoundΝwithΝkeywordΝ„rembétiko‟έΝTwoΝofΝ

them are from Psychology schools, one from a school of Media and one from a school 

of Sociology. There is not one from a school of Music. 84 entries with the keyword 

„music‟ΝhaveΝbeenΝfoundέΝεoreΝthanΝεί per cent of them were held on Byzantine 

music at one of the two academic schools in Greece (Athens and Thessaloniki). This 

proportion alone gives rise to many questions, such as why this musical style merits 

                                                 
18 During my Masters programme of study in England, I have had many seminars, tutorials and classes 

concerning popular styles. See the universities of Salford and Leeds for evidence, for example. 
19 The entire decree can be found on the web site of the Official Journal of the Greek Government 

(www.et.gr). 
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such an academic treatment? Four entries deal with folk/traditional music. None of 

them, however, was held at a music school. The rest are divided in various research 

fields: two of them deal with two very importantΝmusicalΝfigures,ΝζikólaosΝεántzarosΝ

andΝεanólisΝKalomíris,ΝwhoseΝmusicΝisΝbasedΝonΝtheΝWesternΝstyleέΝTheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝ

word „laikó‟ does not return even a single result, reveals how neglected this music is 

and much about the musical value system of Greek academia. 

 One crucial act that the Greek government should take is to officially 

recognize popular music (theory, instruments and so forth), something that is not in 

effect today. I will describe a situation which reflects the gravity of the whole matter. 

Academic education is part of the purview of the Ministry of Education, while music 

education in conservatoires (private and state) is part of the Ministry of Culture. In 

1988, the Greek government introduced Public Music Schools, secondary and high 

schools.20 Today, music schools offer an alternative to pupils who do not desire to 

follow the programme of studies of the general secondary and high school and prefer 

to have in their daily scheduleΝasΝmanyΝ„musical‟ΝhoursΝasΝpossibleέΝTheΝprogrammeΝ

of studies of public music schools includes the teaching of Greek popular music, 

Greek traditional music, Byzantine music and Western classical music. Both 

Byzantine music and classical music are part of the official programme of study of 

both public and private education. In other words, both the Ministry of Education and 

the Ministry of Culture (that is, both the universities and the conservatoires21) provide 

official recognized degrees for these two specializations. However, it is only the 

Ministry of Education that recognizes the studies of the remaining two fields, that is, 

popular music and traditional music. In other words, if someone undertakes a BA 

degree in bouzouki at the University of Macedonia in Thessaloniki, they will obtain 

an official recognized degree. On the other hand, if someone studies the bouzouki at a 

conservatoire, they will not be able to do so (obtain a recognized degree) because the 

Ministry of Culture has not yet recognized popular and traditional music and its 

instruments.  

                                                 
20 In Greece, public education is divided as follows: six years in hさたてkすせふ [dhimotikóΝνΝprimaryΝ

school]; three years in けにたちうjすて [ghimnásioΝνΝsecondaryΝschool]λΝthreeΝyearsΝinΝそへせiすて [líkioΝνΝhighΝ

school]. Although the law passed in 1988, the music schools became popular almost ten years after. For 

more details in terms of these schools see Kallimopoulou 2009: 135-45. 
21 It should be mentioned that all the universities in Greece are state. 
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Consequently, the majority of the music teachers at music schools have never 

obtained an official degree. That is, except for those who have studied at an academic 

level who form approximately a 10 per cent, if not less, of the teachers of traditional 

and popular music. Accordingly, in what way does the government appoint the 

remaining 90 per cent of the teachers? The answer is simple, yet very bizarre. The fact 

that the legislative decree, mentioned above, does not cover popular and traditional 

music does not mean that private conservatoires do not offer such studies. However, 

they cannot provide the student with a degree recognized by the Ministry of Culture. 

The government asks for a signed statement from the private conservatoire where 

someone has either worked in or studied popular and/or traditional music. The 

candidate, by bringing this statement, is appointed to music teacher for public music 

schools as an iたπiすとてkえぬちさな [empirotéhnis,ΝえたπiすとてなΝΥémpirosΦΝ+Νkえぬちさ ΥtéhniΦ = 

experienced, practised + art, knack], as the law names these candidates.  

 

 

Outline of This Thesis 

The thesis has been organized in the following way: Chapter 2 examines the 

development of studies in popular musicology and rebetology.22 These studies have 

helped shape my own approach here and it is crucial to establish this foundational 

theoretical orientation and disciplinary framework. By referring to several scholars 

(both in Greece and abroad), this chapter points out what has been done, and what has 

to be done with regard to the study of popular music in Greece.  

Chapter 3 deals with historical recordings and many of their aspects. It reflects 

on the well-intentioned interest but also sometimes problematic interpretations found 

in numerous published works by Greek aficionados and the problem around the 

sources in Greece. On the other hand, the examination of the role of the recording 

technology and its development in the style provides a perspective which seems to be 

critical for the research conclusions as is convincingly demonstrated in the work of 

Timothy Warner (2009), for example. 

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the Greek popular modes, which is one of the 

biggest problems in rebetological field studies, and central to understanding the basis 

                                                 
22 ρlthoughΝIΝwriteΝrembétiko,ΝIΝchooseΝtoΝwriteΝrebetologyΝwithoutΝtheΝ„m‟ΝandΝtheΝaccentΝΥseeΝ

transliteration) because this is the way that the term has been established within academic circles. 
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ofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝcompositionalΝstyle. These particular chapters aspire to shed light 

on this issue by explaining the modes as well as by offering an in-depth analysis in 

order to help in the continuation of the research in the future. The explanation of the 

modesΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝcomparisonΝwithΝtheirΝ„ancestors‟,ΝfoundΝinΝtheΝTurkish makam 

system, but also, in turn, in Byzantine and Ancient Greek modal systems, is also a 

vital part of these chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 provide an examination and analysis of 

theΝharmonizationΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongs; what is called, chordal harmony. The analysis 

shows the development found in Greek popular music in general, which is owing, on 

the one hand, to the fact that the foundations of today‟sΝharmonizationΝstandardsΝwereΝ

set,ΝtoΝaΝgreatΝextent,ΝbyΝTsitsánisΝandΝhisΝmusic,Νand,ΝonΝtheΝother,ΝtoΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝ

same musicians took part in the recordings of other songwriters, too. 

Chapters 6 and 7 deal,Νadditionally,ΝwithΝtheΝύreekΝlaikóΝrhythmsΝwhich,Ν

similarly to the preceding chapters, constitute another major problem in rebetology. 

Due to limited academic research, the most important source is the oral tradition used 

by the musicians. The nomenclature that this tradition uses is often problematic and 

therefore it causes confusion. Chapters 6 and 7 present and analyze all the rhythms 

foundΝinΝTsitsánis‟s repertoire. By using rhythmic patterns which have been created 

for the purposes of this project, these chapters aspire to clarify the two most serious 

problems around the rhythms: I suggest a correct nomenclature and show (with the 

help of the rhythmic patterns) ways of interpreting them. 

In Chapter 8 I provide my conclusions. This includes an evaluation of 

evidence and findings drawn from the chapters before. To all intents and purposes, 

this chapter examines the relation of kてΝπとすちΝせαすΝkてΝたikう [toΝprinΝkeΝtoΝmetáΝνΝbefore 

andΝafter]ΝandΝtheΝ„journey‟ΝofΝrembétikoΝtowardsΝlaikóΝfromΝtheΝpointΝofΝviewΝofΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝcontribution. It examines the role and impact of his music, then and today. 

Furthermore, a great part of the final chapter is devoted to the importance of the 

continuation of the research on Greek popular music. Chapter 8 deals with the 

distressing fact of the basic level of the research in the field, especially within Greek 

borders. VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusicΝisΝaΝvery important part of rembétiko-laikóΝmusic,Ν

but, a part, after all. The in-depth research on a musical style that is still alive and that 

is changing continuously is a matter that needs attention and solutions, proposals on 

which are given within this chapter.  
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Biographical, Historical and Cultural Background 

〈αjかそさなΝぉjすkjうちさな [VasílisΝTsitsánis]ΝwasΝbornΝinΝtheΝcityΝofΝTrikala,ΝlocatedΝinΝ

central Greece near to the city of Larissa, on 18 January 1915. He had a very basic 

musical education, but nevertheless, this was something rather rare for the musicians 

who wereΝinvolvedΝinΝrembétikoΝstyleέΝEvidenceΝsuggests that, while quite young, he 

learnt to play the mandolin and after a few years the violin as well;23 most of the time 

he played traditional/rural songs of the region of his hometown. He started playing the 

bouzouki when he was about 11 years old, and despite the fact that bouzouki was not 

a popular instrument at this time, accordingΝtoΝrembétikoΝscholarsΝand his son, he 

loved it more than any other.24 At this point, it should be mentioned that the region of 

TríkalaΝisΝaΝuniqueΝcase,ΝinΝterms of its cultural disposition. The fact that the region 

has produced manyΝofΝύreece‟sΝgreatestΝmusiciansΝandΝlyricists is something of great 

importέΝρpartΝfromΝTsitsánis,ΝρpóstolosΝKaldhárasΝΥ1ιββ-1ιιίΦ,ΝώrístosΝKolokotrónisΝ

(1922-1ιιιΦ,ΝύhiórghosΝSamoladhás25 andΝKóstasΝVírvosΝΥ1ιβζΦΝwereΝalsoΝfromΝ

TríkalaέΝηneΝmightΝaskΝtheΝquestionκΝ„why has this particular region given birth to so 

much urban culture‟? Written and oral sources indicate that the region was an 

important economical centre (from as long ago as the 18th century) and used to gather 

roving musicians from every corner of the Ottoman Empire, as well as from Europe, 

too.26 One should not underestimate the location of the city, either, which is in the 

very middle of the Greek peninsula (Figure 1.4). 

 

 

                                                 
23 SeeΝρlexíouΝβίί1ΝandΝβίίγέ 
24 In fact the bouzouki was considered to be an instrument connected with the people of the 

underworld, thus its reputation was not good. 
25 Not able to find his year of birth and death. However, he lived in the same period as the others. 
26 ζéarhosΝύheorghiádhisΝexaminesΝtheΝaforementionedΝsituationΝinΝTríkalaΝΥβίίεΦέΝValuableΝ

information is also providedΝbyΝTheófilosΝρnastasíouΝΥβί1ίΦέ 
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Figure 1.4: Map of Greece and the city of Tríkala 

 

 

TsitsánisΝtravelledΝinΝ1ιγζΝfromΝTrikalaΝtoΝρthensΝinΝorderΝtoΝstudyΝδawΝatΝtheΝ

University of Athens. Oral evidence (from his son and from some Greek scholars27) 

supports the theory that he abandoned his studies quite early because of the 

dictatorship (1936 – 1941) and World War 2, when Greece was under German 

occupation (1941 – 1944).28 The major events that happened in his life can be found 

in Appendix A, entitled „TsitsánisΝσhronologyΝofΝEvents‟. This illustration is designed 

to be used as a companion throughout the entire thesis. It shows all the important facts 

that happened duringΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerέΝTheseΝfactsΝhaveΝbeenΝcross-

                                                 
27 IΝhaveΝengagedΝinΝinterviewsΝwithΝKóstasΝTsitsánisΝsinceΝtheΝbeginningΝofΝthisΝresearchΝprojectέΝInΝ

fact, very soon, we became friends and I visited him in Athens 15 times.  
28 InΝanΝinterviewΝwithΝώatzidhoulís,ΝTsitsánis says that the circumstances were extremely difficult in 

ρthensΝandΝthatΝheΝneededΝtoΝworkΝinΝorderΝtoΝsurviveΝΥTsitsánisΝ1ιθίκΝ11-12). 
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checked by taking information from oral stories, interviews, books, newspapers and 

magazines.29 

In 1980, and withΝUζESση‟sΝinitiative,ΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝaΝnewΝalbumΝ

called ぉてΝぬうとαたαΝ[toΝháramaΝνΝtheΝdaylight],30 as this was the name of the tavern 

where he worked during the last 14 years of his life. The album includes many of 

Tsitsánis‟sΝoldΝsongsΝandΝmanyΝimprovisationsΝonΝbouzouki. In France in 1985, this 

album won the prize of the Music Academy Charles Gross, a clear sign of his work‟s 

significanceέΝTsitsánis,Νhowever,ΝhadΝalreadyΝpassedΝawayΝΥJanuaryΝ1θ,Ν1ιθδΦέ 

In 1923, as part of the treaty of Lausanne (signed on July 24, 1923), a great 

exchange of populations took place, and approximately 1.5 million Christians of 

Turkish citizenship moved from Turkey (mainly Asia Minor) to Greece, while 

approximately five-hundred thousand Muslims of Greek citizenship moved from 

Greece to Turkey. The criterion of the exchange was the respective religions of the 

populations.31 This sparked off the modern Greek urban-popular, the so-called 

rembétiko musical style, for the refugees from Asia Minor took with them their 

musical traditions. 

To give an idea of the prevalent discourse surrounding the history of 

rembétiko, Greeks consider and call the music style that came with the refugees from 

Asia Minor in 1923 ぇたにとちαかすせて [Smirnéiko = from Smyrna] and, hence, they consider 

it the very first stage and the forerunner of the とiたπえkすせてΝ[rembétiko]ΝmusicΝstyleέΝ

However, the use ofΝtheΝtermΝSmirnéikoΝisΝproblematicΝandΝmisleading,ΝforΝthereΝwereΝ

songs from several other origins, such as Constantinople and Adrianople, which were 

part of the repertoire that Greeks addressΝasΝSmirnéikoέΝRistoΝθekkaΝθennanen 

discusses this problematic use ofΝtheΝtermΝSmirnéikoΝ(1999: 68; 2004: 3-4). 

Furthermore, according to common beliefs, rembétiko has its roots in Piraeus with 

pieces very much based on theΝstyleΝofΝSmirnéikoΝbutΝalsoΝwithΝmanyΝdifferences,Ν

such as the usage of a completely different orchestration and a different lyrical 

                                                 
29 InΝtermsΝofΝmoreΝdetailedΝinformationΝonΝtheΝcityΝofΝTrikala,ΝasΝwellΝasΝonΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝlifeΝseeΝ

ρlexíouΝΥβίί1ΝandΝβίίγΦΝandΝρnastasíouΝΥ1ιιεΦέ 
30 TheΝtitleΝofΝtheΝόrenchΝeditionΝisΝ„ύrèceκΝHommage A Tsitsanis, ςouzouki‟έ 
31 See Blanchard (1925); Valaoras (1960); 100 years Greece (1999: 176-77); Pentzopoulos (2002); 

National Geographic (2007: 30); Isiz (2008). 
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theme.32 ρfterΝrembétiko,ΝwithΝεárkosΝVamvakáris as its major representative (he is 

often called by rembétikoΝenthusiastsΝ„theΝθatriarchΝofΝrembétiko‟Φ,ΝtheΝύreeksΝspeakΝ

of the new そαはせふ [laikóΝνΝpopular]Νmusic style with its most important representative, 

VasílisΝTsitsánisέΝInΝfact,ΝevenΝTsitsánisΝhimselfΝspeaksΝandΝrefersΝtoΝhimselfΝasΝaΝlaikóΝ

composer and alwaysΝavoidsΝusingΝtheΝwordΝrembétikoέ33 TheΝworkΝofΝVasílisΝ

TsitsánisΝisΝcreditedΝforΝtheΝgenre‟sΝbroaderΝacceptance,ΝunderΝtheΝtermΝlaikóέΝ

RembétikoΝenthusiastsΝinΝύreeceΝconsiderΝtheΝturningΝpointΝtoΝbeΝsomewhereΝaroundΝ

the 1940s – 1ιείs,ΝbasicallyΝwithΝTsitsánis‟sΝpost-war work which is often labelled as 

hisΝ„classical period‟έ34 IΝuseΝtheΝtermsΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝinΝtheΝwayΝthatΝtheyΝappearΝ

in the colloquial language, even though as terms they have proven to be rather 

insufficient and problematic.35 Risto Pekka Pennanen and Conway Morris subdivide 

rembétikoΝintoΝtheΝfollowingΝperiodsκΝtheΝfirstΝperiodΝconsisting of the music of the 

cafésΝΥwhatΝtheΝύreeksΝcallΝSmirnéikoΦ,ΝandΝtheΝsecondΝconsistingΝofΝtheΝkiせえなΝ[tekés 

= hashish den] style or bouzouki-based Piraeus style.36 

】αはせふな [laikós]ΝstandsΝforΝpopular,ΝofΝtheΝpeopleέ37 A very good approach for 

understandingΝtheΝtermΝlaikóΝisΝcontainedΝwithinΝtheΝ„rebetika‟ΝchapterΝofΝθeterΝ

Manuel‟sΝbookΝPopular Musics of the Non-Western World (1990: 127). Manuel 

describes Greek popular music as being modern Greek working class music. Manuel 

alsoΝgivesΝaΝveryΝgoodΝdescriptionΝofΝtheΝrembétikoΝstyleκΝ„urbanΝύreekΝlumpenΝ

proletarian music of the early twentieth century‟ΝΥ1ιιίκΝβζιΦέ38 For Pennanen,ΝlaikóΝ

                                                 
32 I should also mention at this point the derivative とiたπえkさな (plural とiたπえkiな [rembétisΝ– rembétes]ΦέΝ

Apart from the musical style, the word also covers a more general and broader life stance, connected to 

people living in the underworld, such as criminals and drug-addicts, who had their own ideology, 

appearance,ΝidiolecticΝandΝmoralΝrulesέΝRegardingΝrembétes,ΝseeΝτimitriΝεonosΝΥ1ιθηκΝ111ΦΝandΝ

Pennanen (1999: 67, n. 1). 
33 See Despina Michael (1996) regarding the tendency of TsitsánisΝtoΝavoidΝtheΝtermΝrembétiko as well 

as regarding the negative attitude of society towards the word and everything that allegedly represented 

(members of the underworld, musicians, music style, instruments). 
34 In numerous discussionsΝIΝhadΝwithΝmanyΝrembétikoΝenthusiasts,ΝIΝlistenedΝtoΝthemΝaddressingΝthisΝ

specificΝperiodΝofΝTsitsánisΝasΝhisΝ„classicalΝperiod‟,ΝandΝthisΝisΝtheΝreasonΝthatΝI,Νtoo,ΝuseΝthisΝtermΝinΝ

my thesis. 
35 RegardingΝrembétiko,ΝseeΝθennanen 2004. 
36 Pennanen (1999: 68); Morris (1980: 81). 
37 】αはせふな [laikós,Νmasculine],Νそαはせお [laikí,Νfeminine],Νそαはせふ [laikó,Νneuter]έ 
38 ρΝsimilarΝapproachΝcanΝalsoΝbeΝfoundΝinΝStáthisΝτhamianákosΝΥ1ιιδΦέ 
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songs areΝgenerallyΝ„postΝmid-1ιείsΝύreekΝpopularΝsongs‟έΝώowever,ΝheΝpointsΝoutΝ

thatΝtheΝtermΝ„isΝusedΝforΝurbanΝύreekΝpopularΝmusicΝinΝgeneralΝasΝdistinctΝfromΝtheΝ

rural dimotika music‟ΝΥ1ιιικΝζηκΝn. 1). 

Some issues regarding the musical background of the refugees must be 

highlighted. The refugees were certainly aware of the Western tradition, since many 

of Asia Minor‟s big cities were at their peak for various reasons: cultural, economic 

and so forth. Smyrna [ぇたへとちさΝ(today Izmir)] is known for its flourishing culture at 

this time: museums, theatres, conservatoires and schools.39 Also known are Asia 

εinor‟sΝconnectionsΝwithΝEurope,ΝsinceΝmerchantsΝusedΝtoΝtravelΝto and from many 

major cities frequently. It is not accidental that Smyrna had an English community 

(Bornova) and two French printing-houses. It was a multinational city and its 

population consisted of Turks, Greeks, Jews, Armenians, and (obviously fewer) 

English, Italians, French, which the locals used to addressΝasΝ„όranks‟έ40 ρristoménisΝ

KaliviotákisΝinformsΝusΝthatΝduringΝtheΝperiodΝofΝtheΝcity‟sΝdestructionΝandΝtheΝ

population exchange (1922-1923), the number of Greeks that lived there were 

165,000, the Turks 80,000, the Armenians 40,000, the Jews 50,000 and the remaining 

36,000 were Europeans and other nationalities (2002: 16, taken, in turn, fromΝώrístosΝ

SolomonídhisΝ1ιηβΦέΝρsΝKaliviótisΝstresses,ΝinΝ1ιβί,ΝtheΝpopulationΝofΝρthensΝwasΝ

γίί,ίίίΝwhileΝSmyrna‟sΝwasΝγεί,ίίίΝΥibidΦέΝρsΝfarΝasΝWestern musical impact is 

concerned, there were numerous music groups that were called ijkてにちkすαちkかちiな 

[estoundiandínes]; they were based on the French estudiantines which were groups 

consisting of two mandolins, a mandola and a guitar ΥύhalátouΝβίίθκΝβγΦέΝTheΝso-

called 《そそさちすせおΝijkてにちkすαちkかちαΝ[elinikíΝνΝύreekΝestudiantine]Νrecorded its first songs 

as early as 1909. The nature of the recordings of the estudiantines varied: urban 

popular songs from the broader region (Constantinople, Smyrna, Adrianople and so 

forth), Turkish and Greek traditional, Western-style popular, accompanying many 

times foreign lyrical singers such as Paul Armao, Antonio Walter and Alfred Solar 

ΥύhalátouΝβίίθκΝβεΦέΝόurthermore,ΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝinterestingΝstylesΝrecordedΝ

included songs whose melodies were explicitly based on Eastern modal based styles, 

                                                 
39 See also Politis (2005a). 
40 ηneΝofΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝsongsΝofΝεárkosΝVamvakáris talks about a Catholic girl from his island, 

SyrosέΝVamvakárisΝcallsΝherΝΦとαけせてjにとすαちお [frangosirianíΝνΝόrankΝΥthatΝis,ΝσatholicΦΝgirlΝfromΝSyros],Ν

which is also the title of the song (HMV AO 2280 - OGA 237, recorded in 1935). 
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but, on the other hand, were mixed with Western elements and thus, they created a 

style that sounds unique and clearly recognizable, even today.41 Some of these 

characteristics were parallel thirds in the voices‟ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝinstruments‟Νparts, and 

rhythms such as the habanera and the march (see song: 《たくαkおとすてΝぇたへとちさなΝ[emvatírioΝ

smírnisΝνΝMarch of Smyrna]).42 The habanera based songs were often used for a very 

popular activity which was brought by the refugees in the mainland too: the cantadas 

ΥserenadesΦέΝύroupsΝofΝmenΝusedΝtoΝgoΝunderΝgirls‟Νbalconies that they wished to court 

and sang these songs in an attempt to lure them down. The actual songs are also 

knownΝwithΝtheΝsameΝname,ΝthatΝis,ΝcantadaέΝδater,ΝTsitsánisΝusedΝthisΝtermΝ(せαちkうhαΝ

[kandádha]ΦΝin order to refer to some of his new songs. The elements that 

characterizedΝtheseΝsongsΝΥandΝthisΝisΝtheΝreasonΝthatΝTsitsánisΝputΝthemΝunderΝthisΝ

label, that is, cantada) were basically the two and even three voices used, usually 

moving in parallel thirds, the generally simple and, in a way, Western-based chordal 

progressions,ΝandΝtheΝhasápikoΝΥβήδΦΝrhythmέ43  

ηfΝtheΝhighestΝimportanceΝisΝwhatΝTsitsánisΝsaidΝaboutΝwhatΝheΝmeantΝwithΝtheΝ

term cantada, in his interview with Stathis Gauntlett (2001: 173-81): 

 

                                                 
41 TheΝbookΝofΝKaliviótisΝΥβίίβΦΝisΝaΝgreat source of information regarding the musical life of Smyrna 

during the period 1900-1922. One can find lists of recorded songs, references to the multicultural 

hypostasis of the music in the city, old photographs and postcards of important buildings such as the 

theatre of Smyrna, photographs of record labels of high importance, as for example is the record label 

inΝpageΝ1γδέΝηneΝcanΝreadΝtheΝwordΝ„rembétiko‟ΝonΝthatΝlabel,ΝsomethingΝwhich,ΝaccordingΝtoΝtheΝ

author, is one of the very first references to the word in discography. 
42 Orfeon 10439, recorded approximately in 1907-1908. At this point, I should mention that whenever a 

song is mentioned within the entire thesis (along with its recording details such as matrix number, 

recordingΝdateΝandΝsoΝforthΦ,ΝitΝisΝimpliedΝthatΝitΝisΝaΝTsitsánis‟sΝcreation,ΝunlessΝstatedΝotherwiseέΝTheΝ

recordingΝdatesΝofΝtheΝsongsΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝareΝaccurate,ΝforΝIΝhaveΝspentΝthreeΝyearsΝvisitingΝ

archives and locating authentic documents. However, the dating of the other songs by other songwriters 

is likely to be mistaken, although I tried to cross-check the recording years as best as possible. 

Regarding fundamental problematic issues such as dating and generally locating primary sources see 

Chapter 3. About these problematic issues, see also: Smith (1989); Pennanen (1995 and 2005). 
43 See, for example, songs: ]とぬふちkすjjα [arhóndisaΝνΝmistress],Νσolumbia CG 1874 - DG 6440, 

recorded in December, 1938; ]ぬうとすjkさ [aháristiΝνΝungratefulΝwoman],ΝώεVΝηύρΝ1βγθΝ- AO 2740, 

recordedΝinΝJune,Ν1ιδηέΝρΝ„WesternΝbasedΝchordal progression‟ΝwouldΝbeΝforΝinstanceΝΥinΝtheΝεatzóreΝ

[major] popular mode) the progression: I+ // IV+ // V+ // I+. 
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《ちちてほΝのなΝiπかΝkてΝπそiかjkてちΝkαΝπとかたてΝjiけふちkてΝkとαけてにhうせすαΝkαΝ

そiけふたiちαΝたαkこてとうせすα-たすちてとうせすα,ΝふπのなΝkてΝ]とαたπうなΝπiとちう,Ν‒すαΝ

【にとすαせおΝjiΝけちほとすjαΝせέそέπέ 

 

IΝbasicallyΝmeanΝtheΝ„primo-secondo‟ΝsongsΝΥtwoΝvoicesΦ,ΝtheΝalsoΝ

called little-majors and little-minors, such as the arambásΝperná44 

(the car is passing by), miaΝkiriakíΝseΝghnórisa45 (I met you one 

Sunday) etc.46 

 

In countless discussions with rembétikoΝenthusiastsΝin Greece, I understood that they 

believe thatΝrembétikoΝwasΝWesternizedΝandΝbecameΝlaikóΝΥpulled out of the hashish 

dens and the underworld and became of broader acceptance) because of these songs 

styleΝbyΝTsitsánisέΝρsΝone can see, the cantada term acquired several meanings and 

was applied to several things: 1) the activity of singing under the balconies; 2) the 

songs that men used to sing under the balconies; and 3) theΝtermΝwithΝwhichΝTsitsánisΝ

described a group of his songs. We shall also not forget that the term was also used 

according to its Italian origination, that is, serenade,47 due to many songs that were 

known and were also recorded on the mainland. 

 

 

The Backboneμ Tsitsánis Electronic Database 

TheΝgreatΝneedΝforΝaΝdatabaseΝforΝtheΝsongsΝofΝTsitsánisΝappearedΝfromΝtheΝveryΝfirstΝ

days of the project. The database accompanies the thesis as a website which URL is 

<www.tsitsanis-database.com>. 

TsitsánisΝElectronicΝτatabaseΝΥTέEέτέ) is the central body of the entire project 

and it only deals with the original recordings. However, it cites information regarding 

contemporary recordings as well. All the writings of this thesis that concern statistics 

had to pass through the T.E.D., sometimes for a simple cross-check of the data and 

some others for much more complex reasons, such as creating statistical graphs and 

                                                 
44 Parlophone GO 4009 - B. 74136-I, recorded on September 20, 1948. 
45 HMV OGA 705 - AO 2463, recorded on March 17, 1938. 
46 Gauntlett 2001: 176. 
47 Many of the Ionian islands were under Italian rule for many years. 
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tables, the creation of which would have been much more difficult without the 

database. The T.E.D. is a database that contains all the titles found credited to 

Tsitsánis‟sΝname,Νeither as the composer or as the composer and the lyricist.48 Next to 

the songs‟ΝtitlesΝthereΝareΝcolumnsΝ– each dealing with a different characteristic of 

either historical or musicological context. Most of the books that have lists of 

Tsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝdoΝnotΝdealΝwithΝtheΝcharacteristics that the T.E.D. does. The only 

common columns-characteristics with the aforementioned publications are: the 

recording date, which, many times, mistakenly refers to the date of release,49 the 

rhythm, where a lot of mistakes are also found, the company, the catalogue number50 

and the singer(s). Some of the books include some re-issues and some contemporary 

recordingsΝΥseeΝKóndosΝinΝRíghaΝβίίγΦέΝSomeΝofΝthemΝalsoΝincludeΝtheΝnameΝofΝtheΝ

lyricist which, however, sometimes is wrong. Finally, some of them include 

information regarding the personnel of the recordings. 

The special element-function of the T.E.D. is the filter tool which can be used 

in order to ask the database to filter the results of a single or even a multiple inquiry. 

There are two ways to filter the results according to theΝsearcher‟sΝwishesκΝeitherΝbyΝ

clicking on the filter tool at the upper centre of the page or by clicking on a column‟sΝ

title, depending on what someone wants to do. For example, if someone wants to list 

the songs in alphabetical order according to the title in Greek, they have to click on 

theΝtitleΝofΝtheΝcolumnΝ„TitleΝΥGreek)‟έΝInΝthisΝway,ΝsomeoneΝcanΝalsoΝclickΝonΝtheΝ

recording company column (on the title of the column) in order to have the songs 

categorized according to their recording company. The filter tool is more complex but 

its function is more powerful. For instance, if we want the database to show only the 

songs inΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝrhythm, we simply choose the „ιήδΝ- new zeimbékiko‟ΝinΝtheΝ

rhythm‟sΝarea,Νafter we click on the filter tool. One can apply a multiple inquiry; for 

instance,ΝweΝcanΝaskΝtheΝdatabaseΝtoΝshowΝtheΝsongsΝthatΝwereΝissuedΝonΝηdeon‟sΝlabelΝ

withΝθródhromosΝTsaousákis singing the leading voice and which are based on the old 

zeimbékikoΝrhythmέ 

The sources used within the database, which are not mentioned within the text body 

ofΝthisΝthesisΝareκΝTorpΝΥ1ιιγΦλΝKaliviótisΝΥ1ιιιΦλΝώatzidhoulísΝΥβίίβΝandΝβίίεΦλΝ

                                                 
48 TsitsánisΝneverΝgaveΝhisΝlyricsΝinΝorderΝtoΝbeΝsetΝtoΝmusicΝbyΝanotherΝcomposerέ 
49 For further analysis of such kind of mistakes see Chapter 3. 
50 Only the Maniatis (2006) includes the matrix number along with the catalogue number. 
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RíghaΝΥβίίγΦλΝSpirópoulosΝΥβίίζΦλΝτhraghoumánosΝΥβίίηΦλΝεatsoúkasΝandΝ

DhiamandísΝΥβίίιΦέ 

The Tsitsánis Electronic Database contains 38 columns. A list (Table 1.1) and 

a description of these columns follow below.51 

 

 

 

                                                 
51 It should be mentioned that the general table does not show all the columns. One has to click on the 

„eyeΝbutton‟ΝonΝtheΝleftΝofΝeachΝsongΝinΝorderΝtoΝviewΝtheΝrecordΝofΝtheΝsongΝand,Νthus,Νall the columns. 
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Title (Greek) 
Title (Transliterated) 
Title (English translation) 
Company 
Matrix number 
Catalogue number 
License number 
Label 
Record‟sΝotherΝside 
Recording date 
Period 
Recording date (Columbia Logistics) 
Recording date (Howard‟sΝρrchiveΦ 
Recording date (AEPI‟sΝρrchive52) 
RecordingΝdateΝΥRánios‟sΝρrchiveΦ 
Recording date (EMI‟sΝρrchiveΦ 
RecordingΝdateΝΥεaniátis,Ν1ιιδΦ 
RecordingΝdateΝΥεaniátis,ΝβίίζΦ 
RecordingΝdateΝΥρlexíou,ΝβίίγΦ 
RecordingΝdateΝΥKóndos,ΝβίίγΦ 
RecordingΝdateΝΥρnastasíou,ΝβίίδΦ 
2nd and 3rd recordings info 
Lyricist (B and C) 
Singer A (B, C, D and E) 
Director 
Personnel 
Tonality 
Double tonality 
εainΝdhrómos 
SecondaryΝdhrómi 
Chordal harmony 
Rhythm 
Rhythmic value 
Song timing 
Taxími 
Fantasia 
Pitching problem 
Comments 
Table 1.1: Columns found in the Tsitsánis Electronic Database (T.E.D.) 

                                                 
52 AEPI = Hellenic Society for the Protection of Intellectual Property. 
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Title (Greek) 

ThisΝcolumnΝcontainsΝtheΝsong‟sΝtitleΝinΝύreekΝasΝwrittenΝonΝtheΝlabelsΝforΝtheΝsongsΝ

that I was able to locate one. Otherwise, the title has been cross-checked either with a 

primary source, such as the logistics books of Columbia, the files from AEPI or the 

files from EMI, or with the personal archives of several rembetiko scholars. A second 

and occasionally a third title are written in case the particular song has been re-issued 

with another title, or it is simply very popular with an alternative title. 

 

Title (Transliterated) 

This column can be considered as the transliteration of the titles.  

 

Title (English translation) 

The Greek title of the song translated into the English language. In case further 

explanations are needed, an asterisk means that there will be details in the comments 

column.  

 

Company 

The recording company of the recording. 

 

Matrix number 

The matrix number of the recording. 

 

Catalogue number 

The catalogue number of the recording. 

 

Licence number 

The license number that is written on the label or within the logistics books of the 

companies. Data such as the license number, the matrix code and the catalogue code 

has been taken from sources in the following order: from the actual records or 

photographs of them; from the logistics books of Columbia; from the files of EMI; 

from the files of AEPIλΝfromΝtheΝpayingΝreceiptsΝfromΝtheΝarchiveΝofΝTsitsánisΝfamilyλΝ

from the files of Charles Howard (see Chapter 3); and fromΝεaniátisΝΥβίίζΦέ 
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Label 

Photograph or scanned image of the label of the record. 

 

Record’s other side 

ThisΝcolumnΝcontainsΝtheΝsong‟sΝtitleΝthatΝisΝfoundΝonΝtheΝotherΝsideΝofΝtheΝrecordέΝThisΝ

column applies on the songs that were recorded using the 78 rpm and the 45 rpm 

technology. In the cases of a 33 rpm LP, the column contains the title of the LP. The 

titles of the songs in this column are given in their original Greek language. 

 

Recording date 

ThisΝisΝtheΝcentralΝcolumnΝforΝtheΝrecordingΝdateΝofΝtheΝsongsέΝTheΝmostΝ„correct‟Ν

recording date from the several sources (see other recording date columns) is written 

in this column. 

 

Recording period 

This column shows the recording period that the song belongs into. I should mention 

thatΝIΝhaveΝdividedΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerΝintoΝfourΝperiodsΝbasedΝonΝsomeΝofΝthe 

aforementioned significant historical facts. These are: 1936-1940: pre-war period; 

1946-1955: first post-war period and until the first release of 45 rpm records; 1956-

1966: second post-war and pre-junta period; 1967-1983: junta, post-junta and last 

periodέΝIΝconsideredΝaΝdivisionΝofΝthisΝsortΝtoΝbeΝnecessaryΝforΝtwoΝreasonsκΝVasílisΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝcompositionalΝstyleΝchangesΝfromΝperiodΝtoΝperiodΝinΝtheΝcourseΝofΝtimeΝ

and thus, this division allows for a more proper categorization of the songs, since the 

historical criterion coincides with that of stylistic alteration. Moreover, the enormous 

amount of his work necessitates an organization of the songs in smaller groups thus, 

enabling the work to be better and easier examined and analyzed. 
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Recording date [Columbia logistics; Howard’s archive; AEPI ’s archiveν Ránios’s 

archive; EMI ’s archive; Maniátis (1λλ4 and 2006)ν τlexíou (2003)ν Kóndos 

(2003)ν τnastasíou (2004)] 

Each one of these columns refers to the recording date found in the archives of these 

individuals respectively. Some of them are publications existing before this thesis and 

they basically serve as reference points regarding the, until this thesis, known and 

published recording dates. The others are documents that have been discovered during 

my research which contain critical pieces of information. For information on these 

sources/archives see Chapter 3. 

 

2nd and 3rd recordings information 

Basic information regarding the second and the third recording such as the matrix 

number, the catalogue number, the recording date and the singer(s). It should be 

clarified that this column (as well as the entire thesis) deals only with songs 

recordings madeΝbyΝTsitsánis,ΝorΝunderΝhisΝsupervisionέΝThisΝmeans that contemporary 

recordings made by other artists (which are countless) are excluded. 

 

Lyricist 

The lyricist column mentions the name of the lyricist. The finding of information 

regardingΝtheΝlyricsΝofΝtheΝsongsΝΥnotΝonlyΝregardingΝTsitsánis‟sΝworkΝbutΝregarding 

rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝinΝgeneralΦΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝdifficult tasks of the research 

projectέΝρlthoughΝmostΝofΝtheΝsongsΝareΝclearΝregardingΝtheirΝlyricist‟sΝnameΥsΦ,ΝthereΝ

are some cases where it is almost impossible for someone now to be sure about the 

name(s). My suspicions regarding this situation started when I listened to some myths, 

stories and rumours around the paternity of the lyrics of some songs. Ultimately, 

evidence uncovered in my research revealed that indeed some of these stories were 

true.  

 

Lyricist B and C 

The lyricist B column as well as the lyricist C and D refer to any possible lyricists that 

haveΝworkedΝonΝtheΝlyricsΝwithΝTsitsánisΝorΝwhoseΝnameΝisΝcreditedΝonΝtheΝlabelΝorΝ

anywhere else (logistics books, AEPI‟sΝfilesΝandΝsoΝforthΦΝalongΝwithΝTsitsánis‟sΝ
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name. Where information are confused and the sources do not go well together, I put 

theΝnameΝofΝTsitsánisΝasΝoneΝofΝtheΝpossibleΝco-lyricists. 

 

Singer A 

The singer A column refers to the name of the leading singer of each song. 

 

Singer B, C, D and E 

The singer B, as well as the columns singer C and singer D refer to the names of the 

singers singing a second, third and fourth voice respectively. 

 

Director 

This column contains the name of the director of the recording. Information has been 

taken either from the record labels, or from the logistics books of Columbia. 

 

Personnel 

This column contains the names of the musicians that took part in the recordings. 

Information has been taken from the logistics books of Columbia, from the archive of 

Charles Howard,ΝfromΝtheΝnotesΝofΝτhimítrisΝSémsisΝΥfoundΝinΝTorpΝ1ιιγΦ, from 

Kóndos (2003),ΝfromΝεaniátisΝΥ1ιιδΦ and from the record labels or sleeve notes (for 

the LPs). 

 

Tonality 

ThisΝcolumnΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝsong‟sΝmainΝtonality. Due to many damaged or generally 

problematic qualities of the sounds of some recordings, the hearable tonality may not 

be precise. Therefore,ΝaΝ„YES‟ΝinΝtheΝ„pitching problem‟ΝcolumnΝisΝmarkedέ53  

 

Double tonality 

τueΝtoΝtheΝstructureΝofΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusic,ΝinΝmanyΝcasesΝthereΝisΝmoreΝthanΝoneΝ

central tonality. Usually, the second tonality is a fourth interval lower or higher from 

the central tonality.54 InΝsuchΝcases,ΝaΝ„YES‟ΝisΝmarkedΝinΝthisΝcolumnέ 

 

                                                 
53 See Chapter 3 for problems regarding recording technology. 
54 An analysis of the theoretical system of the modes can be found in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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εain dhrómos (mode) 

This column refers to the central popular dhrómos (mode) that is utilized in the 

songs.55 TheΝnameΝofΝtheΝTurkishΝmakamΝthatΝtheΝύreekΝdhrómosΝcorrespondsΝtoΝisΝ

written in parenthesis (see Chapters 4 and 5). 

 

Secondary dhrómi 

In many cases, a song is not based on a single popular mode but it is a combination of 

several modes. These subsequent modes are mentioned in this column. Where the 

proportion of more than one mode is the same,ΝthenΝtheΝ„mainΝdhrómos‟ column 

writesΝ„equalΝmix‟έ 

 

Chordal harmony 

TheΝ„chordal harmony‟ΝcolumnΝcontainsΝallΝtheΝchordsΝplayedΝinΝtheΝsongsΝaccordingΝ

to the order of their performance in the song. It should be clarified that the musical 

degrees (chords) I write in this column are always based on the first/main tonality of 

the piece. Where a chord is put in parenthesis, it means that this particular chord is not 

clear or it is not played by everyone in the band. 

 

Rhythm 

This column mentions the rhythm that the song is based on. The time signature of the 

rhythm is written first, and then follows the name of the rhythm. The way Greek 

musicians refer to some rhythms (especially the Latin American) is written in brackets 

(see Chapters 6 and 7). 

 

Rhythmic value 

The rhythmic value column refers to the tempo of the song by giving the arithmetical 

value of the unit. The approximately equal symbol Υ≈ΦΝisΝusedΝinsteadΝofΝtheΝequal one 

(=). This happens because we are dealing with live recordings (almost all of them) 

and the tempo of the songs is not constant. 

 

Song timing 

This column shows the duration of the song. 

                                                 
55 τhrómos,ΝpluralκΝdhrómiέ 
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Taxími 

ρΝ„YES‟ΝshowsΝtheΝexistenceΝofΝaΝkαつかたす [taxími]ΝinΝeitherΝtheΝbeginningΝorΝinsideΝtheΝ

songέΝTheΝtaxímiΝΥpluralΝtaxímiaΦΝisΝaΝnon-rhythmic improvisation based on the 

dhrómosΝofΝtheΝparticularΝsongΝorΝonΝaΝcombinationΝofΝdhrómiέΝItΝisΝplayedΝatΝtheΝ

beginning of the song. The other instruments may play the かjてΝ[íso],ΝwhichΝisΝaΝsingleΝ

sustainedΝnoteέΝTheΝroleΝofΝtheΝtaxímiΝisΝeitherΝto showΝaΝmusician‟sΝtalent,Ν

imaginationΝandΝskills,ΝtoΝemphasizeΝtheΝtonalityΝandΝtheΝdhrómosΝofΝtheΝsongΝorΝbothέΝ

ρΝtaxímiΝcouldΝalsoΝbeΝplayedΝinsideΝaΝsongΝwithΝtheΝorchestraΝcontinuing to play the 

rhythm and the soloist improvising either based on the rhythm or not. 

 

Fantasia 

ρΝ„YES‟ΝshowsΝtheΝexistenceΝofΝaΝfantasiaΝatΝtheΝbeginningΝofΝtheΝsongέΝςyΝusingΝtheΝ

term „fantasia‟ I separate what it looks like more pre-arranged (that is the fantasia) 

fromΝtheΝmoreΝimprovisedΝstyleΝtaxímiέΝόorΝinstance,ΝΓすαΝjえちαΝつiちにぬkほ56 [ghiáΝsénaΝ

xenihtóΝνΝIΝstayΝawakeΝat night for you] isΝaΝsongΝwithΝaΝtaxímiΝinΝtheΝbeginningΝwhileΝ

Γす‟ΝαにkうΝkαΝたαへとαΝたうkすαΝjてに57 [ghi‟ΝaftáΝtaΝmávraΝmátiaΝsoúΝνΝforΝthese black eyes of 

yours] is a song with fantasia in the beginning.  

 

Pitching problem 

ρΝ„YES‟ΝshowsΝtheΝexistenceΝofΝproblemsΝinΝtheΝsoundΝofΝtheΝrecording,ΝsuchΝasΝ

problemsΝwithΝtheΝrecord‟sΝrevolutionsΝperΝminuteέ 

  

Comments 

Comments of musicological and historical context are written in this column. This 

column also includes translations of Greek words where needed. Comments of a 

different content are separated by two forward slashes (//). Generally, the comments 

areΝgivenΝsuccinctlyέΝTherefore,ΝaΝcommentΝsuchΝasΝ„EεIκΝonlyΝcomposer‟ΝmeansΝthatΝ

the lists of EMI give credit to TsitsánisΝonlyΝasΝregardsΝtheΝmusic. 

 

 

                                                 
56 Columbia CG 1670 - DG 6344, recorded in December, 1937. 
57 Columbia CG 2067 - DG 6547, recorded in June, 1940. 
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InΝtheΝnextΝchapters,ΝtheΝdetails,ΝcharacteristicsΝandΝconstituentsΝofΝVasílisΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝworkΝareΝunpackedέΝInΝorderΝtoΝprepareΝtheΝreaderΝforΝtheΝspecialΝissuesΝ

found in Greek popular style as evenly as possible, the examination and analysis of 

theΝsubjectΝmatter,ΝthatΝis,ΝTsitsánis‟sΝstyle,ΝunderΝtheΝprismΝofΝpopularΝmusicology 

and rebetology are critical. Therefore, a presentation of the aspects from the 

aforementioned disciplines that helped the analysis of the music are presented and 

analyzed in the next chapter. Moreover, the issues of the development of the style and 

of the development of research around it hold special places in this chapter.
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Part II 

History and Theory 
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Chapter 2  

Popular Musicology and Rebetology 

 

Popular Musicology 

Clearly, academic research on popular music has been developing rapidly;1 this can 

be verified by the numerous theses, books, articles and so forth.2 Let us look upon a 

problematic issue concerning this field of studies. If we take as a fact the domination 

of the English language in the published texts3 and that it is usually Western scholars 

that undertake research on non-Western musics, a critical question arises: what if 

these non-Western countries develop popular music studies in their countries using, of 

course, their own language; will they have to take as facts the English nomenclature 

already established? What is the proper translationΝforΝtheΝtermΝ„σriticalΝεusicology‟Ν

in Greece? WhatΝaboutΝtermsΝsuchΝasΝ„etic‟ΝandΝ„emic‟οΝςasically,ΝallΝofΝtheseΝformΝaΝ

simple yet crucial question: how can we communicate with each other at an 

internationalΝlevelοΝθerhaps,Ν„TheΝInternationalΝρssociationΝforΝtheΝStudyΝofΝθopularΝ

εusic‟ΝΥIρSθε) can play a vital role in this. Although there is something that brings 

together everyone involved in popular musicology, that is, the music industry and the 

recorded music,4 there is need to find more connecting elements, one of them being 

the nomenclature. For instance, when the time comes to translate my thesis into 

ύreek,ΝhowΝamΝIΝgoingΝtoΝtranslateΝtheΝtermΝ„popularΝmusicology‟οΝIfΝIΝchooseΝtoΝuseΝ

aΝtermΝsuchΝasΝ„そαはせおΝたてにjすせてそてけかα‟Ν[laikiΝmousikologhía]ΝorΝ„そαはせてそてけかα‟Ν

[laikologhíaΝ– laikology], will this be accepted by scholars in Greece? 

The primary source of my research is commercial studio recordings, for these 

are the basic media for the spread of a songwriter's work in the twentieth century. 

Moreover, the sound as well as other parts of the record such as the label, reveal a 

great deal of information, such as recording technology, performance techniques and 

                                                 
1 ρΝsmallΝpartΝofΝthisΝchapterΝhasΝbeenΝincludedΝinΝtheΝnotesΝofΝtheΝcompactΝdiscΝ„TheΝTsitsanis 

Collection – όirstΝRecordingsΝΥ1ΦκΝTheΝSongsΝofΝTsaousakis‟Ν[στΝςox]έΝσulturalΝεusicΝSocietyΝ„VasilisΝ

Tsitsanis‟ΝθublicationsΝΥβί1βΦέ 
2 TheΝtermΝ„θopularΝεusicology‟ΝusedΝinΝεoore (2007), Scott (2009) and as a title for the electronic 

journalΝ„θopularΝεusicologyΝηnline‟ΝisΝtheΝtermΝthatΝI,Νtoo,ΝpreferredΝtoΝuseΝwithinΝmyΝthesisέ 
3 See Moore (2007: xii) and Scott (2009: 4). 
4 Scott 2009: 2 and 4. 
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so forth. Finally, the sound recordings demonstrate, in a sense, the final decision of 

the songwriter as regards the final form and sound of their songs at a specific time 

period. Although it could be argued that, many times, the original/true compositional 

style of a songwriter (their musical identity) cannot always be revealed through 

commercial recordings, I see them as the only objective historical material. A 

question of what is an authentic musical style or simply authentic music is raised here. 

WhatΝrembétikoΝlovers in Greece think about their beloved songs, as regard their 

authenticity, matches, to a great extent, Derek Scott‟sΝargumentΝthatΝ„authenticΝmusicΝ

may be defined as the music that has the effect of making you believe in its 

truthfulness‟ΝΥβίίικΝδΦέΝρfterΝall,ΝsoundΝrecording is considered to be the primary 

medium of popular music (see also Warner 2009 and Wicke 2009). Moreover, 

„popularΝmusicΝvaluesΝareΝcreatedΝbyΝandΝorganizedΝaroundΝtheΝmusicΝindustry‟Ν

(Brackett 2000: 19). However, the role of recordings in society has always been fluid 

andΝchangingέΝόorΝinstance,ΝduringΝtheΝ1ιγίsΝandΝ1ιδίsΝonlyΝtavernsΝandΝcafésΝusedΝtoΝ

have gramophones and thus, the only way for someone to listen to a new record was 

by visiting one of these places and later on listening to songs on the radio, when and if 

thereΝwasΝanyΝstationΝbroadcastingΝpopularΝmusic,ΝinΝourΝcase,ΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóέΝ

Later on, things changed: the medium (the record) became cheaper and their mass 

production, as well as that of playing devices, made them easier to purchase. All of 

these, naturally, constitute the sound recording industry and the development of 

recordedΝmusicΝwhichΝ„opened up the possibility for increased numbers of people to 

become listeners in their own time and space, a trend enhanced through mass-copied 

recording media, then through radio and TV, and finally through electronic means, 

such as internetΝdistribution‟ (Bergh and Denora 2009: 104). 

Similarly to most of the popular musical styles in the world, one cannot say for 

sureΝifΝtheΝfinalΝoutputΝofΝaΝsongΝwasΝalwaysΝTsitsánis‟sΝcreationέΝThisΝisΝbecauseΝweΝ

are examining a popular musical style that did not need to be based on musical scores.5 

Furthermore, in most cases, the individual skills and the musicality of the musicians 

thatΝtookΝpartΝinΝtheΝrecordingsΝplayedΝanΝimportantΝroleέΝThisΝkindΝofΝ„composing‟ΝcanΝ

alsoΝbeΝdescribedΝasΝ„collectiveΝcomposing‟ΝaboutΝwhichΝmanyΝinterestingΝpointsΝareΝ

raised by Lars Lilliestam (1996: 209). It should always be borne inΝmindΝthatΝ„most 

                                                 
5 A very good term is provided by PennanenκΝ„urbanΝmemory-basedΝmusic‟ΝΥ1ιιικΝ11ΦέΝδarsΝδilliestam 

namesΝitΝ„onΝplayingΝbyΝear‟ΝΥ1ιιζΦέ 
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successful popular music recordings are the result of teamwork, and such collective 

creative practice tends to undermine the still somewhat prevalent romantic notion of 

the single, artisticΝgenius‟ (Warner 2009: 136). From published interviews of 

EvangelíaΝεargharóni ΥTsitsánis‟sΝpianistΝandΝaccordionistΝforΝγδΝyearsΦ, as well as 

from an interview I personally conducted with her,6 itΝisΝknownΝthatΝTsitsánisΝtrustedΝ

her with regards to many aspects of his music, such as the harmonization of his songs, 

the arrangements, and even changes to the melody. She, as well as other people who 

knewΝTsitsánis,ΝsayΝthatΝheΝusedΝtoΝcallΝherΝandΝplayΝmelodiesΝonΝtheΝtelephone while 

she would propose the harmony and give her opinion on the melodies. Furthermore, 

the same sources give evidenceΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝyetΝanotherΝhabitέΝεanyΝtimesΝduringΝhisΝ

evening work, when he was particularly struck by an improvisation of his, he would 

turnΝaroundΝandΝaskΝεargharóniΝtoΝwriteΝdownΝwhatΝhe had just played so that he 

wouldΝnotΝforgetΝitέΝεargharóniΝΥwhoΝwasΝaΝclassically-trained pianist) remembers that 

sheΝusedΝtoΝwriteΝdownΝtheseΝnotesΝinΝaΝpersonalΝnotationΝ„language‟ΝonΝpacksΝofΝ

cigarettesέΝεargharóniΝisΝnowΝaboutΝθγΝyearsΝoldέ7 In addition,ΝtheΝcaseΝofΝεargharóniΝ

raises an interesting issue which also seems to be one of both rembétiko‟sΝandΝlaikó‟sΝ

fundamentalΝcharacteristicsέΝThisΝisΝtheΝdominationΝofΝ„manhood‟ΝoverΝtheΝgenreέΝ

WithoutΝdoubt,ΝtheΝmusician‟sΝjobΝΥinΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΦΝis perceivedΝasΝaΝman‟sΝ

jobέΝρpartΝfromΝthisΝbeingΝaΝcommonΝbeliefΝamongstΝmusiciansΝandΝrembétikoΝ

enthusiasts, the facts also support it. Except for some female singers,8 there has never 

beenΝaΝwomanΝsongwriterΝorΝmusicianΝinΝrembétiko-laikóΝhistoryέΝThisΝmakes 

εargharóni‟sΝcaseΝevenΝmoreΝinteresting,ΝforΝitΝisΝnotΝonlyΝthatΝsheΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝveryΝ

fewΝmusiciansΝwhoΝstayedΝcloseΝtoΝTsitsánisΝforΝsoΝmanyΝyears,ΝbutΝitΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝ

she was a woman, something extremely rare, if not impossible, given the genre‟sΝ

ethics and principles.9 The following figure (Figure 2.1) is a photograph where 

εargharóniΝisΝviewableΝΥfirstΝfromΝrightΦέ 

                                                 
6 TheΝinterviewΝwithΝεargharóniΝtookΝplaceΝinΝJuneΝβί1ίέ 
7 SeeΝalsoΝεargharóni (2009). 
8 όorΝexample,ΝRózaΝEskenázi, SotiríaΝςélou,ΝStélaΝώaskíl,ΝεaríkaΝζínouέ 
9 Regarding manhood see also Dawe (2007: 13). 
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Figure 2.1μ θhotograph where Evangelía εargharóni can be seen (first from right; Tsitsánis is 

first from left; photograph given by Kóstas Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Lars Lilliestam underlines the necessity and importance of examining popular 

musicΝoutsideΝtheΝ„borders‟ΝandΝtheΝstandardsΝthatΝtraditional musicology has created. 

InΝhisΝarticleΝ„ηnΝθlayingΝbyΝEar‟ΝΥ1ιιζΦ,ΝδilliestamΝtriesΝtoΝshowΝtheΝdifferencesΝ

existing between written and unwritten music, that is, music played using scores and 

musicΝplayedΝ„byΝear‟Ν– popular music. He emphasizes the methodology that the 

researcher should use when dealing with popular musical styles which has to differ 

from traditional methodological ideas applied to notated music. Another issue raised 

in Lil liestam‟sΝarticleΝisΝtheΝimportanceΝofΝtheΝmusicians‟ΝpartΝandΝwhat their view can 

show about the music. Clearly, the terminology and the vocabulary used by the 

musicians is something that was totally neglected in previous research. It deserves 

attention because its examination is like examining the music from the inside. 

δilliestam‟sΝresearch raisesΝcriticalΝquestionsΝsuchΝasΝ„how songs are made, how 

people learn to play an instrument, how songs are taught and learned, how musicians 

think of and theorize their music – in different types ofΝmusicΝplayedΝbyΝear‟ (1996: 

213). His work is of major importance for it is based on a different basis than 
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traditional musicology; a basis, though, that seems to be the alpha and the omega of 

popular musicologyέΝεanyΝissuesΝdiscussedΝinΝδilliestam‟sΝworkΝconcern, some 

directlyΝwhileΝsomeΝothersΝindirectly,ΝresearchΝaroundΝlaikóΝstyleΝwhich,Νultimately,Ν

seems to be a rather problematic term for describing such a huge range of song styles. 

 

 

In Need of a Term 

TheΝtermΝ„laikó‟ΝisΝextremely vague. Having been born into and lived in Greek society 

for 27 years, I will give some examples regardingΝtheΝuseΝofΝtheΝtermsΝrembétikoΝandΝ

laikóΝbyΝmy fellow countrymen and women. These examples are products of 

discussions with other people (musicians or not) and readings of printed material such 

as article in magazines, newspapers and so forth. 

WheneverΝsomeoneΝhearsΝεárkosΝVamvakáris‟sΝvoiceΝinΝaΝrecording,ΝGreeks, 

withoutΝanyΝsecondΝthought,ΝspeakΝofΝaΝrembétikoΝsongέΝIΝwouldΝcallΝthisΝ„voiceΝ

identification‟έΝεoreover,ΝtheyΝroughlyΝdetermine the date of the recording/song 

somewhere in between the period of 1930s and 1950s. However, if the same people 

listen to a contemporary recording of the same song, made by a modern singer, they 

thenΝspeakΝofΝaΝlaikóΝsong. The most bizarre part of the story has to do with the case 

when someone listens to the contemporary recording before they listen to the original 

one. When they then listen to the original one, it is quite possible that they will not 

even realize that they are listening to the very same song or, in a better scenario, they 

are shocked and wonder whether this is the same song (than the one they already 

know) or not. A good example is the George Dalaras‟sΝproductionΝatΝtheΝρthens‟Ν

Concert Hall which is a tributeΝtoΝVamvakárisέ10 In these CDs, there are many songs 

that seem unrecognizable, when one compares them with the original recordings. 

Obviously, modern arrangements, the use of more than one bouzouki, the use of a 

large ensemble, the use ofΝaΝdifferentΝsingingΝstyleΝthanΝεárkos‟s11 and changed tempi 

can transform theΝsongΝfromΝrembétikoΝtoΝlaikóέΝρndΝthen comes the role of 

technologyέΝθerformingΝandήorΝrecordingΝaΝ1ιγίΝsongΝinΝaΝcountry‟sΝbestΝconcertΝhall,Ν

with virtuoso bouzouki players using sophisticated arrangements and advanced 

                                                 
10 Two CDs, MINOS-EMI: 5099968855222 (2003). 
11 InΝfact,ΝgenerallyΝharshΝvoicesΝsuchΝasΝεárkos‟sΝfoundΝinΝoldΝrecordingsΝbringΝtheΝsameΝresultsΝinΝtheΝ

categorizations made by the people. 
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technological media, is like making a movie based on a Socratic dialogue. You use 

the original text but, in the end, you know that this is only a reconstruction.  

If we think that we have somehow cleared things up in terms of the 

characteristicsΝofΝtheΝrembétikoΝandΝhowΝpeopleΝcategorizeΝoldΝandΝnewΝsongs,ΝthingsΝ

seemΝtoΝbeΝevenΝmoreΝcomplexΝforΝtheΝtermΝlaikóέΝIfΝweΝacceptΝthatΝindeedΝtheΝ

transition towardsΝlaikóΝisΝsomewhere around 1950s, how can we have Theodorakis, 

Hadjidakis,ΝTsitsánis,ΝKaldháras,ΝZambétas,Νώiótis andΝKoughioumtzísΝunderΝtheΝ

sameΝlabel,ΝthatΝisΝlaikóοΝδiterallyΝspeaking,ΝallΝofΝtheseΝareΝlaikóΝsongs,Νbecause they 

formΝanΝurbanΝpopularΝΥνΝlaikóΦΝmusicalΝstyleΝwhichΝisΝintendedΝandΝmadeΝforΝtheΝ

people ΥlaósΝνΝtheΝpeopleΦέΝηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝTheodorakis‟sΝcompositionsΝrangeΝfromΝ

Western style concertos and operas, to laikóΝsongsΝΥinΝtheΝ1ιείs‟ΝlaikóΝcontext); and 

yet,ΝtheΝsameΝterm,ΝthatΝis,Ν„laikó‟ΝisΝappliedΝtoΝbothΝofΝthemέΝInΝotherΝwords,Ν

songwriters with different musical backgrounds and outputs are labelled under the 

sameΝterm,ΝthatΝis,ΝlaikóέΝρsΝwillΝbeΝmade clear in Chapter 3 regarding historical 

recordings, musical genres and styles cannot be labelled based only on dating. Thus, 

artists may fit into one or more genres simultaneously. There is a mixture of elements 

which fit together like a bespoke suit which can be applied to a song. From this, we 

can consider two things: first, we cannot change any part of the fit for there it will not 

be able to represent a particular style anymore, and secondly, the fit can and should be 

applied only to a single piece and not to an entire repertoire. In other words, if we 

considerΝtheΝitemsΝofΝtheΝprecedingΝparagraphΝasΝbeingΝtheΝ„ingredients‟ΝofΝaΝmusicalΝ

style (that is, parts of the fit), a different arrangement (such as the paradigm of 

Vamvakáris and the concert hall) would be like changing a button on a suit and thus, 

the suit that was worn on the original recordingΝofΝεárkosΝΥthatΝis,ΝlabelledΝasΝ

rembétikoΦΝcannotΝbeΝtheΝsameΝforΝtheΝcontemporaryΝrecording,ΝtooέΝUsingΝtheΝsameΝ

scepticism, we cannot categorize all songs made by a particular songwriter in a single 

musical style, especially if their careers have been long-lasting, such as in the case of 

VasílisΝTsitsánis,ΝforΝitΝwouldΝhaveΝbeenΝalmostΝimpossibleΝforΝsomeoneΝtoΝcomposeΝ

music based on one musical style, that is, using the very same ingredients, again and 

again. 

A great sample of this confusion amongst the people regarding the terms 

rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝis to be found in the text written outside the Vamvakáris 

museum, nextΝtoΝhisΝbustΝinΝtheΝislandΝofΝSírosΝΥFigure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Vamvakáris's bust in Síros (the author, July 2011) 

  

 

One can read on the plaque: 

 

ώere,ΝtheΝgreatΝmasterΝofΝlaikóΝsongΝandΝcraftsmanΝofΝrembétiko 

was born and lived his early years of his life. 

 

It should be noted that the English text found below the Greek and French versions is 

not a correct translation of the Greek one. However, one can notice the words 

„rembétiko‟ΝandΝ„popular‟ΝinΝtheΝEnglishΝtext, too. 
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A Changing Musical Style 

ResearchΝhasΝrevealedΝthatΝtheΝrembétikoΝmusicalΝstyleΝhasΝbeenΝchangingέ12 The 

impact that some historical events have had on this change is of great importance and 

thus, they are referred to and examined below. We should bear in mind the 

interrelation between some of the events, for these were never isolated. They were 

either the aftermath or the cause of others.13 

TheΝεetaxás‟sΝjuntaΝruledΝfromΝ1ιγζΝtoΝ1ιδίέΝTheΝmilitaryΝregimeΝimposedΝ

censorship on all recordings and this, unavoidably changed the recording repertoire. 

As Ole Smith argues, „the imposition of censorship in 1936-1937 provokes a 

fundamental change of themes in the recording songs which are our only evidence. 

References to the underworld and to drugs disappear‟ (1991: 184). However, 

Pennanen insists that „although the regime promulgated a censorship law on 19 

August 1936, it was at first more concerned with newspapers and books than the 

recording industry (cf. Kofas 1983:98-1ίίλΝώeringΝ1ιιζΦ‟.14 TheΝgreatestΝ„enemies‟ΝofΝ

the censor were the Turkish-based gazeler15 and the hashish songs.16 It should be 

noted that it was in this period that Greek society greatly tended towards 

Westernization. This affected almost every aspect of Greek life such as dressing, 

food, entertainment, thinking, language and more. In other words, the lyrics can 

change (and they did change) but that does not mean that the style changes; still, the 

sonic aesthetic core remains. This is obvious if someone compares the non-hashish 

songs with the hashish ones that lived until today. There have been some intervals that 

the censorship was not in effect, and that is when the hashish songs were recorded. 

                                                 
12 ρtΝthisΝpoint,ΝaΝcriticalΝquestionΝisΝraisedκΝisΝrembétikoΝstillΝaliveΝtodayοΝSomeΝmusiciansΝandΝ

rembétikoΝloversΝargueΝthat,ΝperhapsΝinΝitsΝspecialΝway,ΝrembétikoΝisΝstillΝalive,ΝwhileΝsomeΝothersΝthatΝitΝ

is not. See, for example, the discussionΝonΝtheΝ„rebetikoΝforum‟ΝonΝtheΝInternetκΝ

<http://www.rebetiko.gr/forum/viewtopic.php?t=531&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=0> 
13 See Appendix A: TsitsánisΝσhronologyΝofΝEvents. 
14 Pennanen (2004: 11). 
15 Singular,ΝgazelκΝ„aΝvocalΝimprovisation on a chosen poetic text in flowing rhythm to compositional 

systems called makams. The singer tries to create four sections, in which the third contains a 

modulation or alternatively a switch to the high register of the makam. Gazel is performed without or 

with a rhythmic ostinato accompaniment and it can be classical or semi-classicalΝinΝcharacter‟Ν

(Pennanen 2004: 9). 
16 For details about the censorship, see Pennanen (2003) and Politis (2005b). See also Chapter 3 about 

the license number [αとすしたふな αhiかαな νΝarithmósΝadhías]ΝthatΝisΝwrittenΝonΝmanyΝrecordsέ 
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For example, the first months after World War 2 when many songwriters run to 

record these previously prohibited songs. Others went to the USA (these trips are 

examined below) where they recorded these songs. Finally, other songs lived through 

the oral tradition.  

World War 2 (1940-1945), the civil war (1946-1949) and the second military 

junta, also known as the „σolonels‟ΝRegime‟ (1967-1974), were events whose 

aftermath inspired themes for the lyrics of many songs. Many of these songs had 

lyrics that were allegorical. We are, obviously, dealing with an ideological aspect that 

is always present in popular music.17 InΝgeneral,ΝallΝtheseΝareΝpartsΝofΝ„theΝnotionΝofΝ

theΝmusicalΝcode‟ΝwhichΝ„permit us to speculate about the connection between the 

musicalΝsoundsΝweΝhearΝandΝtheΝ“humanΝuniverse”ΝimpliedΝbyΝtheΝlyrics‟έ18 

Continuing with the analysis and assessment of important historical events, 

scholars have coined the term, πiとかてhてなΝkさなΝ』ちhてせとαkかαなΝ[períodhosΝtisΝindhokratías],Ν

that is, Indocracy period, which is a key period when many great changes took effect. 

This is the time when movies from India started to be shown in Greece, from 

approximately 1954. These movies contained many popular and traditional songs 

from India. Many famous and not so famous songwriters of that period took some of 

these songs and supplied them with Greek lyrics (it was either themselves or 

professional lyricists who would do the job).19 Then, these people recorded the 

changed songs using Greek-style popular orchestras, and by selling the records, 

achieved great profits without people knowing the truth about their origins and giving 

credit to the original songwriters.20 In his autobiographyΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝtalksΝaboutΝ

thisΝperiodΝandΝblamesΝtheΝsongwritersΝthatΝtookΝpartΝinΝthisΝ„scandal‟ΝΥ1ιθίκΝγιΦέΝTheΝ
                                                 
17 See, for example, songs: 【うπてすα たうちα αちαjkiちうこiす [kápiaΝmánaΝanastenáziΝνΝaΝmotherΝsighs]Ν

recorded in 1947 (Parlophone GO 3796 - 〈. 74100-』); ぉさな けiとαせかちαな けすてな [tisΝgherakínasΝghiósΝνΝ

haggardΝwoman‟sΝson]ΝrecordedΝinΝ1ιηεΝΥεINOS-EMI 7YCG 5234 - 2J-064 70172); ぉさな せてすちのちかαな さ 

hすαlてとう [tisΝkinoníasΝiΝdhiaforáΝνΝtheΝdissimilarityΝofΝtheΝsociety]ΝrecordedΝinΝ1ιθίΝΥεinosΝηXύηΝ

10302 - MSM 391 / 480056). 
18 David Brackett (2000: 9 [quoted by David Laing, quoted, in turn, in Middleton, Studying Popular 

Music, 228]). 
19 TheΝbookΝbyΝώelenΝρbadziΝandΝεanólisΝTasoúlasΝΥ1ιιθΦΝisΝaΝgreatΝsourceΝofΝinformationΝregardingΝ

the very important period of the Indocracy. The book even contains lists of the songs that have been 

copied from Hindi film music. 
20 A Greek-style popular orchestra of this period would consist of one or two bouzoukis, a piano, a 

double bass, drums and percussion and a Spanish or acoustic steel-strung guitar. 
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followingΝstatementΝfromΝTsitsánisΝshowsΝhisΝsadness,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝimpactΝthatΝthisΝ

situation had on him: 

 

]とたふhすてすΝたてにjすせてそふけてす αなΝiとiにちおjてにちΝjiΝくうしてなΝkてΝkiとうjkすてΝαにkふΝ

しえたαΝたiΝkすなΝiπすπkほjiすなΝkてにΝkすなΝjさたiとすちえな,ΝせαすΝけすαΝkてΝたえそそてち,ΝせαすΝαなΝ

くうそてにちΝjkてちΝたαにとてπかちαせαΝkてになΝにπiへしにちてになέ 

 

[May specialized musicologists research this issue extensively, and 

its consequences today and in the future, and may they put whoever 

is responsible on the blacklist.] 

 

Inevitably, many elements of the Hindi musicΝstyleΝ„stayed‟ΝinΝύreeceΝafterΝthisΝperiodΝ

ended. New rhythms appeared and were transformed in order to match Greek ears, 

and which yearΝbyΝyearΝbecameΝmustsΝonΝύreekΝstagesΝandΝvenuesΝwithΝlaikóΝmusicέΝ

ρlongsideΝtheΝrhythms,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝdãdrã, new scales and modes also took their place 

in the Greek discography. Evidence uncovered in my research shows that a major 

reason forΝtheΝdeclineΝinΝtheΝnumberΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsΝwasΝthisΝnewΝeraΝthatΝ

ύreekΝlaikíΝmusicΝhasΝentered,ΝmainlyΝbeginning with the affection of Hindi music 

found in Hindi films that used to be played in Greece.21 RatherΝobviously,ΝTsitsánisΝ

did not succeeded in reciprocatingΝthisΝera‟sΝdemands,ΝeitherΝdueΝtoΝhisΝrefusalΝtoΝ

write in this modern style, or due to problems he may have encountered in writing in 

thisΝstyleέΝώowever,ΝTsitsánisΝsucceededΝinΝmakingΝsomeΝmajor hitsΝinΝthisΝperiod‟sΝ

style, too. Although few in number, the payment receipts as well as the fact that these 

songs are still played in venues in Greece attest to theseΝsongs‟Νpopularity,ΝbothΝ

amongst the audience and the musicians.22  

A further major influence was exerted by the trips made by many Greek 

musicians to the USA; trips that seem to have started as early as the 1910s-1920s (see 

also Smith 1995). The most important reason for these musicians to take these trips 

                                                 
21 The first Hindi film was played in 1954. 
22 See, for instance, songs: ぉα そすたうちすα [taΝlimániaΝνΝtheΝports],Νσolumbia 7XCG 1570 - SCDG 3197, 

recorded on July 24, 1962; ′jて たi たαそほちiすな [ósoΝmeΝmalónisΝνΝasΝlongΝasΝyouΝberateΝme],ΝώεVΝ

7XGA 1593 - 7PG 3216, recorded on November 10, 1962; and Φαとたαせのたえちα ぬiかそさ [farmakoménaΝhíliΝ

= poisoned lips], HMV 7XGA 2535 - 7PG 3586, recorded on May 31, 1966. 
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was their ambition for an international career, a better job, or simply for shows at 

placesΝwhereΝmanyΝύreekΝmigrantsΝlivedέΝεanólisΝώiótis (1921 – 1970), a bouzouki 

virtuoso and songwriter, was one of the foremost innovators. He travelled to the USA 

twice for concerts and returned, bringing to Greece his experiences from musical 

styles such as Jazz and Afro-Cuban (Latin American).23 By combining these elements 

with the already existing multicultural style, he created a new school both in terms of 

performance practice andΝsongwritingέΝSomethingΝremarkableΝinΝtermsΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

recordingΝactivityΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝώiótisΝinfluencedΝtheΝmusicΝofΝTsitsánisέΝThisΝisΝ

obviousΝinΝsomeΝsongsΝwhereΝώiótis took part apparently as the bouzouki player.24 

TheΝtwoΝmostΝsignificantΝcontributionsΝofΝώiótisΝwereΝtheΝadditionΝofΝaΝfourth pair of 

strings on the bouzouki and the utilization of the musical elements that he brought 

with him from North America.25 There is a huge corpus ofΝsongs,ΝcreationsΝofΝώiótis,Ν

based on this style (regardingΝhisΝlife,ΝseeΝKasítasΝβίίιΦέ 

One should also take into consideration some more interrelated historical 

events of social, musical and technological importance, beyond those discussed 

above. For instance, when the taste of the audience changed, unavoidably, the market 

aimedΝtoΝadaptΝaccordinglyέΝTheΝ„role‟ΝofΝtheΝstyleΝitselfΝhasΝalsoΝchanged,ΝforΝwhatΝ

was once the music of the underground became indexical of the newly-emerging 

middle class after WorldΝWarΝβέΝTheΝ„transition‟ΝfromΝtheΝhashish-den to luxury 

bouzouki clubs (known in Greece as たπてにこてにせkjかhすせα or kαΝたπてにこてへせすα 

[bouzouktsídhikaΝ– taΝbouzoúkia]ΦΝwasΝnotΝaΝsimple fact, after all. Manuel‟s points 

thatΝ„urbanizationΝandΝmodernizationΝeffectΝqualitativeΝasΝwellΝasΝquantitativeΝsocialΝ

                                                 
23 ώiótis‟sΝfirstΝtripΝtoΝtheΝUSρ was in approximately 1957-1958. According to account, he stayed there 

forΝthirteenΝmonths,ΝwhileΝaccordingΝtoΝεériΝδínda,ΝwithΝwhomΝheΝtravelled,ΝtheyΝstayedΝforΝtwoΝyearsέΝ

The second trip was in 1964. He stayedΝthereΝforΝfourΝyearsΝΥρndónisΝKasítasΝβίίικΝθθ-9 and 101-4). 
24 See, for example, songs: 『 jにちてすせかα たてに [iΝsinikíaΝmoúΝνΝmyΝneighbourhood],ΝώεVΝηXύρΝθβθηΝ- 

PG 2858, recorded in 1960 and ‒iしにjたえちてな しα „としの απふねi [methisménosΝtháΝ„rthoΝapópseΝνΝIΤllΝcomeΝ

tonight drunk], HMV 7XGA 7547 - PG 2832, recorded in 1960.  
25 Some Greek musicians and aficionados disagree, and claim that the fourth pair of strings had been 

addedΝyearsΝbeforeέΝIΝcouldΝnotΝverifyΝthisΝclaimΝandΝthus,ΝIΝreferΝtoΝώiótis as being responsible for this 

change. Anyway, even if there was someone elseΝthatΝinitiallyΝaddedΝtheΝfourthΝpair,ΝεanólisΝώiótisΝ

wasΝtheΝoneΝthatΝmadeΝthisΝ„new‟ΝinstrumentΝknownέΝώowever,ΝthereΝareΝmanyΝofΝώiótis‟sΝcompositionsΝ

that he recorded using the traditional three-string bouzouki, based on the rembétiko style. One more 

notableΝcontributionΝofΝώiótis,ΝconnectedΝtoΝtheΝintroductionΝofΝtheΝfour-string bouzouki, is the 

introduction of the electric bouzouki which is examined in Chapter 3. 
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changes‟ΝandΝthatΝ„theΝevolutionΝofΝpopularΝmusics,Νthen,ΝmustΝbeΝseenΝasΝparallelingΝ

theΝevolutionΝofΝnewΝsocieties‟ΝΥ1ιιίκΝ1ζ-7) are important here. This is precisely the 

case with regard to theΝtransitionΝfromΝrembétikoΝtoΝlaikóέΝInΝtermsΝofΝtheΝ

technological aspect, the evolution of recording technology along with the change in 

the construction of the instruments, as well as the introduction of new instruments in 

theΝlaikóΝband, such as the electric bass and the drums and percussion, gave birth to 

new orchestrations, new arrangements, new performing techniques and new sound-

mixing techniques. Manuel points out that „these latter (the former inhabitants of 

Smyrna and Istanbul) brought with them their own Turkish-influenced urban musics, 

which eventually evolved into a commercial Greek popular music in conjunction with 

the riseΝofΝtheΝmassΝmedia‟ (1989: 82).26 Moreover, as has been analyzed above, the 

borrowing of elements from foreign musical styles was interrelated to the 

aforementioned social and technological changes.  

A major chapter in this story is the change of the relationships between 

musiciansέΝTheΝ„oldΝschool‟ΝstyleΝcanΝbeΝcharacterizedΝbyΝtheΝleadingΝroleΝplayedΝbyΝ

the composer. In most cases, the composer was also the lyricist, a skilled bouzouki 

player and a singer. This is evidenced by recalling some of the most popular names of 

theΝperiodΝsuchΝasκΝεárkosΝVamvakáris (1905-1ιηβΦλΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝΥ1ι1ε-1984); 

ρpóstolosΝKaldhárasΝΥ1ιββ-1ιιίΦλΝύhiánisΝθapaioánouΝΥ1ι1δ-1ιηβΦλΝρpóstolosΝ

HatzihrístosΝΥ1ιίδ-1ιειΦλΝύhiórghosΝεitsákisΝΥ1ιβ1-1993). All of them (and many 

more) manifested the aforementioned characteristics. This practice could have been 

brought by the musicians from Asia Minor. Although there were younger composers 

thatΝkeptΝupΝwithΝthisΝtradition,ΝsuchΝasΝύhiórghosΝZambétasΝΥ1ιβε-1992), with a 

repertoire based onΝlaikóΝandΝΥforΝsomeΝofΝthemΦΝonΝotherΝsyncretic styles as well, it 

seemsΝthatΝlaikóΝstyleΝchangedΝthisΝprincipleέΝTheΝ„singer-star‟ΝwasΝaΝcharacteristic 

that represented the new style. This is made obvious by photographs from the pre-

laikóΝperiodΝwhichΝshowΝtheΝplayersΝofΝtheΝbasicΝinstrumentsΝsittingΝinΝaΝfrontΝrowΝofΝ

chairs and the players of the other accompanying instruments sitting behind them. For 

example, the composer with his bouzouki should sit in the front row along with 

another bouzouki player, the guitarist, a female singer and, occasionally the 

                                                 
26 However, the role of the recording technology needs in-depth examination and, thus, it is examined 

separately in Chapter 3. 
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accordionist while the double bass, the piano and the percussionists would be situated 

at the back.27  

This image was later replaced by one of a top-name singer sitting or standing 

alone in front of everyone else (something which is very common today, in Greece 

and in other countries) with the rest of the band behind them. However, the major 

difference is not the way they were seated but the fact that a lead singer rather than a 

composerΝisΝatΝtheΝtopΝofΝtheΝpyramidέΝWhereasΝsomeΝyearsΝagoΝtheΝvenues‟ΝownersΝ

used to sign contracts with composers, in the new era, the owners sign contracts with 

singers who became more popular than the composers. Obviously, the determining 

link in the chain was the rise of the recording industry, for it was this which 

determinedΝtheΝnewΝhierarchiesέΝρsΝεanuelΝconvincinglyΝargues,Ν„popularΝmusicΝinΝ

capitalist societies usuallyΝinvolvesΝaΝ“starΝsystem”‟28 and thus, we can consider the 

„singerΝstar‟ΝasΝbeingΝaΝpartΝofΝthisΝsystemέ29 It should be emphasized though that the 

advent of a cheap medium (the 33rpm record) was a crucial moment that opened the 

road to these changes. We should also bear in mind that this situation transformed the 

life of the musician; from having as their only option to work during the night under 

difficult circumstances, they could later have the chance to become a professional 

musician, to sign contracts with venue owners and record companies and to earn more 

money than they had done before. 

TheΝcomparisonsΝwithΝ„theΝpast‟ΝandΝ„theΝfuture‟ΝrevealΝtheΝdifferences,ΝtheΝ

similarities and the relations among the different periods. Here, one deals with two 

kinds of comparisons: comparing, on the one hand, his music with itself (that is, the 

changes observed in his style from period to period) and, on the other hand, 

comparing his style with the styles of other composers, before, along and after him. 

Interesting, yet critical questionsΝariseκΝinΝwhatΝwayΝhasΝTsitsánisΝaffectedΝtheΝnextΝ

generation(s) of popular song? In what way was he affected by the songwriters before 

him? The major problem, of course, lies in the fact that we are not talking about a 

static event, isolated from other events that happened around it. To put it another way, 

Tsitsánis‟sΝstyle,ΝjustΝlikeΝother musical styles in the world, did not just arrive, stop the 

                                                 
27 Obviously this is only an example regarding disposition, for this also depended on several other 

factors such as the particular period, the size of the venue, the budget of the venue and so forth.  
28 Manuel (1990: 3). 
29 See also Brackett‟sΝstatementΝΥβίίίκΝβΦΝregardingΝtheΝ„power‟ΝofΝtheΝsingerέ 
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previous one, play its role, then come to an end and leave the others to continue. We 

are dealing with an interaction where one is affecting the other before, next to, and 

after him. The most serious question here is: when he enters into the business 

(composing, recording and playing in venues), is he following the style, or, is the style 

following him? And then, one must also deal with another issue: is he aware of this 

situation? Is he creating music consciously? Is he aware of the changes he introduces 

and where they lead the style to?30 And if he is aware, it would seem like someone (in 

thisΝcaseΝTsitsánisΦΝisΝsolvingΝ„equations‟ΝinΝorderΝtoΝproduceΝhitsΝandΝtoΝsellΝrecords,Ν

because this is what it has happened.31And then, how can this be possible, when 

everybody speaks of the great emotionality to be found in his songs?  

Tsitsánis‟sΝstyleΝisΝbasedΝonΝtheΝtraditional standards that many others 

songwriters used before him. Unavoidably, his repertoire is mostly based on the 

rembétiko-traditional rhythms and modes. Owing to the fact that his career lasted for 

many years, inevitably, his compositional style changed from time to time. By reading 

and watching his interviews, we can understand that he was very conscious of the 

changes he made. Oral stories also support the theory that he could understand the 

changes and the development that was happening in the music industry, such as the 

demands of the market, the desires of the audience and generally the trends that music 

industry was promoting.32 Therefore, he always tried to change his music in order to 

be in vogue. However, we should bear in mind the characteristics he introduced 

immediately when the Columbia factory came back to business after the end of World 

War 2. From his interviews we learn that he was preparing a whole new repertoire 

consisting of new songs that he composed during the war, when living in 

Thessaloniki. Therefore, when he got back to his recording business, he was ready to 

record those new songs which seem to be the early stage of the so-calledΝlaikóΝstyleέΝ

Generally, the period of the 1940s and 1950s was a period of great change, much of 

                                                 
30 SeeΝεichaelΝΥ1ιιζκΝηίΦΝregardingΝtheΝroleΝofΝTsitsánisΝinΝcreatingΝ„theΝnewΝandΝmoreΝauthentically 

Greek laiki mousiki‟έ 
31 TheΝpaymentΝreceiptsΝthatΝwereΝkindlyΝprovidedΝbyΝTsitsánis‟sΝsonΝKóstas,ΝshowΝthatΝindeedΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝwereΝamongΝtheΝbest-sellers of the period. 
32 See, for example, his songs during the Indocracy period which were affected by Hindi-style songs 

(for example: ぁ せてにたπうとてな て ぉjすkjうちさな [oΝkoumbárosΝoΝTsitsánisΝνΝTsitsánisΝtheΝbest-man], HMV 

7XGA 1821 - 7PG 3335, recorded on September 10, 1963; and ぃてちうの せαす た' αとえjiす [ponáoΝkeΝm‟ΝarésiΝ

= I pain and I like it], HMV 7XGA 2399 - 7PG 3540, recorded on December 11, 1965.). 
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whichΝareΝcreditedΝtoΝTsitsánisΝandΝareΝexaminedΝwithinΝthis thesis.33 Since 

Thessaloniki has been mentioned, one should not forget the multicultural nature of the 

city due to the various nationalities that used to (and still) make up its population. 

Written sources give evidence of Greeks, Jews, refugees from Asia Minor and Pontus, 

Turks, Bulgarians, Gypsies and other ethnicities thatΝusedΝtoΝbeΝpartΝofΝtheΝcity‟sΝ

population.34 It is rather obvious that someone was able to listen to many different 

musicalΝstylesΝatΝthisΝtime,ΝandΝperhapsΝthisΝisΝwhatΝalsoΝhappenedΝwithΝTsitsánisέΝρΝ

uniqueΝexampleΝwouldΝbeΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝsingerΝStélaΝώaskílΝwhoΝwasΝaΝSephardic 

Jew, that is, a JewΝfromΝtheΝIberianΝθeninsulaέΝώaskílΝwasΝaΝveryΝpopularΝrembétikoΝ

singerΝandΝrecordedΝsongsΝofΝTsitsánisΝtooΝΥseeΝσhapter 6 for interactions of the 

SephardicΝsongΝwithΝtheΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝstyleΦέ 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

The analysis used within this thesis can be divided into three major parts: 1) 

comparisons; 2) transcriptions; and 3) statistics. The comparative methodology 

reveals many important elements. For instance, the development of the performance 

ofΝaΝparticularΝrhythmΝisΝrevealedΝbyΝcomparingΝeitherΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝwithΝsongsΝ

written by songwriters that lived before and after him, or by simply comparing early 

Tsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝwithΝcontemporaryΝonesέΝTheΝmusicalΝanalysisΝrevealsΝinformationΝ

aboutΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongwritingΝstyleήtechniqueΝandΝitsΝdevelopmentΝfromΝtheΝbeginningΝ

of his recording career until its end. As Tenzer argues: 

 

It is a given that analysis – whether based on focused interior 

listening,ΝworkingΝwithΝaΝcomposer‟sΝscore,ΝorΝbyΝmakingΝone‟sΝ

own transcription – is a worthy exercise because it brings us to a 

more intensive relationship with the particularities of sound. What 

arises next is the question of how we interpret and present our 

perceptions and decisions (Tenzer 2006: 8). 

 

 

                                                 
33 SeeΝσhapterΝγΝ„numberΝofΝrecordingsΝbyΝyear‟έ 
34 See Hastaoglou 1997 (for instance, p. 494). 
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There are passages from several songs in the form of musical scores that are used as 

paradigms in order to help explain the findings of the research.35 However, one should 

beΝawareΝofΝseveralΝproblemsΝwhenΝusingΝ„WesternΝnotationΝtoΝ“describe”ΝmusicΝforΝ

whichΝitΝwasΝnotΝintended‟ΝΥςrackett 2000: 27-8). After all, transcriptions of recorded 

popularΝsongsΝ„representΝrecordedΝsounds,ΝnotΝdirectionsΝforΝperformersΝtoΝproduceΝ

thoseΝsounds‟ΝΥςrackettΝβίίίκΝβιΦέΝόinally,ΝstatisticalΝtablesΝandΝgraphsΝplay a critical 

role within the entire thesis because research has shown their great importance for the 

better understanding of various facts and issues. Therefore, the statistics that have 

been created from the T.E.D. accompany each of the chapters according to their 

relevance. Ultimately, the result of the analyses „is the identification and grouping of 

manifest sound patterns and their relationships to governing schema in a work, 

repertoire, or genre, and especially the compelling musical tension that results as the 

patterns become setΝoffΝinΝreliefΝfromΝtheΝschema‟ (Tenzer 2006: 6). 

Amongst all the works studied, the most useful, as well as most relevant to this 

specific research were: Analyzing Popular Music, edited by Allan F. Moore (2003) 

which presents various models of analysis for many different music genres according 

to the views of outstanding researchers in the field of popular music studies. 

Communicative Contract Analysis: an Approach to Popular Music Analysis by 

Thomas Shave (2008) proposes models of analysis that seem proper for this specific 

research. θeterΝεanuel‟sΝPopular Musics of the Non-Western World (1990) examines 

rembétikoΝmusicΝinΝoneΝofΝitsΝchaptersέΝItΝisΝanΝextremelyΝusefulΝtextΝbecause it can 

work as the basis for someone who wishes to research the rembétikoΝgenreέΝτavidΝ

ςracket‟sΝInterpreting Popular Music (2000) opens up new horizons in analyzing 

popular musics through the utilization of technology. By using, for instance, spectrum 

analyzers,ΝorΝbyΝcreatingΝgraphsΝofΝharmonicΝproportionsΝinΝorderΝtoΝillustrateΝaΝsong‟sΝ

harmony, he finds new means of analyzing popular musics. Moreover, Michael 

Tenzer‟sΝAnalytical Studies in World Music (2006) includes various analytical models 

applied to a variety of different musical cultures, such as flamenco, Afro-Cuban and 

Balkan. These models as well asΝTenzer‟sΝownΝintroductionΝhelpΝtheΝrembétikoΝ

researcher to build up their own model of analysis, for there are musical aspects 

                                                 
35 The so-calledΝ„paradigmaticΝanalysis‟,ΝasΝdescribedΝbyΝςrackett (2000: 26) and Middleton (1990: 

183-9), was used, too. See also Tenzer (2006: 6-7) regarding ways in which the sound patterns can be 

mobilized. 
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among the aforementioned musical cultures that are similar. τerekΝScott‟sΝThe 

Ashgate Research Companion to Popular Musicology ΥβίίιΦΝandΝρllanΝεoore‟sΝ

Critical Essays in Popular Musicology (2007) are truly companions to any researcher 

who wishes to research on and analyze popular music styles. The texts found within 

do not only concern various musical cultures, something that allows them to address a 

large corpus of readers and researchers, but they also employ several analytical 

methods of different natures, something that takes the analyses further and the 

researchers deeper as regards the understanding and interpretation of popular musics. 

Finally, the High Analysis of Low Music by Dai Griffiths (1999) is a review of various 

systems of existingΝ„high-art‟Νanalysis as applied to popular forms. It also contains the 

writer‟sΝownΝviews and propositions regarding analysis. The fact that the Greek 

popularΝandΝrembétikoΝmusicΝhasΝnotΝyetΝbeenΝsubjectΝtoΝaΝmodelΝofΝanalysisΝisΝanΝ

issue of considerable significance. Hence, there is no model that has been tried out or 

even created for this specific music genre. 

 At this point, I have to mention the great contribution of technology, the role 

of which was catalytic in my project. Without specific technological media, it would 

have been more than difficult for some issues to be handled. These media can be 

categorized in two main groups: the electronic software and the electronic 

apparatuses. The T.E.D., as well as sound editing and mixing software that were used 

for several reasons, such as to clear old recordings from noises, are some of the media 

of the first category.36 In addition, specialized earphones and sound speakers that 

made easier the hearing of details can be included in the second category. The 

technological means available today to the researcher are more than necessary, for 

they accelerate several processes and, thus, they save much time. Moreover, they 

make possible things that looked impossible in the past. In general, they are 

„weapons‟ΝinΝtheΝhandsΝofΝresearchersΝthatΝcanΝhelpΝthemΝtoΝinnovate and promote 

research in their field. 

 

 

                                                 
36 Several issues regarding the utilization of technology were inspired by Brackett methodologies in 

analyzing his musical texts (2000). 
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Rebetology 

TheΝstudyΝofΝrembétikoΝbecame firmed up in academic circles, during the late 90s, as 

„rebetology‟έΝItΝhasΝbeenΝacceptedΝintoΝtheΝacademyΝasΝtheΝobjectΝofΝseriousΝstudyέΝ

Rebetology could be considered as a subfield that draws on the disciplines of 

ethnomusicology and popular music studies. Rebetology has flourished during recent 

years, and important academic work can be found all over the world. Although there 

has been a huge evolution in academic research on rembétiko,ΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusic,Ν

which is so important to the musical evolution of Greece, is almost completely absent 

within this researchέΝYet,ΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusicΝcanΝbeΝfoundΝalmostΝanywhereΝaΝliveΝ

music band exists in Greece. Even in a performance based on Greek rock or other 

popular music styles, it is highlyΝunlikelyΝthatΝaΝTsitsánisΝsongΝwouldΝnotΝtoΝbeΝplayedΝ

during the performance. 

 

 

Academic and Non-academic Treatment of Rembétiko 

ItΝisΝnotΝonlyΝthatΝtooΝfewΝacademicΝscholarsΝhaveΝresearchedΝrembétikoΝmusic, but the 

majority of them have viewed the subject from almost all its possible aspects, apart 

from the musicological one (musical analysis). Therefore, we have anthropological 

works, ethnographical works and historical works; but only a few publications talk 

about the music, such as Pennanen‟sΝworkέΝόurthermore,ΝtheΝproblemsΝseemΝnotΝtoΝ

end here, for there are important publications such as Stathis Gauntlett‟sΝandΝ

Pennanen‟sΝacademicΝtheses,ΝσonwayΝεorris‟sΝoldΝΥbutΝseminalΦΝarticleΝaboutΝύreekΝ

caféΝmusic,ΝtheΝproceedings of the third conference of the ICTM Makam Study 

Group, which are unfortunately out of print and difficult to locate, something that is 

true for old publications on the subject by Greek authors too, especially in newspapers 

and magazines. 

 

 

Key Studies in Rebetology 

There are some scholars whose work has contributed much to the evolution of these 

studies. The initial efforts started with Gail Holst in 1975 and her book Road to 

Rembetika. The book is quite old and we could say that it is a personal view of 

rembétikoΝandΝgenerallyΝaΝquiteΝpersonalΝandΝemotionalΝdemonstrationΝofΝtheΝstyle,Ν
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rather than a scientific approach. She uses, though, many simple and small 

explanations for basic terms, but with very clear and comprehensible writing. The 

book contains many historical elementsΝwhichΝcanΝgiveΝaΝveryΝclearΝideaΝofΝrembétikoΝ

as it was in the very first years of its existence and how it developed. Although the 

author lets the reader recognize her emotional connection with this music style, her 

writing and description about almost all of the matters of the book remains subjective, 

clear and, most importantly, full of easy comprehensible details. The first critical as 

well as academic study was made by Stathis Gauntlett in 1985 in his PhD thesis 

(Oxford University) in which he investigates the terminology and the origins of 

rembétiko.  

A unique case is the doctoral thesis and, generally, all the published material 

of the Finnish scholar Risto Pekka Pennanen. Pennanen touches on several aspects of 

rembétikoέΝHis study is important and relevant to my thesis in the following ways: he 

did fieldwork in Greece and tried to enlighten and clarify some aspectsΝofΝrembétiko‟sΝ

theory and performance. The thesis is one of the very few that deals with the Turkish 

makams37 andΝcomparesΝthemΝwithΝtheirΝ„descendants‟,ΝtheΝύreekΝpopularΝdhrómi. He 

triesΝtoΝclarifyΝterminologyλΝforΝinstance,ΝheΝtalksΝaboutΝtheΝtermΝSmirnéiko and its 

problematic usage by the Greeks. However, IΝdoΝtakeΝissueΝwithΝsomeΝofΝθennanen‟sΝ

points due to some critical mistakes he made, such as typing wrong chords in music 

scores that have been created by him. Furthermore, he is creating and basing personal 

theories on such music scores regarding the usage and the way that some popular 

modes work (1999: 94, Figure 14: the last D chord is wrong; it should have been a 

Bm chord). The problems seem not to stop there; Pennanen speaks not only about the 

modes but about the rhythms and the way of performing them too, ending up 

sometimes with incorrect statements (1999: 104-105, Figure 24: the recording he 

labelsΝ„C‟ is mentioned that utilizes the koftóΝzeimbékikoέ38 A better listening of the 

recording shows that it too utilizes the palióΝzeimbékiko,ΝorΝsyrianó, as Pennanen 

chooses to call it). However, the work of Pennanen is very important, and one of the 

                                                 
37 For a clearer understanding of the makams see Touma 1971 and Chapters 4 and 5. 
38 The koftóΝzeimbékikoΝisΝaΝparticularΝperformanceΝtechnique ofΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝrhythmΝwhichΝthreeΝ

mainΝperformanceΝtechniquesΝareκΝsirianóΝorΝoldΝzeimbékiko,ΝkoftóΝorΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝandΝmixedΝ

zeimbékikoΝΥsee Chapter 6). 
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very few studies that exist and can be used as a basis for further research, as it raises 

fundamental issues, very much connected to my project, too. 

 Despoina Michael‟s article (1996) seems to be the only academic publication 

totallyΝdevotedΝtoΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέΝρlthough she did not touch on any musicological 

issues, her article succeeds in giving valuable explanations regarding confusing issues 

and historical facts, like the reasonsΝandΝtheΝchronologyΝofΝtheΝusageΝofΝtheΝwordΝlaikóΝ

insteadΝofΝrembétikoέΝτafniΝTragaki‟sΝRembétikoΝWorlds (2007) is based on her PhD 

thesis. It deals with the musical situation in the city of Thessaloniki at specific places 

where rembétikoΝmusicΝhappeningsΝusedΝtoΝtakeΝplaceέΝώerΝethnomusicologicalΝandΝ

ethnographical views grant to the studies new aspects and new pieces of information 

that have never been mentioned before. By assessing the past and by speaking of the 

twoΝrembétikoΝrevivalsΝthatΝoccurredΝinΝύreece,ΝsheΝmovesΝintoΝ„theΝfield‟ΝwhereΝsheΝ

describes her personal experiences with musicians and live shows in Thessaloniki. 

The analysis of the songs that she was listening to during her study is another 

important element of the bookέΝSheΝalsoΝclearlyΝshowsΝhowΝrembétikoΝwasΝimplicatedΝ

in varying political stances and changing political ideologies. The work by 

θetrópoulosΝぅiたπえkすせαΝぉとαけてへhすαΝ[rembétikaΝtraghoúdhia νΝrembétikoΝsongs] (1996), 

although very large, contains many mistakes and misleading conclusions. In addition, 

many people, mostly aficionados,ΝbasedΝtheirΝstudiesΝonΝθetrópoulos‟sΝbook,ΝthusΝtheyΝ

continue this wrongly-based type of work, something which is recognized by the 

majority of academic researchers nowadays.39  

Once more, the musicological point of view is remarkable by its absence. The 

Greeks published works with basic subjects such as: 1ΦΝcitingΝTsitsánis‟sΝlyricsΝorΝlistsΝ

of songs, including comments and other type of information on the recordings, such 

as the catalogue number (TsitsánisΝ1ιθί; Maniatis 1994 and 2001; Anastasiou 1995 

and 2004; and Alexiou 2001); 2) biographies, photographic material, myths and tales 

aroundΝtheΝlivesΝofΝpopularΝrembétikoΝfiguresΝΥVamvakáris 1978; δoulé-TheodhorákiΝ

1997λΝandΝρdhamídhouΝ1ιιθ). 

However, there are works that completely differ from the aforementioned. 

Although not written by academics and, once more, most of them do not deal with the 

music itself, they are objective, rigorous in a unique way and, most importantly, they 

                                                 
39 RegardingΝsomeΝcommentsΝonΝθetrópoulos‟sΝworkΝseeΝςeatonΝ1ιθζλΝθappasΝ1ιιιλΝθennanen 2004; 

Holst 2006; and Tragaki 2007. 
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show that their writers are well aware of academic standards and the development of 

the research. 

 KóstasΝVlisídhis,ΝforΝinstance, published three works (2002, 2004 and 2006). 

Moreover, his work ぅiたπえkすせてΝぉとαけてへhす [rembétikoΝtraghoúdhiΝνΝrembétikoΝsong]Ν

consists of translations of three studies by Stathis Gauntlett.40 The book also contains 

an interviewΝwithΝTsitsánisΝbyΝύauntlettέΝInΝhisΝbookΝ(2002) For a Bibliography of 

RembétikoΝΥ1θηγΝ– 2001), Vlisídhis managed something that seemed to be 

unachievable in the past. After long research and efforts, he put together 2396 

bibliographic references toΝrembétikoΝin a single book; 2262 are from Greek literature 

and 134 from foreign literature. Alone, this work is a tremendous source for 

researchers, aficionados and music lovers. Obviously,ΝwhatΝVlishídhisΝofferedΝtoΝmyΝ

project was a unique list of perhaps every possible reference to rembétikoΝandΝ

Tsitsánis,ΝaΝjobΝthatΝwouldΝrequireΝaΝlotΝofΝtime visiting libraries and personal 

archives. 

 εanólisΝρthanasákisΝpublishedΝhisΝstudyΝwithΝtheΝsupportΝofΝtheΝjournalΝ】αはせふΝ

ぉとαけてへhす entitled 〈αjかそさなΝぉjすkjうちさなΝ– 1946 (2006). The book deals with one of the 

mostΝfruitfulΝyearsΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝcareerέΝρpartΝfromΝtheΝsocio-historical background 

thatΝisΝgivenΝinΝtheΝbeginningΝofΝtheΝbook,ΝρthanasákisΝdealsΝwithΝtheΝ1ιδζΝsongsΝfrom 

several views; that is, discographical, historical and (most importantly) musicological 

(musical analysis). His comments are important and serious, while the music scores of 

the songs (which are perhaps the only correct and most detailed available) are used in 

the analysis of the songs.  

 

The very next chapter (Chapter 3) deals with several aspects of the recordings 

themselves. The subject is examined from various angles, such as the examination and 

assessment of the sources available in Greece, in terms of research on historical 

recordings, the pieces of information that the labels of the records can provide, 

information of technological as well as historical aspect that can be retrieved from the 

sound itself, the recording technology and its development, and more. Chapter 3 also 

includesΝanalysesΝonΝstatisticalΝdataΝexportedΝfromΝtheΝTsitsánisΝElectronicΝτatabaseΝ

whichΝshedΝlightΝonΝissuesΝregardingΝtheΝrouteΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝactivityέΝThe 

historical recordings themselves can be considered as the basic implement for the 

                                                 
40 The third one has been written directly in Greek by Gauntlett. 
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spread of popular musical styles across the world (of course with some exceptions). 

Ultimately, all of the above are linked to the market and the recording industry which 

are strongly bound to popular music and thus, they should always be part of research 

undertaken on it.
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Chapter 3  

The World of Historical Recordings 

 

Source Criticism: Some Problems 

ThereΝisΝonlyΝoneΝacademicΝreferenceΝwithΝtheΝnameΝTsitsánisΝinΝitsΝtitleέ1 This is 

εichael‟sΝarticleΝTsitsánisΝandΝtheΝςirthΝofΝtheΝζewΝ“δaikóΝTragoudi” (1996).2 There 

are of course many referencesΝwithinΝbooksΝandΝarticlesΝtoΝTsitsánisΝbutΝtheseΝareΝjustΝ

a few lines. The bibliography concerning issues such as the Greek laikóΝmodes, the 

ύreekΝlaikóΝrhythms,ΝtheΝlaikó-rembétikoΝharmony and many more, is limited. A few 

publications have been made by two or three famous bouzouki players, such as 

ζikolópoulos (n.d.), but nothing at all has been done at an academic level (apart from 

Pennanen 1999) in order to throw light on issues which seem to be problematic for the 

continuation and the development of the studies. 

This rarity of exclusively musicological work is what possibly explains the 

indifference of (especially Greek) musicologistsΝregardingΝrembétikoέΝώowever,ΝsomeΝ

notable exceptions are: the bachelor theses of ρnéstisΝςarbátsisΝΥβίίθ3) and of 

ύhiórghosΝEvangélouΝΥβίίθ4) that were carried out in the Technological Educational 

Institution of Epirus in the Faculty of Music Technology and its DepartmentΝofΝδaikó 

and Traditional Music in Άrta, Greece. Also worth-mentioning are the bachelor theses 

of ώrístosΝKesikiádhisΝΥβίίθ5) and of θétrosΝθapásΝΥβίίι6) that were carried out at the 

University of Macedonia at the Department of Music Science and Art in Thessaloniki, 

                                                 
1 θartΝofΝthisΝchapterΝhasΝbeenΝpublishedΝΥinΝύreekΦΝasΝtheΝarticleΝ„TheΝRecordingΝσareerΝofΝVasílisΝ

TsitsánisΝΥ1ιγζ-1983). An Analysis of his Music from Commercial Recordings – Four Major 

θroblematicΝIssuesΝofΝtheΝResearch‟,ΝWeb-basedΝjournalΝforΝtheΝlaikóΝsong (2011). In addition, another 

partΝofΝthisΝchapterΝhasΝbeenΝsubmittedΝandΝisΝunderΝreviewΝasΝtheΝarticleΝ„SourceΝσriticismΝinΝ

RembétikoΝandΝδaikóΝStylesΝ[ύreekΝUrbanΝθopular]ΝthroughΝtheΝRecordingΝσareerΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝ

(1936-1ιθγΦ‟,ΝTheΝJournalΝofΝθopularΝεusicΝStudiesέ 
2 This work by Michael is been mentioned numerous times within the thesis. 
3 „VasílisΝTsitsánisΝ– Analysis of the Early Work of the Composer, TríkalaΝθeriodΝ1ιγβ-1ιγζ‟έ 
4 „TheΝδaikóΝύuitar inΝRembétikoΝSongΝofΝtheΝθeriodΝ1ιβθ-1935 and its Evolution through the Personal 

StyleΝofΝKóstasΝτhoúsas,ΝρέΝKostís,ΝύhiórghosΝKatsarós,ΝKóstasΝSkarvélis,ΝVangélisΝθapázoghlou,Ν

StéliosΝώrisínis, SpírosΝθeristéris andΝεanólisΝώiótis‟. 
5 „RembétikoΝSongΝduringΝtheΝθeriodΝofΝ1ιββ-1ιεζ‟έ 
6 „εárkosΝVamvakáris in his First Discographical Period (1932-1ιδίΦ‟έ 
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Greece. However, there is a major problem with the aforementioned works: due to the 

fact that they are degree essays they are not broadly available. An extremely 

important publication for the advancement of research is alsoΝtheΝbookΝofΝVoúlgharisΝ

andΝVandarákis,Νthe Urban Song in Greece of the Mid-WarέΝRebétikaΝofΝSmyrna and 

Piraeus (2007).7 The lack of research though, is not the only factor posing difficulties. 

It is also the fact that most of the Greek authors that are examined further below, 

endeavour to penetrate unknown (to them) fields.8 τespiteΝtheseΝscholars‟Νefforts to 

contribute to progress in the field, it is more than obvious in their work that they were 

unaware of basic methodological research principles. Similar points have been 

discussed by other scholars, too, as the following two examples demonstrate: 

 

For most Greek musicologists, urban memory-based music has 

been the Low Other that is not worth researching: the analysis of 

Greek popular music has been largely left to Western 

ethnomusicologists (Pennanen 1999: 11).  

 

Instead we find a lot of journalist and amateurish writing, 

sometimes even with scholarly pretensions – not to mention 

decidedly pseudo-scholarly offerings to a public that cannot in 

most cases see the difference (Smith 1989: 179).  

 

Further below, I shall defend my arguments by referring to examples from several 

publications. 

τhionísisΝεaniátisΝgatheredΝβδ,ίίίΝsongΝtitlesΝthatΝwereΝrecorded in Greece 

using the 78 rpm technology,ΝfromΝ1θθζΝtoΝ1ιζ1ΝΥεaniátisΝβίίζΦέΝρsΝmentionedΝinΝhisΝ

introduction, due to the fact that some people refused to provide him with information 

and open up their archives, 209 records, that is, 418 songs are missing. Obviously, we 

are dealing with a research of discographical character. In Greece, unfortunately, even 

the very few samples of research with a discographical content are not scientifically 

                                                 
7 ThisΝwork‟sΝimportanceΝisΝattestedΝbyΝthe numerous references to it within this thesis, especially in 

Chapters 4 and 5. 
8 Smith (1991), Aulin and Vejleskov (1991: 12-23) and Pennanen (2004: 18; 1995) also write on 

problematic issues found in the work of many aficionados. 
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based and are characterized by the lack of a proper, or even total lack of, 

methodology. Thus, these works are not just faulty they are also dangerous for 

research that attempts to fulfil academic standards, due to the fact that they contain 

fallacious published data which might mislead or delay the research, something that 

has been happening all the time until today. For example, many bachelor theses from 

ύreekΝuniversitiesΝthatΝIΝmanagedΝtoΝfindΝandΝstudyΝbaseΝtheirΝsongs‟Νdating on these 

misleading works. Unavoidably, the initial sources of information in my research 

project were these works. The great amount of time spent on checking the contents of 

theseΝbooksΝcouldΝhaveΝbeenΝspentΝonΝotherΝaspectsΝofΝtheΝresearchέΝεaniátis‟sΝ

catalogues are categorized based on the recording company and according to 

chronology. For each song there are the following ten columns (Table 3.1): 

 

 

Company 
Record Number 
Matrix Print  
Title 
Singers 
Composers 
Lyricists 
Year 
Genre 
Rhythm 
  

Table 3.1μ The columns in εaniátis (2006) 

 

 

Although many problematic points can be noticed in each of the columns, the 

most major problems can be spotted in the last two. Regarding the genre, even 

nowadays there are multiple discussions over how genres and musical styles should 

be named and labelled, many of which can be found in Pennanen‟sΝarticlesΝΥ1ιιι,Ν

2004 and 2005). Thus, since it is not yet agreed and scientifically verified, the use of 

such terms is incongruous. This is basically the main difference between an academic 

and a non-academic text. The following table (Table 3.2) shows some of the genre 

column‟sΝstrange,ΝmisleadingΝandΝvague definitions. 
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Page Song Title Genre mentioned 
11 ぉすせΝkαせΝ[TikΝtak] SoftΝrembétiko 
99 ]けのちかαΝ[aghoníaΝνΝagony] Soft 
387 ぉとiそお このお [trelíΝzoíΝνΝcrazy life]  From a film 
167 《しちすせふな へたちてな [ethnikósΝímnosΝνΝnationalΝanthem] National 

  
Table 3.2μ ύenre definition errors in εaniátis (2006) 

 

 

As one can observe, the genre column far from defines the genre of the 

recorded music, since we get many different interpretations. Being aware of all the 

musical styles so that one can tell the differences between them seems to be 

impossible even for a musician and/or musicologist. Unfortunately, one can detect 

mistakes in the rhythm column, too. Here (Table 3.3), I will provide examples from 

bothΝεaniátis‟sΝprojectsΝΥ1ιιδΝandΝβίίζΦέΝTheΝ1ιιδΝbookΝaspiresΝtoΝlistΝtheΝentireΝ

discographicalΝworkΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέΝτespiteΝtheΝfact that only three examples 

will be provided, it should be noted that one has to actually deal with hundreds of 

such instances when both publications are taken into consideration.  

 

 

 

Book, Page Song title Rhythm mentioned Correct rhythm  
εaniátisΝβίίζ: 238 ]そうΝぉてへとせαΝぬふとiねえΝたてにΝ 

[aláΝtoúrkaΝhórepséΝmouΝνΝ
dance for me ala Turka] 

Tsiftetéli 8/8- Sirtós 

εaniátisΝ1ιιδ: 120 『 jにちてすせかα たてに  
[iΝsinikíaΝmouΝνΝmyΝ
neighborhood] 

TraghoudhákiΝ[δittleΝsong] 4/4- Cha cha 

εaniátisΝ1ιιδ: 121 ‒‟Νえlαけiな た‟Νえlαけiな 
[méfaghesΝméfaghesΝνΝyouΝ
„ate‟ΝmeΝΥidiomaticΦ] 

Kalamatianós 2/4- Bayo 

 
Table 3.3: Rhythms definition errors in εaniátis (1λλ4 and 2006) 

 

 

Another example from Greek literature is the VasílisΝTsitsánis: My life, My 

Work Υ1ιθίΦ,ΝeditedΝbyΝKóstasΝώatzidhoulísέΝTheΝfirstΝpartΝofΝthisΝbookΝΥupΝtoΝpageΝ

βδΦΝisΝanΝinterviewΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝwithΝKóstasΝώatzidhoulísέΝTheΝrestΝofΝtheΝbookΝ

(apart from the comments and several pictures on the last pages) consists of music 

scoresΝandΝlyricsΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝwithoutΝmentioning,Νthough,ΝtheΝnameΝofΝtheΝ
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person that wrote these scores.9 Several types of notes and comments can be found 

under the songs, written (most probably) by the author/editor himself.  

 

Examples: 

Page 46, ΓせすてにそΝ‒παぬうとΝ[ύioúlΝςahárΝνΝEasternΝfemaleΝname]έΝTheΝauthorΝwritesΝ

underΝtheΝsongκΝ„recordedΝinΝ1ιεί‟έΝTheΝrecordingΝdateΝisΝquestionable since research 

has shown that the most probable recording year is 1951.10 Here, of course, one is also 

dealing with another issue, which is the source of the information contained in all the 

published books of this sort. So far, none of the authors have indicated an 

„initialήprimaryΝinformationΝsource‟ with regard to the recording and release dates. 

Moreover, many of them have not even mentioned their sources at all (about these 

mysteries around the sources see further below). An initial information source would 

be a document whose information is indisputable. Such types of documents are the so-

called recording sheets as well as the recording lists/catalogues of the recording 

companies. Apparently, other questionable dates can be found in this specific book. 

Page 51, ぉαΝjおたαちkとαΝ[taΝsímandraΝνΝtheΝbells]έΝTheΝauthorΝmentionsΝunderΝtheΝ

lyricsκΝ„zeimbékikoΝofΝ1ιε1‟έΝTheΝproblemΝisΝobviouslyΝtheΝfactΝthatΝitΝisΝnotΝmadeΝ

clear to the reader, exactly what the date refers to, especially when there are three 

types of dates for each song considered to be crucial in order to make safe findings 

during research. These are the composing date (something often difficult to ascertain), 

the recording date and the release date. Thus, another topic comes up for discussion, 

as further analyzed in the chapter below – not to mention the perception I have heard 

by many aficionados andΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝwithΝwhomΝIΝhaveΝmet,ΝthatΝweΝshouldΝ

not care very much about the year that their books refer to, because (according to 

them) most of the songs were recorded and issued in the same year and, many times, 

in the same month. However, my research has revealed that this is a myth, for there 

are countless songs which do not meet these characteristics. 

Page 60, 《かたαjkiΝαそうちすαΝ[ímasteΝalániaΝνΝweΝareΝstreet-urchins] and page 91 

ぃのΞΝぃのΞΝぃのΞΝ‒αとかαΝ[θo!Νθo!Νθo!Νεaría = Oh! Maria]. The first song is 

characterizedΝasΝhasaposérvikoΝwhileΝtheΝsecondΝasΝaΝfastΝhasápikoΝΥinΝtermsΝofΝtheirΝ

                                                 
9 It should be mentioned that the musical transcriptions of the songs are inaccurate. 
10 AEPI‟sΝΥώellenicΝSocietyΝforΝtheΝθrotectionΝofΝIntellectualΝθropertyΦΝrecordingΝsheetsΝandΝ

Columbia‟sΝlogistics books give 05-04-1951 as the recording date. For both sources see further below. 
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dance rhythm used). Both rhythms are 2/4.11 The firstΝsong‟sΝtempoΝisΝ  ≈ΝιηΝwhileΝ

theΝsecondΝsong‟sΝtempoΝisΝ  ≈Ν1ίζέΝResearchΝhasΝrevealedΝaΝproblemΝregardingΝtheΝ

terminologyΝofΝtheΝhasápikoΝandΝhasaposérvikoΝrhythmsέΝTheΝperceptionΝthatΝexistsΝ

among Greek musicians and aficionados roughlyΝsuggestsΝthatΝ„theΝhasaposérvikoΝisΝaΝ

fastΝhasápiko‟έΝSinceΝthereΝisΝnoΝnumeralΝlimitήborderΝtoΝtheΝhasápikoΝandΝ

hasaposérvikoΝtempi,Νgeneralizations of any sort are rather deceitful and non-

scientificέΝρboveΝall,ΝtheΝmostΝimportantΝfactΝisΝthatΝtheΝtermΝhasaposérvikoΝis 

posterior in comparisonΝwithΝthatΝofΝhasápikoέΝThisΝspecificΝissue,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝ

problems that emerge, should be dealt with through the collaborative work of 

musicians, historians and dancers, since we are dealing with dances. After all, it is 

perhaps time for this discipline (dance research) to enter further into the sphere of 

popular musicology. Curiously, even if these terms were appropriately used 

(according to the suggestions of the common opinion) separating the two songs would 

still be problematic. The reason, as one can observe, is simply because the one with 

theΝfasterΝtempoΝisΝcharacterizedΝasΝaΝfastΝhasápikoΝwhileΝtheΝotherΝwithΝtheΝlessΝfastΝ

tempoΝisΝcharacterizedΝasΝhasaposérvikoέΝInΝotherΝwords,ΝthisΝcommonΝbeliefΝis used 

the other way round by Hatzidhoulísέ 

TheΝproblemsΝinΝρndónisΝKóndos‟sΝpaper,Ν„Tsitsánis‟sΝρlphabet‟ ΥinΝRíghaΝ

2003), are similar to those presented in the preceding paragraphs, that is, dating issues 

as well as erroneous rhythm definitions. Nevertheless, there are two additions of 

major importance. Firstly, there is reference to CDs and LPs on the market that 

contain the songs mentioned, which helps in finding the specific songs more easily. 

Another important characteristic is that many contemporary recordings of songs are 

mentioned as well. It is also worth noting that research so far has indicated the 

existenceΝofΝfewΝsongsΝΥTsitsánis‟sΝcompositionsΦΝthatΝareΝnotΝmentionedΝinΝtheΝlistsΝofΝ

the above books at all. This perhaps signifies the difficulty of locating primary 

sources of information. 

Another issue that is noticed when studying these books is that the titles of 

many songs do not match the titles found on the actual record labels. Despite this, the 

existence of several titles referring to the same song is common in popular music. 

There are cases where the musicians used to refer to songs using a particular word or 

                                                 
11 ThereΝisΝanΝissueΝregardingΝtheΝfractionΝofΝtheΝhasápikoλΝsomeΝauthors,ΝasΝwellΝasΝmusicians,ΝspeakΝ

aboutΝhasápikoΝbyΝusingΝtheΝδήδΝfraction instead of 2/4 (see Chapter 6). 
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short phrase from the lyrics, rather than the actual title of the song. Moreover, the 

companiesΝusedΝtoΝchangeΝaΝsong‟sΝtitle,Νeither in a re-issue or in a new recording of 

the particular song (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).  

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Se toúto to palióspito label (Tsitsánis) 
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Figure 3.2: To palióspito label (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

However, this does not mean that the researcher should not locate and examine 

primary sources, such as the records themselves. It has also been observed that the 

very same songs are given with several different titles within the books published by 

aficionados in Greece. Since I mentioned the record labels, I should stress that 

mistakes have even been found on these, too. Many labels have the rhythm of the 

song, next to or underΝtheΝsong‟sΝtitleέΝInΝsomeΝcases,ΝtheseΝrhythmsΝreferencesΝareΝ

incorrect. For example, the label of the song ‒iしにjたえちてなΝしαΝ„としのΝαπふねi12 

[methisménosΝthárthoΝapposeΝνΝIΝwillΝcomeΝtonight drunk] writes kjすlkikえそすΝ[tsiftetéli]Ν

(Figure 3.3). The correct rhythm, however, is 2/2 mambo. The same is true of the 

label of the song ]lてへΝhiちΝた‟Ναけαπてへjiな13 [afoúΝdhenΝmaghapoúsesΝνΝsinceΝyouΝdidn‟tΝ

love me] which writes jにとkてkjすlkikえそす [sirtotsiftetéli]ΝΥFigure 3.4). However, more 

careful listening shows that its rhythm is based on the bayo rhythm. 

 

                                                 
12 HMV 7XGA 754 - 7PG 2832, recorded on October 26, 1960. 
13 HMV 7XGA 1617 - 7PG 3226, recorded on November 26, 1962. 
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Figure 3.3: Label of the song methisménos tha ‘rtho apópse (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Label of the song afoú dhen m’ aghapoúses (Tsitsánis) 
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Moreover, some lyrics add to this confusing situation. For example, a passage 

found in the song ぉてΝkjすlkikえそすΝkてにΝぉjすkjうちさ14 [toΝtsiftetéliΝtoúΝTsitsániΝνΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

tsiftetéli]ΝsaysκΝ„kすΝkとiそふΝkjすlkikえそすΝiかちαすΝαにkふ‟Ν[tiΝtrelóΝtsiftetéliΝíneΝaftóΝνΝwhatΝaΝcrazyΝ

tsiftetéliΝisΝthis]έΝςothΝtheΝtitleΝandΝtheΝaforementionedΝlyricsΝareΝmisleading, for the 

song is based on a rhythm from Latin America, very close to guaracha (see Chapter 

6)έΝόromΝtheseΝcases,ΝweΝcanΝassumeΝthatΝeitherΝtheyΝΥtheΝcompaniesΝandΝTsitsánisΦΝ

were not aware of basic theoretical issues such as the understanding of the rhythms, or 

thatΝtheΝwordΝtsiftetéliΝwasΝ„useful‟ΝforΝtheΝcompanies‟ΝpoliciesέΝInΝotherΝwords,ΝtheΝ

companies may have wanted to mislead the audience in order to buy their records. 

One should not forget that under discussion here are the 1970s and all of its 

characteristics:15 big venues (bouzouki clubs), electric bouzoukis, plate smashing, 

electrically amplified bands16 (louder volumeΦΝandΝbellyΝdancingΝΥthatΝis,ΝtsiftetéliΦέΝ

Perhaps, the companies wanted people to think that they were buying something that 

was in vogue, that is, a tsiftetéliΝsong,ΝevenΝthoughΝthisΝwasΝnotΝtrueέ 

All the publications containing various types of recording catalogues of 

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordedΝworkΝΥinΝsome,ΝnotΝonlyΝTsitsánis‟sΦΝare listed below 

(Table 3.4). In all of these publications there have been numerous errors of various 

types, most of which have been mentioned previously.  

 

 

ShorélisΝ1ιηη-1981 (four volumes) 
TsitsánisΝ1ιθίΝΥeditedΝbyΝώatzidhoulísΦ 
εaniátisΝ1ιιδ; 2006 
ρngelikópoulosΝ1ιιι 
ρlexíouΝβίί1ΝandΝβίίγ 
ώristianópoulosΝβίί1λΝβίίβλ 2009 
Kóndos in Righa 2003 
ρnastasíouΝ1995; 2004 
θápistas (n.d.) 
  

Table 3.4μ θublications with errors in their songs’ catalogues 

                                                 
14 HMV, 7XGA 3291 – 7PG 3953, recorded in 1970. 
15 See Pennanen 1999: 69 regarding the post-1950s laikóΝperiodέ 
16 Electric guitar, electric bass and electric bouzouki. 
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Dating the Recordings 

A problem of grave importance relates to the recording and release dates of the songs. 

Each recording contacted at the Columbia factory (and not only) would acquire a code 

consisting of (in most cases) a combination of Latin letters and numbers, for example, 

σύΝβδβεΝforΝtheΝσolumbiaΝrecordings,ΝηύρΝ11ιεΝforΝtheΝώisΝεaster‟sΝVoice,ΝandΝsoΝ

forth. This code is known as the matrix code and is connected with the recording date 

of the song.17 When entering the trade, the song would acquire one more code of this 

type related to its release date. This code is usually referred to as a catalogue code. 

There is great deception and error in the books aspiring to create record tables, many 

of which have been mentionedΝaboveέΝInΝallΝofΝthemΝΥwithΝanΝexceptionΝofΝεaniátisΝ

2006 which is referred to later on) the date of the recording is accompanied by the 

catalogue number. In other cases, it is not clear whether the given date is related to the 

recording or the release of the song. Therefore, the confusion is intensified each time 

a new publication is released which, albeit aspiring to be a more perfect version of 

another written by some other author, is in fact reproducing information of earlier 

publications, and thus perpetuating the problem. The first time a matrix code was 

found was in the accompanying inserts of Charles Howard‟sΝeditionΝRembetika 3: 

VasílisΝTsitsánis,Ν1ιγζ-1940 ΥJSθΝrecords,ΝεΝστsΦέΝεaniátisΝisΝtheΝfirstΝύreekΝwhoΝ

uses and cites matrix codes (2006). Oral sources indicate that this was due to Charles 

ώoward‟sΝinstigationΝwhichΝmayΝwellΝbeΝverifiedΝbyΝεaniátis‟sΝexpressionΝofΝ

gratitude to Howard in the preface of his book. In his work, Pennanen reports that 

Greek researchers made many mistakes, omissions, deceptions and in general actions 

that are not based on methodologies of an academic type, with regard to 

discographical works (Pennanen 1999 and 2005). Priceless comments and 

observations in terms of the lack of reliableΝsourcesΝaroundΝrembétiko‟sΝdiscographyΝ

can also be found in Smith‟sΝarticleΝTheΝσhronologyΝofΝRebétikoΝ– A Reconsideration 

of the Evidence (1991). Pennanen numbers the various means that the researcher has 

at his disposal, through which he is able to create a sound discography. Several of the 

ways and strategies that Pennanen proposesΝinΝorderΝtoΝfindΝoutΝaΝsong‟sΝrecordingΝ

                                                 
17 Research has shown that it can be connected with other things, too, as long as it can be proven by 

facts. For example, with the name of the sound engineer who was responsible for the recording (see 

VernonΝ1ιιεΦέΝItΝshouldΝbeΝalsoΝmentionedΝthatΝVernon‟sΝworkΝisΝanΝinspirationΝforΝscholarsΝ

undertaking research with discographical context (see for example Vernon 2003). 
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date, are based on logic and simple mathematical accounts. Obviously, the most sure 

and proper way to avert mistakes is the utilization of primary information sources, for 

example,ΝtheΝcompany‟sΝrecordingΝsheetsΝwhichΝwereΝusuallyΝaΝpieceΝofΝpaper,ΝwhereΝ

each sound engineer would make notes related to the recording carried out. Curiously, 

the matrix number was not the only thing to which Greek aficionados did not pay 

attention. Research has revealed a third numeric type which can also help in the 

dating of songs. This is the license number which was given by the censorship 

board.18 It should not be forgotten that the censorship did not allow songs which had 

lyrics that were connected to some specific subjects to be recorded (for example, 

drugs). The songwriter initially had to send the lyrics to the censorship and only if 

they were approved, the song went to the studio. Given that the matrix and the license 

number were written on the actual record (on its label) makes it justifiable to wonder 

whether the authors of the books with discographical references had actually seen one 

of their primary implements and sources of information or not, that is, the record 

labels. Figure 3.5 shows a record label where the three types of numeric codes are 

visible. The matrix code is located at the lower left whereas the catalogue code is on 

the right. The license number is located above the title (ぁ ぬのとすjたふなΝπてにΝたうちkiねiなΝ[o 

horismósΝpoúΝmándepses = the divorce you foresaw]ΦΝasΝ„αとέΝうhέ‟,ΝwhichΝstandsΝforΝ

αとすしたふなΝαhiかαな [arithmósΝadhíasΝνΝlicense number]. 

 

 

                                                 
18 The censorship law took effect on August 19, 1936. 
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Figure 3.5: A record label where the three types of codes are visible 

 

 

Unfortunately, the value of the information these documents (primary sources) 

provide is not yet comprehended, nor appreciated in Greece. Further proof of this is 

that three out of the eight buildings of the Columbia factory in Athens were destroyed 

in 2006, having the approval of the Ministry of Culture and of the Main Council of 

Contemporary Monuments.19 According to rumours I have heard by various sources 

suchΝasΝrembétikoΝaficionados during my visits to Athens, these three buildings were 

destroyed without taking items out from inside. A more tragic scenario of these 

rumours is that much of the material was thrown into the garbage (more about these 

scenarios below). A great amount of every kind of material, such as recording sheets, 

sales‟Νlists,Νarchives,ΝinterviewsΝandΝtapesΝwereΝdestroyedΝorΝstolen,ΝmakingΝthe job of 

academic research hard and, sometimes, impossible to carry out. 

Regarding the creation of a discography of Greek songs, apart from relating to 

the order of things, since we deal with a specific event that took place on a particular 

day and time and therefore it is void of meeting various recording and song release 

dates. The discography also has the ability to reveal information regarding the 

                                                 
19 The Council of Contemporary Monuments belongs to the sphere of the Ministry of Culture. On 

FebruaryΝβ1,Νβίίζ,ΝtheΝσouncilΝcharacterizedΝtheΝgateΝandΝbuildingΝρΝasΝbeingΝ„monuments‟,ΝandΝ

buildings B, C, D, E, F and G that they are not (see the official website of the Ministry of Culture, 

www.culture.gr). 
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development of the musical style itself. A soundly formed and rational discography 

has a historical, social, as well as a musicological value and therefore phrases such as, 

„ofΝcourse,ΝitΝisΝnotΝofΝvitalΝimportanceΝwhetherΝaΝsongΝwasΝrecordedΝinΝ1ιγθΝorΝ

1ιγι‟20 reduce its value. The lack of clear chronological references obstructs 

comprehension and (most importantly) interpretation of some elements of a 

musicological kind, as for example is the use of new foreign rhythms such as rumba 

andΝguaracha,ΝtheΝchangeΝinΝtheΝrhythmicΝformΝofΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝrhythm,ΝtheΝcourseΝ

and evolution of the tempo of all the rhythms used, evolving production methods and 

so forth. This is because a correct time schedule of the recordings cannot be created. 

 

 

Mysteries around the Sources in Greece 

The finding of critical historical documents that previous scholars were either not 

aware of, or they were not able to locate, enables the provision of more accurate 

recording dates and generally information totally neglected in the past. It is of utmost 

importanceΝtoΝmentionΝsomeΝstrangeΝsituationsΝthatΝappearedΝduringΝthisΝ„quest‟Νfor 

historical sources, for many times, it became a quest and not research. By describing 

such situations I try to reveal exactly the extent of the problem of undertaking 

research on popular music in Greece, to raise some critical questions and, finally, to 

draw the attention of possible future researchers. Most importantly, these situations 

show the reason, or at least one of the main reasons, that research in Greece is at an 

embryonic stage.21 

As mentioned above, research on recording and release dates began with the 

publications available in the market. Very soon, the researcher will realize (as I did) 

the problematic situation created by the writings of these books and will soon suspect 

that the dates are incorrect and misleading. The most obvious reason is the following: 

if we assume that there are six publications that contain references to recording and 

release dates, one will discover that there are songs with up to six different 

recording/release dates! To put it another way, each one of the authors of these six 

books gives a different date than the authors of the other publications. This means that 

                                                 
20 ρngelikópoulosΝ1ιιικΝιθέ 
21 Regarding the available resources in Greece at the time that the article was published, see Ratliff 

(1979). 
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some of them merely estimated the year. In other cases where fewer different dates 

are found, it is highly possible that one author merely took his dates from another who 

had published before him. I managed to verify that by meeting with these authors. The 

caseΝofΝρndónisΝKóndosΝisΝanΝexception,ΝforΝheΝatΝleastΝstatesΝthatΝtheΝdatesΝareΝtakenΝ

fromΝolderΝpublicationsΝΥinΝSpirópoulosΝβίίζκΝεγΦέΝKóndosΝsaysΝthatΝheΝbasedΝhis 

researchΝonΝseveralΝolderΝworks,ΝsuchΝasΝTásosΝSholéris‟sΝΥ1ιηη-1981, four volumes). 

Strangely, the authors that copied from older publications as vital information as the 

dates, did not even think to check for their accuracy, since these old books do not 

reveal their sources. And the problems do not end here; a case where one author 

gives, for example, 1959 as the recording year of a song and another gives 1960, is 

frequent but, nevertheless, quite easily solved. However, I confronted cases where a 

full date is given for a song while another author gives another full date, too. For 

example, research has revealed an extremely complex situation around the song 

〈うjkαΝせαとhすうΝたてに22 [vástaΝkardhiáΝmoúΝνΝholdΝonΝmyΝheart]έΝεaniátisΝΥ1ιιδΦΝwritesΝ

that the song was recorded on October 13, 1951; however, in his later work (2006), he 

simplyΝwritesΝ1ιείΝinΝtheΝrecordingΝdateΝcolumnέΝKóndosΝΥinΝRíghaΝβίίγΦ,ΝθápistasΝ

ΥnέdέΦΝandΝρlexíouΝΥβίίγΦΝagreeΝwithΝεaniátis‟sΝfirstΝdate,ΝthatΝis,ΝηctoberΝ1γ,Ν1ιε1έΝ 

On the other hand, Howard‟sΝnotesΝwriteΝthatΝtheΝsongΝwasΝrecorded on 

December 12, 1950. Eventually, the logistics books of Columbia verifiedΝώoward‟sΝ

dateέΝWhereΝcouldΝtheΝotherΝfourΝhaveΝfoundΝthisΝ„ηctoberΝ1γ,Ν1ιε1‟οΝItΝisΝnotΝaΝ

simple speculation, that is, merely a year which can be estimated if someone studies 

the matrix numbers. This, unfortunately, is not the strangest case among the cases of 

different dating. Let us examine another song entitled ぉてΝπてにせうたすjて23 [toΝpoukámisoΝ

νΝtheΝshirt]έΝεaniátisΝΥ1ιιδΦΝgivesΝtheΝdateΝζovemberΝβδ,Ν1ιεζΝasΝitsΝrecording date. 

θápistasΝΥnέdέΦΝgivesΝτecemberΝ1,Ν1ιεζ,ΝtheΝsameΝasΝKóndosΝandΝtheΝfilesΝofΝρEθI do. 

The Hellenic Society for the Protection of Intellectual Property (AEPI) claims to own 

the actual recording sheets of many of the recordings held at the factory of Columbia 

in Greece (about which more below). Paradoxically, the logistics books of Columbia 

write that the song was recorded on October 1, 1956. How is it possible that two 

                                                 
22 HMV OGA 1725 - AO 5000. 
23 HMV OGA 2480 - ρηΝεγζδΝandΝ]ぁΝεγζηέΝTheΝexistence of two or more catalogue numbers means 

that the song was issued in more than one record. This, obviously, does not affect its matrix number, 

that is, its recording date. 
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official documents do not go well together? I should elaborate on this issue, for it is 

the key of the whole situation. 

In the preceding lines, I have mentioned three extremely critical things: 

Charles Howard‟sΝnotes,Νσolumbia‟sΝlogisticsΝbooks and AEPI‟sΝrecordingΝsheetsέΝ

Charles Howard visited the British Library of Recorded Sound during the 1990s. All 

information was taken from microfilms of original recording sheets, file cards and 

handwritten notes made by the sound men. He also photocopied quite a few of the 

sheetsέΝεoreover,ΝύhiórghosΝύhramatikósΝstartedΝaΝdiscographyΝprojectΝinΝtheΝ1ιηίsέΝ

He then passed his file books over to Howard who continued for several years. 

Howard told me that they only took information from the 78rpm discs that they had 

actually seen, or from old 78 catalogues.24 Figure 3.6 shows such a document with 

Howard‟s andΝύhramatikós‟sΝnotesέ 

                                                 
24 I have contacted Charles Howard via email several times, since 2009. I also visited him in Athens 

three times. 
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Figure 3.6: Charles Howard's and ύhiórghos ύhramatikós’s notes 

 

 

The logistics books of Columbia were something that I have never heard about 

before, until I actually saw and handled them. I had heard rumours that some people 

may have stolen items from inside the Columbia factory, or that they just found 
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material in the garbage. All these were rumours until 2010, when with the priceless 

helpΝofΝtheΝsonΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis,ΝKóstas, we located and met with three key people. 

ηneΝofΝthemΝwasΝKóstasΝεatsoúkasΝwithΝwhomΝIΝmetΝseveralΝtimesΝinΝρthensέΝώeΝ

informedΝmeΝthatΝhe,ΝalongΝwithΝύhiórghosΝandΝτhimítrisΝRánios,ΝpossessedΝtheΝ

logistics books of Columbia which are approximately (as they told me) 70-80 in 

numberέΝρpartΝfromΝmeetingΝwithΝεatsoúkas,ΝI,ΝalongΝwithΝKóstasΝTsitsánis,ΝalsoΝmetΝ

severalΝtimesΝwithΝύhiórghosΝRániosέΝItΝshouldΝbeΝemphasized that the books contain 

lists of the recordings of all of the four main labels of the period, that is, Columbia, 

ώisΝεaster‟sΝVoice,ΝθarlophoneΝandΝηdeonέΝIΝshouldΝclarifyΝthatΝallΝofΝtheΝcompaniesΝ

wereΝusingΝσolumbia‟sΝfactory,ΝalsoΝknownΝΥallΝtogetherΦΝasΝ„TheΝύramophoneΝση‟Ν

(regarding the history of the recording industry in Greece, see Ewbank and 

Papageorgiou, 1997: 74-80). εatsoúkasΝwasΝnotΝveryΝclearΝregardingΝtheΝwayΝtheyΝ

obtainedΝtheΝbooks,ΝbutΝtheyΝdiscussedΝwithΝKóstasΝTsitsánisΝforΝoverΝaΝyearΝaboutΝ

takingΝmoneyΝfromΝhimΝΥTsitsánisΦΝinΝorderΝtoΝphotocopyΝtheΝpagesΝthat concerned his 

father‟sΝsongsέΝώowever,ΝapartΝfromΝapproximatelyΝγίΝpagesΝthatΝKóstasΝεatsoúkasΝ

gave to us, they did not keep their word and, eventually, the books remained in their 

mere possession.25  

The value of these books cannot be underestimated, for it is not only that they 

cover a huge time period, from virtually the very beginning of the recording activity 

in Greece (around 1920s) until around 1970s;26 it is also the fact that each page, 

referring to a single song-recording, contains several pieces of information connected 

to the song, such as the recording date, the names of the musicians that took part in 

the recording along with their payments, the names of the songwriter and the lyricist 

and more. The pages of the logistics books also reveal another element, never 

previously noticed by scholars. If someone carefully examines the record labels they 

will notice that in many cases, there are more numbers next to the matrix code. For 

example, GO 4844-2 or GO 4844-3 and so forth. I found these numbers in the 

logistics books, too, and after researching the issue, I was surprised to discover that no 

previous researchers had seemed to understand that the number/s right after the dash 

                                                 
25 ItΝshouldΝalsoΝbeΝaddedΝthatΝεatsoúkas,ΝapartΝfromΝtheseΝγίΝphotocopiedΝpagesΝfromΝtheΝbooks,ΝsentΝ

hand-written copies of information concerning 118 more songs.  
26 The information within the books (at least within those I managed to hold and open) is written in 

pencil. 
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lineΝshowΝtheΝ„takeήs‟ΝofΝtheΝrecordingέ27 In other words, someone can see in the books 

the following code: GO 4844-1, 2, 3. This means that there were three takes recorded 

for this song. For some songs all the available takes have been issued, while, for other 

songs, only a single take was issued. Therefore, there is another completely new 

aspectΝrevealedΝwhichΝisΝtightlyΝconnectedΝtoΝtheΝrecordingΝindustryέΝρfterΝall,Ν„theΝ

most important distinguishing feature of popular music is its close relationship with 

theΝmassΝmedia‟ΝΥεanuel 1990: 4). If more than one take is found in the market, this 

perhaps signifies that the people involved in the recording (songwriter, musicians, 

company) liked all of the takes and simply wanted to issue all of them. In the case of 

finding only a single take in the market, it is highly possible that there was only one 

take that met the tastes and the needs of these people. Figure 3.7 shows a scanned 

page from the books. Figure 3.8 shows a record label where this type of matrix code is 

visible (CG 2738-3). 

 

                                                 
27 ItΝshouldΝnotΝbeΝforgottenΝthatΝweΝdealΝwithΝ„live‟ΝrecordingsΝwhereΝtheΝbandΝplayedήrecordedΝ

together. 
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Figure 3.7: A page from the logistics books of Columbia 
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Figure 3.8: A record label where the '-3' type of matrix code is visible 

 

 

Turning now to the files of AEPI: The first stages of my research revealed that 

the Library of Recorded Sound in England – whom I contacted – had the files from 

the recordings held in Greece. Rod Hamilton from the archive in England responded 

thatΝaboutΝtenΝyearsΝago,ΝSotírisΝδikourópoulos,ΝώeadΝofΝtheΝarchiveΝofΝρEθI,ΝvisitedΝ

the British Library Sound Archive and went through their archive.28 He purchased 

copies of various reels of microfilm on behalf of AEPI which were mainly recording 

sheets arranged by matrix number from the Athens office of Columbia, dating from 

the late-1ιγίsΝtoΝ1ιδίsέΝσonsequently,ΝmyΝnextΝmeetingΝwasΝwithΝδikourópoulos at 

AEPI‟sΝofficesΝinΝρthensέΝώeΝshowedΝmeΝtheΝelectronicΝdatabaseΝofΝρEθIΝandΝtoldΝmeΝ

that he intended to help me with the dates of the songs, as well as with anything else 

he could with regard to information about the recordings.29 He sent me three 

Microsoft Office Excel documents, each one concerning each of the major recording 

companies (HMV, Odeon and Columbia). These documents contained 166 songs 

titles (in total), along with their matrix and catalogue number and their recording date. 

Despite my innumerable appeals for letting me see the actual recording sheets, as well 

as to send me more information from their archive such as recordings from other 

                                                 
28 I contacted Rod Hamilton via e-mail in July 2009. 
29 ItΝshouldΝbeΝnotedΝthatΝTsitsánisΝΥandΝconsequentlyΝhisΝson,ΝKóstas,ΝasΝhisΝheir-at-law) as well as I (as 

a composer) are members of AEPI. 
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companies, AEPI denied both. In other words, they gave me 166, out of 

approximately 550 songs creditedΝtoΝTsitsánis, and they have never let me see the 

actual source and thus, my source of information (from the part of AEPI) is merely 

three Excel documents. 

Contrary to AEPI, EMI kindly provided their valuable co-operation and help. 

More specifically, Harris Tsakmatsian, Head of the archive in Greece, sent me a list 

ofΝtheΝsongsΝcreditedΝtoΝTsitsánisέ30 Although this list contains much vague and, in 

many cases, already cross-checked mistaken information (such as recording years), it 

provides some elements which were hard to locate until then. These are the matrix 

numbers of the songs included in 33rpm LP records, which (the records) do not 

include these numbers, neither on the actual records, nor in their sleeve notes.31 Figure 

3.9 showsΝaΝpageΝfromΝEεI‟sΝcatalogue. 

 

                                                 
30 IΝcontactedΝώárrisΝTsakmatsianΝinΝJuneΝβί11έ 
31 Obviously, these matrix codes are not included in the logistics books, for they concern the 33 rpm 

recordings. 
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Figure 3.9: A page from the list of EMI of Greece 

 

 

To sum up, there were four major sources which I managed to discover: 

Howard‟sΝnotes which concern approximately 323 songs, the logistics books of 

Columbia concerning 148 songs, AEPI‟sΝExcelΝfilesΝwhichΝconcernΝ1ζζΝsongs,ΝandΝ
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EMI‟sΝlistΝwhichΝconcernsΝeverythingΝtheyΝhave in their archive, with regard to the 

discographyΝofΝTsitsánis,Νcontaining,Νhowever,ΝmuchΝmistakenΝinformationέ32 It is 

clear that unless someone manages to obtain complete information for each one of 

these sources (that is, gather, for example, information from all the pages of the 

logistics books of Columbia) the job of creating a sound discography seems very hard 

to accomplish. Moreover, as Pennanen argues: 

 

a record and the recording it contains should be compared with other 

relevant records and recordings and data received from other source 

groups, i.e. record company files, record catalogues, record reviews, 

newspaper advertisements, interviews, photographs and films (2005: 

88). 

 

The accuracy of critical information such as the recording dates, the matrix 

numbers and so forth is an extremely vital matter, as this can help the researcher to 

create a solid discography from which they can export statistics which, in turn, are 

also extremely useful for the clearest understanding of several aspects of the recording 

career of an artist, such as stylistic changes, performance technique alterations and so 

forth. 

 

 

Historical Recordings and Recording Technology 

Source criticism is a large subject which, of course, is applied not only to recordings 

and the science of music, but also to other sciences where the sources have to be 

examined under the concept of inner and outer source criticism.33 George Brock-

Nannestad gives a detailed and interesting description of the recording procedure as 

well as of the problems that arose from the examination of historical recordings. The 

researcher has to bear in mind those issues in order to avoid misleading conclusions. 

The recording technology available at the period under discussion played a 

crucial role in the final outcome of the song itself or, to be more accurate, of the sound 

                                                 
32 This became obvious after I cross-checked the dates provided by EMI with the historical documents I 

managed to examine during my research. 
33 See Brock-Nannestad (1984: 925) and Pennanen (2005: 83). 
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of the song, which is one of the starting points and main implements of the researcher. 

Pennanen speaks of the problems, as well as to what extent recording technology 

affected the final form of the song (2005). Two of the most important aspects have to 

doΝwithΝtheΝfactΝthatΝ„musiciansΝoftenΝhadΝtoΝalterΝtheirΝnormalΝplayingΝtechniques, 

instrumentation andΝevenΝmusicalΝstyle‟ΝandΝthatΝ„theΝnon-standardized revolving 

speeds and the limited recording time affected the recording tempi and length of 

sections (Millard 1995: 100-101, 261-βζβΦ‟έ34 I cannot see that the first aspect is true 

ofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings,ΝasΝwellΝasΝofΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝmusicΝinΝgeneralέΝ

όirstly,ΝbecauseΝEvangelíaΝεargharóni speaks of standard/fixed set up inside the 

recording room, that is, of pre-arranged positions of the musicians in order to achieve 

the desirable sound. For instance, she remembers the double-bass player and the 

pianist sitting behind and far from the two main instruments, that is, the bouzouki and 

the guitar, so that, due to their sound volume, the former would not cover them. This 

way, they also achieved in playing with their natural/normal technique without having 

to be afraid if they would cover one another. Moreover, we are dealing with the so-

called live recording technique. This means that, due to the early stage of recording 

technology and of the available equipment, the musicians had to play altogether, as 

theyΝusedΝtoΝplayΝinΝvenuesέΝρfterΝall,ΝtheΝstyleΝwasΝmeantΝtoΝbeΝaΝ„live‟ΝmusicalΝstyle,Ν

initially created in hashish-dens and generally by people of the underworldέΝ„For a 

long time it stayed away from mass acceptance as fringe music addressed to the 

underworld and closely connected to pot-smoking‟ (Ewbank and Papageorgiou 1997: 

68). Thus, in the studio, too, at least during its first period, it kept the same aesthetic. 

In other words, if one compares studio recordings of this period with live recordings of 

the same periods, they will see that the way the band performs the songs is almost the 

same. 

With the new era of recording technology as well as with the development in 

the construction of instruments and even the use of new, for the style, instruments, it is 

highly likely that musicians had to change their playing techniques in order to try the 

aforementioned newly introduced parameters, that is, new technology and new 

instruments. For example, the use of the steel-strung guitar (usually called acoustic) 

instead of the Spanish (after the 1960s) compelled the guitarists to search new playing 

techniques in order to find the desirable sound of their new instrument. Furthermore, 

                                                 
34 Pennanen 2005: 83. 
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the rapid development of the style along with the development of recording 

technology compelled the musicians and perhaps the sound engineers too, to find new 

techniques, orchestrations and arrangements. The course of events should have also 

forced them to search for new and better positions inside the recording room in order 

to record and produce the best sound possible. The reason is simple: the balance of the 

volume and the general sound of the band had changed. Some recordings made in the 

early 1960s show various problems found in this new age of recording technology. 

The volume of the instruments was not well-ballanced, something that perhaps shows 

thatΝbothΝtheΝsoundΝengineersΝandΝtheΝmusiciansΝwereΝactuallyΝ„examining‟ΝtheΝnewΝ

parameters.35 From the early-1960s, new rhythms, new scales/modes, new 

instruments,36 new playing techniques, new singing styles and advanced recording 

technologyΝwereΝsomeΝofΝtheΝaspectsΝthatΝchangedΝinΝlaikóΝmusicέ 

Another available source that lets us understand that the playing technique in 

theΝearlyΝrembétikoΝwas basically the same in the studio and on the music stands, is 

live recordings where we can clearly hear the musicians playing songs in, more or less, 

the same way as they did in the studio. A possible explanation for this situation is the 

factΝthatΝrembétikoΝandΝearlyΝlaikóΝinvolvedΝsmallΝbandsέ37 Therefore, they did not 

have to think of complex and sophisticated arrangements. Obviously, the nature of the 

styleΝitselfΝplayedΝaΝcentralΝrole,ΝtooέΝIfΝsomeoneΝlistensΝcarefullyΝtoΝrembétiko-laikóΝ

studio and live recordings, as well as to bands playing the music live at venues today, 

they will see that the style of the music does not require exaggeration in the dynamics. 

On the contrary, it demands a detached treatment, without fluctuations. To provide a 

basic model, the music within a song can be likened to being a straight line with slight, 

almost hard to discern fluctuations. The most notable dynamics can be heard when the 

                                                 
35 Song examples: ‒iしにjたえちてな しα ‟としの απふねi [methisménosΝtháΝ„rthoΝapópseΝνΝIΝwillΝcomeΝdrunkΝ

tonight], HMV 7XGA 754 - 7PG 2832, recorded on October 26, 1960; ぉて ぬαjkてへせす [to hastoúkiΝνΝtheΝ

slap], HMV 7XGA 948 - 7PG 2911, recorded on March 11, 1961; and ╉そα ちα せそうねてにたi たαこか [élaΝnaΝ

klápsoumeΝmazíΝνΝcomeΝtoΝweepΝtogether],ΝώεVΝηXύρΝ1ηδεΝ- 7PG 3307, recorded on June 8, 1963. 

These are some of the songs where an almost non-hearable guitar is notable. 
36 Acoustic steel-strung guitar; bouzouki playing with jack cable (see further below); congas and 

bongos (tumbadoras); and keyboards. 
37 ρsΝheardΝinΝtheΝrecordings,ΝthisΝperiod‟sΝorchestras usually consisted of the bouzouki, the Spanish 

guitar and the baghlamásέΝςaghlamásΝ[たπαけそαたうな] is an accompanying instrument which looks like a 

miniature bouzouki and produces a rather high-pitched sound 
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voice comes in, usually right after an instrumental intro, where the band lowers its 

sound volume in order to help the voice/s to stand out. Obviously, the bands and the 

arrangements became much more complex and sophisticated later on, roughly after the 

1960s. Surely, the development of recording technology affected the music itself as 

well, thus, it also affected arrangements and orchestrations. 

On the other hand, the non-standardized revolving speed, as well as the limited 

recording time, obviously affected various aspects of the songs, such as the tempi, the 

length of the song, the structure and the tonality. As Pekka Gronow says in an 

interview with Risto Pekka Pennanen,Ν„aΝchangeΝofΝfourΝrevolutionsΝperΝminuteΝinΝ

playbackΝcausesΝaΝdifferenceΝofΝaΝhalfΝstepΝinΝpitch‟ΝΥθennanenΝβίίεκΝιίΦέΝThisΝmeansΝ

that the basic implement on which a researcher can build their analyses, that is the 

recording, provides false and misleading elements and thus, it can mislead them to 

false assumptions and conclusions. If we also take into consideration the argument of 

NannestadΝthat,Ν„the record companies of those days may account for the fact that the 

speed suggested to customers was deliberately chosen at 2rpm to 3rpm greater than the 

recordingΝspeed‟ (Brock-Nannestad 1984: 925), we can then understand the real 

dimensionΝofΝtheΝsituationέΝρΝdifferenceΝinΝpitchΝchangesΝtheΝsong‟sΝtonality, the 

song‟sΝtempoΝand,Νconsequently,ΝtheΝsong‟sΝlengthέΝεoreover,ΝitΝcanΝaffectΝtheΝtimbreΝ

of the voices and the instruments. There are numerous examples of such songs within 

Tsitsánis‟sΝcorpusΝofΝrecordingsέ38And this is not the end of the problems; due to the 

fact that many of the original 78 rpm recordings can hardly be located – and even if 

they could be located many of them are damaged and thus, the sound quality is bad – 

people, today, use digital archives in mp3 format. This is the easiest and most possible 

way for someone to find old recordings. There are two basic problems though; firstly, 

someone who owns a 78 rpm record may lack the technical skills and knowledge 

required to convert the sound from the record into another format (cassette, wav, 

mp3).39 A mistake in the procedure can easily affect the final output of the conversion 

                                                 
38 Some indicative examples with problems in the pitch are: ]たαとkのそお [amartolíΝνΝsinnerΝwoman],Ν

Columbia CG 2271 - DG 6674, recorded on October 6, 1947; ╉ちα kαつかhす iかち‟Νさ このお [énaΝtaxídhiΝinΝiΝzoíΝ

= life is a journey], Columbia CG 4058 - DG 7531, recorded on February 15, 1960; and ゃπうとぬiす たすα 

lそふけα [ipárhiΝmiáΝflóghaΝνΝaΝflameΝexists],ΝώεVΝηXGA 1746 - 7PG 3307, recorded on May 9, 1963. 
39 ηbviouslyΝtheΝsameΝisΝtrueΝofΝδεΝrpmΝrecordsΝtooέΝώowever,ΝtheirΝ„young‟ΝageΝmakesΝlocatingΝthemΝ

easier. 
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which will, ultimately, reach the archive of other people.40 Secondly, many 

characteristics of the same song can differ from archive to archive. For example, song 

A is in D tonality, with a tempo  ≈Νθί,ΝandΝcomesΝfromΝtheΝmpγΝarchiveΝofΝ

collector/individual B. The same song A is found in D sharp tonality, with a tempo  ≈Ν

90 in the mp3 archive of collector C. I should underline the fact that numerous times, I 

even found three different versions of a single song from three different archives. In 

other words, I have listened to the same song in three different tonalities and tempi. In 

such cases, if the finding of the original record is impossible, then understanding 

which version is the correct one can prove very difficult.  

The structure of the songs is something that also needs attention. Due to time 

limits, songs had to last around three to three and a half minutes. This, obviously, 

forced the songwriters to form the structure of their songs according to these 

parameters. This is perhaps one of the reasons for the gradual acceleration that is noted 

in many songs. Oral stories reveal that the sound engineer used to make signals with 

his hand to the musicians, wanting to show that they were running out of time. This is 

verified by the last instrumental part of the song ]しさちαかすjα41 [athinéisaΝνΝρthenianΝ

woman] and the oral story existing, which I managed to cross-check by discussing 

withΝseveralΝpeople,ΝsuchΝasΝresearchersΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝlifeΝandΝhisΝsonέΝItΝisΝsaidΝthatΝ

around the end of the last verse, the engineer signalled TsitsánisΝthatΝthereΝwereΝsomeΝ

seconds left and so he improvised and finished the song with a 16-second melodic 

phrase which was not part of the song. Some of the differences found between studio 

recordings and recordings of live performances of the same songs attest the fact that 

manyΝtimesΝtheΝcomposerΝhadΝtoΝadaptΝtheΝsong‟sΝstructure according to the limitations 

of the recording time. Some of these differences found in live recordings are: repeated 

intros or even musically changed (lengthier) intros; altered (slower) tempi; and taxímiΝ

in the beginning or inside the song. 

SomeΝexamplesΝfromΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsΝareΝgivenΝasΝcomplementaryΝ

examples to the writings above. Two are the conclusions drawn from the cases below: 

firstly, many ofΝtheΝproblemsΝdescribedΝaboveΝareΝtrueΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsΝandΝ

                                                 
40 As we saw in the preceding lines, the sound might already be changed from its initial market source, 

that is, the record. 
41 Columbia CG 2166 - DG 6600, recorded on June 25, 1946. 
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secondly, through the examples, one can see the impact that recording technology had 

in different periods. 

 

 

Fade-out 

SomeΝsongsΝendΝwithΝtheΝ„fade-out‟,Νso-called by sound engineers. Many problems are 

found within some reissues of older recordings, where, contrary to the originals which 

do not end with the fade-out, the contemporary do. Pennanen writes the following 

about reissues: 

 

In the 1970s during the first stage of the rebetika revival, the editor 

of several historical reissues, Kostas Hatzidoulis, was in the habit 

of ending all performances with a fade-out (e.g. EMI Regal 14C 

034-70364).42 

 

Pennanen continues and says that „fade-out has been the standard closure of Western 

pop songs since the 1960s, and possibly Hatzidoulis wanted to modernise the historic 

recordingsΝbyΝusingΝthisΝeffect‟ (2005: 92). I managed to find out the exact reason for 

thisΝsituationέΝKóstasΝθrikópoulosΝwasΝtheΝsound-engineer of many of these re-issues. 

In an interview I conducted with him he informed me that the reason that they used the 

fade-out effect was that many of the records they had in their possession were 

extremely dirty and damaged.43 Therefore, and because the stylus jumped, they 

decided to cut off some parts of the songs. In addition, Pennanen correctly blames the 

recordΝcompaniesΝforΝtheyΝ„have not considered historical popular music worthy of 

painstaking editorial work. Therefore, instead of an original or restored historical 

recording there may be a distorted or forged document. Most reissues do not contain 

even basic discographical data, not to mention commentaries with source references 

shedding light on the background of the recordings and musicians‟ (Pennanen 2005: 

90). 

Curiously, all these cases did not provoke the suspicion of the aficionados who 

wroteΝonΝrembétikoΝsongsΝinΝύreeceέΝζobodyΝeverΝwonderedΝandΝwroteΝaboutΝit,ΝforΝ

                                                 
42 Pennanen 2005: 92. 
43 InterviewΝwithΝKóstasΝθrikópoulosΝcontactedΝonΝεayΝγ1,Νβί1βΝinΝThessalonikiέ 
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instance, why song A ends with fade-out, since this was not common for the 

„recordingΝtradition‟ΝofΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝgenerallyέΝώowever,ΝtheΝfade-out 

technique was used in original recordings too, after the 1960s, perhaps in an imitation 

of Western pop songs. Table 3.5 shows some examples of original recordings which 

end with the fade-out technique. 

 

 

Song title Recording details Recording year 
ぉてπうこすα  
[topáziaΝνΝEastern female name] 

HMV  
OGA 2990 - AO 5614  
and 7PG 2657 

1960 

╉そα ちα せそうねてにたi たαこか  
[éla naΝklápsoumeΝmazíΝνΝcomeΝtoΝweepΝtogether] 

HMV  
7XGA 1745 - 7PG 3307 

1963 

【αす ぬかそすiな せαとhすえな  
[keΝhíliesΝkardhiésΝνΝaΝthousand hearts] 

HMV  
7XGA 1959 - 7PG 3376 

1964 

〉すπそお このお  
[dhiplíΝzoíΝνΝdoubleΝlife] 

HMV  
7XGA 1998 - 7PG 3384 

1964 

《jへΝけそにせすうΝたてにΝたふちてΝ 
[esíΝghlikiáΝmoúΝmónoΝνΝonlyΝyouΝmyΝsweet] 

HMV  
7XGA 1857 - 7PG 3361 

1964 

〉i とのkほ πてすα iかjαす  
[dheΝrotóΝpiáΝíseΝνΝIΝdon‟tΝaskΝabout you] 

HMV  
7XGA 2574 - 7PG 3615 

1966 

〉さそさkおとすて jkさ lそえくα  
[dhilitírioΝstiΝflévaΝνΝpoison in the vein] 

CBS 83406 1978 

  
Table 3.5: Examples of Tsitsánis’s songs ending with the fade-out technique 

 

 

Panning 

The so-calledΝ„panning‟Νwas another modern technique that was used by sound 

engineers. In most cases, and due to the fact that this was a newly introduced 

recording (actually mixing) technique, the engineers tended to exaggerate. There are 

several cases where half of the instruments of the band play utterly from the left 

channel, whereas the rest play from the right. Table 3.6 includes some examples of 

such recordings. 
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Song title Recording details Recording year 
ょすそお くとてぬお jkα たうkすα jてに  
[psilíΝvrohíΝstaΝmátiaΝsoúΝνΝdrizzleΝinΝyourΝeyes] 

HMV  
7XGA 2936 - 7PG 3797 

1968 

ぉて παすhか απ' kて そすたうちす  
[toΝpedhíΝaptoΝlimániΝνΝtheΝguyΝfromΝtheΝport] 

HMV  
7XGA 2937 - 7PG 3797 

1968 

′kαち しα jたかつiすな た' αにkふち πてに し' αけαπおjiすな  
[ótanΝthaΝsmíxisΝmaftónΝpoúΝthaghapísisΝνΝwhenΝyouΝ
be together with the one you will love] 

HMV  
7XGA 3001 - 7PG 3825 

1969 

『 jせすう たてに せαす けの  
[IΝskiáΝmoúΝke gho = my shadow and me] 

MINOS-EMI  
(COLUMBIA)  
7YCG 5240 - 2J-064 70172 

1975 

ぇkαにとαikふなΝ 
[stavraetós = golden eagle] 

MINOS-EMI  
(COLUMBIA)  
7YCG 5239 - 2J-064 70172 

1975 

  
Table 3.6: Examples of Tsitsánis’s songs with the panning technique 

 

 

Reverb 

The adding of the reverb effect in the recording/mixing procedure soon became very 

popular. Clearly, research on the recording procedures of the periods under discussion 

is very interesting, on the one hand, and very crucial for the continuation of popular 

music studies, on the other. A thorough research project on the types and the general 

history of the reverb effect, for instance, could show which of the songs have a natural 

reverberation, and which a technical, for there are cases where the type of effect 

seems to be very like a natural effect, for example, arising from the use of a big empty 

studio room or even a hall. One should take into account that until the first recording 

studios were built (1936), recording sessions used to take place in the halls of 

ρthens‟sΝbiggerΝhotelsΝΥEwbankΝandΝθapageorgiouΝ1ιιηκΝηδΦέΝTable 3.7 shows some 

Tsitsánis‟sΝsongs where reverb was used. 

 

 

Song title Recording details Recording year 
]πふねi せうちiすな たπαた  
[apópseΝkánisΝbamΝνΝtonightΝyouΝgoΝoffΝwithΝaΝbang] 

Odeon  
GO 4785 - GA 7716 

1953 

ぇkiとちふΝたてにΝけそにせてぬうとαたαΝ 
[sternóΝmoúΝghlikohárama = my last sweet dawn] 

HMV  
OGA 2798 - AO 5516 

1958 

ぉα つえちα ぬえとすα  
[taΝxénaΝhériaΝνΝtheΝunknownήstrangeΝhands] 

HMV  
7XGA 1607 - 7PG 3216 

1962 

′kαち しα jたかつiすな た' αにkふち πてに し' αけαπおjiすな  
[ótanΝthaΝsmíxisΝmaftónΝpoúΝthaghapísisΝνΝwhenΝyouΝ
come together with the one you will love] 

HMV  
7XGA 3001 - 7PG 3825 

1969 

  
Table 3.7: Examples of Tsitsánis’s songs with the reverb effect 
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The electric bouzouki 

ThisΝisΝoneΝofΝεanólisΝώiótis‟sΝdeedsΝthatΝchangedΝlaikóΝsongΝforeverέΝηralΝstoriesΝ

suggestΝthatΝthisΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝelementsΝthatΝώiótis brought with him from the USA 

(see Chapter 2), imitating the electric guitar that mainly used Fender amplifiers. 

Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 are the only photos I managed to find, where an amplifier 

is hardly visible. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.10μ Hiótis with his equipment (1) 
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Figure 3.11μ Hiótis with his equipment (2) 

 

 

ItΝshouldΝbeΝmentionedΝthatΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝalso used the electric bouzouki, 

especially on the music stands. Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 

showΝTsitsánisΝwithΝhisΝelectricΝbouzouki where the jack-cable, the outer part of the 

magnet and/or the amplifier, are visible.44 

 

 

                                                 
44 θhotographsΝgivenΝbyΝKóstasΝTsitsánisέ 
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Figure 3.12μ Tsitsánis with his electric bouzouki (1) 

 

 

 
Figure 3.13μ Tsitsánis with his electric bouzouki (2) 

 

 

 
Figure 3.14μ Tsitsánis with his electric bouzouki (3) 
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Figure 3.15μ Tsitsánis with his electric bouzouki (4) 

 

 

This new bouzouki sound,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝnewΝplayingΝtechniqueΝthatΝώiótis 

introduced, were – more or less – the first stage of the new electric laikóΝeraΝasΝ

defined by a fusion of Western technology and flamboyance, and a musical context of 

EasternΝoriginέΝεanyΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝinΝύreece,ΝloversΝofΝtheΝoldΝacoustic 

bouzouki style (both as regards its sound and its performance technique) argue that 

ώiótisΝ„destroyed‟,ΝinΝaΝsense,ΝtheΝtradition and that he alienated the old, authentic (for 

themΦΝrembétikoΝstyleέ45 The development of the style is not only due to the 

introduction of the electric sound of the instruments,ΝbutΝalsoΝdueΝtoΝώiótis‟sΝ

performance technique which was something very outlandish for the standards of the 

periodέΝItΝisΝtrueΝthatΝώiótisΝcreatedΝanΝentireΝnewΝgenerationΝofΝbouzoukiΝplayersΝwho,Ν

from now on, were closer to the western context virtuoso musicians. It is also clear 

thatΝbothΝώiótis‟sΝnewΝbouzoukiΝsoundΝasΝwellΝasΝhisΝnewΝveryΝskilledΝperformanceΝ

technique introduced the new stage of the laikóΝsongέ46 After all, it should always be 

kept in mind that the development of a musical style is tightly connected to its 

instruments. Consequently, it is also connected to the development of performance 

techniques and thus, to the people who are involved in it, that is, the musicians. The 

issueΝofΝwhetherΝallΝthisΝisΝ„wrong‟ΝorΝnot,ΝisΝmerelyΝanΝissueΝof taste and subjectivity. 

                                                 
45 MyΝsourcesΝhereΝareΝdiscussionsΝwithΝrembétikoΝloversΝasΝwellΝasΝdiscussionsΝIΝreadΝinΝforumsΝonΝtheΝ

Internet. 
46 ρboutΝεanólisΝώiótis,ΝseeΝρndónisΝKasítasΝΥβίίιΦέΝSeeΝalsoΝσhapterΝθΝforΝaΝcomparisonΝbetweenΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝandΝώiótis‟sΝschools,ΝasΝwellΝasΝinformationΝaboutΝtheirΝrelationshipΝinΝestablishingΝtheΝlaikóΝ

style. 
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Table 3.8 showsΝsomeΝsongsΝexamplesΝfromΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsΝthatΝwereΝrecordedΝ

with the electric bouzouki. 

 

 

Song title Recording details Recording year 
『 jにちてすせかα たてに  
[iΝsinikíaΝmoúΝνΝmyΝneighborhood] 

HMV  
7XGA 828 - 7PG 2858 

1960 

‒iしにjたえちてな しα „としの απふねi  
[methisménosΝthárthoΝapópseΝνΝIΝwillΝcomeΝtonightΝ
drunk] 

HMV  
7XGA 754 - 7PG 2832 

1960 

‒うkすα hiせαkえjjiとα  
[mátiaΝdhekatéseraΝνΝeyesΝfourteenΝΥidiomatic)] 

Columbia  
7XGA 2036 - SCDG 3349 

1963 

｠α kて πとてjえぬiすな kて παすhか  
[naΝtoΝproséhisΝtoΝpedhíΝνΝtakeΝcare of the child] 

HMV  
7XGA 2137 - 7PG 3485 

1964 

  
Table 3.8: Examples of Tsitsánis’s songs with an electric bouzouki 

 

 

Recording Innovations 

There are some cases with unique and potentially innovating (at least for the period 

under discussion) elements. One of them is the case of the song ぁ ゅとおjkてな47 [o 

hrístosΝνΝσhris]ΝsungΝbyΝθródhromosΝTsaousákis, recorded on October 29, 1946. If 

someoneΝlistensΝcarefullyΝtoΝTsaousákis‟sΝcadences,ΝtheyΝwillΝnoticeΝsomethingΝveryΝ

interesting. The sound volume (of the voice) is slightly reducing, as if he is turning his 

head away from the microphone, creating, in a sense, a physical fade out. This is the 

onlyΝtimeΝTsaousákisΝusedΝthisΝtechniqueέΝ 

Another recording technique, most possibly an imitation of foreign recordings, 

was a second voice sang by the same singer through the use of overdubbing 

techniques. This, obviously, became possible only after multichannel (or multitrack) 

recording was introduced (from 1950s onwards). Two representative songs examples 

are: ぉてΝπαすhかΝαπ‟ΝkてΝそすたうちす48 [toΝpedhíΝap‟Νto limániΝνΝtheΝguyΝfromΝtheΝport],Νsung by 

StamátisΝKókotas,ΝrecordedΝinΝ1ιζθ,ΝandΝtheΝsongΝ｠てjkαそけかα49 [nostalghíaΝνΝ

nostalgia], sungΝbyΝτhímitraΝύhaláni,ΝrecordedΝinΝ1ιηεέΝηbviously, the multichannel 

possibility allowed not only the singers, but also the rest of the band, and especially 

the bouzouki players to enrich their playing through overdubbing. 

                                                 
47 Odeon GO 3666 - GA 7351.  
48 HMV 7XGA 2937 - 7PG 3797. 
49 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5241 - 2J-064 70172. 
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A Limitless Range of Sources 

An extremely important source regarding historical recordings is the press of the 

period. Hitherto, I could not find any work with a reference to discography in Greece 

which had cross-checked the dates it provided with the numerous publications in the 

press of the period.50 By referring to the press of the period, I also include the many 

interviewsΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝwhich areΝhardΝtoΝlocateΝtodayέΝόortunately,ΝTheófilos 

ρnastasíouΝhasΝgatheredΝalmostΝeveryΝinterviewΝofΝTsitsánisΝbyΝlocatingΝtheΝ

corresponding newspaper. Although he kindly gave this material to me for 

examination, I should mention that he was not able to find any printing house 

interested in publishing this extremely valuable documentation and, thus, it remains 

unavailableΝtoΝtheΝpublicέΝRembétikoΝenthusiastsΝinΝύreeceΝthatΝhaveΝpublishedΝbooksΝ

and articles would have drawn better (and in many cases easier) conclusions as regards 

the dates they provided, if they had not neglected this source of information. For 

example,ΝthereΝmayΝbeΝanΝinterviewΝofΝTsitsánisΝthatΝtookΝplaceΝinΝ1ιηί, which refers 

to songs recorded the very same year and were, then, hits in venues. And since the 

range of sources is under examination here, it should also be mentioned that „much 

useful information could be derived from multi-track tapes, track sheets, synthesizer 

patches, diagrams and data relating to the acoustic characteristics of the studio, signal 

processor settings, choice of microphones and photographsΝofΝtheirΝplacements‟ 

(Warner 2009: 141, n. 38). 

Finally, I should also mention the need of the sound source itself. To explain, 

prior to the era of the rapid spread of information (which admittedly is the era that we 

are now in), musicologists used to write musical scores in order to illustrate what they 

analyzed. In other words, the musical score used to take the place of the sound itself, 

in order to help the reader to construct a sonic image of the song that the writer 

analyzed. As popular/new musicology gained ground, scholars began to look for new 

means of transcriptions of music (for example, images from spectrum analyzers – see 

Brackett 2000: 66-8, for instance). On the other hand, there are few publications which 

are accompanied by digital means of information, such as a Compact Disc (CD).51 It is 

critical to elaborate on this issue: clearly, the easiest way today for someone to listen 

to a song, due to the aforementioned era of information, is the Internet. As I have 

                                                 
50 However, there are works by aficionados that include photographs of papers from newspapers. 
51 See,ΝforΝexampleκΝKaliviótisΝΥβίίβΦλΝTenzerΝΥβίίζΦλΝKallimopoulouΝΥβίίιΦλΝandΝUribeΝΥnέdέΦέ 
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noticed during my research project, more and more journals (academic and non-

academic) choose the path of electronic publication, as this is more functional from 

several aspects. Therefore, some interesting yet important questions arise: why should 

the author not include an Internet link for the songs they discuss and analyze? 

Obviously, under discussion here are songs which are allowed to be used publically 

and do not apply to the laws of intellectual property. However, one could also argue 

about the latter, too, for the development and progress of academic research could be 

considered as being equally important as the notion of intellectual property. Would it 

not be easier for the readers to have a better idea about the song/s? Why should people 

bother themselves with the transcriptions of the songs, since it is possible (and far 

easier even for a musician) to understand a song by simply listening to it? Is there a 

possibility that (as traditional musicology does) popular/new musicology tends to 

prefer the visual from the auditory? If yes, why? It seemsΝthatΝTimothyΝWarner‟sΝ

argument is accurate, that „while most classical music analysts focus on the score as 

the primary text, scores of popular music tend to be both rare and largely redundant, 

since the recording represents a far more complete and accurateΝ„record‟ΝofΝmusicalΝ

intention‟ (Warner 2009: 139). 

 

 

Tsitsánis’s Recording Career: Basic Statistics 

As the graphs number of recordings by year shows (Figure 3.16), there is a great and 

almost steady decline in the number of recordings produced.  
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Figure 3.16: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by year 

 

 

The year 1950 seems to be the most productive while years like 1972, 1974, 

1976, 1981 and 1982 have no recording at all. World War 2 is the reason that the 
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years 1940 – 1945 are missing from the graph because all recording ceased during the 

war. One of the reasons for the massive production during the early years is 

Tsitsánis‟sΝcollaborationΝwithΝtheΝfamousΝsingerΝStrátosΝθiaghioumtzísέ52 This 

collaboration resulted in 63 recordings (as the leading singer), including some of the 

most popular songs of the period, achieving a high level of sales, some of which are 

still performed today.  

 

 

1λ50μ a Key Year for δaikó Song 

A notable year was 1ιείΝwhenΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝδζ songs, something unprecedented 

by the standards of the period. Table 3.9 lists some of the best known songwriters of 

this period and the number of songs that they recorded in 1950. Information has been 

takenΝfromΝεaniátisΝ(2006). 

 

 

Songwriter Songs 
ύhiánisΝθapaioánou 21 
εanólis ώiótis 13 
SpírosΝθeristéris 13 
ύhiórghosΝεitsákis 11 
ςámbisΝςakális 10 
IoánisΝTatasópoulos 10 
StávrosΝTzouanákos 10 
KóstasΝKaplánis 9 
ρpóstolosΝώatzihrístos 7 
ρpóstolosΝKaldháras 6 
εárkosΝVamvakáris 2 
  

Table 3.9: Number of recordings by other songwriters in 1950 

 

 

                                                 
52 First recording: ぁ ぉjすkjうちさな jkて ‒ふちki 【うとそて [oΝTsitsánisΝstoΝεóndeΝKárlo = TsitsánisΝatΝεonteΝ

Carl], HMV OGA 657 - AO 2448, recorded in 1937. Last recording: ぉα くそえπの jせてkiすちうΝ[taΝvlépoΝ

skotináΝνΝIΝseeΝthemΝdark], Parlophone GO 4732 - 〈. 74271-』, recorded on November 21, 1952. 
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There are some interesting details to point out regarding this particular year 

with regardΝtoΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsέΝNine lead singers were recorded53 and five 

others performed as second voice ΥwithoutΝcountingΝTsitsánis‟sΝownΝvocals). Forty-

one of the songs are wholly createdΝbyΝTsitsánisΝΥthat is, both music and lyrics) while 

three appear to have lyrics by EftihíaΝθapaghianopoúlouέΝThirty-one of these songs 

areΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝrhythm,Νtwelve ofΝthemΝareΝinΝhasápikoΝrhythm, two are in 

bálos andΝoneΝinΝkalamatianós. Five of these songsΝwereΝrecordedΝtwiceέΝTsitsánisΝ

decided to record some songs twice or even three times. The changes, in most cases, 

involved the singer, the tempo of the piece, the orchestration and, in some cases, he 

changed melodic lines and/or the harmony.  

The year 1950 is a crucial one for VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareer,ΝasΝwellΝ

asΝtheΝgenre‟sΝfutureέΝItΝisΝtheΝyearΝwithΝtheΝgreatestΝnumberΝofΝrecordingsΝinΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝcareer. Several incidents that occurred in this specific year are worth 

noting becauseΝtheyΝactedΝasΝcatalystsΝtoΝtheΝyear‟sΝrecordingΝproductivityέΝThey can 

also be interpreted as heralds of the changes that the genre was about to undergo. 

Several other events of major importance that had occurred the year before paved the 

way for the year to come by laying the foundations for a new era, both for the 

composer and (as evidenced in the recordings) for the rembétiko-laikóΝmusicalΝstyleΝ

as a whole. In 1949, the Civil War officially came to an end. Therefore, a 13-year 

period of conflict came to an end.54 The same year, the historical lecture of Manos 

Hadjidakis aboutΝrembétikoΝtook placeΝΥ1ιδιΦέΝεanyΝscholarsΝconsiderΝώadjidakis‟sΝ

lectureΝasΝtheΝbeginningΝofΝrembétiko‟sΝbroaderΝreception. Furthermore, the last 

recording on which εárkosΝVamvakáris singsΝaΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongΝisΝぃαちkとiたえちてな55 

[pandreménosΝνΝmarriedΝman]έΝTheΝsameΝyear,ΝtheΝfirstΝrecording with the singer 

εaríkaΝζínou,ΝoneΝofΝtheΝkeyΝsingersΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝcareerΝfromΝseveralΝviewΝpoints,ΝisΝ

made in the song ΓすαΝkαΝたうkすαΝπてにΝαけαπほ56 [ghiáΝtaΝmátiaΝpoúΝaghapóΝνΝforΝtheΝeyesΝIΝ

love]. Concurrently, the partnershipΝbetweenΝζínouΝandΝTsitsánisΝonΝtheΝmusicΝstands 

begins. These events alone manifest, in a way, the end of an era (Vamvakáris‟sΝera,Ν

                                                 
53 Tsaousákis,Νζínou,Νςélou,Νύheorghakopoúlou,ΝStámou,ΝEvghenikós,Νεoshonás,ΝτáliaΝandΝ

TzouanánosΝareΝtheΝnamesΝofΝtheseΝsingersέ 
54 1936-1ιδίκΝεetaxás‟sΝdictatorshipλΝ1ιδί-1946: World War 2; and 1946-1949: Civil War. 
55 Columbia CG 2534 - DG 6786, recorded on October 27, 1949. 
56 Columbia CG 2535 - DG 6786, recorded on September 31, 1949. 
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thatΝis,ΝtheΝrembétikoΝeraΦΝandΝtheΝbeginningΝofΝaΝnewΝoneΝΥζínou‟sΝera,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝ

laikóΝeraΦέΝInΝ1ιείΝtheΝlastΝrecordingΝwithΝtheΝsingerΝIoánaΝύheorghakopoúlouΝΥwhoΝ

also stood for the old genre) is made in the song ぇせえねてにΝkさΝhふそすαΝたうちα たてに57 [sképsouΝ

tiΝdhóliaΝmánaΝmoúΝνΝthinkΝofΝmyΝpoorΝmother]έΝόurthermore,ΝanΝeventΝofΝmajorΝ

importance is the first studio collaboration betweenΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝand EvangelíaΝ

εargharóni as an accordionist in the song 【す αちΝπうしiすなΝせαすΝせαたすうΝこさたすう58 [kiΝanΝpáthisΝ

keΝkamiáΝzimiáΝνΝifΝyouΝsufferΝaΝloss]έΝόinally,ΝduringΝtheΝsameΝyear,ΝTsitsánis makes 

his first appearance in a movie, something that became very fashionable from that 

period onwards. If we also take into consideration the article of the journalist and 

music-criticΝSofíaΝSpanoúdhiΝaboutΝTsitsánisΝandΝlaikóΝmusicΝthatΝwasΝpublishedΝinΝ

the next year (1951), one can understand the gravity and the importance of this 

specific periodέΝSpanoúdhiΝbecame,Νafter once being an opponentΝofΝrembétiko,ΝaΝ

Tsitsánis fan and, thus, a person that finally acknowledged the genre.59 

ρllΝtheΝaboveΝareΝnotΝjustΝsignsΝofΝtheΝgenre‟sΝchangeλΝinΝotherΝwords,ΝtheyΝdoΝ

not concern the music only. They are also signs of a broader social transformation, 

mostly due to the aforementioned end of the turmoil in the country, after many years. 

ύreekΝsocietyΝhadΝtheΝchanceΝnowΝtoΝ„rest‟,ΝbeΝre-organized and flourish. The people 

were now able to go out freely, and to find several means of entertainment, which 

included taverns, bouzouki clubs and venues and so forth; in other words, places 

where music had its special role and therefore, it, also, its own chance to flourish. 

This is possibly the reason for the great amount of recordings of this year, for it was 

also the recording industry that flourished. Whereas the musicians used to play for a 

piece of bread (during the years of turmoil), they now found two profitable ways of 

performing, that is, recording and working on the music stands. 

 Many distinctive elements can be found if we examine the statistical graphs in 

connection to Appendix A TsitsánisΝσhronologyΝofΝEvents. For instance, we can see 

that Tsitsánis began his military service in 1938 and it ended in 1940. However, the 

production of the songs did not decrease. According to those who have written on 

                                                 
57 Columbia CG 2590 - DG 6814, recorded on January 7, 1950. 
58 Columbia CG 2738 - DG 6886, recorded on October 31, 1950. 
59 TheΝtitleΝofΝSpanoúdhi‟sΝarticle,ΝwhichΝshowsΝher ideological change (as regards the 

acknowledgement of the genre), is ぁす 【ふjたてす kさな 】αはせおな ぉえぬちさな: て ぉjすkjうちさな [the worlds of popular 

artκΝTsitsánis]έ 
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Tsitsánis‟sΝlife,60 thisΝhappenedΝbecauseΝTsitsánisΝusedΝtoΝobtainΝpermissionΝtoΝleaveΝ

the camp for weekends in order to travel to Athens and record. Under the pressure of 

time, he often did not succeed in returning by the Monday and he was punished by 

being locked in the guard house. It has been rumoured, and some of his friends 

agree,61 thatΝTsitsánisΝusedΝtoΝdoΝthisΝonΝpurposeΝsoΝthatΝheΝcouldΝspendΝasΝmuchΝtimeΝ

as he liked working on new songs. He is said to have written his greatest pre-war hit, 

]とぬふちkすjjα62 [arhóndisaΝνΝmistress]ΝduringΝoneΝofΝtheseΝperiods ΥseeΝώatzidhoulísΝ

2002). 

 In the next two chapters (Chapter 4 and 5) the musical analysis part of this 

thesis commences. They deal with the Greek popular modes which constitute a major 

chapter in the history of Greek popular music,ΝandΝinΝtheΝdevelopmentΝofΝVasílisΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝcompositionalΝstyle. The fact that a thorough analysis and examination has 

never been carried out makes writing a history of the rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝstyles (and 

Tsitsánis‟sΝroleΝwithinΝthemΦ complex.

                                                 
60 See,ΝforΝexample,ΝρlexíouΝΥβίί1ΝandΝβίίγΦέ 
61 όorΝexample,ΝTheófilosΝρnastasíou,ΝinΝaΝconversationΝweΝhad in March 2010, testified to this piece of 

information. 
62 Columbia CG 1874 - DG 6440, recorded in December, 1938. 
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Part III 

The Music 
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Chapter 4  

Introduction to the ύreek δaikó εodes and Harmony 

 

The Greek Popular Modes: the Root of a Long-Lasting Problem 

〉とふたてなΝ[dhrómos1] means road or street (plural hとふたてす,ΝdhrómiΦέ 2 TheΝlaikóΝdhrómosΝ

[popular mode] is, more or less, a communication code used by Greek musicians. This 

code,ΝthatΝisΝtheΝdhrómi,ΝisΝpassedΝonΝbyΝoralΝtradition. It is based however on modal 

theoretical systems, and more specifically on the system of the Turkish makams. 

ρccordingΝtoΝςülentΝρksoy,Ν„RaufΝYektaΝlistedΝtheoreticallyΝtheΝconstituentsΝofΝtheΝ

makam, which were as follows: 1) a particular octave scale with particular intervals, 

2) a tetrachord and a pentachord, 3) a tessitura, which means apart from the 8 pitches, 

the extensions from the lowest and highest pitches of the octave scale, in other words, 

all the notes which are found or may be used in a makam scale, 4) entry, 5) the 

dominant, 6) the finalis, 7) its seyirέ‟ΝΥρksoyΝ1ιιηκΝθΦέ 

Evidence suggests that there is a possibility that many musicians of the Piraeus 

(bouzouki-based) schoolΝthoughtΝthatΝtheyΝwereΝactuallyΝplayingΝtheΝ„authentic‟Ν

makams, whereas the evidence (that is, the actual recordings) points to the fact that 

they were creating a different version of them.3  

 

It is difficult to trace the mutual influences that inevitably took 

place during the centuries of coexistence of Turkish and Greek 

music (Zannos 1990: 42). 

 

The situation became clearer when chordal harmony was introduced to the style 

ΥexaminedΝbelowΦέΝτuringΝtheΝyearsΝofΝtheΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafésΝandΝtheΝfirstΝyearsΝofΝtheΝ

rembétikoΝΥorΝtheΝθiraeusΝbouzouki-based) period,4 the way that Greek musicians used 

the makams was similar to the way in which the makams were used in the Ottoman 

                                                 
1 IΝuseΝdhrómosΝforΝsingularΝandΝdhrómiΝforΝpluralέ 
2 θartsΝofΝσhaptersΝδΝandΝεΝhaveΝbeenΝpublishedΝasΝtheΝarticleΝ„TheΝύreekΝθopularΝεodes‟,ΝςritishΝ

Postgraduate Musicology, 11 (2011). 
3 In order to mark the difference betweenΝdhrómiΝandΝmakams,ΝIΝwriteΝtheΝformerΝusingΝtheΝδatin 

alphabetΝΥηusák,ΝώitzázΦΝwhileΝIΝwriteΝtheΝlatterΝinΝtheirΝoriginalΝformΝΥUΒΒâk,ΝώicâzΦέ 
4 SeeΝσhapterΝ1ΝregardingΝtheΝchronologyΝofΝtheΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafés,ΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóέ 
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repertoire. Obviously, the turning point should be sought somewhere around this 

moment, when the refugees were performing their music which was very close to the 

„authentic‟Νmakam style (mainly using fretless instruments), while the Greeks at 

Piraeus were trying to learn and perform it within their context (ethos, aesthetics and 

themes of the lyrics). The moment that the bouzouki – a fretted instrument – became 

the mainlandΝύreeks‟ΝbasicΝandΝleadingΝinstrument,ΝisΝperhapsΝtheΝmomentΝwhenΝtheΝ

change of style took effect.5  

 

During its formative process a new style somehow detaches itself 

from its predecessor and, wittingly or unwittingly, emerges as a 

reaction to the older style. Ordinarily, this reaction to and breaking 

away from the older style is not clear-cut. In fact the new style 

usually borrows and/or adapts some element from the older style. 

After the formative process, the new style becomes crystallized and 

establishes itself, and its audience begins to recognize the 

boundaries of it (Byrnside 1975: 219). 

 

In fact, it was unavoidable that confusion like this would occur. IfΝtheΝfirstΝrembétesΝ

(in Piraeus) who createdΝaΝnewΝrepertoireΝbyΝusingΝtheΝ„sounds‟ΝfromΝtheΝηttomanΝ

style that they either heard or with which they were already familiar are borne in 

mind, the changes that occurred can perhaps be better understood. Under discussion 

here are native Greeks who were affected by the refugees‟ΝmusicΝΥύhiórghosΝςátis,Ν

forΝinstanceΦ,ΝorΝrefugeesΝΥSpírosΝθeristéris) whose style changed from the so-called 

ΥasΝexaminedΝinΝσhapterΝ1ΦΝSmirnéiko musicΝstyleΝΥthatΝis,ΝtheΝcafésΝstyleΦΝtoΝtheΝ

rembétikoΝΥθiraeusΝbouzouki-based) style. The major difference was the use of the 

bouzouki as the rembétes‟ΝprimaryΝinstrument instead of instruments without frets that 

the refuges used. It seems that the rembétes tried to produce the same sound style by 

using the bouzouki; they tried to fit as many elements as possible of the refugees‟Ν

„authentic‟Νmakam style into their bouzouki-based style. After all, as Beaton 

convincinglyΝargues,ΝitΝisΝhelpfulΝtoΝ„distinguish two elements which determine the 

natureΝandΝdevelopmentΝofΝaΝmusicalΝtraditionκΝformalΝstructureΝandΝmelodicΝstructure‟Ν

                                                 
5 Obviously the bouzouki wasΝphasedΝinΝtheΝstyleΝwhichΝwasΝgraduallyΝchangingέΝWithΝ„theΝmomentΝofΝ

change‟ΝIΝmerelyΝwantΝtoΝemphasize the catalytic role of this particular instrument. 
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Υ1ιθίκΝ1ΦέΝρccordingΝtoΝςeaton‟sΝtheory,ΝtheΝfirstΝincludesΝtheoreticalΝmattersΝofΝtheΝ

musical styles, such as modes or scales, the intervals as they are actually heard and so 

forth, while the second has to do with the practical matters, such as composition and 

improvisation.  

 

[…]ΝitΝisΝimpossibleΝtoΝtell,ΝatΝaΝgivenΝmomentΝinΝtheΝhistoryΝofΝaΝ

musical tradition, the proportions in which the two types of 

structure have contributed to the establishment of musical norms. 

In consequence, they are best regarded as maintaining a constant 

balance and constantly interacting (Beaton, 1980: 1). 

 

ToΝcontinueΝwithΝtheΝmainlandΝrembétes,ΝmostΝofΝthem had little schooling, not only 

musically, but generally.6 Perhaps this is the most important reason for the theoretical 

problems that exist today. The most prominent of these problems is the erroneous 

associationΝdrawnΝbetweenΝtheΝlaikóΝdhromiΝandΝtheΝTurkish makams. As mentioned 

above, a crucial difference is that, contrary to the instrumentsΝofΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusic,Ν

Turkish music mostly uses instruments without frets or with movable frets.7 We are, 

therefore, dealing with a comparison that is false from the very beginning, since we 

are discussing musical systems with two very different theoretical backgrounds, the 

use of micro-tones on the one hand and, on the other, tones and semi-tones only. The 

observationΝofΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝisΝextremelyΝimportantΝinΝthatΝ„theΝaboveΝ

system (of the makams) arises as an encoding of the corpus of compositions by literati 

musicians,ΝextensiveΝandΝfineΝinΝtheirΝprogression‟ΝΥβίίζκΝ11ΦέΝώowever,ΝwhenΝtalkingΝ

aboutΝrembétiko,ΝweΝdiscussΝanΝurban-popular musical form. Even if it is the case that 

we can accept that the makam system can be applied to vocal parts of Greek music 

because there micro-tones are possible, its application to the instrumental part, 

especially in that of the bouzouki (which is the major solo instrument of the genre), is 

                                                 
6 ItΝshouldΝnotΝbeΝforgottenΝthatΝthisΝperiodΝwasΝaΝrealΝchaosΝforΝtheΝύreekΝsociety,ΝdueΝtoΝtheΝεetaxás‟sΝ

dictatorship, Word Wars and so forth (see Chapter 2). 
7 It should always be kept in mind that I am only dealing with urban-popularΝmusic,ΝthatΝis,ΝrembétikoΝ

andΝlaikóΝandΝnotΝwithΝrural-traditional, also known as hさたてkすせう-παとαhてjすαせう [dhimotiká-

paradhosiaká]ΝwhereΝtheΝusageΝofΝmicro-tones was (and still is) something very common (regarding 

paradhosiakáΝmusicΝseeΝKallimopoulouΝβίίιΦέΝηbviouslyΝsomeΝexceptionsΝcanΝbeΝfoundΝinΝrembétikoΝ

as well, such as in the case of the violin which makes use of micro-tones. 
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problematic. In other words, and speaking generally, the makam system could 

possibly be applied to Greek rural-traditional music, as well as to the music of the 

cafés,ΝuntilΝtheΝmomentΝthat theΝbouzoukiΝwasΝestablishedΝasΝtheΝ„flag‟ΝofΝtheΝ

rembétikoΝstyle,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝdescendant,ΝmoreΝorΝless,ΝofΝtheΝmusicalΝstyleΝofΝtheΝcafésέΝ

ThisΝmomentΝcanΝbeΝroughlyΝdefinedΝasΝtheΝperiodΝwhenΝεárkosΝVamvakáris began to 

record his music, that is, around 1930. Due to the aforementioned problem regarding 

the erroneous tendency to draw parallels between theΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝmakams, it 

cannot be stated for example,ΝthatΝsongΝρΝisΝmakingΝuseΝofΝtheΝηusákΝdhrómosΝfor,Ν

despite the fact that Greek musicians accept, use and (above all) understand each 

other when using this terminology, it is impossibleΝforΝtheΝύreekΝηusákΝto be the 

sameΝasΝtheΝηttomanΝUΒΒâk,Νbecause of the micro-tones and the commas (see below).  

Moreover, the strangest part of this issue is that although Greeks kept the 

makam names,ΝtheΝnamesΝofΝmanyΝdhrómiΝareΝmistakenlyΝused, for they do not 

correspond to the original makamsΝΥforΝexample,ΝdhrómosΝηusákΝdoesΝnotΝcorrespondΝ

to makam UΒΒâkΦέΝThisΝproblematicΝuseΝofΝnamesΝhasΝcreatedΝaΝbizarreΝsituation where 

Greek musicians communicate on the music stands by actually using incorrect names 

to refer to the dhrómiέΝThereΝare,ΝofΝcourse,ΝmusiciansΝwhoΝhaveΝstudiedΝmakam 

theory and who are aware of this problem, and that makes it even more complex 

because they cannot communicate with other un-trained musicians and, therefore, 

have to make use of the false names even though they know that they do not 

correspond to Turkish equivalent. For example, the maestro on the music stand might 

instruct usΝΥtheΝrestΝofΝtheΝbandΦΝtoΝplayΝaΝύΝηusákέΝIΝhaveΝtwoΝousáksΝinΝmyΝmindκΝ

dhrómosΝηusákΝandΝmakam UΒΒâkέΝρlthoughΝIΝknowΝthatΝtheΝdhrómosΝdifferΝfromΝtheΝ

makam,ΝIΝtooΝcallΝthisΝdhrómosΝηusákέΝThisΝsituationΝraisesΝaΝsimpleΝyetΝcriticalΝ

question: is it not enough that the musicians communicate? Should one have to care 

whether one uses a word, a phrase or a term correctly, since the one to whom they are 

talking understands them?  

TheΝproblemΝofΝcategorizingΝtheΝsongsΝaccordingΝtoΝtheΝdhrómiΝtheyΝareΝbasedΝ

on is a further issue tackled in my research. For example, when the majority of the 

musicians refer to, play or teach the song ぉてΝくαπふとすΝαπ‟ΝkさちΝぃiとjかα [toΝvapóriΝap‟Νtin 

θersíaΝνΝtheΝboatΝfromΝθersia],8 theyΝspeakΝofΝdhrómosΝηusákέΝρnΝexaminationΝofΝtheΝ

makams, though, shows that the correct makam ΥorΝdhrómos,ΝifΝtheΝterminologyΝwasΝ

                                                 
8 MINOS-EMI [COLUMBIA] 7YCG 6314 - 2J 006 70529/II, recorded in 1977. 
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correct) is makam KürdîΝΥtheΝsecond staff in Figure 4.1 shows the makam to which 

dhrómosΝηusákΝcorrespondsΦέ9 ηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝdhrómosΝKiourdíΝdiffersΝfromΝ

makam KürdîΝΥseeΝFigure 4.1, fourth staff).10 As Pennanen pointsΝout,Ν„theΝconfusionΝ

existent in Greek terminology derives from the deficient knowledge of the Ottoman 

music culture‟ΝΥβίίδκΝ1ίΦέ 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1μ Dhrómos ηusákν makam Kürdîν makam Uşşâkν dhrómos Kiourdíν makam Karcığar 

                                                 
9 SeeΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζκΝε1ΦέΝεistakídhisΝalsoΝpointsΝoutΝtheΝissueΝofΝKiourdíΝΥβίίδκΝ

225). 
10 In the modes, the first note in brackets is the leading tone. This is the usual way that modes appear in 

texts in order to mark the, many times, different behaviour of the leading tone below the tonic-1 (that 

is, the basic tonic). 
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The makam formΝofΝtheΝdhrómos,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝtetrachordήpentachordΝusingΝtheΝ

appropriate accidentals is shown in the third staff in Figure 4.1. By adding other 

makams to the end of each of these tetrachords and pentachords, the way a makam 

can develop beyond the given tetrachords and pentachords can be shown. Some more 

specialΝcharacteristicsΝandΝissuesΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝareΝexaminedΝfurtherΝbelow,ΝwhenΝtheΝ

dhrómiΝareΝexaminedΝseparately. The tetrachord [kikとうぬてとhて = four + string (note, 

degree)] is the basic unit of the makam theoryΝΥVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝβίίζκΝ

16).11 

Some examples from my personal experience follow, in order to depict the 

degree of penetration of certain problems in performance practice and oral tradition. 

The following examples are part of my fieldwork-participationΝinΝrembétikoΝ

performanceΝduringΝtheΝyearsΝthatΝIΝhaveΝbeenΝworkingΝasΝaΝlaikóΝmusicianΝΥseeΝ

Chapter 1). 

One night we (the band) played a song which sounded complex and, in terms 

of its modal construction, strange.12 Instantly, I asked the bouzouki player whether or 

notΝheΝknewΝwhatΝthisΝparticularΝdhrómosΝwasέΝώisΝresponseΝwasΝ„it‟sΝaΝたαkこふとi 

[εatzóre]‟έ13 The song was in D tonality, but it used the flat VII major chord, that is, 

a C (natural) major, instead of the V major, that is, an A major, in its cadences. 

Basically, the melody in the introduction sounded like this (Figure 4.2): 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Introduction of min kánis ónira trelá 

 

 

                                                 
11 Regarding the important role of the tetrachord, as well as of other small collections of degrees 

(trichord and pentachord) see Zannos (1990: 44-6). 
12 The song is entitled ‒さち せうちiすな ふちiすとα kとiそう [minΝkánisΝóniraΝtreláΝνΝdon‟tΝdreamΝofΝcrazyΝdreams]έΝ

It has been recorded by several artists and is a popular song today. 
13 εatzóreΝdhrómosΝisΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝWesternΝmajorΝscaleέΝIt,ΝalongΝwithΝtheΝotherΝdhrómi,ΝisΝ

examined and analyzed in the next chapter. 
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If one was to present this particular mode as a scale, it would be as follows (Figure 

4.3): 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Supposed scale of the mode of min kánis ónira trelá 

 

 

I should underline that the flat VIIΝmajorΝchordΝinΝtheΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝisΝveryΝrareΝinΝ

Greek songs. Everything became clearer only when I confirmed that this particular 

song is one of the songs from the so-called Indocracy period (see Chapter 2), that is, a 

Hindi movie song recorded with Greek lyrics and a Greek style popular orchestra. In 

other words, during the night at the venue, we were playing a song based on a Hindi 

rāga (another Eastern modal system). After the first response of the bouzouki player, I 

continuedκΝ„thisΝisΝaΝεatzóreοΝWhatΝaboutΝtheΝσΝmajor (chord)? Do you know other 

songsΝinΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝthatΝuseΝthisΝchordο‟ΝρlthoughΝmany bouzouki players are 

familiar with the basic chordal harmonyΝusedΝinΝeveryΝdhrómos,ΝsearchingΝforΝproperΝ

chords or wondering about the correctness of them is something not in their tradition. 

The final response of the fellow bouzouki playerΝwasΝsomethingΝlikeκΝ„comeΝon!ΝWhy 

areΝyouΝbotheringΝyourselfΝwithΝsuchΝthingsο‟ 

Another indicative example consists in considering the way that bouzouki 

players inform the rest of the band about the song they are about to begin playing. In 

many cases, at venues with live music, and during the so-calledΝ„laikóΝpart‟ΝofΝtheΝ

programme which is a two to three hour dancing program, some bands prefer to 

improvise the order of the songs and not make use of a carefully planned program.14 

In almost every venue where I have worked or gone as a customer, the bouzouki 

player was the one responsible for determiningΝtheΝorderΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝpart. Due to the 

need for quick changes with virtually no gap between the songs, the bouzouki player 

has to be as succinct as possible when telling the rest of the band what is about to 

followέΝThus,ΝheΝindicatesΝonlyΝtheΝsong‟sΝtonality,ΝitsΝdhrómosΝandΝitsΝrhythmέΝSo,ΝheΝ

                                                 
14 SinceΝtheΝdancingΝpartΝofΝtheΝprogrammeΝperformedΝinΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝvenues was mentioned, I 

shouldΝhighlightΝthatΝoneΝmustΝunderstandΝrembétikoΝandΝΥevenΝmoreΦΝlaikóΝasΝalsoΝaΝdanceΝcultureέ 
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willΝsayΝforΝexampleκΝ„Υlet‟sΝgoΦΝτΝεinóreΝzeimbékiko‟έ15 WithΝtheΝtermΝ„εinóre‟,Νhe 

is actuallyΝreferringΝtoΝtheΝveryΝfirstΝchordΝofΝtheΝsongΝandΝnotΝtoΝtheΝactualΝdhrómosΝ

on which the song is based. Therefore, he may play a song based on any of the 

followingΝdhrómiκΝaΝτΝηusák,ΝaΝτΝεinóreΝρrmonikó,ΝaΝτΝεinóreΝorΝaΝτΝKiourdí (all 

of theseΝdhrómiΝuseΝaΝminorΝchordΝasΝtheΝtonic). The rest of the band will have to 

follow him either by identifying which song it is (if they know it), or by recognising 

theΝsong‟sΝmodal structure,ΝthatΝis,ΝunderstandingΝwhatΝdhrómosΝitΝisΝbasedΝon. This 

process is often called by Greek musicians παかこのΝたiΝkてΝαにkかΝ[pézoΝmeΝtoΝaftíΝνΝplayingΝ

by ear]. They basically mean that one should rely on their experience and musical 

skills rather than on a musical score. In a sense, it is a matter of musical instinct and 

alertness on the part of the musicians (see Lilliestam 1ιιζΝregardingΝ„playingΝbyΝear‟ΦέΝ

ςasically,ΝtheΝwordΝ„εinóre‟, orΝtheΝwordΝ„εatzóre‟, is used to indicate the first chord 

of the following song, which, in turn, variesΝaccordingΝtoΝtheΝdhrómosΝonΝwhichΝtheΝ

song is actually based. Interestingly enough, regardless of the prevalent terminology 

which is based on makam names,ΝtheΝbouzoukiΝplayer‟sΝinstructionsΝareΝbasedΝonΝaΝ

rather Western concept and not a modal one. 

Another confusing issue is the fact that Greek laikóΝmusiciansΝthinkΝofΝtheΝ

dhrómiΝasΝbeing scales of eight notes, that is, octachords. They teach them in this way 

and they also communicate on the music stands in this way. A glance at the few books 

published by bouzouki players verifiesΝthisΝinterestingΝpointέΝρllΝtheΝdhrómiΝareΝ

presented as being scales (see below). However, the main element of the makam 

system is that it emphasizes the utilization of the tetrachord and the pentachord rather 

than the octachord.16 The importance of the tetrachord and pentachord is true for 

Byzantine music as well.17 ηbviously,ΝtheΝwayΝύreekΝmusiciansΝtreatΝtheΝdhrómiΝΥasΝ

octachords) reveals a tendency towards Western musical thinking and not towards 

Eastern musical thinking. 

Although significant differencesΝbetweenΝtheΝtwoΝsystemsΝexistΝΥtheΝdhrómiΝ

and the makams), they still have one thing in common. This is the general concept 

under which both systems work. τhrómosΝandΝ„makam is an entity whose qualities 

cannot easily be describedΝandΝrepresentedΝinΝanΝexhaustiveΝway‟ΝΥρksoyΝ1ιιηκΝβγΦέΝ

                                                 
15 εinóreΝisΝaΝdhrómosΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝWesternΝminorΝscalesέΝZeimbékikoΝisΝaΝιήδΝlaikóΝrhythmέ 
16 This does not mean that makam theory does not include and use the octachord. 
17 WithΝtheΝtermΝ„ςyzantine music‟,ΝύreeksΝreferΝtoΝύreekΝorthodoxΝecclesiasticΝchantingέ 
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όurthermore,ΝdhrómiΝandΝ„makam-s are also inexhaustible in the sense that in most 

cases they cannot be represented in all their characteristics in one and the same 

melody‟ΝΥibidΦέΝThere are many examples where the cadences ΥofΝdhrómiΝandΝ

makams) are identical or at least very similar; dominant notes that create a particular 

„sound‟ΝareΝalsoΝsimilarλΝfurthermore,ΝmanyΝinstancesΝwhichΝareΝcalledΝえそつiすな [élxiΝ

ΥsingularΦ,ΝélxisΝΥpluralΦΝνΝgravitations]ΝinΝςyzantine music can be observed in both 

theΝsystemΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝsystemΝofΝtheΝmakams. TheΝélxi is a 

central/dominant note which draws/pulls/attracts peripheral notes towards itself.18 A 

characteristic example couldΝbeΝtheΝcaseΝofΝdhrómosΝηusákΝwhereΝtwoΝidiomaticΝ

behaviours can be observed: 1) the instability of the second degree of the scale, which 

sometimes sounds flat and sometimes natural, depending on whether the melody is 

ascending or descending; 2) the other idiom is observed in the sixth degree which 

tends to gravitate towards the seventh in ascending melodies that revolve around the 

tonal note, in our case D.19 Figure 4.4 showsΝaΝtypicalΝ„opening‟ΝmelodyΝofΝaΝtaxímiΝ

basedΝonΝdhrómosΝηusákέΝSinceΝweΝareΝdealingΝwithΝmelodiesΝwhichΝareΝplayedΝ

„senzaΝtempo‟ΝΥtheΝtaxímiaΦ,ΝIΝpreferredΝtoΝuseΝsemibreves. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4μ Idioms of the ηusák dhrómos 

 

 

The few attempts by scholars to write on the topic have clashed with the oral 

tradition of the musicians, and instead of solving the problem, have created two 

„camps‟,ΝoneΝofΝwhichΝfollowsΝtheΝrulesΝofΝtheΝmusicΝstand, and the other the 

proposals of the scholars. Therefore, well-organized and in-depth research is urgently 

needed in order to at least prevent the continuation of this problem.  

Generally, two kinds of publications exist: a few practice-based books, written 

by bouzouki playersΝthatΝciteΝtheΝdhrómiΝinΝtheΝformΝofΝWesternΝscalesΝandΝmodesΝ

                                                 
18 Every makam andΝdhrómosΝhasΝitsΝownΝélxisέ 
19 Both idioms are also met in makam theory. 
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accompaniedΝbyΝaΝfewΝlinesΝofΝcommentaryΝΥθaghiátisΝ1ιθηΝandΝ1ιιβλΝζikolópoulosΝ

n.d.). The two major issues with these publications are that they lack in-depth 

research, and that there are many mistakes with regard to the names and the structure 

ofΝtheΝdhrómiΝΥregardingΝtheΝnomenclatureΝproblemΝseeΝfurtherΝbelowΦέΝόorΝinstance,Ν

θaghiátisΝgivesΝdhrómosΝKiourdíΝasΝfollows (Figure 4.5): 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5μ Dhrómos Kiourdí as given by θaghiátis (1λλ2μ 5ι) 

 

 

ηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,Νζikolópoulos‟sΝKiourdíΝisΝdifferentΝΥFigure 4.6).20 It should be 

mentionedΝthatΝζikolópoulos does not include any comments at all. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6μ Dhrómos Kiourdí as given by ζikolópoulos (nέdέμ 34) 

 

 

Turning now to the other category, it consists in the main, as a body of books 

written by scholars who are clearly aware of the subject. However, apart from 

τhimítrisΝεistakídhis‟sΝpublicationΝΥβίίδΦ,Νthey deal with the Turkish makams, rather 

thanΝwithΝtheΝύreekΝdhrómiλΝhowever,ΝtheseΝpublicationsΝdoΝprovideΝmodelsΝthatΝcanΝ

be applied to and help analyzeΝtheΝdhrómiέΝTheΝstudyΝmadeΝbyΝEvghéniosΝVoúlgharisΝ

andΝVasílisΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζΦΝisΝveryΝspecialλΝafterΝcitingΝandΝanalyzingΝtheΝmakams, 

theyΝtranscribeΝsongsΝfromΝtheΝcaféΝandΝtheΝrembétikoΝperiods (1922-1940) according 

to the Ottoman form of the makams (see below regarding the problems that can occur 

                                                 
20 RoderickΝςeaton,ΝsimilarlyΝtoΝmyΝcomparisonΝbetweenΝύreekΝdhrómiΝandΝmakams,ΝheΝcomparesΝtheΝ

Byzantine modes with the makams and points out several problems, too (1980: 7). 
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in these kinds of transcriptions).21 MistakídhisΝΥβίίδΦΝpresentsΝtheΝύreekΝdhrómiΝinΝaΝ

similarΝwayΝtoΝthatΝofΝθaghiátisΝandΝζikolópoulosέΝώowever, he sheds light on many 

problematic issues such as the incorrect (or correct for the musicians) use of the 

names of the makams in Greek popular music. Furthermore, he mentions many 

idiomaticΝcharacteristicsΝofΝtheΝdhrómi,ΝsuchΝasΝcombinationsΝwithΝotherΝdhrómi,ΝbasicΝ

chordal harmonyΝandΝmoreέΝKiriákosΝKalaitzídhisΝΥ1ιιζΦΝanalyzesΝtheΝηttomanΝ

makamsΝinΝaΝwayΝsimilarΝtoΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζΦ,ΝalthoughΝnotΝtoΝsuchΝ

anΝextentέΝόinally,ΝtheΝattemptΝmadeΝbyΝεáriosΝεavroidhísΝΥ1ιιιΦΝcanΝbeΝconsideredΝ

as being the cornerstone of all research made on the modes. Not only does he examine 

the makams, giving important details and critical comments, but he also deals with 

Byzantine music theory and its modes, the おぬてす ΥíhiΦ,ΝshowingΝtheΝcloseΝconnectionΝ

between these two systems (Byzantine and makams).22  

I hereby suggest that the deeper understanding of Greek popular modes should 

involve the study of all elements combined in their construction as a system. These 

elements emanate from the makam system, the Byzantine system and the Western 

tonal system and harmony in an interactive way. Each of these systems has been 

created to serve a particular repertoire and, most importantly, have been created 

according to, and out of, the repertoire they serve. When a characteristic of theirs 

cannotΝfindΝitsΝproperΝplaceΝinΝlaikóΝmusic,ΝitΝhasΝtoΝbeΝchangedΝorΝexcludedέΝόorΝ

example, the musical notation of Byzantine music would be difficultΝforΝύreekΝlaikóΝ

musicians to read because very few of them have studied it.23 Therefore, it is rather 

difficult to use this notationΝinΝorderΝtoΝtranscribeΝlaikóΝsongs. Figure 4.7 is an 

exampleΝofΝaΝlaikóΝsongΝtranscription using the Byzantine notation.  

                                                 
21 The title of the book contains the term which was discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), that is, 

„Smirnéiko‟έ 
22 ╊ぬてな,ΝíhosΝΥpluralΝおぬてす,ΝíhiΦΝareΝtheΝςyzantine modesέΝTheΝwordΝíhosΝliterallyΝmeansΝsoundΝorΝtuneέΝρΝ

very detailed examination of the relationship between the Byzantine modes and the makams can be 

found in Zannos (1990). 
23 ρΝsimilarΝpointΝisΝalsoΝmadeΝinΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζκΝ11Φέ 
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Figure 4.7: I panaghiá transcription using the Byzantine notation (song by τpóstolos Kaldháras) 

 

 

Due to the aforementioned difficulty of the Byzantine notation, I too use the system 

that the scholars who undertookΝaΝstudyΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝandήorΝtheΝmakams have used. 

This system is based on staff notation, notes and accidentals.24 However, there are 

other theoretical norms in Byzantine music that can be used and can be comprehended 

by Greek musicians and foreign scholars, such as the so-called in Byzantine theory, 

idioms (see below). The aforementioned three systems, that is, the makam, Byzantine 

and Western are examined separately below. 

 

 

                                                 
24 ItΝshouldΝbeΝclarifiedΝthatΝtheΝaccidentalΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝinΝallΝexamplesΝareΝgivenΝasΝaΝkeyΝsignatureΝinΝ

theΝbeginning,ΝnoΝmatterΝifΝtheseΝkeyΝsignaturesΝareΝWesternΝorΝEasternέΝόorΝinstance,ΝτΝώitzázΝ

dhrómos‟ΝkeyΝsignatureΝemploysΝbothΝflatsΝandΝsharpsέ 
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The Makam Tradition 

 

Today, the prevailing system is the one developed by Raouf Yekta 

(1922), Suphi Ezgi (1933-1953) and Sadreddin Arel. Its roots lie in 

the medieval Persian and Arabic traditions and especially in that of 

theΝ“systematicΝschool”ΝrepresentedΝbyΝSafiΝal-Din, Qutb al-Din 

and further elaborated by musicians such as Abdulkadir Meragi and 

al-Ladiqi (Zannos 1990: 48-9). 

 

Initially, some fundamental elements of the theory of the makams must be mentioned. 

All musical examples are given in D tonality. Examples from other authors are given 

as they appear in their texts. Since the old/traditional bouzouki (the three-string one) 

is tuned in D (D-A-τΦΝtheΝbouzoukiΝplayersΝalwaysΝpreferΝtoΝspeakΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝbyΝ

giving examples using this particular tonality. The examples in the makam system, 

however, are given in their traditional form, taking, though, note C as the basis (which 

is named, Rast). It should be clarified that one can consider any note as the basis of a 

mode, as long as they keep the correct intervals amongst the notes.25 In other words, 

one can define/rename any note to Rast, that is, the basis (see Figure 4.8), or, to 

rephraseΝit,ΝoneΝcanΝchooseΝtheΝpitchΝtheyΝpreferΝforΝtheirΝRastΝnoteέΝVoúlgharisΝandΝ

VandarákisΝgiveΝthreeΝparametersΝthatΝcanΝplayΝaΝvital role in choosing a pitch: 1) the 

instrument that is about to play a piece; 2) the extent of the melody of a piece; 3) the 

extent and capabilities of the voice that is about to sing the piece (2006: 19). It should 

also be mentioned that the Byzantine andΝηttomanΝmusicalΝstylesΝ„make full use of 

the flexibility of the voice as a melodic instrument. Thus, the interval sizes identified 

by music theory are constantly varied in practice by small inflections that are 

conscious andΝrefinedΝmeansΝofΝexpression‟ (Zannos 1990: 51). 

Interesting are some points found in ςülent ρksou‟sΝintroductionΝof the 

„θroceedingsΝofΝtheΝThirdΝεeetingΝofΝtheΝIσTεΝεaqāmΝStudyΝύroup‟Νregarding the 

re-introduced theory of the makams: 

 

                                                 
25 SeeΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζκΝ1η-9) for the reasons of choosing note C as the basis. 
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It is of no surprise that the whole procedure of the new attitude was 

provided with Western concepts. Thus the theory as re-introduced 

by Ezgi and Arel: 1) took the C major key of Western music for the 

fundamental scale of Turkish music and presented it as a Turkish 

makam whichΝtheyΝcalledΝ“çargâh”,ΝwhichΝwasΝinΝfactΝtheΝ

Pythagorean scale, 2) fixed the number of pitches within an octave 

at 25, passing over others, 3) explained the makam structures by 

juxtaposing Greek tetrachords and pentachords, 4) classified the 

makam-s according to the transpositions of major and minor scales, 

5) borrowed Western terms such as dominant, subtonic, leading-

note, etc. to designate the function of the degrees within the makam 

scales, ignoring the traditional concept of the seyir (melodic 

progression). (Aksoy 1997: 8). 

 

ρccordingΝtoΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákis, there are two main scales used in 

makam theory and generally in the musical traditions of the Mediterranean and from 

which all the makams are constructed. These two scales are: 1) the たαそαせおΝhすαkてちすせおΝ

[malakíΝdhiatonikíΝνΝsoftΝdiatonic],ΝandΝβ) the jせそさとおΝhすαkてちすせおΝ[skliríΝdhiatonikiΝνΝ

harsh diatonic (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9).26 „InΝtheΝharshΝdiatonicΝscale,ΝwhichΝisΝ

constructedΝbyΝmízonΝandΝimitónioΝintervals,ΝtheΝimitónioΝisΝnotΝequalΝwithΝtheΝhalfΝofΝ

theΝtone,ΝasΝinΝWesternΝmusic,ΝbutΝsmaller‟ΝΥVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝβίίζκΝ1ηΦέ27 

Each note/degree of these two scales has its own name. Today, the names of the 

makams derive from the name of their first degree/note.28 

 

 

 
Figure 4.8: Soft diatonic scale 

                                                 
26 SeeΝVoúlgharisΝandΝVandarákisΝΥβίίζκΝ1ζ-7). 
27 ρsΝitΝisΝexplainedΝbelow,ΝmízonΝintervalΝisΝtheΝtone,ΝandΝimitónioΝtheΝsemi-tone. 
28 For a thorough examination of the history of the makams and many other elements that concern them 

see Elsner and Pennanen (1997). 
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Figure 4.9: Harsh diatonic scale 

 

 

In Ottoman music, one tone is divided into nine commas (Table 4.1).29 

 

There are a number of instances in which musicians recognize certain 

notes as deviating fromΝtheΝnormΝbyΝtheΝintervalΝofΝ“aΝcomma”έ This 

term, kūmā in Arabic, is from ancient Greek music theory. As used in 

thisΝcontext,ΝtheΝtermΝ“comma” is not meant to signify an interval of 

any specific size and is thus never defined in terms of frequency 

ratios, string length, or cents (Scott 1993: 41). 

 

 

= one comma flat
= four commas flat 

= five commas flat 

=one comma sharp
= four commas sharp
=five comma sharp
=natural 

 
Table 4.1: The values of the accidentals in makams 

 

 

As one can see, the two differences of the two scales are in the third and seventh 

degrees. From the above, four kinds of intervals are made which are usually called in 

Byzantine theory as well as by Greek musicians who are aware of the makam theory 
                                                 
29 Comma is the measurement unit of the intervals of the modes. 
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kふちてすΝ[(=plural; kふちてな νΝsingularΦΝtónosΝνΝtone]κΝ1) たiかこのちΝ[mízonΝνΝmajor] 2) 

iそうjjのちΝ[elásonΝνΝminor]Νγ) iそうぬすjkてなΝ[eláhistosΝνΝminimal]ΝandΝδ) さたすkふちすて 

[imitónioΝνΝsemitone]έ30 Figure 4.10 shows the interval constructed within the two 

scales. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.10: The construction of the intervals in the soft and harsh diatonic scales 

 

 

The above two scales could be also considered as a structure which consists of two 

identicalΝtetrachordsΝthatΝareΝ„bounded‟ΝbyΝaΝmízonΝtoneΝinΝtheΝmiddleΝwhichΝisΝcalledΝ

hすαこiにせkすせふなΝ[dhiazeftikósΝνΝdisjunctive]ΝinΝςyzantine theory (see Figure 4.11). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.11: The construction of the two scales (soft and harsh diatonic) 

 

                                                 
30 SeeΝώrísanthosΝnέdέκΝβ1έ 
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The tetrachord, that is, four successive tones, is one of the fundamental constituents of 

the theory of the makamsέΝVoúlgharis‟sΝandΝVandarákis‟sΝargumentΝisΝofΝmajorΝ

importanceκΝ„theΝfundamentalΝsignificanceΝofΝtheseΝstructuresΝdoesΝnotΝonlyΝderiveΝ

from theoretical analyses but mainly from the compositional technique and the 

developmentΝofΝtheΝphrases‟ΝΥβίίζκΝ1ζΦέ 

 

 

The Byzantine Tradition 

The elements of Byzantine music that were deemed necessary to be used inΝrembétiko 

theory are: the idioms (すhすのたαkすjたてか, idhiomatismíΦ,ΝtheΝdominantΝnotesΝΥhijπふこてちkiなΝ

lしふけけてす,ΝdhespózontesΝfthóngiΦΝandΝtheΝcadencesΝΥせαkαそおつiすな,ΝkatalíxisΦέΝTheΝidiomsΝ

are idiosyncratic behaviours or simply specific movements of certain notes within 

particularΝmodesέΝόorΝinstance,ΝinΝtheΝηusákΝandΝώitzázΝdhrómi,ΝitΝisΝhighlyΝlikelyΝthatΝ

anΝascendingΝmovementΝinΝtheΝRastΝorΝεatzóreΝpentachords below the tonal note (in 

our case D) and towards it will be found (G-A-B-C-τΝisΝύΝRastήεatzóreΝpentachordέΝ

See Figure 4.12).31 This should be considered an idiomΝofΝηusákήώitzázΝratherΝthanΝaΝ

modulationΝtoΝtheΝRastήεatzóreΝdhrómosΝΥseeΝFigure 4.13 forΝdhrómosΝώitzázΦέΝAs 

εanuelΝcorrectlyΝarguesΝ„itΝisΝalsoΝsignificantΝthat modulation – involving either 

change of scale type or transposition of tonic, or both – is a central feature in Turkish 

performance practice, whether of art music, gypsy urban popular music, or many 

makam-informedΝfolkΝstyles‟ΝΥεanuelΝ1ιθικΝηζΦέ 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12μ The Rast idiom of the dhrómi ηusák and Hitzáz 

 

 

                                                 
31 Rast is another makamήdhrómosέΝItΝisΝoftenΝusedΝbyΝύreekΝmusiciansΝasΝaΝsynonymΝforΝtheΝεatzóreΝ

dhrómosέ 
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Figure 4.13μ Dhrómos Hitzáz32 

 

 

TheΝdominantΝnotes,ΝasΝdescribedΝbyΝώrísanthosΝfromΝεádhitaΝinΝhisΝbook are 

theΝnotesΝthatΝ„theΝíhosΝenjoysΝmoreΝtoΝgoΝinΝfor‟ΝΥnέdέκΝ1γδΦέΝInΝotherΝwords,ΝtheΝ

dominant notes are the notes that are heard more than other notes and thus create a 

particularΝ„feelingήsense‟,Νethos,ΝaestheticΝandΝgeneralΝsoundΝstyleΝforΝeveryΝpopular 

mode (see Figure 4.14 for examples of dominant notes).  

Finally, in Byzantine music,ΝcadencesΝinΝeachΝmodeΝΥíhosΦΝareΝspecificΝandΝ

differentΝfromΝthoseΝinΝotherΝmodesέΝThisΝisΝtheΝsameΝasΝinΝtheΝdhrómiΝΥseeΝFigure 

4.14ΦέΝIΝhaveΝneverΝheardΝofΝaΝtermΝusedΝforΝtheΝcadencesΝfromΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝ

and this is the reason why I borrowed the names of the cadences from Byzantine 

theory (as I remarked earlier, there is no written theory forΝύreekΝrembétiko-laikóΝ

music)έΝTherefore,ΝIΝcallΝ„interimΝcadences‟ΝthoseΝcadencesΝwhichΝoccurΝduringΝtheΝ

piecesΝandΝ„finalΝcadences‟ΝthoseΝwhichΝoccurΝatΝtheΝend,ΝjustΝasΝtheyΝdoΝinΝςyzantineΝ

music. I should point out that while the main concern of the Byzantine cadences is the 

lyrics,ΝtheΝmainΝconcernΝinΝtheΝcadencesΝusedΝinΝύreekΝdhrómiΝisΝtheΝmusicέΝεoreΝ

clearly, Byzantine interim cadences are divided into two categories, the αkiそiかな [atelísΝ

= incomplete] – where there is a cadence or simply a pause in the music, but where a 

sentence in the lyrics has not yet finished (in other words, when a comma or a 

semicolon is reached) – and the iちkiそiかな [endelísΝνΝendingΝatΝaΝfullΝstop],ΝwhereΝtheΝ

sentence is finished along with the melodic line (within the hymn). However, when 

we discuss Byzantine music, we are talking about a strictly vocal music. This 

accounts for the emphasis on the lyrics. Figure 4.14 shows the cadences and the 

dominant notes with the accompanyingΝchordsΝinΝdhrómosΝηusákέ 

 

 

                                                 
32 ItΝshouldΝbeΝnotedΝthatΝdhrómosΝώitzáz,ΝcontraryΝtoΝdhrómosΝηusákΝexaminedΝbefore,ΝdoesΝ

correspond to makam ώicâzέ 
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Figure 4.14μ Cadences and dominant notes with accompanying chords in ηusák dhrómos 

 

 

The Western Tradition 

 

[…]ΝaΝrecipientΝcultureΝmayΝadaptΝforeignΝelementsΝinΝdistinctlyΝ

idiosyncratic ways that substantially alter their function, context, 

and meaning. The uses of harmony, for example, in Greek, Balkan, 

and Turkish popular musics could not be called functional in the 

Western sense, since the chordal vocabularities derive not from 

European common practice but from the tonal resources of the 

modes used (Manuel 1990: 20-1). 
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[…]ΝratherΝthanΝbyΝWesternisationΝalone,ΝmusicalΝchangeΝinΝύreeceΝ

can be more readily analysed through the concept of 

modernization. According to Bruno Nettl (1985: 20), 

Westernisation may be described as the substitution of central 

features of non-Western music for their Western analogues, thereby 

sacrificingΝessentialΝfacetsΝofΝtheΝtraditionέΝ[…]Νεodernisation,ΝonΝ

the other hand, is the incidental movement of a system or its 

components in the direction of Western music and musical life 

without requiring major changes in those aspects of the non-

Western tradition that are central and essential. Western elements 

are viewed in the culture as ways of continuing the tradition rather 

than changing it. (Pennanen 1999: 7-8).33 

 

The introduction of characteristics from Western music, or from what 

(according to the above quotations) appears to be Western music, was perhaps the 

most important reasonΝforΝtheΝtransformationΝofΝtheΝ„authentic‟,Νmakam-based style 

(that is, the music of the refugeesΦ,ΝtoΝaΝnewΝone,ΝtheΝrembétikoΝΥθiraeus style). More 

specifically, the role that chordal harmony played in the development of Greek 

popular music was of major importance.34 Manuel writesΝthatΝ„from the 1940s on, 

particularly under the influence of Vassilis Tsitsanis, European influence increased, 

with even more emphasisΝonΝharmony‟ (1989: 83). It is true that, after World War 2, 

theΝsongsΝrecordedΝbyΝTsitsánisΝwereΝmoreΝsophisticated in terms of both their 

virtuosityΝandΝtheirΝharmonicΝstructureέΝζevertheless,ΝitΝisΝhisΝ„classicalΝperiod‟Ν(1940s 

– 1950s) that seems to justify claims such as the one about the conversion from the 

rembétikoΝtoΝtheΝlaikóΝstyleλΝandΝtheΝestablishment of specific chordal progressions is 

clearlyΝpartΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝworkέΝFor example, a characteristic chordal sequence found 

in many Tsitsánis‟sΝsongsΝandΝespeciallyΝinΝhisΝso-called kandádha style songs (see 

Chapter 1) is, in a sense, an altered version of the cycle of fifths: I+ // IV+ // III+ (V+ 

of the relative minor) // VI- (relative minor). However, the establishment of and the 

                                                 
33 SeeΝalsoΝςrunoΝζettl‟sΝstatementΝΥ1ιθεκΝ1εζΦΝregardingΝWesternization and modernization in the 

Middle East. 
34 For an in-depth analysis of the development of chordal harmony in Greek popular music see 

Pennanen (1999: 67-118). See also Manuel (1989). 
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gravityΝgivenΝtoΝharmonyΝbyΝTsitsánisΝdoesΝnotΝmeanΝthatΝheΝwasΝnotΝaΝmakam expert. 

The best proof of this is the way he utilizesΝtheΝdhrómiΝinΝhisΝtaxímiaέ35 

As the years passed,ΝtheΝusableΝdhrómiΝbeganΝtoΝreduceέΝόromΝaΝrangeΝofΝoptionsΝ– 

that is, the usable makamsήdhrómiΝofΝtheΝrefugees – the final group of later-rembétikoΝ

and early-laikóΝeraΝcontainedΝfiveΝtoΝsixΝdhrómiέΝθarticularlyΝunderΝtheΝinfluenceΝofΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝ„classicalΝperiod‟ (1940s – 1950s), the two most preferred dhrómiΝbecameΝ

dhrómosΝεatzóreΝandΝεinóreΝalongΝwithΝtheirΝcombinations, suchΝasΝdhrómosΝRastΝ

andΝζiavéndέΝTheΝotherΝdhrómiΝusedΝwereΝdhrómosΝώitzáz,ΝώousámΝandΝηusák,ΝagainΝ

with their combinations. In essence, it was harmony that played a vital role in the 

effacement of the traditional use of the makams. Therefore, the falsification of the 

makams brought by the refugees occurred in two stages: firstly because of the use of a 

fretted instrument, that is the bouzouki,ΝasΝtheΝnewΝrepertoire‟sΝleadingΝinstrumentΝ

(around 1930), instead of instruments without frets – not to mention the other fretted 

instruments such as the Spanish guitarΝandΝtheΝbaghlamás. However, in this period 

still, and before chordal harmony became a „must‟,ΝtheΝnewΝdhrómiΝconceptΝwasΝveryΝ

close to its ancestors. Although microtones were not utilized to the same extent, the 

concept was still a modal one – until the second stage took place, that is, the 

introduction and establishment of chordal harmony.36 όromΝnowΝon,ΝtheΝstyle‟sΝ

concept changed from modal to chordal.37 

I managed to verify, in a sense, this swift towards harmonizing the songs when 

I visited for the first timeΝTsitsánis‟sΝhouseΝinΝύlyfada,Νρthens (in December, 2008). 

ώisΝson,ΝKóstas,ΝtookΝme to the room where he used to work. Surprisingly, in there, I 

sawΝthreeΝorΝfourΝbaghlamásΝandΝaΝsmallΝSpanish guitarέΝζoΝbouzouki,ΝatΝall!ΝKóstasΝ

informedΝmeΝthatΝhisΝbouzoukisΝareΝinΝdifferentΝplaces,ΝsuchΝasΝTsitsánisΝmuseumΝinΝ

TríkalaέΝώeΝalsoΝinformedΝmeΝofΝsomethingΝastonishingκΝTsitsánisΝlovedΝandΝmanyΝ

times preferred to compose and rehearse songs with this small guitar, and not with the 

bouzouki. Ultimately, this preference towards the guitar was verified after listening to 

a rarer albumΝthatΝKóstasΝgrantedΝtoΝmeέΝItΝisΝcalledΝ〈とうhすαΝ]けαπさたえちαΝ[vrádhiaΝ

                                                 
35 See Table 7.5 in Chapter 7 regardingΝsomeΝinterestingΝtaxímiaΝcasesΝofΝTsitsánisέ 
36 This establishment of chordal harmonyΝcanΝbeΝdefinedΝaroundΝtheΝearlyΝ„classicalΝperiod‟ΝofΝ

Tsitsánis,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝearlyΝpost-war era (1946). 
37 Regarding this falsification see also Beaton (1980: 9). 
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aghapiménaΝνΝbelovedΝnights]έ38 Apart from some unpublished recordings, the two 

CDs also contain some home-recordings,ΝunpublishedΝsongs,ΝmadeΝbyΝTsitsánisΝaloneέΝ

TsitsánisΝsingsΝandΝaccompaniesΝhimselfΝplayingΝtheΝguitarΝΥplayingΝchords and 

singing the introductions and call-and-responses)! The following figure (Figure 4.15) 

isΝaΝphotographΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝguitarέ 

 

 

 
Figure 4.15μ Vasílis Tsitsánis's guitar (the author, February 2012) 

 

 

However, one should always bear in mind the fact that the aural competencies 

wereΝcertainlyΝdifferentΝinΝtheΝrembétikoΝandΝearlyΝlaikóΝera (that is, until around 

1950s). Today, the songs tend to use a more strict and vertical harmony, that is, utilize 

moreΝchordsΝinΝorderΝtoΝproduceΝaΝ„WesternΝcorrect‟ΝsoundέΝInΝcontrary,ΝbackΝthen,ΝtheΝ

early stages of harmonization did not employ vertical harmonizations of the songs but 

„horizontal‟έΝρsΝθennanen convincingly argues:  

 

                                                 
38 MBI Music Box International, PAN 117/118 
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In rebetika and laika performance practice, chords are not 

always based exclusively on scale degrees. Instead, melodies are 

built around tonal centres and melodic formulae, which leads to 

a harmonic logic (what I will callΝ“traditional”ΝharmonizationΦΝ

different from the Western one (Pennanen 1999: 77). 

 

InΝotherΝwords,ΝtheΝguitaristsΝusedΝtoΝletΝtheΝmelodyΝ„move‟ΝandΝonlyΝutilizeΝsomeΝveryΝ

basic chords, despite whether or not they would perfectly suit the melody. Therefore, 

one could consider this period (the early stages of harmonization) as the interval 

between the purely modal concept and the chordal one.  

Let us look at an example which demonstrates this falsification of theΝdhrómiέΝ

τhrómosΝώitzaskiárΝcouldΝhaveΝremainedΝveryΝ„traditional‟, that is, close to makam 

ώicâzkâr, without the usage of harmony (see Figure 4.16). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.16μ Dhrómos Hitzaskiár and makam Hicâzkâr 

 

 

When it came to be harmonized, the guitarists (for they were the people who played 

the harmony-providingΝinstrumentsΦΝhadΝtoΝfindΝ„proper‟ΝchordsΝforΝthisΝparticularΝ

dhrómosέΝThereΝareΝplentyΝofΝexamplesΝwhereΝtheΝguitarists play a flat VII minor 

chordΝinΝaΝcadenceΝofΝaΝsongΝbasedΝonΝώitzaskiárΝdhrómosΝΥseeΝFigure 4.17 as well as 

Chapter 5). Thus, considering D as the main tonality, they play a C (natural) chord; 

however,ΝaΝτΝώitzaskiárΝutilizes a C sharp note. If the guitarists chose to do 

something different, like playing the notes of the melody in the cadence along with 
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the bouzouki without a chord,ΝtheΝdhrómosΝstyleΝofΝtheseΝsongsΝwouldΝhaveΝremained 

moreΝ„traditional‟ΝΥseeΝstaffΝ„modal-basedΝguitarist‟ΝofΝFigure 4.17).39 

 

 

 
Figure 4.17μ Example of the falsification of Hitzaskiár dhrómos (Tsitsánis song: se zilévo se ponó 

– CD Track 1) 

 

 

ItΝshouldΝbeΝnotedΝthatΝtheΝrecording‟sΝrevolutions per minute seem to be changed (see 

σhapterΝγΦέΝTheΝsong‟sΝtonalityΝmostΝpossiblyΝisΝύΝandΝnotΝόΝsharpΝbecauseΝitΝwasΝ

(and still is) almost impossible for the bouzouki players to choose such a tonality. A 

good proof for this is perhaps the last measure where a C sharp note below the staff is 

played, something which is not possible for the six-string bouzouki (tuned in D-A-D). 

Moreover, I chose not to score the bass notes of the guitar, since these notes are part 

                                                 
39 InΝtheΝtranscriptions,Ν„ς‟ΝorΝ„ςass‟ΝrefersΝtoΝaΝsingleΝbassΝnoteΝandΝ„ς_V‟ΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝfifthΝnoteΝofΝtheΝ

chord (see Chapter 6 for more explanations). 
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ofΝtheΝ„playingΝfreedom‟ΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝmusicians,ΝasΝregardsΝtheΝrhythms‟Ν

interpretations.40 

Continuing with the falsificationΝofΝtheΝdhrómi,Νonce chordal harmony was 

introduced, it was unavoidable not to falsify the old makam-basedΝdhrómi,ΝsimplyΝ

because there cannot exist an authenticΝdhrómos,ΝwithoutΝthe utilization (or, in some 

cases, simply implying) a Western-styleΝdhrómos-scale. For instance, the song 『 

jせそさとふせαとhさ41 [i  sklirókardhiΝ= the stone-heartΝwoman]ΝisΝinΝdhrómosΝSegiáhΝΥseeΝ

Figure 4.18).  

 

 

 
Figure 4.18μ Dhrómos Segiáh and makam Segâh 

 

 

This song ΥiΝsklirókardhiΦΝis in B flat tonality. By utilizing a V degree major chord in 

itsΝcadences,ΝitΝimpliesΝtheΝςΝflatΝεatzóreΝdhrómosέΝJudgingΝbyΝtheΝstructureΝofΝtheΝ

dhrómos,ΝaΝVΝdegreeΝmajorΝchordΝcannotΝexist,ΝatΝleastΝtheoretically,ΝdueΝtoΝtheΝIIΝ

sharp note. However, theory did not prevent the guitarist from playing the V degree 

major chord (see Figure 4.19). 

 

 

                                                 
40 In terms of this playing freedom, as well as regarding the rhythms and the way the guitar 

accompanies the songs, see Chapters 6 and 7. 
41 HMV OGA 1041 - AO 2637, recorded on April 25, 1940. 
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Figure 4.19μ Example of the falsification of Segiáh dhrómos (Tsitsánis song: i sklirókardhi – CD 

Track 2) 

 

 

The F major chord played by the guitarist conflicts with the C sharp note of the 

dhrómosέΝThereΝareΝplentyΝofΝexamplesΝofΝsuchΝsongsΝΥseeΝalsoΝ〈とiΝたうけせαΝjπうji42 

[vreΝmángaΝspáseΝνΝheyΝdudeΝgoΝaway]ΝandΝ‒αへとαΝkαΝくそえπのΝせすΝうとαぬちα43 [mávraΝtaΝ

vlépoΝkiΝárahnaΝνΝI see them dark and dismal]). One can also notice two basic idioms-

gravitationsΝofΝdhrómosΝSegiáhΝΥidiomΝoneΝandΝtwoΝinΝFigure 4.19): the first one is 

about the fourth note of the mode which gravitates to the fifth note (dominant for this 

dhrómosΦ in lines where the melody revolves around the fifth. The other idiom 

concerns the second note and its behaviour above the octave, where, in some cases, it 

loses its sharp when the melody revolves around the tonic (that is, the first degree) but 

does not go over the second. In terms of these chords (which may be deemed 

„unsuitable‟Φ foundΝinΝsomeΝdhrómi,ΝoneΝshouldΝbearΝinΝmindΝthe fact that many times 

the guitarists may have simply made a mistake or explored new options. This could 

have been caused by several factors such as lack of rehearsal and preparation or just 

the will to experiment (see Chapter 6 regarding matters concerningΝtheΝnight‟sΝworkΝ

of the musicians). 

                                                 
42 HMV OGA 2060 - AO 5150, recorded on November 28, 1953. 
43 Columbia CG 3073 - DG 7041, recorded in 1952. 
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 On the other hand, there are cases where the musicality and skills of the 

musicians (and particularly the guitarists) is more than obvious. One should always 

bear in mind that many refugees were extremely skilled and educated musicians (for 

example,ΝSpírosΝθeristéris, who was appointed artistic director of Columbia in 

Greece). The fact that many of them were aware of various musical styles (due to the 

variety of the musical life of Asia Minor which was analyzed in Chapter 1) granted 

themΝtheΝabilityΝofΝusingΝelementsΝfromΝthemΝintoΝrembétikoέΝόorΝexample,ΝthereΝareΝ

cases where the guitarists used chords in reverse, such as ‒iΝけにちαかせiなΝたさちΝkとαくすえjαす44 

[meΝghinékesΝminΝtraviéseΝνΝdon‟tΝmessΝupΝwithΝwomen]έΝInΝallΝtheΝverses,ΝtheΝ

guitarist plays the G minor chord with the B flat in the bass.45 Moreover, the cases 

with innovative (for the standards of the period) modulations and chord sequences are 

numerous and particularly interesting. For example, ]とけてjくおちiすなΝたふちさ46 [arghosvínisΝ

moni = you languish alone] is a well-knownΝsongΝamongstΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝforΝ

its arrangement, structure, rich harmonization and movement through the tonalities 

(see Figure 4.20).47 

 

                                                 
44 Columbia CG 2167 - DG 6600, recorded on June 28, 1946. 
45 See also song ‒αけせすほとα [mangióraΝνΝbusterΝwoman],ΝηdeonΝύηΝγηεθΝ- GA 7391, recorded on 

March 1, 1947. 
46 Columbia CG 2259 - DG 6683, recorded on July 8, 1947. 
47 Worth-mentioning is that Figure 4.20 shows how a typicalΝlaikóΝscoreΝofΝtheΝmusicΝstandsΝlooksΝlikeέΝ

ThisΝtypeΝofΝtranscription,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝscoreΝitself,ΝisΝoftenΝcalledΝbyΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝてhさけふな 

[odhighósΝνΝguide],ΝandΝitΝisΝmainlyΝusedΝbyΝtheΝaccompanyingΝinstrumentalists,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝguitarisΝ

and the pianist. 
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Figure 4.20: Arghosvínis móni transcription – CD Track 3 (Tsitsánis) 
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Some more song-examples of special chordal sequences are: 【αkiとかちαΝ

Θijjαそてちすせすう48 [katerínaΝthesalonikiá = Catherine from Thessaloniki];49 《jへΝたてにΝ

πおとiなΝkさΝぬαとう50 [esíΝmoúΝpíresΝtiΝharáΝνΝyouΝtookΝtheΝjoyΝfromΝme]λΝ〉にてΝlてとえなΝjiΝ

πかjkiねα51 [dhióΝforésΝseΝpístepsaΝνΝIΝbelievedΝyouΝtwice]λΝand ぉてΝαπふくとαhて52 [to 

apóvradhoΝνΝthe early evening]. 

Chordal harmony is one of the fundamental, most complex and profound 

characteristics of non-Western musical traditions, because it reveals how and to what 

extent musicians adapt to Western influences and contribute to musical syncretism. 

Furthermore, the impact that other aspects of the Western tradition had on non-

Western musical cultures, apart from harmony, such as technology, instruments 

constructionΝandΝmore,ΝwereΝcatalyticΝwithΝregardΝtoΝtheseΝstyles‟Νdevelopmentέ As 

Bruno Nettl cogently argues:  

 

Urbanization, the interaction of various culture groups, Western 

technology in music and elsewhere, secularization of musical 

culture–all of this came about because of the impact of Western 

culture, and so the music that might best symbolize this state of 

society would almost have to include Western and native elements 

side by side (Nettl 1985: 85). 

 

Ultimately, if we also consider the fact that many Greek islands were under 

Italian rule forΝmanyΝyears,ΝitΝbecomesΝclearΝthatΝtheΝ„importation‟ΝofΝWestern 

elementsΝwasΝunavoidableέΝWorthΝmentioningΝinΝthisΝregardΝisΝtheΝcaseΝofΝεárkosΝ

Vamvakáris, the man who played a critical role in the creation of the Piraeus 

(bouzouki-basedΦΝrembétikoΝstyleέΝώeΝwasΝfromΝtheΝislandΝofΝぇへとてなΝ[SírosΝνΝSyra or 

Syros]. Venetians, Greeks and Turks lived on the island. Venetians declared 

Catholicism the dominant religion in 1204. Turks ruled the island from 1579 but gave 

many privileges to the citizensΝofΝSíros,ΝoneΝofΝthemΝbeingΝtheirΝreligious freedom. 

                                                 
48 HMV OGA 1265 - AO 2761, recorded on October 6, 1947. 
49 The sequence VI- // IV- ήήΝI+ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝwayΝthatΝtheΝmelodyΝshiftsΝinΝthisΝsongΝfromΝtheΝεatzóreΝ

toΝtheΝSousinákΝdhrómosΝisΝnoteworthyΝandΝrareέ 
50 Odeon LG 1039 - GA 7774, recorded on April 9, 1954. 
51 Columbia 7XCG 1919 - SCDG 3311, recorded on July 13, 1963. 
52 HMV OGA 2873 - AO 5562, recorded on June 2, 1959. 
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The population of the island rose from around 4,000 people at the beginning of the 

Greek Revolution in circa 1821 to 14,000 in 1828, and finally reached 22,000 around 

1889. Moreover, a high school was built as early as in 1833, and a theatre as early as 

1864. Manuel addsΝthatΝ„Syra,ΝforΝexample,ΝwithΝitsΝimportantΝportΝofΝώermoupolis, 

hostedΝanΝoperaΝhouseΝfromΝtheΝ1θβίs‟ΝΥ1ιθικΝηΦέΝThisΝsuggestsΝaΝmixtureΝofΝItalian-

style songs, Turkish makam-based music, Greek folk music, opera, Catholic religious 

musicΝandΝsoΝforthέΝρlthoughΝVamvakárisΝleftΝtheΝislandΝatΝtheΝageΝofΝ1β,ΝitΝisΝobviousΝ

that every sound which he remembered may well have influenced his bouzouki music 

during his life in Piraeus.53 Finally, if we add the „たうけせαなΝworld‟ Υmángas = street-

urchin, thug, toughie) that clearly affected his way of living as well as his songs (see 

Vamvakáris‟sΝhashish songs), it becomes clear that the musical style he introduced 

was a mix of cultural traditions based in different and varied soundscapes. 

 

 

The Special Role of the Rāga System 

The Indocracy period (see Chapter 2) had an important impact on the development of 

ύreekΝpopularΝmusic,ΝandΝthusΝinΝtheΝdevelopmentΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝ(from around 1960 

onwards). Due to the nature of the rāgas, that is, of a very close relation to the 

makams, we cannot be sure if a Greek song of that period has been affected by a 

Hindi rāga or by a makam.54 However, there are cases where a song of this period, 

although obviously utilizing a particular makam, does so in a different way than this 

particular makam was used in the past.55 Therefore, it is difficult to observe whether 

weΝhaveΝaΝsimpleΝdevelopmentΝofΝtheΝdhrómi,ΝevenΝaffected by the rāgas, or a strict 

imitation and utilization of the rāgas.  

                                                 
53 RegardingΝVamvakáris‟sΝsongwritingΝtechniqueΝseeΝalsoΝθolitisΝΥβίίεaκΝβ-3). 
54 I have contacted David Courtney who is specialized in Hindi music (contacted via email in May 

2011). He agreed on the same thing, that is, the fact that it is rather difficult to say that a song from that 

periodΝisΝclearlyΝutilizingΝaΝrāgaΝorΝaΝmakam. 
55 See, for example, songs: ぁ せてにたπうとてな て ぉjすkjうちさな [oΝkoumbárosΝoΝTsitsánisΝνΝTsitsánisΝtheΝbest-

man], HMV 7XGA 1821 - 7PG 3335, recorded on September 10, 1963 ΥaΝdhrómosΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝrāgaΝ

Khammaj); Φαとたαせのたえちα ぬiかそさ [farmakoménaΝhíliΝν poisoned lips], HMV 7XGA 25357 - PG 3586, 

recorded on May 31, 1966; and ぃてちうの せαす た' αとえjiす [ponáoΝkeΝm‟ΝarésiΝνΝIΝpainΝandΝIΝlikeΝit],ΝώεVΝ

7XGA 2399 - 7PG 3540, recorded on December 11, 1965. TheΝlastΝtwoΝareΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝrāgaΝςhairavέ 
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Pennanen arguesΝthatΝ„the frequent sudden shifts between parallel major and 

minor tonalities that became common in Greek popular music of the 1960s originate 

from the melodic models of Indian film songs in rāga εiśraΝθĩlũέΝTheΝpeculiarityΝofΝ

this rāga is the unstable third degree (cf. Nimbus NI 5365).‟56 It is true that those 

sudden shifts between major and minor chords/tonalities, which usually occur on the 

first degree-chord (I- to I+), are signs of Hindi song influence. However, one must 

bear in mind that there are countless songs recorded years before the Indocracy period 

that make use of the same shift (see below). PennanenΝcontinuesΝbyΝsayingΝthatΝ„the 

most influential model song for Greek composer of the new style was the 3/4 (or 6/4) 

timeΝΥIndianΝdãdrã tãlaΦΝ“τunyaΝmenΝhum”ΝbyΝζaushadΝρliΝinΝεiśraΝθĩlũΝfromΝtheΝ

film Mother India‟ (1999: 72). The Greek copyrighted song is entitled 〉iΝたiΝπふちijiΝ

せαちiかな57 [dheΝmeΝpóneseΝkanísΝνΝnobodyΝfeltΝsorryΝaboutΝme]ΝandΝitΝisΝcreditedΝto 

ςámbisΝςakális,ΝinitiallyΝsung byΝStrátosΝτhionisíouέΝSinceΝthen,ΝitΝhasΝbeenΝrecordedΝ

several times by other artists, too. Pennanen continues by providing an excerpt from 

the song ‒‟ΝえぬてにちΝけiそうjiすΝhにてΝたαへとαΝたうkすα58 [m‟ΝéhounΝghelásiΝdhióΝmávraΝmátiaΝνΝ

two black eyes have fooled me] by VasílisΝTsitsánis (1999: 73). Once again, the 

argument is correct, that is, the fact that the 3/4 time appeared during this period. 

However, there are two major issues: if someone compares the first example, that is, 

„Dunya menΝhum‟, with the Greek copyrightedΝoneΝandΝtheΝexcerptΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

song, they will see that, although all of them are in 3/4 time, there are great 

differences between the interpretation of the rhythm. The Greek copyrighted version 

of the first one (that is, dheΝmeΝpóneseΝkanís) uses the Greek kjうたすせてな [tsámikos]Ν

rhythm, which is a rural-traditional rhythm found in several places in Greece, 

especiallyΝinΝθeloponnesusΝandΝStereáΝregionsέΝηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongΝ

(which is not a copyrighted song, but a Tsitsánis‟sΝcomposition, obviously affected by 

Hindi music) makes use of 3/4 in a way similar to a Western waltz. Nevertheless, 

Hindi influence is in evidence in this period and in any case it reveals one of the most 

characteristic aspects of Greek popular music: the susceptible, changeable and easy 

                                                 
56 Pennanen 1999: 72. 
57 HMV 7PG 2831, recorded most probably in 1960. 
58 HMV 7XGA 1142 - 7PG 3004; Pennanen gives 1960 as the recording year of the song. However, the 

recording sheets show that the song has been recorded on July 11, 1961.  
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nature of its adoptions. Of course, all these matters tell us that there is a need for 

further research on what impact the newly imported rāgas had.  

 

 

Other Musical Styles that Affected the Modes 

Many Greek musicians travelled to the USA.59 Clearly, the Blues and the Afro-Cuban 

(Latin American) popular song affected Greek popular music in several aspects: 

rhythms, singing, arrangements, performance techniques and modes. Regarding songs 

obviously affected by the Jazz-Blues tradition, see ‒うたπてΝたiΝkとiそえなΝπiちすえなΝ[mambo 

meΝtrelésΝpeniésΝνΝmamboΝwithΝcrazyΝstrokesΝofΝtheΝpick],ΝεelodyΝερΝθδΝ- MG 53, 

recorded on October 21, 1955. The rhythmic performance as well as some lines in the 

melody link to the music of the Blues and Jazz. Ultimately, the final chord in the final 

cadence (A6 major) also attests to great affection for the aforementioned traditions. 

See also 〉にてΝlてとえなΝjiΝπかjkiねαΝ[dhióΝforésΝseΝpístepsaΝνΝIΝbelievedΝyouΝtwice],Ν

Columbia 7XCG 1919 - SCDG 3311, recorded on July 13, 1963. One can notice some 

unusual (for the Greek standards of the period) chords (extended chords: ninth and 

eleventh) played by the accordion, the origin of which are clearly once again Blues 

and Jazz. 

Moreover, there are cases that, although fewer in number, show the existence 

of musical elements from musical styles such as the Spanish and the Gypsy music 

culture.60 For instance, there are innumerable cases where the Andalusian cadence or 

at least a chord sequence obviously affected by the Andalusian cadence is found, what 

Manuel calls Phrygian tonality/chordal sequence (1989: 71-3).61 Furthermore, one 

should not forget the Italian popular song influence and the so-calledΝbyΝTsitsánisΝ

せαちkうhα [kandádha = serenade] style which holds a dominant position within his work 

and perhaps this is one of the signs of the modernization and the Westernization of his 

                                                 
59 See Chapter 2. 
60 Regarding the Gypsy affection see, for example, song: Φαとかちkα [faríndaΝνΝfemaleΝname],ΝώεVΝηύρΝ

2929 - AO 5585, recorded on October 29, 1959. 
61 See, for example, songs: ]ちkすそαそてへちi kα くてにちう [andilaloúneΝtaΝvounáΝνΝtheΝmountainsΝecho],ΝώεVΝ

OGA 1788 - AO 5009, recorded on September 1, 1951; 『 しiαkとかちα [IΝtheatrína = the actress], 

Columbia CG 2486 - DG 6759, recorded on January 7, 1949; and ‒ふとkすjjα [mortise = rake], Odeon 

GO 3759 - GA 7391, recorded on March 1, 1947. 
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style.62 Finally, there are cases where the so-called pentatonic scales are noted: 〉すπそおΝ

このお63 [dhiplíΝzoíΝνΝdoubleΝlife]λΝ【てとかkjすΝたてにΝふそαΝけすαΝjえちα64 [korítsiΝmoúΝólaΝghiáΝsénaΝ

= my girl everything is for you]; and ‒ikとおjkiΝkすなΝπそさけえな65 [metrísteΝtisΝplighésΝνΝ

count the wounds] are some song examples. 

The most outstanding case, however, is the, for most of the time, strange and 

special combinations of the aforementioned styles which produced syncretic styles.66 

These, what one might call „multicultural‟Νsongs, show the tendency of the era 

towards experimentation, something that is still more obviousΝinΝtoday‟sΝύreekΝ

popular style. 

ρllΝtheseΝcharacteristicsΝofΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝstylesΝareΝexaminedΝandΝ

analyzed in the following chapter (Chapter 5), the main exemplars of which are the 

musical scores. These scores have been created in order to shed more light on the 

theoretical matters analyzed above, and depict some of the most noteworthy cases 

found within the workΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis,Νwhich (these theoretical matters) of course 

concernΝtheΝvitalΝissueΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝdhrómiΝandΝtheirΝuseΝandΝdevelopmentΝwithinΝ

Greek popular music.

                                                 
62 RegardingΝtheΝcandádha songs style see Chapter 1. 
63 HMV 7XGA 1998 - 7PG 3384, recorded on May 28, 1964. 
64 HMV 7XGA 2730 - 7PG 3679, recorded in 1967. 
65 HMV 7XGA 2722 - 7PG 3679, recorded in 1967. 
66 See Pennanen 1999: 72-5. 
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Chapter 5  

Modes and Harmony in the Songs of Vasílis Tsitsánisμ  

Selected Examples 

 

εinóreμ the Problem of a Vague Term 

It is crucial to clarify the use of the term „minóre‟ withinΝlaikóΝmusicέΝηnce again, 

things became messy due to reasons that were discussed at the beginning of Chapter 

4, such as the issue of putting together a musical style that utilizes micro-tones to 

fretted instruments, the unwillingness ofΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝtoΝstudyΝbasicΝ

theoretical issues of the music of the refugees, and so forth. Greek laikóΝmusicians 

separateΝtheΝεinóreΝdhrómosΝintoΝtwoΝmainΝcategories, based on whether it utilizes a 

chromatically raised seventh degree or not. Thus, they usually refer to lにjすせおΝたすちふとiΝ

[fisikiΝminóreΝνΝnaturalΝminor]ΝasΝtheΝoneΝthatΝhasΝaΝnaturalΝseventhΝdegree (that is, D 

– E – F – G – A – B flat – C – τ΄Φ,1 and αとたてちすせおΝたすちふとiΝ[armonikíΝminóreΝνΝ

harmonic minor] as the one that has a chromatically raised seventh degree (that is, D – 

E – F – G – A – B flat – C sharp – τ΄Φ. There are, however, some problematic issues 

regarding this nomenclature, for unavoidably, these scales/modes (that is, the 

εinóresΦΝdid not derive from the Western classical music tradition, but from the 

makamsέΝηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝthereΝareΝsongs,ΝespeciallyΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrepertoire,Ν

whose useΝofΝεinóreΝρrmonikóΝseemsΝclearlyΝcloserΝtoΝWesternΝtradition,ΝratherΝthanΝ

to Eastern. 

ItΝisΝveryΝrareΝtoΝfindΝaΝsongΝbasedΝtotallyΝonΝoneΝofΝtheΝtwoΝεinóres,Νwithout 

utilizing elements from the other. Therefore, in theΝdatabaseΝinΝtheΝcolumnΝ„εainΝ

dhrómos‟ΝIΝusuallyΝwriteΝthis εinóreΝversionΝΥthatΝis,ΝeitherΝεinóreΝorΝεinóreΝ

ρrmonikóΦ that has a larger proportion in the piece, or generally the one which 

„sense‟ΝandΝ„feeling‟Ν„wins‟Νover theΝother‟sέΝόorΝinstance,ΝitΝisΝveryΝcommonΝforΝlaikóΝ

songs to use the upper tetrachordΝasΝitΝisΝusedΝinΝtheΝεinóreΝζatural, that is (in D 

tonality), A // B flat ήήΝσΝήήΝτ΄Νnotes,Νbut,ΝonΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝuseΝaΝσΝsharpΝnoteΝas the 

leading tone in the lower pentachord (C# – D // E // F // G // A notes) in the cadences. 

                                                 
1 Usually,ΝinΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusicΝasΝwellΝasΝinΝςyzantineΝtheory,ΝanΝaccentΝnext to a note merely shows 

that this note is the top of the scale. For example, in D tonality, the D note without the accent is the 

tonic (lower part of the scale) whereas the D΄ is the eighth note of the scale (higher part of the scale). 
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Figure 5.1 showsΝtheΝtwoΝmainΝεinóreΝvariationsΝΥstaffΝoneΝandΝtwoΦέΝStaffΝthreeΝ

showsΝdhrómosΝζiavéndΝwhichΝisΝsimilarΝtoΝdhrómosΝεinóreΝρrmonikóΝhaving 

though its fourth degree raised. The last staff of the figure shows the most common 

combinationΝofΝtheΝtwoΝεinóresέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.1μ εinóre ζatural, εinóre τrmonikó, ζiavénd and a popular combination 

 

 

Very interesting is the fact that it is most rare to find a song having the notes of the 

upperΝtetrachordΝplayedΝoneΝafterΝtheΝother,ΝthatΝis,Νρ,ΝςΝflat,ΝσΝnatural,Ντ΄έΝUnderΝ

discussionΝhereΝisΝtheΝcaseΝwhereΝtheΝtwoΝεinóresΝareΝmixedέΝUsually,ΝtheΝmelody 

reaches C (upper tetrachord) many times with a chromatic movement from A, that is, 

A, B flat, B natural, C, and then falls back to A. The tetrachord is not completed 

directly but indirectly, that is, with an interval bigger than the second, either from B 

(either flat or natural) to D́,ΝorΝfromΝρΝtoΝτ΄έΝηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝinΝitsΝcadences,ΝeitherΝ
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interimΝorΝfinal,ΝtheseΝsongsΝtendΝtoΝuseΝtheΝlowerΝtetrachordΝofΝεinóreΝρrmonikó,Ν

thus, utilize a raised seventh (C sharp), below the tonic (D note). Ultimately, the 

melodic movement is not onlyΝresponsibleΝforΝdeterminingΝtheΝtypeΝofΝεinóreΝusedέΝ

The harmony is also a serious factor that can confuse things for the concerned analyst. 

For instance, there may be a melody set only in the lower pentachord, that is, D to A, 

which is identical for bothΝεinóresέΝTherefore,ΝoneΝcannotΝsuggestΝthatΝthisΝparticularΝ

melodyΝbelongsΝinΝtheΝsphereΝofΝρrmonikó,Νnor of Natural. Thus, a fifth major chord 

could play the determining role in this case, for it includes a seventh raised note and 

thus, this particular melodyΝwouldΝinclineΝtowardsΝthatΝofΝtheΝρrmonikóέ 

The next figures show to which makamsΝtheseΝdhrómiΝcorrespond,ΝinΝorderΝtoΝ

show the extent of this confusing situation. Figure 5.2 representsΝdhrómosΝεinóreΝ

ρrmonikóΝandΝitsΝcorrespondent, makam ζihâvendέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.2μ Dhrómos εinóre τrmonikó and makam ζihâvend 

 

 

ηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝdhrómosΝζiavéndΝΥtheΝnameΝobviouslyΝtakenΝfromΝmakam 

ζihâvend) corresponds to makam Neveser (Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.3μ Dhrómos ζiavénd and makam Neveser 

 

 

ρsΝaΝmatterΝofΝfact,ΝmanyΝsongsΝbasedΝonΝdhrómosΝεinóreΝρrmonikóΝmake use of the 

raised fourth degree (in our case G sharp). This is a very common idiomatic 

movementΝofΝtheΝfourthΝandΝthus,ΝmanyΝtimes,ΝdhrómiΝεinóreΝρrmonikóΝandΝζiavéndΝ

are considered to be oneΝsingleΝdhrómosέΝώowever,ΝthereΝareΝsongsΝthatΝareΝwholly 

based onΝdhrómosΝζiavénd,ΝthatΝis,Νthey have the fourth raised within the entire song, 

andΝthisΝisΝtheΝbasicΝreasonΝforΝtheΝseparationΝofΝtheseΝtwoΝdhrómiέ 

SomeΝcasesΝwhereΝallΝtheseΝthreeΝdhrómiΝΥεinóreΝζatural,ΝρrmonikóΝandΝ

ζiavéndΦΝco-exist in the same song follow: Γiすkふちすjjα2 [ghitónisaΝνΝneighbour]: the 

moment is very important whenΝtheΝintroΝcomesΝtoΝendΝandΝchangesΝfromΝρrmonikóΝ

toΝζaturalΝεinóreΝbyΝfallingΝtoΝtheΝρΝnaturalΝnoteέΝ〈αjかその3 [vasíloΝνΝfemaleΝname]λ 

the cadence utilizes the seventh sharp note (fifth major chord) instead of seventh 

naturalΝasΝitΝisΝinΝtheΝεinóreΝζaturalΝdhrómosέΝThus,ΝoneΝcanΝthinkΝthatΝtheΝcadenceΝ

utilizesΝtheΝcadenceΝofΝtheΝρrmonikóΝεinóreΝorΝthatΝtheΝεinóreΝζaturalΝutilizesΝtheΝ

seventh sharp in its lower pentachord for the cadence. 

The problems regarding terminology do not end here, for most of the early 

rembétikoΝsongsΝthatΝutilizeΝwhatΝwouldΝbeΝcalledΝεinóreΝζaturalΝbyΝmanyΝύreekΝ

musicians, do so clearly in a way that makam ώüseynîΝdoesέΝόurthermore,ΝinΝcasesΝ

where the co-existenceΝofΝmanyΝdhrómiήmakams that are very similar is noted (such 

asΝεinóreΝζatural,ΝεinóreΝρrmonikó,Νώüseynî,Νζiavénd,Νζihâvend,ΝςûselikΝandΝsoΝ

forth), even more confusion arises. The reason is simple, yet very serious: once Greek 

                                                 
2 Parlophone GO 2640 - B. 21897, recorded in late 1936. 
3 Odeon GO 3061 - GA 7139, recorded in August, 1938. 
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musicians tried to put elements from the makam systemΝintoΝtheirΝdhrómi,ΝtheyΝdidΝsoΝ

in a way that kept the idioms and the basic characteristics of the makams, such as the 

dominant notes and the gravitations. They could not succeed, though, in reproducing 

the intervals, for their main instrument was the fretted bouzouki. Therefore, if we also 

take into consideration the lack of basic theoretical background on the part of the 

Greek musicians involved, a song may utilize the gravitations and the dominant notes 

ofΝώüseynîΝmakam,Νbut,Νnevertheless,ΝisΝaΝclearΝεinóreΝζaturalΝscaleΝΥatΝleastΝ

theoretically, based on laikóΝtheoryΦέΝSinceΝtheyΝwere unaware of how to separate the 

(most of the times numerous) versions of the makams, they chose the easiest way to 

merely divide all the minors (or, more correctly, everything that looked like a minor 

scale) into two: natural and harmonic. Figure 5.4 shows three makams which are 

similar with regard to their intervals and whose characteristics are found within 

rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝmusicalΝstylesέΝ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Makams ζihâvend, Hüseynî and Bûselik4 

 

                                                 
4 Very close to makam ώüseynîΝareΝalsoΝmakamsΝUΒΒâkΝΥseeΝbeginningΝofΝthe chapter) and Muhayyer. 

TheΝlatter‟sΝintervalsΝareΝidenticalΝtoΝthoseΝofΝώüseynîλΝεuhayyer‟sΝbehaviour,Νthough,ΝisΝmoreΝ

descending than ascending. 
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ThereΝareΝmanyΝrembétikoΝandΝearlyΝlaikóΝsongsΝthatΝmakeΝuseΝofΝtheseΝmakam‟sΝ

idioms (since they cannot use their exact intervals). Some songs of this sort are 

mentioned in this chapter, along with the makam they seem to be close. In other 

words, the T.E.D. may just allocate εinóre toΝaΝsong‟sΝdhrómosΝcharacterization,ΝbutΝ

this MinóreΝmayΝderiveΝfrom or be very close to a makam‟sΝidiomsέΝTheΝsearch,Ν

examinationΝandΝcomparisonΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝofΝeveryΝsongΝtoΝtheΝoriginalΝmakams 

seemed unachievable for this project. Some examples of songs that directly link to the 

original form of the makams are: ‒αとすほΝせαすΝたαちうくさな5 [marióΝkeΝmanávisΝνΝεaryΝandΝ

greengrocer]; ‒αちkおそすΝぬとにjてせiちkさたえちて6 [mandíliΝhrisokendiménoΝνΝgolden-

embroidery neckerchief]; and ′そαΝけすαΝふそαΝkαΝえぬのΝπαかつiす7 [ólaΝghiáΝólaΝtaΝéhoΝpéxiΝνΝIΝ

played everything]. 

Continuing with some special characteristics, many of which concern both 

εinóres,ΝworthΝmentioning is the ending phrase of the introduction of the song ぉすΝ

しえそiすなΝαπふΝたえちα8 [tiΝthélisΝapóΝménaΝνΝwhatΝdoΝyouΝwantΝfromΝme]έΝThisΝisΝaΝclassicalΝ

rembétikoήlaikóΝshape,ΝfoundΝinΝnumerous songs (Figure 5.5).9  

 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Ti thélis apó ména transcription – CD Track 4 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

ύenerally,ΝtheΝuseΝofΝtripletsΝisΝveryΝcommon,ΝespeciallyΝinΝhasápikoΝsongsέ 

This particular note sequence, put in triplets, is one of the most common cadences in 

                                                 
5 Columbia CG 1533 - DG 6305, recorded in February 1937. 
6 Odeon GO 2607 - GA 1990, recorded in circa October 1936. 
7 HMV 7XGA 3009 - 7PG 3837, recorded in 1969. 
8 HMV OGA 761 - AO 2484, recorded in 1938. 
9 For explanations on the rhythmic patterns of the transcriptions see Chapters 6 and 7. 
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εinóreΝhasápikoΝsongsέΝTheΝcadenceΝisΝcompletedΝwithΝtheΝstandardΝI-V-I note shape 

in eights.  

The song ΦすそふkすたてΝhiちΝえぬiすなΝπすα10 [filótimoΝdhenΝéhisΝpiáΝνΝyouΝdonΤtΝhaveΝanyΝ

moreΝearnestness]ΝincludesΝaΝchromaticΝmovementΝfoundΝinΝεinóreΝcadencesΝΥFigure 

5.6).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.6: Filótimo dhen éhis piá transcription – CD Track 5 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Once again, the final cadence ends with the standard I-V-I shape in eights. It should 

beΝmentionedΝthatΝthisΝparticularΝcadenceΝtypeΝisΝmetΝinΝzeimbékikoΝasΝwellΝasΝinΝ

hasápikoΝsongsέ 

The relationship ofΝtheΝrelativeΝεinóreΝandΝεatzóreΝscalesΝisΝtheΝsameΝasΝinΝ

Western music. The song ΘえそのΝちαΝiかちαすΝ【にとすαせお11 [théloΝnaΝíneΝkiriakíΝνΝIΝwantΝit to 

beΝSunday]ΝusesΝaΝmelodicΝshapeΝfoundΝinΝεinóreΝandΝηusákΝdhrómiΝthatΝleadsΝtoΝtheΝ

relativeΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝΥFigure 5.7). 

 

 

                                                 
10 Parlophone GO 4786 - B. 74279-』, recorded on March 13, 1953. 
11 HMV 7XGA 947 - 7PG 2911, recorded on March 11, 1961. 
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Figure 5.7: Thélo na íne kiriakí transcription – CD Track 6 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

This issue of the co-existenceΝofΝεinóreΝandΝεatzóreΝinΝtheΝsameΝsongΝshouldΝbeΝ

elaborated. There are many songs that give the sense of a modulation from one 

dhrómosΝtoΝtheΝother ΥεinóreΝtoΝεatzóreΝorΝtheΝotherΝwayΝaroundΦέΝTheΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ

modulation results from the Western theory of theΝfunctionΝofΝharmonyέΝTheΝdhrómi,Ν

however, combine the concepts of both West and East, that is, the harmony, the basic 

principles found in minor and major scales and so forth, as well as the idioms of the 

makamsέΝThus,ΝaΝmodulationΝisΝnotΝalwaysΝtheΝcaseΝinΝtheΝdhrómiέΝρΝshortΝphraseΝinΝ

theΝrelativeΝεatzóre,ΝcannotΝbeΝconsideredΝasΝaΝmodulationέΝώowever,ΝthereΝareΝcasesΝ

where Western theory can take effect. For example, the basic thing that I consider 

importantΝtoΝhearΝinΝorderΝtoΝsayΝthatΝthereΝisΝaΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝinsideΝaΝεinóreΝsongΝ

isΝtheΝfifthΝmajorΝchordΝofΝtheΝεatzóreέΝηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝthereΝareΝcasesΝthatΝareΝ

easier to clarify, where, for instance, part of the song (for example, the intro) plays in 

εinóreΝandΝanotherΝpartΝΥchorusΦΝplaysΝinΝεatzóreέΝSomeΝexamplesΝofΝcasesΝwhereΝ

theΝtwoΝdhrómiΝco-exist follow: the song ‒αkjαとうけせα12 [matsarángaΝνΝcheat],ΝapartΝ

from the aforementioned modulation, also includes another very interesting element 

foundΝinΝrembétikoήlaikóέΝThisΝisΝtheΝraisedΝthird found in the intro. Many times, an 

ascendingΝmovementΝtowardsΝtheΝfourthΝdegreeήnoteΝofΝtheΝdhrómosΝreplacesΝitsΝ

natural third with a sharp third. This canΝbeΝconsideredΝanΝidiomΝofΝtheΝεinóreΝ

dhrómosέΝTheΝthirdΝsharpΝnoteΝinΝsuchΝlinesΝplaysΝtheΝroleΝofΝtheΝleadingΝnoteΝtowardsΝ

the fourth (Figure 5.8). 

 

                                                 
12 HMV OGA 1000 - AO 2667, recorded in circa January, 1940. 
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Figure 5.8: Matsaránga transcription – CD Track 7 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Some other examples of songs that include phrases (other extensive and other short) 

inΝtheΝrelativeΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝareκΝ】αとすjすちお13 [larisiníΝνΝwomanΝfromΝδarissa]λΝ

ΓすαkかΝたiΝつへπちさjiなΝπとのか14 [ghiatíΝmeΝxípnisesΝproíΝνΝwhy did you awake me so early]; 

‒iΝπとふhのjiなΝたiΝjせふkのjiな15 [meΝpródhosesΝmeΝskótosesΝνΝyouΝbetrayedΝmeΝyouΝkilledΝ

me]. 

                                                 
13 HMV OGA 1056 - AO 2647, recorded on circa June 10, 1940. 
14 HMV OGA 1367 - AO 2814, recorded on June 4, 1948. 
15 Columbia CG 3491 - DG 7254, recorded on October 30, 1956. 
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 ηneΝcanΝnoticeΝsomeΝspecialΝcasesΝofΝεinóreΝsongsΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝcorpusΝ

of recordings. These cases concern some interesting and rare combinationsΝofΝdhrómiέΝ

For example, the song ぉてΝつilうちkのたα16 [toΝxefándomaΝνΝtheΝbig-time party] and its 

beginningΝutilizeΝnotesΝwhichΝreferΝtoΝtheΝηusákΝdhrómosΝΥFigure 5.9). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: To xefándoma transcription – CD Track 8 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Another special case is the song ΓすαΝたすαΝけにちαかせαΝぬうしさせα17 [ghiáΝmiáΝghinékaΝháthikaΝ

= I was destroyed for a woman] (Figure 5.10). This is one of the few times that 

dhrómosΝKiourdíΝisΝcombinedΝwithΝtheΝεinóre,ΝinsteadΝofΝtheΝηusákΝwhichΝisΝoneΝofΝ

theΝmostΝpopularΝcombinationsΝΥηusákΝandΝKiourdíΦΝevenΝtodayέ 

                                                 
16 Columbia CG 2428 - DG 6735, recorded on August 11, 1948. 
17 HMV OGA 1743 - AO 2984, recorded on March 15, 1951. 
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Figure 5.10: Ghiá miá ghinéka háthika transcription – CD Track 9 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

TheΝmostΝpopularΝcombinationΝofΝtheΝεinóreΝisΝwithΝdhrómosΝώitzázΝΥseeΝ

furtherΝbelowΝregardingΝώitzázΦέΝThereΝis,Νhowever,ΝaΝveryΝsimpleΝexplanationΝforΝthis,Ν

ifΝoneΝconsidersΝtheΝfactΝthatΝaΝώitzázΝtetrachordΝalreadyΝco-existsΝwithΝtheΝεinóreΝ

ArmonikóΝdhrómosΝΥFigure 5.11). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.11μ The construction of dhrómi Hitzáz and εinóre τrmonikó 

 

 

Some examples of songs belonging in this category are: ぇiΝkてへkてΝkてΝπαそすふjπすkて18 [se 

toútoΝtoΝpalióspitoΝνΝinΝthisΝoldήpoorΝhouse]λΝ【そαたえちさΝおとしiなΝたすαΝくとαhすう19 [klaméniΝ

írthesΝmiáΝvradhiáΝνΝyouΝcameΝoneΝnightΝweeping]λΝぇkとほjiΝたてにΝちαΝせてすたさしほ20 [stróseΝ

                                                 
18 Columbia CG 2799 - DG 6900, recorded on April 5, 1951. 
19 Columbia CG 2487 - DG 6761, recorded on January 7, 1949. 
20 HMV OGA 1670 - AO 2964, recorded on September 12, 1950. 
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moúΝnaΝkimithóΝ= make the bed for me to sleep]; and ‒iΝπおとiΝkてΝつさたえとのたαΝjkてになΝ

hとふたてにな21 [me píreΝtoΝximéromaΝstoúsΝdhrómousΝνΝtheΝdawnΝfoundΝmeΝinΝtheΝstreets]έ 

ρnotherΝcommonΝphenomenonΝisΝtheΝswiftΝfromΝεinóreΝtoΝεatzóre,ΝbasedΝonΝ

the same tonality. The song ]π‟ kさΝたうちαΝたてにΝhすのけたえちてな22 [ap‟ΝtiΝmánaΝmoúΝ

dhioghménosΝνΝrejectedΝbyΝmyΝmother]ΝisΝone of those cases (Figure 5.12). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.12: Ap’ ti mána moú dhioghménos transcription – CD Track 10 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

The unique element of this modulation is that it occurs unprepared, that is, without 

any particular chordal sequence which would show that a modulation is about to 

happen. Other song examples from the same category are: ΓへとちαΝたふちてなΝたiなΝjkさΝ

ちへぬkα23 [ghírnaΝmónosΝmesΝstiΝníhtaΝνΝstrollΝaloneΝinΝtheΝnight]λΝぉてΝπとのかΝたiΝkさΝ

hとてjてへそα24 [toΝproíΝmeΝtiΝdhrosoúlaΝνΝinΝtheΝmorningΝwithΝtheΝdew]λΝand 〈ふそkαΝたえjαΝ

jkさちΝ《そそうhα25 [vóltaΝmesaΝstinΝeládhaΝνΝstrollΝinΝύreece]έ 
                                                 
21 Columbia CG 2758 - DG 6904, recorded on November 30, 1950. 
22 Odeon GO 4050 - GA 7475, recorded on November 23, 1948. 
23 Columbia CG 2199 - DG 6619, recorded on November 18, 1946. 
24 Columbia CG 2161 - DG 6598, recorded on June 15, 1946. 
25 Odeon GO 4655 - GA 7670, recorded on April 16, 1952. 
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A general idiom, deriving from the makams as well as from Byzantine music 

is the raised fourthΝdegreeέΝThisΝlinks,ΝasΝmentionedΝearlier,ΝtoΝdhrómosΝζiavéndΝbutΝitΝ

alsoΝworksΝasΝaΝgravitation,ΝnotΝonlyΝinΝεinóres,ΝbutΝinΝotherΝdhrómi,ΝtooέΝInΝmelodicΝ

lines where the phrase revolves around the fifth degree, it (the fifth) tends to pull the 

peripheral notes, that is, the fourth and the sixth. The song 《jへΝπてにΝたiΝつiたにうそすjiな26 

[esíΝpoúΝmeΝxemiálisesΝνΝyouΝthatΝyouΝenchantΝme]ΝcontainsΝaΝmelodicΝphraseΝwithΝ

this idiom (Figure 5.13). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.13: Esí poú me xemiálises transcription – CD Track 11 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other songs with the same characteristic are: Γiすkふちすjjα27 [ghitónisaΝνΝneighbour]; 

and ぉて kとiそてせふとすkjて28 [toΝtrelokóritsoΝνΝtheΝcrazyΝgirl]έ 

A similar case concerns the seventh degree, too. The seventh tends to pull the 

sixth in melodies that revolve around the former. The song ‒てちkえとちiなΝせαすΝたαけせかkすjiなΝ

]しさちαかすjiな29 [mondérnesΝkeΝmangítisesΝathinéisesΝνΝmodernΝandΝcoolΝρthenianΝ

women] is one of these cases (Figure 5.14).  

 

 

                                                 
26 Columbia CG 2866 - DG 6940, recorded on October 13, 1951. 
27 Parlophone GO 2640 - B. 21897, recorded in late 1936. 
28 Odeon GO 2906 - GA 7095, recorded on February 10, 1938, 
29 CBS 83406, recorded in 1978. 
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Figure 5.14: Mondérnes ke mangítises athinéises transcription – CD Track 12 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Usually, this particular melodic shape is accompanied by a first degree major chord 

which changes from its original minor form. This happens because in most cases these 

types of melodic shapes lead to the fourth degree/chord (like a modulation to the 

subdominant). 

 Finally, Figure 5.15,ΝaccordingΝtoΝtheΝdatabase‟sΝfindings,ΝshowsΝtheΝchordsΝ

usedΝinΝeachΝoneΝofΝtheΝtwoΝεinóreΝtypes,ΝasΝwellΝasΝinΝdhrómosΝζiavénd (only the 

chords written below the notes are used).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.15μ Chords used in εinóre ζatural, εinóre τrmonikó and ζiavénd 
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Dhrómos εatzóre [Μαkζóρε – Major] 

The problem found in the term „matzóre‟ (from Western major) is similar to that of 

the „minóre‟. However, things look clearer and easier to comprehend in this case, 

because there are not so many makamsΝandΝdhrómiΝcloseΝto thisΝparticularΝdhrómos,Νin 

contrast to theΝεinóreΝcaseέΝSomeΝύreeksΝtendΝtoΝequalΝdhrómosΝεatzóreΝwithΝ

makam RastέΝTheΝanalysisΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusic,Νhowever,ΝledΝmeΝtoΝseparateΝdhrómosΝ

εatzóreΝfromΝdhrómosΝRastέΝFigure 5.16 showsΝdhrómosΝεatzóre,Νdhrómos Rast and 

makam Rast. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.16μ Dhrómos εatzóre, dhrómos Rast, makam Rast 

 

 

ρsΝoneΝcanΝobserveΝinΝtheΝaboveΝfigure,ΝdhrómosΝRastΝtendsΝtoΝlowersΝitsΝseventhΝ

degree in descending melodiesέΝTheΝreasonΝforΝthisΝseparationΝbetweenΝdhrómosΝ

εatzóreΝandΝdhrómosΝRastΝΥcontraryΝtoΝtheΝaforementionedΝtendencyΝofΝsomeΝύreekΝ

musiciansΦΝisΝsimplyΝtheΝfactΝthatΝaΝgreatΝpartΝofΝTsitsánisΝcompositionsΝΥasΝwellΝasΝ

other songwriters, too) is wholly based onΝwhatΝIΝchoseΝtoΝcallΝdhrómosΝεatzóreέΝInΝ

other words, these songs do not utilize the lower VII degree, found in descending 

melodies, but they wholly utilize the Western type major scale. A separation of that 

kind was considered to be critical in order to point out the difference in the VII degree 
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of such songs. Moreover, there were some other elements which suggested this 

separation, such as the difference between the dominant notes used in songs totally 

basedΝonΝεatzóreΝwithΝthoseΝbasedΝonΝRastέΝ 

Some idiomaticΝcharacteristicsΝofΝdhrómosΝεatzóreΝfollowέΝτespiteΝtheΝ

aforementionedΝseparationΝofΝtheΝtwoΝdhrómi,ΝmanyΝofΝtheΝidiomsΝpresentedΝbelowΝareΝ

trueΝforΝbothΝdhrómi,Νshowing,ΝinΝthisΝway,ΝtheΝcloseΝrelationshipΝbetweenΝthem,ΝasΝ

well as (importantly) the way the Western major scale was Hellenized in order to suit 

toΝlaikóΝstandardsΝandΝneedsέΝρfterΝall,ΝthisΝis one more sign of the syncretic music 

producedΝinΝύreeceΝduringΝtheΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝera,ΝwhenΝtheseΝtwoΝmusicalΝ

traditions (Western and Eastern) were mixed together. 

In many cases, the fifth degree pulls the fourth in melodies where the fifth is a 

dominant note. The song ぁ ぉαせαkこかlαな30 [oΝtakatzífasΝνΝmaleΝname]ΝisΝoneΝexampleΝ

that depicts this idiom (Figure 5.17).31 

 

 

 
Figure 5.17: O takatzífas transcription – CD Track 13 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

In the song ΦかちαΝしαΝkさちΝπiとちうたi32 [fínaΝthaΝtinΝpernámeΝνΝweΝwillΝbeΝcool]ΝoneΝcanΝ

notice the idiomatic behaviour of the peripheral of some dominant notes. The A flat, 

C and E flat notes – which is the triad of the first degree chord – pull the notes next to 

them (Figure 5.18). 

 

                                                 
30 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5238 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
31 See also song ‒αこか jてに iけほ πてに kα „たπそiつα [mazíΝsoúΝeghóΝpoúΝtáΝΤblexaΝνΝIΝmixedΝwithΝyou],ΝηdeonΝ

GO 3423 - GA 7254, recorded in early 1940. 
32 Columbia CG 2068 - DG 6547, recorded in June 1940. 
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Figure 5.18: Fína tha tin pernáme transcription – CD Track 14 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

As can be noticed in Figure 5.16,ΝthereΝisΝaΝminóreΝpentachordΝstartingΝonΝtheΝsecondΝ

degreeΝofΝtheΝmatzóreέΝρΝline,ΝsometimesΝshortΝandΝsometimesΝextended,ΝbasedΝonΝthisΝ

minóreΝpentachordΝisΝaΝveryΝusualΝphenomenonΝinΝεatzóreΝsongsέΝThereΝareΝcasesΝ

whereΝtheΝsecondΝdegreeΝminorΝchordΝcomesΝ„unprepared‟,ΝthatΝis,ΝwithoutΝlisteningΝtoΝ

the sixth degree major chord (which functions as the fifth of the second), whereas 

there are cases when it does sound and thus, the sense of a complete kind of 

modulation is given. In any case, the passages in this minóreΝpentachordΝshouldΝbeΝ

consideredΝasΝanΝidiomΝofΝtheΝεatzóreΝdhrómos,ΝratherΝthanΝaΝmodulationΝtoΝtheΝ

secondΝdegreeΝεinóreΝdhrómosέΝρnΝexampleΝisΝtheΝsong ‒‟ΝえちαちΝπすせとふΝαちαjkiちαけたふ33 

[m‟ΝénanΝpikróΝanastenaghmóΝνΝwithΝaΝbitterΝsigh]ΝΥFigure 5.19). 

 

 

                                                 
33 His Master's Voice OGA 1129 - AO 2695, recorded on October 27/28, 1940. 
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Figure 5.19: M' énan pikró anastenaghmó transcription – CD Track 15 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

It should be mentioned that this particular chordal sequence, that is, I+ // IV+ // VI+ 

(V+ of the II-) // II-, is, on the one hand, a very common phenomenon within 

Tsitsánis‟sΝrepertoireΝand,ΝonΝtheΝother,ΝclearlyΝshowsΝtheΝinfluenceΝofΝWestern music 

withinΝlaikóΝmusicalΝstyleέΝAnother song example is ‒iなΝjkさちΝ]しおちα34 [mes stin 

athínaΝνΝinsideΝρthens]έΝInΝpost-war recordings, the sequence of the I+ // II- in 

εatzóreΝsongsΝisΝaΝ„must‟ΝinΝTsitsanisΤsΝsongsέΝεoreover,ΝitΝisΝfromΝnowΝonΝinΝmostΝ

cases with preparation, that is, with the VI major chord before the II minor. A special 

case is the song ぉjαとせかkjα35 [tsarkítsaΝνΝlittleΝstroll]έΝInterestingly,ΝtheΝvoiceΝsingsΝtheΝ

F natural note in order to modulate to A minor (Figure 5.20). Furthermore, it is 

perhaps the only timeΝinΝaΝεatzóreΝsongΝthatΝtheΝVΝmajorΝchordΝisΝnotΝplayedΝatΝallέ 

                                                 
34 HMV OGA 1708 - AO 2977, recorded on November 14, 1950. 
35 CBS 83406, recorded in 1978. 
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Figure 5.20: Tsarkítsa transcription – CD Track 16 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other song examples with this sequence are: ぁ παちkとiたえちてな36 [oΝpandreménos = the 

married man]; ぇkiとちふΝたてにΝけそにせてぬうとαたα37 [sternóΝmoúΝghlikoháramaΝνΝmyΝlastΝ

twilight]; ΓすてとkうこiすなΝjおたiとα38 [ghiortázisΝsímeraΝνΝyouΝcelebrateΝtoday]λΝand ょすそおΝ

くとてぬおΝjkαΝたうkすαΝjてに39 [psilíΝvrohíΝstaΝmátiaΝsoúΝνΝraindrops in your eyes]. 

 Similarly to the caseΝdescribedΝabove,ΝthereΝisΝanotherΝεinóreΝpentachordΝ

withinΝtheΝεatzóreΝdhrómosΝwhichΝstartsΝonΝtheΝsixthΝdegreeέΝTheΝscaleΝthatΝisΝ

constructed from the sixth degree is no other than what is known in Western music as 

the relative minor. Once again, there are cases that this VI minor chord comes 

prepared, that is, after the III major chord which functions as the fifth of the sixth, and 

some other where it comes unprepared. An example is the song ]せふたαΝせαすΝjkさちΝ

せふそαjさ40 [akómaΝkeΝstinΝkólasiΝνΝevenΝinΝhell]ΝΥFigure 5.21). 

 

 

                                                 
36 Odeon GO 4239 - GA 7509, recorded on October 27, 1949. 
37 HMV OGA 2798 - AO 5516, recorded on November 20, 1958. 
38 Columbia CG 3702 - DG 7351, recorded on November 16, 1957. 
39 HMV 7XGA 2936 - 7PG 3797, recorded in 1968. 
40 Columbia CG 3689 - DG 7350, recorded on November 5, 1957. 
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Figure 5.21: Akóma ke stin kólasi transcription – CD Track 17 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other song examples are: 【αkαとαたえちさΝつiちさkiすう41 [kataraméniΝxenitiáΝνΝcursedΝforeignΝ

lands]; and ぉてΝπてkうたす42 [toΝpotámiΝνΝtheΝriver]έΝWorthΝnotingΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝinΝthisΝ

song ΥtoΝpotámiΦ, both the minor and major third degree chords are used, something 

that is special and strange, andΝperhapsΝsignifiesΝtheΝmodernizationΝofΝlaikóΝstyleέ 

 δetΝusΝexamineΝnowΝsomeΝcasesΝthatΝconcernΝtheΝcadencesΝinΝεatzóreΝ

dhrómosέΝTheΝsongΝぁ たうけせαなΝせうちiすΝhにてΝhてにそiすえな43 [oΝmángas kániΝdhióΝdhouliésΝνΝtheΝ

crafty person has two jobs] includes aΝclassicalΝmelodicΝshapeΝinΝεatzóreΝcadencesΝ

(Figure 5.22). 

 

                                                 
41 His Master's Voice OGA 2705 - AO 5483, recorded on May 22, 1958. 
42 Columbia 7XCG 1176 - SCDG 3025, recorded in 1961. 
43 HMV 7XGA 3538 - 7PG 8050, recorded in 1971. 
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Figure 5.22: τ mángas káni dhió dhouliés transcription – CD Track 18 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Another interesting case with regard to cadences is the song ‒すαΝそiくえちkすjjαΝせてπえそα44 

[miáΝlevéndisaΝkopélaΝνΝaΝfeisty girl] (Figure 5.23).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.23: Miá levéndisa kopéla transcription – CD Track 19 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

The melody in the voice ends with the third degree ofΝtheΝdhrómos,ΝaΝcharacteristicΝ

thatΝrepresentsΝtheΝbondsΝbetweenΝtheΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝmakams, since this particular 

cadence (in the third degree) shows the existence of a modal concept in this particular 

song (makam Rast occasionally uses the same melodic model/cadence, too). 

 A special, as well as interesting, case is the song 〈とうjiΝkさΝとてへたπαΝkαΝjてにかけせ45 

[vráseΝtiΝroúmbaΝtaΝsouíngΝνΝhangΝrumbaΝandΝswing]ΝΥFigure 5.24).  

 

                                                 
44 HMV 7XGA 3010 - 7PG 3824, recorded in 1969. 
45 Odeon GO 3673 - GA 7354, recorded on October 31, 1946. 
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Figure 5.24: Vráse ti roúmba ta souíng transcription – CD Track 20 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

This is one of the few times (if not the only time) that the sequence of the following 

chordsΝappearsΝinΝtheΝεatzóreΝdhrómosκΝI+ΝήήΝII- // III- // IV+ // V+. In other words, 

one by one, all the chords from the first to the fifth degree are played in order to lead 

toΝtheΝcommonΝcadenceΝofΝtheΝεatzóreέΝThisΝcaseΝisΝalsoΝspecialΝifΝoneΝstudiesΝtheΝ

music of Mikis Theodorakis,ΝoneΝofΝύreece‟sΝmostΝpopularΝcomposersέΝTheodorakisΝ

often uses this sequence in his music, something that gives birth to questions 

regarding the influence ofΝrembétikoΝmusicΝon contemporary composers who, 

unquestionably,ΝbasedΝtheirΝcompositionΝstyleΝonΝrembétikoΝstandardsέ Figure 5.25 is a 

photographΝofΝTsitsánisΝandΝTheodorakis,Νwho,ΝaccordingΝtoΝTsitsánis‟sΝson,ΝwereΝ

good friends. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.25μ Vasílis Tsitsánis and εikis Theodorakis (photograph given by Kóstas Tsitsánis) 
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 Finally, Figure 5.26 representsΝtheΝchordsΝusedΝinΝdhrómosΝεatzóreέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.26μ Chords used in dhrómos εatzóre 

 

 

Dhrómos Hitzáz [Χすkζάζ – Hicâz] 
Surprisingly,ΝandΝatΝtheΝsameΝtimeΝcuriously,ΝdhrómosΝώitzázΝholds,ΝalongΝwithΝ

dhrómos εatzóre,ΝtheΝsecondΝplaceΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝchoicesέΝθerhaps,ΝtheΝexplanationΝ

forΝthisΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝdhrómosΝώitzázΝΥor,ΝmoreΝcorrectly,ΝaΝmodeΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝ

urbanΝdhrómosΝώitzázΦΝwasΝalreadyΝpartΝofΝtheΝrural-traditional repertoire.46 DhrómosΝ

ώitzázΝisΝveryΝpopularΝwithinΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝsongwriters,ΝevenΝtodayέΝThisΝisΝoneΝ

ofΝtheΝdhrómiΝthatΝcorrespondsΝtoΝits namesake makam, that is, makam ώicâzΝΥFigure 

5.27). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.27μ Dhrómos Hitzáz and makam Hicâz 

 

 

                                                 
46 See, for example, song: ぁ αたうとαちkてな [oΝamárandosΝνΝtheΝamaranth],ΝaΝsongΝinΝγήδΝtsámikosΝrhythmΝ

originatedΝinΝStereáΝregionέ 
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Figure 5.28 showsΝaΝveryΝcommonΝidiomΝofΝdhrómosΝώitzázΝwhichΝisΝtheΝcombinationΝ

ofΝtheΝώitzázΝtetrachordΝwithΝtheΝεatzóreΝpentachord,ΝeitherΝbelowΝorΝabove the 

former‟sΝtetrachordέ 

 

 
Figure 5.28μ The matzóre pentachord idiom in dhrómos Hitzáz 

 

 

This idiomatic movement derives from the original form of makam ώicâzέΝρsΝshownΝ

in Figure 5.28, in its ascending movement, makam ώicâzΝcreatesΝaΝύΝRastΝpentachordΝ

(G to D, below the tonalΦέΝTheΝ„reconstructed‟ΝversionΝofΝtheΝmakam inΝitsΝdhrómosΝ

form,Ν„preferred‟ΝtoΝcreateΝtheΝscaleΝwithΝaΝflatΝinΝtheΝsixthΝdegreeΝ(B flat) and use the 

upper pentachord (G to D΄ΦΝwithoutΝtheΝflatΝΥthatΝis,ΝasΝaΝRastΝorΝεatzóreΝpentachordΦΝ

as an idiomatic movement. An example of this popular combination is the song ぁ 

てにとαちふなΝえぬiすΝたαにとかjiす47 [oΝouranósΝéhiΝmavrísiΝνΝtheΝskyΝhasΝdarkened]ΝΥFigure 5.29). 

 

 

                                                 
47 HMV OGA 1800 - AO 5028, recorded on October 13, 1951. 
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Figure 5.29: τ ouranós éhi mavrísi transcription – CD Track 21 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other examples are: ‒πとうくてΝたπてにこてへせすΝたてに48 [bravo bouzouki moúΝνΝbravoΝmyΝ

bouzouki]; ΓすαΝkαΝたうkすαΝπΤΝαけαπほ49 [ghiáΝtaΝmátiaΝp‟ΝaghapóΝνΝforΝtheΝeyesΝthatΝIΝ

love]; ぃαかつkiΝたπてにこてへせすα50 [péxteΝbouzoúkiaΝνΝplayΝbouzoukis]λΝand ╉そαΝふπのなΝiかjαす51 

[élaΝóposΝíseΝνΝcomeΝasΝyouΝare]έ 

ThisΝ„instability‟ΝofΝtheΝupperΝtetrachord,ΝnotΝonlyΝofΝdhrómosΝώitzázΝbut of 

otherΝdhrómiΝtoo,Νcreates idiomatic gravitations. The sixth degree, for example, 

sounds sometimes natural, and sometimes flat, depending on the movement of the 

melody. For instance, in the song ぃとてつiちiへてにちΝkてΝぇkαたうkさ52 [proxenévounΝtoΝstamátiΝ

= they want to get Stamatis married], whichΝisΝinΝόΝώitzáz,Νwhen the melody is 

ascending, the D note is natural, whereas the melody is descending, D is with a flat 

(Figure 5.30).  

 

 
                                                 
48 Columbia CG 2779 - DG 6924, recorded on December 16, 1950. 
49 Columbia CG 2535 - DG 6786, recorded on October 31, 1949. 
50 Odeon GO 4835 - GA 7737 and GA 7740, recorded on August 24, 1953. 
51 Odeon GO 4912 - GA 7765, recorded on February 10, 1954. 
52 Odeon GO 3421 - GA 7248, recorded in early 1940. 
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Figure 5.30: Proxenévoun to stamáti transcription – CD Track 22 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

The same idiom is also obvious in the song 《つiせかちさjαΝえちαΝくとうhに53 [exekínisaΝénaΝ

vrádhiΝνΝIΝsetΝoffΝoneΝnight]έΝTheΝsongΝisΝinΝσΝώitzázέΝWhen the melody reaches note 

B flat, the A is natural, and then, when the melody descends, note A is with a flat. 

 Continuing with some special characteristics of dhrómosΝώitzáz,ΝworthΝ

mentioning is the case of the VII degree minor chord which, almost always, functions 

as the preparation chord for the cadence in the I degree major chord. Similarly to the 

case examined before regarding the preparation of the II minor chordΝofΝdhrómosΝ

εatzóre,ΝtheΝVIIΝminorΝchordΝofΝdhrómosΝώitzáz,ΝmanyΝtimes,ΝcomesΝpreparedΝbyΝtheΝ

IVΝmajorΝchordΝofΝtheΝdhrómosέΝTheΝsongΝぁ ちてすせてせへとさな54 [oΝnikokírisΝνΝtheΝfamilyΝ

man] is a song where the IV major chord sounds before the VII minor (Figure 5.31). 

 

 

                                                 
53 Columbia CG 2984 - DG 6998, recorded in 1952. 
54 HMV OGA 1629 - AO 2939, recorded on June 7, 1950. 
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Figure 5.31: τ nikokíris transcription – CD Track 23 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other songs with the same characteristic are: ぃαかつiΝゅとおjkてΝkてΝたπてにこてへせす55 [péxeΝ

hrístoΝtoΝbouzouki = Chris play the bouzouki]; and ぃiしαかちのΝけすαΝkてΝhかせすてΝたてに56 

[pethénoΝghiáΝtoΝdhíkioΝmoúΝνΝIΝdieΝforΝmyΝright]έ 

 Turning now to some special (and rare) cases, the song ‒αぬαとαちお57 [maharaníΝ

= Maharanee] contains an interesting innovation forΝtheΝnormsΝofΝώitzázΝchordal 

sequences (Figure 5.32). 

 

 

                                                 
55 HMV OGA 1523 - AO 2890, recorded on December 6, 1949. 
56 Columbia CG 3691 - DG 7393, recorded on November 5, 1957. 
57 HMV OGA 2981 - AO 5608, recorded on January 26, 1960. 
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Figure 5.32: Maharaní transcription – CD Track 24 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

TheΝρΝminorΝΥfifthΝdegreeΝminorΦΝisΝveryΝrare,ΝfoundΝaΝfewΝtimesΝinΝtheΝώitzázΝsongsΝ

ofΝTsitsánisέΝTheΝύΝfollowsΝΥfourthΝdegreeΦ,ΝwhichΝhasΝbecomeΝaΝmajorΝinΝorderΝtoΝ

lead to C minor (seventh degree), a case which has been mentioned above. 

 Finally, Figure 5.33 showsΝtheΝchordsΝusedΝinΝdhrómosΝώitzázέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.33μ Chords used in dhrómos Hitzáz 

 

 

Dhrómos Hitzaskiár [Χすkζαjせすάρ – Hicâzkâr] 
τhrómosΝώitzaskiárΝisΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝdhrómosΝώitzázέΝεanyΝidiomsΝandΝcharacteristicsΝ

are similar between these twoΝdhrómiέΝFigure 5.34 representsΝdhrómosΝώitzaskiárΝandΝ

makam ώicâzkârέ 
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Figure 5.34μ Dhrómos Hitzaskiár and makam Hicâzkâr 

 

 

By adding a sharp to note G (fourth degree), the so-calledΝbyΝrembétesΝぃiすとαすほkすせてなΝ

[pireótikosΝνΝfromΝθiraeus]ΝdhrómosΝisΝmadeέΝFigure 5.35 representsΝdhrómosΝ

θireótikosΝandΝitsΝcorrespondent,Νmakam ZengüleliΝSûznakέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.35μ Dhrómos θireótikos and makam Zengüleli Sûznak 

 

 

ItΝshouldΝbeΝmentionedΝthatΝTsitsánisΝneverΝusedΝdhrómosΝθireótikos,ΝexceptΝforΝtheΝ

song mavromáta ΥseeΝfurtherΝbelowΦ,ΝwhichΝisΝnotΝtotallyΝbasedΝonΝθireótikos,ΝbutΝ

thereΝareΝelementsΝofΝtheΝdhrómosέΝTsitsánisΝalsoΝrecordedΝthreeΝtaxímiaΝwhichΝutilizeΝ

dhrómosΝθireótikosΝinΝ1ιθίέ 
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 ηccasionally,ΝώitzaskiárΝrevokesΝtheΝflatΝfromΝitsΝsecondΝdegreeΝaboveΝtheΝ

octave. The song ΘαΝくとのΝたすαΝうそそさΝたiΝせαとhすう58 [thaΝvroΝmiáΝáliΝmeΝkardhiáΝνΝIΤllΝfindΝ

another one with a heart] contains this idiomatic behaviour (Figure 5.36). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.36: Tha vro miá áli me kardhiá transcription – CD Track 25 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Noteworthy is the D flat that appears in measure seven in the above transcription. 

This is a veryΝcommonΝgravitationΝinΝbothΝώitzázΝandΝώitzaskiárΝdhrómiέΝInΝmelodicΝ

shapes like this, the fourth degree pulls the fifth (D flat in this case). Both idioms 

above, that is, the second natural above the octave and the gravitation of the fifth from 

the fourth are found in the song ぃすせとふなΝΥしαΦΝiかちαすΝてΝπふちてなΝたてに59 [pikrósΝΥthaΦΝíneΝoΝ

pónosΝmoúΝνΝmyΝpainΝΥwillΝbeΦΝisΝbitter]ΝΥFigure 5.37). 

 

                                                 
58 HMV OGA 1057 - AO 2666, recorded on June 11, 1940. 
59 Odeon GO 2613 - GA 1990, recorded in circa October 1936. 
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Figure 5.37: Pikrós (tha) íne o pónos moú transcription – CD Track 26 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Initially, it is noteworthy the way this melody finishes in measure two. This particular 

shape, V (sixteen) // I // V // I (eights), is considered a classical cadenceΝinΝzeimbékikoΝ

songs. 

As has been already mentioned within this and the previous chapter, the 

introduction of harmony can be seen to have complicated theΝdhrómiΝandΝtheirΝ

recognition within the compositions. The co-existenceΝofΝdhrómiΝώitzázΝandΝ

ώitzaskiárΝisΝaΝgoodΝexampleΝof this mix and its results. The critical issue for the 

understandingΝofΝtheΝuseΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝisΝwhetherΝtheΝperson who analyzes the songs 

does so by taking into account the movement of the melody alone60 or the 

combination of the melody and the harmony. For instance, if one observes the last 

transcription‟sΝmelodicΝmovementΝinΝtheΝfirstΝmeasureΝΥFigure 5.37), it will be seen 

thatΝtheΝmelodyΝisΝclearlyΝbasedΝonΝdhrómosΝώitzaskiárέΝώowever,ΝtheΝτΝminorΝchordΝ

that sounds in the fifth beat cannot belong to the sphereΝofΝώitzaskiárΝdueΝtoΝtheΝτΝ

naturalΝnoteΝΥVIIΝnaturalΝandΝnotΝVIIΝsharpΝasΝinΝώitzaskiárΦέΝThis is perhaps the 

difference betweenΝtheΝtheoreticalΝstructureΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝandΝthatΝofΝtheΝmakams. 

There are plenty of examples of such cases: ΦうちkαこiなΝjαちΝπとすけせさπえjjα61 [fándazesΝ

sanΝpringipésaΝνΝyouΝlookedΝlikeΝaΝprincess]λΝぇkさΝこのおΝたてにΝえぬのΝkふjてΝπそさけのしiか62 [sti 

                                                 
60 Makams do not employ harmony. 
61 Odeon GO 3588 - GA 7322, recorded in circa October, 1940. 
62 Columbia CG 2670 - DG 6855, recorded on June 13, 1950. 
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zoíΝmoúΝéhoΝtósoΝplighothíΝνΝIΝhaveΝbeenΝhurtΝinΝmyΝlife]λΝand 〈けうそiΝkさΝたうjせα63 

[vgháleΝtiΝmáskaΝνΝtakeΝoffΝtheΝmask]έ 

On the other hand, there are cases that show that the guitarist was at least 

awareΝofΝtheΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝmakams, as, for example, in the song 〉にてΝぬとふちすαΝ

j΄αけαπほ64 [dhióΝhróniaΝs‟ΝaghapóΝνΝIΝhave been loving you for two years]. The chords 

used by the guitarist attest this claim, for he does not use the natural seventh minor 

chord (C minor) at all. Instead, he chooses to play either the major fifth or the major 

secondΝwhichΝdoΝnotΝ„falsify‟ΝtheΝsoundΝofΝώitzaskiárέ 

 In terms of the mixtures of dhrómiΝsimilarΝtoΝώitzaskiár,ΝtheΝsong ΓすαΝjえちαΝ

つiちにぬkほ65 [ghiáΝsénaΝxenihtóΝνΝIΝstayΝawakeΝat night for you] is a very special case 

(Figure 5.38). The intro starts with the upper tetrachord. If there was not the C minor 

chord in the third bar, then the melody could have been considered as belonging in the 

sphereΝofΝώitzaskiárέΝεoreover,ΝthereΝisΝaΝmovementΝwhichΝsoundsΝlike a modulation 

toΝύΝεinóreΝutilizingΝtheΝτηΝmajorΝchordΝwhenΝtheΝvoiceΝsingsΝtheΝσΝnaturalΝ

(something that can be regarded as an idiom), while the cadence sounds as if it is in 

εatzóreΝΥVΝmajorΝchordΦέ 

 

 

                                                 
63 HMV OGA 1583 - AO 2919, recorded on February 25, 1950. 
64 Odeon GO 3062 - GA 7139, recorded on June 14, 1938. 
65 Columbia CG 1670 - DG 6344, recorded in December, 1937. 
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Figure 5.38: Ghiá séna xenihtó transcription – CD Track 27 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

 The next lines show some very common cadence techniques. The most 

popular of them, with regardΝtoΝhasápikoΝsongs,ΝisΝtheΝI-V-I note shape played in 

eights. For example, the song ‒αにとてたうkαΝΥぃiとαかαΝせαすΝ‒てjぬうkてΦ66 [mavromátaΝΥperéaΝ

keΝmoshátoΝνΝblack-eyed woman (Piraeus and Moshato)] (Figure 5.39). 

 

 

                                                 
66 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5235 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
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Figure 5.39: Mavromáta transcription – CD Track 28 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other song examples are: ぁ たうけせαなΝkてにΝけそにせてへΝちiとてへ67 [oΝmángas toúΝghlikoúΝneroúΝνΝ

the sweet water's buster]; and ぉさなΝたπαたπえjαなΝkてΝけそにせふΝlすそか68 [tisΝbabésasΝtoΝghlikóΝfilíΝ

= the sneaky woman‟sΝsweetΝkiss]έ 

 Another note/chord progression of the cadences is the I-II -I sequence. For 

example, the song ぉてΝ„ぬのΝとかつiすΝjkてΝつiちへぬkす69 [toΝ„hoΝríxiΝstoΝxeníhtiΝνΝIΝstartedΝsittingΝ

up all night] (Figure 5.40). 

  

 

 
Figure 5.40: To 'ho ríxi sto xeníhti transcription – CD Track 29 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other song examples containing the same melodic shape in the cadences are: ぉαΝ

くそえπのΝjせてkiすちう70 [taΝvlépoΝskotináΝνΝIΝseeΝthemΝdark]λΝ′kαちΝしαΝjたかつiすなΝたΤΝαにkふちΝπてにΝしΤΝ

                                                 
67 Parlophone GO 4092 - B. 74151, recorded on February 21, 1949. 
68 Odeon GO 3850 - GA 7416, recorded on October 31, 1947. 
69 HMV OGA 2061 - AO 5150, recorded in November 1953. 
70 Parlophone GO 4732 - 〈. 74271-』, recorded on November 22, 1952. 
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αけαπおjiすな71 [ótanΝthaΝsmíxisΝm‟ΝaftonΝpoúΝth‟ΝaghapísisΝνΝwhenΝyouΝgetΝtogetherΝwithΝ

the one you'll love]; and 『 けにちαかせαΝふkαちΝlへけiす72 [iΝghinékaΝótanΝfíghiΝνΝwhenΝtheΝ

woman leaves]. 

 Finally, Figure 5.41 showsΝtheΝchordsΝusedΝinΝdhrómosΝώitzaskiárέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.41μ Chords used in dhrómos Hitzaskiár 

 

 

Dhrómos ηusák [Ουjάせ - Uşşak] 

τhrómosΝηusákΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝdhrómiΝinΝlaikóΝstyleέΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝ

εγΝsongsΝinΝdhrómosΝηusákέΝεoreover,ΝthereΝareΝfiveΝsongsΝthatΝincludeΝelementsΝofΝ

ηusákΝwithoutΝitΝbeingΝtheΝpredominant dhrómosέΝεanyΝofΝηusák‟sΝmostΝcommonΝ

characteristics have already been examined in the previous chapter. The following 

lines contain some song examples illustrating someΝofΝtheΝdhrómos‟Νidiomsέ 

 Regarding the instability of the second and the sixth degrees, one good 

example which attests to this is the song ‒iそαぬとてすちおΝせてπえそα73 [melahriníΝkopélaΝνΝ

brunette girl] and its very first line (Figure 5.42).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.42: Melahriní kopéla transcription – CD Track 30 (Tsitsánis) 

                                                 
71 HMV 7XGA 3001 - 7PG 3825, recorded in 1969. 
72 HMV 7XGA 2787 - 7PG 3729, recorded in 1967. 
73 Odeon GO 3309 - GA 7222, recorded on June 7, 1939. 
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One can see theΝwayΝnotesΝσΝandΝόΝsoundΝsometimesΝnaturalΝΥthatΝis,ΝinΝtheirΝηusákΝ

position) and sometimes raised by a semitone. There are plenty of songs that include 

this instability. For example: 《jへΝけそにせすうΝたてにΝたふちて74 [esíΝghlikiáΝmoúΝmónoΝνΝonlyΝyouΝ

my sweetie]; and 〉さそさkおとすてΝjkさΝlそえくα75 [dhilitírioΝstiΝflévaΝνΝpoisonΝinΝvein]έΝThisΝ

issueΝregardingΝtheΝinstabilityΝofΝtheΝsecondΝdegreeΝisΝexaminedΝbyΝZannosκΝ„theΝkeyΝ

problem of the diatonic species is a very old one: the position of the degree segah 

(vou). […]ΝToday,ΝsomeΝschoolsΝpreferΝaΝhigherΝposition,ΝsomeΝaΝlowerΝoneλΝ[…]Ν

Normally, musicians use both degrees, changing from one to the other according to 

theΝneedsΝofΝtheΝmelody‟ΝΥ1ιιίκΝεβ-3).76  

 ρnotherΝveryΝpopularΝidiomΝofΝdhrómosΝηusákΝisΝitsΝcombinationΝwithΝtheΝ

MatzóreΝdhrómosΝonΝtheΝthirdΝdegreeΝofΝtheΝformerέΝIfΝoneΝobservesΝtheΝscaleΝofΝ

dhrómosΝηusák,Νone can seeΝthatΝthereΝisΝaΝεatzóreΝpentachordΝstartingΝonΝtheΝthirdΝ

degree (Figure 5.43). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.43μ εatzóre pentachord in ηusák 

 

 

In the case where theΝflatΝfromΝtheΝsecondΝdegreeΝisΝrevoked,ΝweΝgetΝaΝwholeΝεatzóreΝ

scaleΝfromΝtheΝthirdΝdegreeΝΥόΝtoΝό΄ΦέΝTheΝsongΝ]そうΝぉてへとせαΝぬふとiねえΝたてに77 [aláΝToúrkaΝ

hórepséΝmoúΝνΝdanceΝforΝmeΝalaΝTurka]Νis an example that shows this movement in 

theΝthirdΝdegreeΝεatzóreΝpentachordΝΥFigure 5.44). Moreover, it is noteworthy that 

this particular song includes the previous idiom, too, that is, the instability of the 

second degree. 

 

 

                                                 
74 HMV 7XGA 1857 - 7PG 3361, recorded on February 4, 1964. 
75 CBS 83406, recorded in 1978. 
76 Regarding the intonation in Arab music, see (Scott 1993). 
77 HMV OGA 2580 - AO 5417, recorded on August 20, 1957. 
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Figure 5.44: Ala toúrka hórepse moú transcription – CD Track 31 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

ηneΝcanΝobserveΝthatΝηusákΝusesΝtheΝsameΝmelodicΝshapeΝΥmeasureΝfourΦΝtoΝmoveΝ

fromΝdhrómosΝηusákΝtoΝdhrómosΝεatzóreΝinΝtheΝthirdΝdegree,ΝasΝinΝdhrómosΝεinóreΝ

that has been examined before. Other song examples are: ‒αこかΝたてにΝhiちΝkαすとすうこiすな78 

[εazíΝmoúΝdhenΝteriázisΝνΝweΝdonΤtΝsuitΝeachΝother]λΝand ]ちうしiたαΝjkさちΝてたてとlすうΝjてに79 

[anáthemaΝstinΝomorfiáΝsoúΝνΝdamnΝyourΝbeauty]έ 

Continuing to Ousák‟sΝcharacteristics,ΝanotherΝcommonΝphenomenonΝisΝaΝ

movement and temporary establishment on the fifth degree. The chord played on this 

beat,ΝthatΝis,ΝaΝVΝminor,ΝgivesΝtheΝsenseΝofΝtheΝconnectionΝofΝeitherΝtwoΝηusákΝ

pentachords,ΝorΝofΝanΝηusákΝandΝaΝεinóre, one from D to A notes, and the other from 

ρΝtoΝE΄ΝnotesέΝηbviously,ΝwhatΝtheΝsecondΝΥupperΦΝpentachordΝwillΝlookΝlikeΝdependsΝ

on whether the melody contains a flat sixth or a natural sixth degree (see Figure 5.45). 

It should be mentioned that this particular sound became more popular after the 

1ιζίs,ΝnotΝonlyΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrepertoire,ΝbutΝwithinΝlaikóΝstyleΝinΝgeneralέΝTheΝ

song ぉすΝせすΝαちΝこてへjαたiΝたαこか80 [tiΝkiΝanΝzoúsameΝmazíΝνΝwhatΤsΝtheΝpointΝofΝusΝlivingΝ

                                                 
78 Columbia CG 2191 - DG 6617, recorded on November 9, 1946. 
79 HMV 7XGA 2138 - 7PG 3445, recorded on October 29, 1964. 
80 HMV 7XGA 2573 - 7PG 3615, recorded on September 13, 1966. 
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together] is an example of this temporary establishment on the fifth degree (Figure 

5.45). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.45: Ti ki an zoúsame mazí transcription – CD Track 32 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Other song examples are: ‒αせとすうΝたてにΝijへΝhiちΝせうちiすな81 [makriáΝmoúΝesíΝdhenΝkánisΝνΝ

you can't live away from me]; ]けαπほΝせαすΝπてちほΝΥhにjkにぬほなΦ82 [aghapóΝkeΝponóΝ

ΥdhistihósΦΝνΝIΝloveΝandΝIΝsufferΝΥunfortunatelyΦ]λΝand 《jへΝけそにせすうΝたてにΝたふちて83 [esíΝ

ghlikiáΝmoúΝmónoΝνΝonlyΝyouΝmyΝsweetie]έ 

 Another extremely popular combinationΝisΝtheΝcombinationΝbetweenΝdhrómiΝ

ηusákΝandΝKiourdíέ84 The song ぃiとすπそαちほたiちさΝこのお85 [periplanómeniΝzoíΝνΝdrifterΝ

life] is an example of this combination (Figure 5.46). 

 

 
                                                 
81 HMV 7XGA 1958 - 7PG 3376, recorded on March 31, 1964. 
82 HMV 7XGA 2204 - 7PG 3506, recorded on February 18, 1965. 
83 HMV 7XGA 1857 - 7PG 3361, recorded on February 4, 1964. 
84 With KiourdíΝIΝreferΝtoΝwhatΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝmeanΝwhenΝtheyΝuseΝtheΝtermΝKiourdíέΝTheΝissueΝ

of wrong terminology used on their part is examined at the beginning of Chapter 4. 
85 Melody MG 25, recorded on June 3, 1954. 
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Figure 5.46: Periplanómeni zoí transcription – CD Track 33 (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

TheΝmelodiesΝinΝKiourdíΝwithinΝanΝηusákΝsongΝareΝaccompaniedΝbyΝaΝthirdΝdegreeΝ

minor chord. A very usual as well as traditional behaviourΝofΝmelodiesΝinΝKiourdíΝ

(which also derives from makam tradition) is the glide from the fifth note to its lower 

position, that is, the flat fifth. One can also observe ΥinΝperiplanómeniΝzoíΦΝthat 

anotherΝpopularΝidiomΝofΝηusákΝisΝstillΝpresent, which is the instability of the second 

degree. Other songs that make use of this combination are: ╋jのなΝαへとすて86 [ísosΝávrioΝνΝ

perhaps tomorrow]; and ΓすαΝちαΝjiΝせうちのΝうちしとのπて87 [ghiáΝnaΝseΝkánoΝánthropoΝνΝinΝ

order to make you a good person].  

 Finally, Figure 5.47 shows the chords used inΝdhrómosΝηusákέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.47μ Chords used in dhrómos ηusák 

 

 

                                                 
86 HMV OGA 2717 - AO 5497, recorded on June 3, 1958. 
87 Odeon GO 5028 - GA 7809, recorded on November 24, 1954. 
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Dhrómi Houzám and Segiáh [Χοにζうた – Hüzzâm and ぇiγせすうぬ – 

Segâh] 
τhrómiΝώouzámΝandΝSegiáhΝareΝusuallyΝconfusedΝbyΝύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansέΝItΝisΝvery 

common to call every song ώouzámΝthat utilizes a lower tetrachord as shown in 

Figure 5.48, Staff 1.88 

 

 

 
Figure 5.48μ Dhrómos Houzám and makam Hüzzâm 

 

 

Possibly, theΝreasonΝforΝthisΝconfusionΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝbothΝώouzámΝandΝSegiáhΝ

involve the same lower tetrachord (see Figure 5.50). 

 ThingsΝbecomeΝveryΝconfusingΝwhenΝaΝthirdΝdhrómosΝisΝtakenΝintoΝ

considerationέΝThisΝisΝdhrómosΝSuzinákέΝεany times,ΝSuzinák‟sΝcadencesΝoccurΝinΝtheΝ

thirdΝdegreeέΝςyΝdoingΝso,ΝaΝsenseΝofΝeitherΝaΝώouzámΝorΝaΝSegiáhΝmelodyΝisΝcreated,Ν

for the two latter also have cadences in the third. Moreover, the upper tetrachord of 

dhrómosΝSuzinákΝandΝdhrómosΝώouzámΝareΝtheΝsame, and thus, another problem 

arises, for one cannot say for sure if a melody that sounds in this particular tetrachord 

belongsΝinΝeitherΝdhrómiΝ– not to mention that some melodies may even sound like 

ώitzaskiár,ΝtooέΝFigure 5.49 representsΝdhrómosΝSuzinákΝandΝmakamΝSûzinâkέ 

 

 

                                                 
88 For an in-depthΝexaminationΝandΝanalysisΝofΝdhrómosΝώouzámΝseeΝθennanen‟sΝ„theΝdevelopment,Ν

interpretation,ΝandΝchangeΝofΝdromosΝώouzamΝinΝύreekΝrebetikaΝmusic‟ΝΥ1ιιικΝβγ-65). 
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Figure 5.49μ Dhrómos Souzinák and makam Sûzinâk 

 

 

Finally, Figure 5.50 representsΝtheΝchordsΝusedΝinΝdhrómiΝώouzám,ΝSegiáhΝandΝ

Suzinákέ 

 

 

 
Figure 5.50μ Chords in dhrómi Houzám, Segiáh and Souzinák 

 

 

Statistics: Number of Recordings by Dhrómos 
The statistics (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.51) verify, ultimately, all the claims about 

Tsitsánis‟sΝworkΝandΝtheΝshiftΝtowardsΝharmonizationΝandΝWesternizationέΝ 
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Dhrómos Number of recordings
Minóre Natural 111
Matzóre 102

Hitzáz 102
Minóre Armonikó 83
Ousák 53
Equal Mix 47
Rast 15
Hitzaskiár 12
Segiáh 10
Sousinák 8
Niavénd 5
Housám 3
Nikríz 2
Kiourdí 1  
Table 5.1: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by dhrómos 

 

 

 
Figure 5.51: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by dhrómos 
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τhrómosΝεinóreΝandΝεatzóreΝholdΝtheΝtwoΝdominantΝplacesΝwithΝregardΝtoΝhowΝmanyΝ

songsΝusedΝthemΝasΝtheirΝleadingΝdhrómiέΝIfΝoneΝtakesΝintoΝconsiderationΝtheΝfactΝthatΝ

4εΝsongsΝinΝεinóreΝρrmonikó,ΝβθΝinΝεinóreΝζaturalΝandΝβηΝinΝεatzóreΝΥ1ίίΝinΝtotalΦΝ

areΝinΝhasápikoΝrhythm,ΝthenΝtheΝrealisticΝimportanceΝofΝtheΝso-called kandádha songs 

ofΝTsitsánisΝwillΝbeΝclearέΝInΝotherΝwords,Ν1ίίΝsongsΝoutΝofΝtheΝβιζΝthat utilize these 

threeΝdhrómi,ΝthatΝis,Νone-third,ΝareΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝnewΝsongΝstyle, which is one of the 

mostΝseriousΝreasonsΝforΝtheΝstyle‟sΝdevelopment and broader admission (regarding 

the kandádha see Chapter 1). 

The following chapters (6 and 7) deal with the popular rhythms that constitute 

aΝproblemΝsimilarΝtoΝthatΝanalyzedΝinΝthisΝandΝtheΝpreviousΝchapter,ΝthatΝofΝlaikóΝ

dhrómiέΝThisΝproblemΝisΝonceΝmoreΝcloselyΝconnectedΝtoΝtheΝlimitedΝexistenceΝofΝ

musicological studies, as well as to the confusing oral tradition ofΝύreekΝlaikóΝ

musicians. In the case of research that deals to a great extent with the musicological 

aspectΝofΝaΝworkΝandΝmoreΝspecificallyΝwithΝitsΝanalysis,ΝtheΝproblemsΝofΝlaikóΝdhrómiΝ

and rhythms (that is, the problems of a huge amount of elements of the music itself) 

are in fact extremely arduous. Something that needs to be clarified is that, according 

to my research findings, the examination of rhythms, especially in cultures such as the 

one under examination where rhythm is synonymous to dance, cannot be covered in 

all of its perspectives unless dance research is involved.
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Chapter 6  

ύreek δaikó Rhythms in the Songs of Vasílis Tsitsánisμ θresentation 

and Analysis from Selected Examples  

 

General Comments on the Rhythmic Patterns 

The first section of this chapter includes some general guidelines and comments on 

the rhythmic patterns. These will help and prepare the reader to understand how they 

should use these patterns, and what they aspire to depict. 

It should be clarified that the patterns that follow are typical ways of 

performingΝtheΝlaikóΝrhythmsέΝInΝmanyΝcases,ΝandΝmostlyΝbecauseΝweΝareΝdealing with 

a popular musical style which is mainly based on oral tradition, the musicians tend to 

improvise and, therefore, they choose various ways of interpreting the rhythms. For 

instance,ΝinΝmostΝcasesΝofΝtheΝzeimbékiko,ΝtheΝbaghlamásΝplaysΝtheΝpartΝofΝaΝ

rhythmical instrument by playing the chords in eights. However, occasionally, it can 

be heard playing melodic lines and even parts of intros, as for example in songs 

]けαπほΝたすαΝπαちkとiたえちさ1 [aghapóΝmiáΝpandreméniΝνΝIΝloveΝaΝmarriedΝwoman]ΝandΝ

【αkαとαたえちさΝつiちさkiすう2 [kataraméniΝxenitiáΝνΝcursedΝforeignΝlands]έΝTheΝonlyΝ

indispensable instrument is the guitar. Apart from that (and, of course the bouzouki), 

all the others are subordinate instruments and do not always take part in the band. My 

greatest concern here is to demonstrate, especially to someone unfamiliar with Greek 

rhythms, the ways of their interpretations by showing the beats or, as they are often 

called by Greek musicians, kαΝぬkにπおたαkα [taΝhtipímataΝνΝtheΝhits],ΝwritingΝeither bass 

notes or chords. Another aim is to illustrate how the musicians that took part in the 

recordings performed these rhythms. It is worth noting that the patterns were created 

by me after listening and examining each and every available commercial recording 

byΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέΝ 

At this point, I should highlight the importance of the role of the guitar within 

the entire genre. The たπαjてせかしαとてΝ[basokítharoΝνΝbassΝguitar],ΝasΝitΝisΝoftenΝcalled by 

Greek musicians, can be considered as the backbone of the entire genre, especially 

with regard to the way the rhythms were modeled and formed. The guitar, apart from 

                                                 
1 Odeon GO 3420 - GA 7254, recorded on December 4, 1939. 
2 HMV OGA 2705 - AO 5483, recorded on May 22, 1958. 
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its harmony-providing role, makes use of melodic lines played in its bass section (see 

further below).3 These are the called by Greek musicians, たπαjてけとαたたえな 

[basoghramésΝνΝbásoΝΥbassΦΝ+ΝghramésΝΥlinesΦ]έΝρfterΝall,ΝtheΝsmallest,ΝyetΝadequateΝ

band type that can fully interpret the style of the genre consists of the bouzouki 

(melody) and the Spanish bass-guitar (rhythm). Also very popular were the so-called 

byΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝせすしαとふちすαΝ[kitharónia = little guitars] which look like 

Flamenco guitars, requinto guitars or the ukulele, a small guitar originating in Hawaii. 

However, the type that prevailed was that of the Spanish, classical guitar. The strings 

used by the guitarists, also used today, were metallic (something unusual for a 

Spanish guitar).4 ώowever,ΝasΝώrístosΝSpourdhalákisΝinformsΝus,ΝtheΝalloyΝofΝtheΝoldΝ

metalΝwasΝfarΝdifferentΝthanΝtoday‟s,ΝsomethingΝthatΝhasΝaΝgreat impact on the timbre 

ΥβίίζκΝγ1ΦέΝItΝshouldΝalsoΝbeΝmentionedΝthatΝweΝareΝdiscussingΝrembétikoΝrecordingsΝ

where the guitar had an accompanying role rather than a soloist role. This segregation 

isΝcriticalΝbecauseΝmanyΝcaféΝΥrefugees) and earlyΝrembétiko (Piraeus bouzouki-based) 

songwriters used the guitar as a solo instrument, not just an accompanying 

instrument.5 

The reason I created patterns for foreign rhythms as well, although I could 

have just referred to already published literature on this topic, is that these rhythms 

were adopted by Greek rembétiko-laikóΝmusiciansΝandΝhaveΝbeenΝchangedΝinΝorderΝtoΝ

matchΝύreekΝstandardsΝΥ„laikized‟ΦέΝηbviouslyΝtheΝreasonΝwhy Greek musicians used 

and still use these particular names is not that the rhythm is exactly the same as in 

Latin genres or any other music, but because it is very similar. 

Although the bibliography lacks references to ύreekΝlaikóΝrhythms,ΝύhiórghosΝ

εetalinósΝΥ1ιιιΦΝandΝδeftérisΝθávlouΝΥβίίζΦΝgiveΝgood generalΝideaΝofΝmanyΝlaikóΝ

and traditional Greek rhythms. However, the most valuable information has been 

                                                 
3 ρnéstisΝςarbátsis‟sΝΥβίίθΦΝandΝύhiórghosΝEvangélous‟sΝΥβίίθΦΝbachelorΝthesesΝinvolveΝaΝstylisticΝ

analysis of the orchestra types and especially of the Spanish guitar‟sΝperformanceΝtechniquesέ 
4 There is a Spanish-like guitar in Italy which is also used with metallic strings, known as 

„chitarra battente‟έ 
5 See, for example, songs: ぁへこて ぬαjかな [ouzoΝhasish]ΝbyΝSpírosΝθeristéris, Odeon GA 1791 - GO 2119, 

recorded in 1934; and ぁ ]たiとすせうちてな [oΝamerikánosΝνΝtheΝρmerican]ΝbyΝIákovosΝεondanáris,Ν

Perlophone B 21823 - 101602, recorded in 1935. I should also mention the work ofΝύhiórghosΝ

KatsarósΝΥ1θθθ-1997 [he lived for 109 years!]) who used the guitar as the soloist instrument in his 

songs perhaps more than any other. 
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taken from interviews, consultations, discussions with Greek percussionists (such as 

δeftérisΝθávlouΝandΝStrátosΝSamiótisΝ– see also „Acknowledgements‟) and, above all, 

from personal experience (as a rembétiko-laikóΝmusicianΦέΝηbviously,Νthis chapter 

examines the most popular rhythms (traditional or not) within the genre. This means 

that it does not deal with rhythms with a small number of recordings. 

ρΝ„ς‟ΝorΝ„ςass‟ΝinΝtheΝrhythmicΝpatternsΝrefersΝtoΝaΝsingleΝbassΝnoteΝ– the first 

degreeΝofΝtheΝchordΝplayedΝinΝthatΝparticularΝbeatέΝTheΝ„ςass_V‟ΝΥorΝ„ς_V‟ΦΝrefersΝtoΝ

the fifth degree/note of the chord. The second, smaller staff under the larger one 

shows anΝ alteredΝ versionΝ ofΝ thisΝ particularΝ instrument‟sΝ performanceΝ technique. Of 

course, one should bear in mind that many times the final result can be a combination 

of two or more versionsέΝόinally,Ν theΝ „ύuitar‟Ν impliesΝallΝguitar types that may take 

part in a recording (Spanish, steel-strung acoustic, electric and so forth). The Spanish 

guitarΝΥandΝsomeΝtypesΝofΝtheΝkitharóniaΦΝwasΝexclusively used until 1970s, when the 

steel-strung acoustic guitar also took a placeΝinΝύreekΝlaikóΝbands,ΝwithoutΝtheΝformerΝ

vanishing. 

όollowingΝtheseΝguidelinesΝisΝtheΝpresentationΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝrhythmsΝthemselvesέΝ

The analysis of the rhythms along with references to numerous selected song-

examples constructs a detailed image of how theΝrhythmsΝusedΝwithinΝrembétikoΝandΝ

laikóΝstylesΝevolved and are still evolving.  

 

 

Ζiϊたπえせすせο [Zeimbékiko (Turkishμ Zeybek)] 
TheΝzeimbékikoΝdance rhythm holdsΝaΝprominentΝpositionΝamongstΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

recorded output.6 ρsΝevidencedΝinΝύreekΝdiscography,ΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝwasΝalsoΝtheΝ

most beloved rhythm of every songwriter of the rembétikoΝandΝtheΝlaikóΝeraέΝTheΝfactΝ

thatΝβθεΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝεεδΝcommercialΝrecordings (that is, 51.8 per cent) are in 

theΝzeimbékikoΝfamilyΝisΝofΝthe utmost importance, with regard to the analysis and 

                                                 
6 TheΝ„zeimbékiko‟ΝsectionΝofΝthisΝchapter,ΝalongΝwithΝsomeΝotherΝsmallΝpartsΝfromΝotherΝchapters 

ΥworkingΝasΝintroductoryΝcommentsΦΝwereΝsubmittedΝandΝareΝunderΝreviewΝasΝtheΝarticleΝ„TheΝ

ZeimbékikoΝRhythmΝinΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝRecordingΝσareerΝΥ1ιγζ-1ιθγΦ‟,ΝJournalΝofΝεusicΝResearchΝ

Online. 
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assessment of this specific rhythm.7 TheΝzeimbékiko dance rhythm is considered to be 

one of the most representative characteristics of the cultural identity of modern 

Greeks. It is an example of how acculturation can happen between cultures (Ottoman-

Turkish and Greek).8 It can also depict to what extent culturesΝcanΝ„inter-loan‟ΝandΝ

thenΝ„inter-return‟ΝelementsΝofΝtheirs,ΝcreatingΝinΝtheΝendΝaΝsituationΝwhereΝnobody can 

tellΝwhichΝoneΝgaveΝbirthΝtoΝtheseΝelementsέΝTheΝrouteΝofΝtheΝzeimbékiko,ΝfromΝonceΝ

being an expression of the underworld andΝofΝtheΝ„cosmos‟ΝofΝtheΝrembétisΝtoΝtoday‟sΝ

urban popular dance of every Greek, is something that needs attention and 

examination from several perspectives. The transportation of this rhythm from the 

hashish-dens to luxury venues canΝbeΝcreditedΝΥtoΝaΝgreatΝdegreeΦΝtoΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέΝ

Therefore, the sociological perspective from which one can examine this issue is of 

value and importance. However, as already highlighted before, popular musicology in 

Greece has not shown its will to produce fruits as yet. Perhaps it is now the time for 

another, equally important transportation to happen; one from the luxury venue to 

academia. 

 

 

Παそすふ Ζiϊたπえせすせο [palió = old zeimbékiko] 
WhenΝaΝpieceΝisΝlabelledΝ„oldΝzeimbékiko‟, Greek musicians will be heard to play the 

following rhythmic pattern (Figure 6.1):9 

 

 

                                                 
7 WithΝtheΝtermΝ„zeimbékikoΝfamily‟,ΝapartΝfromΝtheΝthreeΝmajorΝtypes,ΝIΝalsoΝreferΝtoΝkarsilamás,Ν

tsiftetéliΝinΝι-beatΝandΝaptálikoΝzeimbékikoΝrhythmsέ 
8 See also Politis (2005a). 
9 Others, such as Risto Pekka Pennanen (1999: 105) and Peter Manuel (1990: 130-1) choose to call it 

ぇにとすαちふ [SirianóΝνΝfromΝSyrosΝisland]έΝSeeΝalsoΝώolstΝaboutΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝinΝSyrosΝandΝaboutΝ

Vamvakáris who was born and lived there until he moved to Piraeus when he became 12 years old 

(2006: 41). 
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Figure 6.1μ ηld zeimbékiko rhythmic pattern 

 

 

The rhythmic structure ofΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝconsists of a pair of identical 4/4s, plus 

an extra quarter-note at the end. Otherwise, we can simply think of the structure as 

being 4/4 + 5/4. The alternative version of the guitar (second staff) reveals a tendency 

ofΝtheΝ„oldΝschool‟ΝguitaristsΝtoΝfillΝinΝtheΝrhythmΝwithΝeights,ΝratherΝthanΝplayingΝstrictΝ

„hits‟έΝThisΝisΝobviousΝinΝalmostΝeveryΝrecordingΝuntilΝapproximatelyΝtheΝendΝofΝtheΝ

1950s, when richer instrumentations and more sophisticated and prefixed 

arrangementsΝreplacedΝtheΝ„playingΝfreedom‟ΝofΝtheΝoldΝmusicians,ΝwhichΝΥtheΝplayingΝ

freedom) is definitely worth a thesis. However, the tendency of embellishment has 

been never absent on the part of the accompanying instruments. One of the most 

popular embellishment techniques of the guitarists were the bass-lines created by 

movements from one bass note to another. Figure 6.2 shows an example of this bass-

line technique in a ratherΝ„classical‟Νchordal progression (see below). 
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Figure 6.2: Guitar bass-line technique in old zeimbékiko 

 

 

I refer to this progression as being classical because it is true that in many cases, 

especiallyΝinΝtheΝcaféΝstyleΝperiod,ΝthatΝtheΝsongsΝgiveΝaΝsenseΝofΝbeing arrangements 

rather than compositions, especially in Western contexts; although Lilliestam refers to 

this compositional technique as something that makes use of conventional formulas 

which vary depending on the cultural background of everyone and which are always 

the starting point of the music-making procedure (1996: 203-5). RegardingΝtheΝcaféΝ

tunes, indeed, there were countless traditional tunes which seemed to be part of a big 

„storehouse‟ΝfromΝwhereΝmusiciansΝΥwithΝaΝrather high skill in re-arranging the notes 

andΝtheΝnotes‟ΝvaluesΦΝtendedΝtoΝpickΝthemΝupΝandΝcreateΝsongsΝforΝrecordingέ10 

However, „composing or arranging is like making food. A composition is no new 

invention. You have to take the ingredients that are there, mix them, dare to try new 

things and trust your imagination and feelingΝΥύöteborgs-Posten, 28 December 

1ιιβΦ‟.11 

                                                 
10 See also Morris (1980: 82-3) and Pennanen (1995: 141). 
11 In Lilliestam (1996: 203). 
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Continuing now to Figure 6.2‟sΝexplanations,ΝtheΝ„modal based‟ΝstaffΝofΝtheΝ

score indicates how this particular progression would have been interpreted by a 

guitaristΝofΝtheΝcaféΝera,ΝshowingΝtheΝmodalΝbackgroundΝofΝtheirΝmusic,ΝsinceΝthereΝ

was almost no employment of chordal harmony. The third, smaller staff indicates 

somethingΝquiteΝspecialΝthatΝisΝfoundΝinΝrembétikoΝasΝwellΝasΝinΝtheΝlaikóΝmusicalΝ

style. This is the changed tunings that many musicians, especially the bouzouki 

players, used to use.12 As far as the bouzouki is concerned, these tunings are also 

known as ちkてにこえちすα [ntouzéniaΝΥpluralΦ,ΝntouzéniΝΥsingularΦ]ΝwhichΝisΝanΝexpressionΝ

metΝinΝtheΝslangΝofΝtheΝrembétikoΝpeopleΝandΝsimplyΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝthenΝseveralΝtuningsέΝ

As evidenced in many recordings, this technique was also used (and is still used) by 

guitarists too, because it (the technique) can offer the usage of open strings. Thus, the 

third staff in Figure 6.2 implies that the guitarist may tune the E bass string a tone 

lower and make it a D. Obviously, the changed tuning can also be applied on the first 

staff. 

Figure 6.3 shows a very popular cadence technique/formula (interim and final) 

of the guitar,ΝespeciallyΝofΝtheΝ„oldΝschool‟έ 
 

 

 
Figure 6.3μ ύuitar cadence technique in old zeimbékiko 

 

 

Perhaps thisΝisΝanotherΝelementΝthatΝlinksΝtheΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafésΝwithΝtheΝrembétiko 

style of Piraeus. In most cases, the accompaniment of the refugees‟ΝsongsΝwasΝ

essentially a sort of a bass continuo played by instruments such as the ud, the lute and 

                                                 
12 This is a common phenomenon found in several other traditions such as Rock and Blues (see 

Lilliestam 1996: 203). 
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the Spanish guitar on their bass strings.13 InΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝzeimbékiko,ΝearlyΝ

recordingsΝshowΝthatΝthisΝ„bassΝtechnique‟Νeffectively looked as in Figure 6.4 and 

Figure 6.5. The second measure is a cadence measure which illustrates the similarity 

betweenΝtheΝbassΝtechniqueΝofΝtheΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafésΝandΝtheΝrembétikoέΝWhereΝthereΝ

are two notes in a single beat, it means that the guitarist plays either the top or the 

lowerΝoneέΝSimilarlyΝtoΝoldΝzeimbékiko‟sΝbassΝtechnique,ΝFigure 6.5 illustrates a 

similarΝtechniqueΝusedΝinΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝwhich,ΝjustΝlikeΝtheΝoldΝone,ΝrevealsΝtheΝ

strong bonds between the Ottoman-Turkish musicalΝcultureΝandΝtheΝcaféΝandΝ

rembétikoΝstylesέΝηbviously,ΝinΝmanyΝcasesΝtheΝguitaristsΝusedΝaΝcombinationΝofΝtheΝ

two versions, that is, the V-I (first staff) or the octave technique (second staff). 

Moreover, we shall always bear in mind the changed tuning option, as shown in 

Figure 6.2. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.4μ Bass technique of the music of the cafés (old zeimbékiko) 

 

 

                                                 
13 Peter Manuel wrote on the role of the refugees asΝwellΝasΝtheΝearlyΝrecordingsΝofΝrembétikoΝΥ1ιιίκΝ

129). Risto Pekka Pennanen also discussed several matters of these techniques at several places within 

his thesis (for example, 1999: 68). 
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Figure 6.5μ Bass technique in new zeimbékiko type 

 

 

If we now compare these figures with Figure 6.1 ΥoldΝzeimbékiko‟sΝgeneralΝpatternΦΝ

we will understand how the harmony replaced the modal concept of the 

accompaniment. A representative example would be the case of a very popular song 

entitled ΓすαkかΝlてにたうとのΝせてせα[ちさ [ghiatíΝfoumároΝkokaíniΝνΝwhyΝIΝsmokeΝcocaine]ΝbyΝ

PanaghiótisΝToúndas,ΝoriginallyΝrecordedΝeitherΝbyΝεaríkaΝθolítisa14 orΝbyΝRózaΝ

Eskenázi,15 both, possibly, in 1932. The song can also be found with other titles such 

as ‒‟ΝえたπそiつiΝえちαなΝたふとkさな [m‟ΝémblexeΝénasΝmórtisΝνΝanΝurchinΝgotΝmeΝinΝthis]ΝandΝぁΝ

せてせαはちてπふkさな [oΝkokainopótisΝνΝtheΝcocaine-drinker], since it has been recorded many 

times by numerous singers, old and contemporary. In both original recordings no 

harmony is involved. On the other hand, every following recording involves chordal 

progressions. At this point, it is of crucial importance to mention the multicultural 

natureΝofΝύreece,ΝespeciallyΝinΝtheΝearlyΝrembétikoΝperiodέΝResearchΝonΝsomeΝ

particular key singersΝwhoΝcollaboratedΝwithΝTsitsánisΝandΝotherΝsongwritersΝledΝmeΝtoΝ

some astonishingΝfindingsέΝηneΝofΝtheseΝcasesΝisΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝsingerΝStélaΝώaskílΝ

who was a Sephardic Jew, that is, a Jew from the Iberian Peninsula.16 After some 

rather rough research on Sephardic musical style, I found a song that sounds very 

much like the song examined in the preceding lines. The song is included in the CD 

„Jewish-SpanishΝSongsΝfromΝThessaloniki‟ΝΥbyΝτavidΝSaltiel,Ν1ιιηΦΝandΝitΝisΝentitledΝ

                                                 
14 Columbia WG 376 - DG 279. 
15 Odeon GO 1793 - GA 1624. 
16 εanyΝmajorΝcities,ΝsuchΝasΝThessaloníki,ΝwereΝΥandΝstillΝareΦΝwell-known for the multinational 

constitution of their populations. 
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La cigarrera17 [the tobacco girl] . It is very interesting that both songs are in the 

tsiftetéliΝrhythmέΝWhereas we have the accompaniment of the Spanish guitar playing 

in octavesΝinΝtheΝύreekΝversion,ΝweΝhaveΝaΝtambourineΝ„keeping‟ΝtheΝrhythmicΝδήδΝ

structure in the Jewish-Spanish one. Moreover, the modal structure of both songs 

sounds pretty much the same, and ultimately, even the lyrical context is very similar. 

Nevertheless,ΝtheΝissueΝofΝ„inter-borrowing‟ΝamongstΝculturesΝneedsΝaΝmoreΝin-depth 

examination. Unfortunately, I was not able to find out the recording date and 

originating information regarding the Sephardic version in order to see which is the 

oldest. 

There is also one more song example which seems to depict the musical 

situation of the period. The song is entitled 〈うそiΝたiΝjkさちΝαけせαそすうΝjてにΝ[váleΝmeΝstinΝ

angaliáΝsoúΝνΝputΝmeΝinΝyourΝarms]ΝbyΝVangélisΝθapázoghlouέΝThere are three 

recordings of this song. They all seem, as evidence shows, to have been recorded in 

1934. I must stress that this was a usual phenomenon; many songwriters used to 

record a song twice and even three times. The three singers that sang the song were 

RózaΝEskenázi,18 StelákisΝθerpiniádhis19 andΝεaríkaΝKanaropoúlouέ20 The peculiar 

characteristic of this particular song is the fact that two of the recordings involved 

chordal harmony,ΝwhereasΝtheΝthirdΝoneΝΥθerpiniádhis‟sΦΝdidΝnotέΝInΝthisΝthirdΝversion,Ν

the guitarist either doubles the solo instruments by playing the melodic lines with 

them, or, he accompanies using the bass technique (octave or V-I) I analyzed before. 

These three recordings raise some important questions: was the songwriter undecided 

about what style he should apply to the song? Given that there are other songs with 

the same characteristic, is there a possibility of this being something fashionable at 

this period? That is, recording in both ways? Ultimately, the most important question 

in my mind would be something like: was, by any chance, that period really in 

disarray or in a state of musical flux? Given that there were so many new parameters, 

as regards music in general, would this be something that may have thrown some 

people off their calculations? Some examples: the recording procedure was something 

                                                 
17 Track number six, in the CD by David SaltielΝ„Jewish-Spanish Songs of Thessaloniki‟έΝηrienteΝ

Musik, LC 3592 (1998). 
18 HMV AO 2206 - OGA 168. 
19 Columbia DG 6033 - CG 1014. 
20 Odeon GA 1821 - GO 2171. 
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quite new (we are dealing with 1920s – 1930s) and thus, the entire concept of the 

„musicΝindustry‟ΝwasΝsomethingΝnewέΝTheΝrapidΝmixΝofΝstyles,Νinstruments,Νmusicians, 

customs and human idiosyncrasies would also have created a mess. Greece was 

undergoing modernization as well as the Westernization process, while the refugees 

had just brought with them an almost utterly Eastern cultural background (see 

Pennanen 1999). Not to mention, of course, the political scene of the period: world 

wars, Greek-Turkish war, Greek Junta and so forth. Perhaps, the market and the 

companies, as well as the musicians, wanted to try some things out first, to 

experimentΝwithΝtheΝaudience‟sΝtastesΝandΝpreferences. 

Returning now to the performance techniques, it must be said that it is almost 

impossible for someoneΝtoΝlistenΝtoΝtheΝoldΝschool‟sΝtechniqueΝtoday,ΝevenΝbyΝ

musiciansΝknownΝasΝbeingΝpurelyΝrembétikoΝmusiciansέΝTheΝharmonyΝhasΝclearlyΝ

surpassed the modal-based accompaniment. However, elements of the old school 

technique are still alive in today‟sΝperformanceΝpracticesΝas,ΝforΝexample,ΝareΝtheΝso-

calledΝ„tutti‟ΝΥinΝthe Greek context), where the guitarist, from time to time, changes his 

chordal based accompaniment and doubles the bouzouki or the voice by playing their 

melodic lines, something that was very common in old recordings (regarding these 

„tutti‟ΝseeΝalsoΝpageΝ216). 

It is not only the performance techniques that changed, but also the tempi of 

the songs. However, let us take this story from its beginning. Figure 6.6 examines the 

development of tempo inΝoldΝzeimbékikosΝwithinΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerέΝ

It explicitly shows the transformation of the rhythm from allegro to andante. I should 

clarify that I have calculated the tempo of each of the recordings in order to create the 

most accurate representation I could. Thus, Figure 6.6 (and all other figures that 

containΝtempoΝvaluesΦΝrepresentsΝeveryΝsong‟sΝtempoΝvalueΝinΝchronologicalΝorderΝ

(accordingΝtoΝtheirΝrecordingΝdateΦέΝItΝseemsΝlikeΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékiko was a rather 

moderato and even allegro rhythm (pre-war). This situation changes from the first 

post-war period onwards.  
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Figure 6.6: The development of tempo in old zeimbékiko (Tsitsánis’s recordings) 
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Today, wheneverΝanΝorchestraΝmeansΝtoΝmakeΝaΝsongΝsoundΝ„heavier‟,ΝmoreΝ„serious‟,Ν

more grandiose and add a larger volume in order to give the impression of something 

pompous, they usuallyΝmakeΝuseΝofΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝstyle,ΝcombinedΝwithΝquiteΝaΝ

slow tempo.21 To put it another way, the role and the use of the rhythm have been 

almost reversed. It must be noted that it is hard to find a new song today based on the 

old style, for it is the new type that prevails. 

WeΝshouldΝnotΝforgetΝthatΝaΝpiece‟sΝtempoΝwasΝnotΝstandardΝduringΝtheΝ

recording. Usually, due to the fact that recording technology „demanded‟ΝtheΝbandΝtoΝ

recordΝtogether,ΝwhatΝisΝknownΝasΝ„liveΝrecording‟, the tempo tended to accelerate as 

the recording reached its finale.22  

ThereΝareΝ1ζίΝrecordingsΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoέΝ1δΝofΝtheseΝ

were recorded in the period between 1936 and 1940, that is, from the beginning of 

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecording career until the cessation of recordings due to World War 

2. 114 were recorded from 1946 to 1955, namely when the recording factory was back 

in business after the end of the war and until 1955, when the first release of a 45 rpm 

record took place. 29 songs were recorded between 1956 and 1966, that is, when the 

regime of the colonels and the military junta took place. Finally, three songs were 

recorded between 1967 and 1983. The following graph (Figure 6.7) shows the course 

of theΝnumberΝofΝrecordingsΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝbasedΝonΝtheΝrecording year.  

 

                                                 
21 Pennanen choosesΝtoΝcallΝtheseΝsongsΝ„heavyΝzeimbékikos‟,Νwhich is the translation of the Greek 

phrase used even today, that is, くαとすう こiはたπえせすせα [variáΝzeimbékika]ΝΥθennanenΝ1ιιικΝ11δΦέ 
22 Regarding the impact of recording technology, see Chapter 3. 
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Figure 6.7μ ζumber of Tsitsánis’s recordings in old zeimbékiko by year 
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From 1938 until 1960, that is, for sixteen years (without taking into account the six 

yearsΝofΝcessationΝdueΝtoΝWorldΝWarΝβΦ,ΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékiko is present in every year. 

Moreover, in comparison with the total number of recordings, it seems that it holds a 

dominant place. The rhythm reaches its apogee in 1950 when 31 songs (out of 46) are 

inΝoldΝzeimbékiko,ΝsomethingΝthatΝshowsΝtheΝpreferenceΝofΝtheΝcomposer towards the 

traditionalΝrembétikoΝrhythmsέΝItΝalsoΝshowsΝthatΝheΝ„built‟ΝhisΝso-calledΝ„classicalΝ

repertoire‟ΝusingΝtraditionalΝrhythmsΝasΝhisΝbasicΝtools. Therefore, one has to look to 

theΝotherΝ„ingredients‟ΝofΝhisΝmusicΝinΝorderΝtoΝseeΝtheΝchangesΝthatΝheΝintroducedλΝ

namely the lyrics (see Chapter 8) and the formulation of his melodies. One substance 

of the latter has alreadyΝbeenΝmentioned,ΝtheΝkandádhas. From 1ιζ1ΝuntilΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

death,ΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝappearsΝonlyΝinΝtheΝfollowingΝthreeΝyearsκΝ1ιζι,Ν1ιθίΝandΝ

1983.  

The 1980 song is entitled ぉさなΝせてすちのちかαなΝさΝhすαlてとう23 [tisΝkinoníasΝiΝdhiaforáΝνΝ

the dissimilarity of society] and was initially included in the LP ぉαΝとiたπえkすせαΝkさなΝ

せαkてぬおな [taΝrembétikaΝtisΝkatohísΝνΝtheΝrembétikoΝsongsΝofΝthe period of the 

occupation], sung by George Dalaras. However, as the evidence shows, this was an 

older song that had never been recorded. Since I have mentioned this popular singer, 

itΝshouldΝbeΝnotedΝthatΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrelationshipΝwithΝύeorgeΝτalarasΝisΝinΝneedΝ

of much closer investigation. There are various reasons for their relationship being 

important and interesting for research: Dalaras is often credited for making many old 

songs popular to a broader audience, due to his popularity (in Greece and abroad). 

Moreover, there is much audiovisual material with these two artists rehearsing and 

talking.24 Finally, Dalaras gave a concert-tributeΝtoΝTsitsánisΝΥinΝβίίδΦΝatΝthe famous 

music hall ‒えけαとてΝ‒てにjすせおなΝ]しさちほち [mégharoΝmousikísΝathinón]ΝinΝρthensέΝρpartΝ

from the historical-sociological significance of the event, that is, of taking a musical 

style from once being a synonym with the underworld and the hashish-den to a 

Western style concert hall, there are numerous issues which demand the examination 

from a musicological and artistic perspective, such as the use of a big orchestra, the 

use of a group of bouzouki players instead of the traditional soloist and the 

employment of sophisticated arrangements. However, perhaps the most distinctive 

and new element, for the genre, is the fact that this particular concert was a directed 

                                                 
23 Minos, 7XGO 10302 - MSM 391 / 480056, recorded in 1980. 
24 See Dalaras 2004. 
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theatrical-musical performance, involving artistic aspects which were never used, 

such as a stage director and a stage designer.  

The 1983 song is ぃとすけせさπてたαjkてへとさhiな [pringipomastoúridhesΝνΝaristocratic 

dope-heads].25 Another older version of this song (which is a live performance) was 

recorded in 1978. ThisΝeffacementΝofΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝcanΝbeΝinterpretedΝasΝaΝsignΝ

of the changing preferences of the genre as regards the rhythms used. The corollary of 

these changes would be the decline in the popularity of the traditional popular 

rhythms, here, of the oldΝzeimbékiko. 

 

 

Καすちοへとすο Ζiϊたπえせすせο [kenoúrio = new zeimbékiko] 
Some musicians and scholars have said in discussions I had with them (and this is 

also a general common belief) thatΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékiko,ΝasΝtheΝnameΝimplies, is the 

performingΝstyleΝofΝtheΝzeimbékiko that was used by the musicians of the first 

recording period of the genre, that is, the 1920s - 1930s.26 However, the research has 

shownΝthatΝtheΝnewΝperformingΝstyle,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝwasΝusedΝinΝearlyΝ

Tsitsánis‟sΝΥandΝgenerallyΝearlyΝrembétiko) recordings, too.27 This contrasts with the 

perceptionsΝofΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝwhoΝassertΝthatΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝstyleΝisΝtheΝ

transformation and, in a way, the development of the old one. However, the fact that 

almost all of the early recordings in newΝzeimbékikoΝwereΝrecordedΝinΝaΝfastΝtempo,Ν

mayΝhideΝtheΝkeyΝtoΝunlockingΝtheΝmysteryέΝToΝexplain,ΝtheΝfastΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝ

ΥwhichΝisΝaΝιήδΝrhythmΦΝisΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝtsiftetéliΝrhythmΝΥwhichΝisΝaΝδήδΝrhythmΦ,Ν

with the difference lying in the ninth beat ofΝtheΝzeimbékikoέΝInΝthisΝway,ΝallegroΝ

                                                 
25 Venus-Tzina, SV 75. 
26 όorΝexample,ΝStávrosΝKromídhasΝΥguitaristΦΝinΝaΝdiscussionΝweΝhadΝinΝρprilΝβί1ίΝalsoΝsupportedΝthisΝ

theory. 
27 See, for instance, songs: ぇ' えちαち ちkiせえ jせαとほjαちi Υs‟ΝénanΝdekéΝskarósaneΝνΝtheyΝhatchedΝup into a 

dive), Odeon, GO 2430 - GA 1929, recorded in January or February, 1936; and ぉほとα けにとちうな jkすな 

けiすkてちすえな ΥtóraΝghirnásΝstisΝghitoniésΝνΝyouΝnowΝstrollΝinΝtheΝneighbourhoods), HMV, OGA 920 - AO 

2600, recorded in 1939. 
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songsΝinΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝgiveΝtheΝfeelingΝofΝtheΝtsiftetéliΝrhythmΝΥFigure 6.8. See also 

Figure 6.23).28 

 

 

 
Figure 6.8μ Comparison between the new zeimbékiko and the tsiftetéli rhythms 

 

 

IfΝweΝbearΝinΝmindΝwhatΝIΝhaveΝalreadyΝmentioned,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝ

rhythm consists of two 4/4s plus a single quarter at the end, we will then understand 

that this pairΝofΝδήδsΝisΝtheΝsameΝasΝhavingΝtwoΝbarsΝofΝtsiftetéliέΝIfΝweΝnowΝconsiderΝ

theΝaverageΝtempoΝofΝtheΝtsiftetéli,ΝwhichΝisΝaΝmoderatoΝtoΝallegroΝrhythm,ΝweΝwillΝseeΝ

thatΝaΝfastΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝisΝsimilarΝtoΝaΝtsiftetéli,ΝwithΝtheΝonlyΝdifferenceΝbeingΝtheΝ

ninth beat of the former. After discussing with some percussionist friends, my 

conclusion is that there is no common term which is followed by all of them as a 

general rule. For instance, one of them responded that during his career, he refers to 

these fast zeimbékikosΝasΝnine-beatΝtsiftetélisΝ[iちちすうとさΝΥeniáriΦΝkjすlkikえそすΝΥiちちすうΝνΝ

nineΦ]ΝratherΝthanΝfastΝzeimbékikosέΝInΝaddition,ΝδeftérisΝθávlouΝcallsΝitΝ„zeimbékikoΝ

that reminds you ofΝtsiftetéli‟ΝΥβίίζκΝείΦέΝηneΝcanΝassume,Νthen,ΝthatΝoldΝmusiciansΝ

used to refer to this particular rhythm in a similar way, and this perhaps can be an 

explanation as regards the nomenclature issue. Moreover, other musicians responded 

thatΝtheyΝneverΝevenΝthoughtΝaboutΝthisΝspecialΝconnectionΝbetweenΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝ

and the tsiftetéli, thus, they never thought of a term for these rhythms, that is, whether 

theyΝshouldΝreferΝtoΝthemΝasΝfastΝzeimbékikosΝorΝnine-beatΝtsiftetélisέΝ 

Today‟sΝwronglyΝbasedΝperceptions perhaps signify a problem regarding the 

naming of these two rhythms. Apart from the almost non-existence of research around 
                                                 
28 Song examples: ぁ lそほとてな [oΝflóros = the oriole], HMV OGA 2579 - AO 5413 and AO 5415, 

recorded on July 11, 1957; and ‒てに πおとαち せαす kα とえjkα たてに [moúΝpíranΝkeΝtaΝréstaΝmoúΝνΝtheyΝtookΝmyΝ

change too (idiomatic)], MINOS-EMI (Columbia) 7YCG 5242 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
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these matters in Greece, the lack of knowledge on the part of the musicians can also 

be credited for these problematic situations. The several perceptions that exist among 

them may play a serious role. For example, they may perform a song in old 

zeimbékiko,ΝonlyΝbecauseΝtheyΝknowΝthatΝthisΝspecificΝsongΝwasΝrecordedΝbefore the 

1950s – 1960s. In fact, it is very possible that they have never listened to the first, 

original recording. The contemporary recordings of the same songs have played a 

special role in this situation, too. These have been made either by the composers 

themselves, in an attempt to modernize the songs, or by contemporary singers. In 

many cases, the contemporary recordings surpass the older. A very interesting 

example, relevant to the above situation, which is drawn from my personal 

experience, is the song ‒αこかΝたてにΝhiちΝkαすとすうこiすな29 [mazíΝmoúΝdhenΝteriázisΝνΝyouΝdonΤtΝ

fit me]. I have listened to it in numerous places, as well as been instructed to perform 

it on the music stand accordingΝtoΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝstyleέΝώowever,ΝtheΝoriginal 

recording was made in the new one. Most possibly, the reason that the band (actually, 

the elder musicians are usually those in command on the music stands) decided to 

perform it in this style was the fact that they roughly knew that this was an old 

recording and thus, they presumed that the band should perform it in the old style. 

There are various problems, such as those described in the preceding paragraph, that 

need examination from both sociological and musicological aspects. 

 SimilarlyΝtoΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékiko, there is an additional name for the new one. 

This is the せてlkふΝ[koftóΝνΝabrupt]έΝρΝrhythmicΝpatternΝforΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝtypeΝ

may look like the one that follows (Figure 6.9). In many cases, it seems that the bag-

hlamásΝplays a key role in the way a song sounds. As we can see in both the old and 

the new zeimbékikos,ΝbyΝplayingΝtheΝeighthΝnotes itΝgivesΝaΝsenseΝofΝ„movement‟ΝandΝ

„continuance‟ΝinΝtheΝrhythm,Νwhereas,ΝbyΝplayingΝaΝstrictΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝitΝsignifiesΝ

a rather stricter, more vertical and solid performance. A similar case is the guitar (that 

IΝexaminedΝbeforeΝinΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékiko) which fills the rhythm by playing the eighth 

notes. 

 

 

                                                 
29 Columbia CG 2191 - DG 6617, recorded on November 9, 1946. 
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Figure 6.9: New zeimbékiko rhythmic pattern 

 

 

Figure 6.10 showsΝtheΝtempo‟sΝdevelopmentΝinΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝrecordingsέΝTheΝ

decline in the tempo of the songs recorded from approximately 1954 until mid-1967 is 

more than obvious. 
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Figure 6.10: The development of tempo in new zeimbékiko (Tsitsánis’s recordings) 
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As revealed in the previous graph,ΝtheΝtempoΝinΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝtendsΝtoΝbecomeΝ

slower, as the years pass. However, as mentioned above, the notable period is 1956-

1967. The key element for the understanding of this retardation of the tempo is 

perhaps the new singing style that was introduced in the genre by some rising singer-

stars of this periodέΝSingersΝlikeΝεanólisΝρngelópoulos,ΝStrátosΝτhionisíouΝandΝθóliΝ

θánouΝareΝknown for their melismatic and full-of-embellishment voices. After all, this 

is the period when the establishment of the singer-star began to supersede the, until 

then,Νsongwriter‟sΝstatus. This new singing style needed a new songwriting style 

whichΝwouldΝconsistΝofΝmoreΝcomplicatedΝvocalΝphrasesΝandΝthus,Ν„demand‟ΝaΝslowerΝ

tempoΝinΝorderΝtoΝgiveΝspaceΝtoΝtheΝvoicesΝtoΝ„unfold‟ΝandΝmakeΝuseΝofΝtheirΝaccentedΝ

vibrato and legato. Generally, from this period on, the notion of the team gives its 

place to the notion of the unit, where new performance techniques needed more 

skilled musicians to utilize them. The idea of the virtuoso (whether singer or 

instrumentalist) is clearly the central reference point of the new laikóΝperiodέ 

Notable are some contemporary recordings of old songs, made either by 

TsitsánisΝhimselfΝorΝbyΝotherΝartistsέΝInΝtheseΝrecordings, many musical constituents of 

the original recording have been changed in the contemporary one. The following 

table (Table 6.1) includes some examples of songs originally recorded in old or new 

zeimbékikoΝstyleΝandΝtheΝchangesΝthatΝoccurredΝinΝtheirΝmodernΝversionsέ 

 

 

 

Table 6.1μ Changes found in contemporary recordings of zeimbékiko songs (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Song title First recording Rhythm Tempo Second recording Rhythm Tempo 
‒iなΝjkさちΝπてそそおΝ 
jせてkてへとαΝたてにΝ 
[mesΝstinΝpolíΝ 
skotoúraΝmoúΝνΝ 
in my great trouble] 

HMV  
OGA 851 –  
AO 2540,  
1939 Jan./Feb. 

Old  
zeimbékiko  ≈Ν1ίί 

COLUMBIA  
7XCG 1187 –  
SCDG 3023,  
1961-07-24 

Old  
zeimbékiko  ≈Νεζ 

ぇkとほjiΝたてにΝ 
ちαΝせてすたさしほΝ 
[stróseΝmoúΝ 
na kimithóΝνΝ 
make the bed for me  
to sleep] 

HMV  
OGA 1670 –  
AO 2964,  
1950-09-12 

Old  
zeimbékiko  ≈Νη1 

HMV  
7XGA 949 –  
7PG 2917,  
1961-03-01 

Mixed  
zeimbékiko-2  ≈Νζι 

]ちkすそαそてへちiΝ 
kαΝくてにちうΝ 
[andilaloúneΝ 
taΝvounáΝνΝ 
the mountains echo] 

HMV  
OGA 1788 –  
AO 5009,  
1951-09-01 

Old  
zeimbékiko  ≈Νζι 

HMV EXT  
7EGG 2578,  
1961-12-05 

New  
zeimbékiko  ≈Νζγ 
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59 songs were recordedΝinΝnewΝzeimbékikoέΝTheΝfollowing graph (Figure 6.11) shows 

theΝcourseΝofΝtheΝnumberΝofΝtheΝrecordingsΝinΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝbyΝyearέΝ 
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Figure 6.11μ ζumber of Tsitsánis’s recordings by year in new zeimbékiko 
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As mentioned above, this performance type was already present in the first years of 

Tsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerέΝ1ιδίΝstandsΝoutΝasΝtheΝyearΝwithΝtheΝmostΝrecordingsΝofΝ

this type. DespiteΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝprevailsΝduringΝtheΝcomposer‟sΝfirstΝ

years,ΝnotΝonlyΝoverΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝbutΝalsoΝoverΝallΝrhythms,ΝtheΝnewΝ

zeimbékikoΝisΝtheΝonlyΝoneΝthatΝisΝvirtuallyΝneverΝabsentΝfromΝhisΝdiscographyέΝWhileΝ

theΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝdoesΝnotΝexistΝafterΝ1ιζί,ΝwithΝtheΝonlyΝexceptions being three 

recordings,ΝoneΝinΝ1ιζι,ΝoneΝinΝ1ιθίΝandΝoneΝinΝ1ιθγ,ΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝonΝtheΝ

other hand, seems to be preferred more often, even though it numbers very few 

recordingsέΝThereΝwere,ΝofΝcourse,ΝyearsΝwhenΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝwasΝnotΝused at 

all, with the largest interval being from 1949 until 1952. Its presence, however, is 

evidentΝandΝfrequentΝuntilΝ1ιηιέΝ1ιδίΝisΝtheΝyearΝwhenΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝsurpassesΝ

the old genre greatly, as regards the number of recordings. In contrast with the old 

zeimbékikoΝthatΝnumbersΝonlyΝthreeΝrecordings,ΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝnumbersΝtwelve. 

UntilΝ1ιεη,ΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝisΝinΝanΝinferiorΝpositionΝasΝopposedΝtoΝtheΝoldέΝ

However, from 1958 onwards, when both types number the same amount of 

recordings, it becomes quite clear which of the two is meant to carry on. The years 

1970, 1971, 1973 and 1979 are also interesting. The overall number of recordings is 

veryΝsmallλΝhowever,ΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝisΝstillΝinΝaΝprominent position as in the year 

1970 when it is the only recording made. In 1971 it numbers three out of a total of 

four songs, in 1973 it numbers one out of the two songs that were recorded and 

finally, in 1979 it becomes, once again, the only song that was recorded.  

 

 

Μπiとhiたえちο Ζiϊたπえせすせο [berdheméno = mixed zeimbékiko] 
ρfterΝtheΝexaminationΝofΝtheΝcorpusΝofΝtheΝsongsΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis,Νγ1ΝzeimbékikoΝ

recordings have shown up for which a categorization based on one of the two known 

types (old or new) was thought to be inappropriate. Due to the non-existence of this 

styleΝinΝtheΝbooksΝaboutΝύreekΝlaikóΝrhythmsΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝfactΝthatΝIΝhaveΝneverΝ

heardΝaΝmusicianΝtalkingΝaboutΝthisΝparticularΝstyle,ΝIΝcallΝitΝ„mixedΝzeimbékiko‟έΝ

There are, however, many cases where I have heard or worked with musicians who 

tendΝtoΝplayΝveryΝcloselyΝtoΝthisΝperformingΝstyle,ΝthatΝis,ΝtheΝmixedΝzeimbékiko,ΝonlyΝ

because they are familiar with old recordings such as those we are dealing with. 
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ηneΝtypeΝofΝthisΝmixedΝzeimbékikoΝisΝclearΝonΝrecordings in which the 

orchestra sometimes plays in the old style and sometimes in the new (during the same 

song). From time to time, the orchestra gives the sense of the accidental choice of the 

interpretation style, whereas sometimes it gives the sense of it being conscious, of 

pre-arranged and pre-agreed parts where the musicians play together either in the old 

orΝinΝtheΝnewΝstyleέΝThisΝisΝtheΝmixedΝzeimbékiko number one (m.z.1). 

On other pieces, the guitar, along with the other accompanying instruments 

ΥwhereΝtheyΝexistΦ,ΝplaysΝinΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝstyleΝwhileΝtheΝdoubleΝbass (which 

hadΝonlyΝrecentlyΝbegunΝtoΝtakeΝpartΝinΝtheΝorchestrasΦΝplaysΝinΝtheΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝ

style. In most cases the recordings give the impression of a lack of preparation and 

rehearsal on the part of the musicians, something that has been confirmed by 

EvangelíaΝεargharóni duringΝherΝinterviewέΝThisΝisΝtheΝmixedΝzeimbékikoΝnumberΝ

twoΝΥmέzέβΦέΝThus,ΝtheΝcategoryΝofΝmixedΝzeimbékiko can be divided into two sub-

categories. Worth noticing, yet also strange in this issue, is that none of the scholars, 

who published books about Greek popular music, including references to the rhythms 

as well, wrote about this special category of the zeimbékikoέΝThisΝcategory-type was 

possibly created by accident; the statistics, however, instruct that a further 

examination and analysis is required. The table below (Table 6.2) shows some 

examplesΝofΝsongsΝinΝmixedΝzeimbékikoκ 

 

 

Title  Matrix  Catalogue Recording date M.z. category 
っなΝπふkiΝπすαΝkえkてすαΝこのおΝ 
[osΝpóteΝpiaΝtétiaΝzoíΝνΝforΝhowΝ
long such a life] 

OGA 1266 AO 2761 October 6, 1947 m.z.1 

っなΝπふkiΝてΝたうけせαなΝjてにΝ 
[osΝpóteΝoΝmángas sou = for how 
long your buster] 

GO 4857 B. 74296 October 30, 1953 m.z.1 

╋jのなΝαへとすてΝ 
[ísosΝávrioΝνΝmaybeΝtomorrow] 

OGA 2717 AO 5497 June 3, 1958 m.z.2 

ΘえそのΝちαΝiかちαすΝ【にとすαせおΝ 
[théloΝnaΝíneΝkiriakíΝνΝIΝwantΝit to 
be Sunday] 

7XGA 947 7PG 2911 March 11, 1961 m.z.2 

Table 6.2μ Examples of Tsitsánis’s songs in mixed zeimbékiko 

 

 

I have chosen to analyze two songs as examples, considering them as representative 

illustrationsΝofΝthisΝunexaminedΝzeimbékikoΝperformanceΝtechnique. The first is 
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entitled 《かたαすΝαけふとすΝせαすΝhiちΝせうちiす30 [ímeΝaghóriΝkeΝdhenΝkániΝνΝitΝisn‟tΝrightΝbecauseΝ

I‟mΝaΝboy]έΝTheΝsongΝbelongsΝinΝtheΝfirstΝcategory,ΝwhereΝtheΝorchestraΝplaysΝeitherΝinΝ

the old or new type. This is also the reason that the creation of a rhythmic pattern was 

not necessary. Before analyzing the following figure (Figure 6.12), I should clarify an 

issueΝregardingΝtheΝterminologyΝusedέΝςyΝusingΝtheΝtermΝ„tutti‟ΝΥknownΝfromΝclassicalΝ

music), Greek musicians may indicate that they play all together the same melodic 

line. The meaning, thus, is the same as in Western musicέΝώowever,ΝbyΝ„tutti‟,ΝtheyΝ

may also refer to a part that is played only by part of the orchestra, usually by the 

main accompanying instruments, that is, the guitar and the double bass. In terms of 

the first song examined, I should initially say that a further development of such an 

illustration, which can be derived after taking full advantage of the capabilities of 

technology, can produce much more detailed representations of a song.31 For 

example, with the appropriate computer software today we can examine the vibrato of 

theΝsingersΝinΝtheΝrembétikoΝrecordingsέΝεoreover,ΝweΝcanΝexamineΝtheΝdynamics of 

the instruments that took part in the recording.  

I chose this song primarily because it can be considered as being the definition 

ofΝaΝcomplexΝzeimbékikoΝthatΝcombinesΝvariousΝcharacteristicsέΝόirstΝofΝall,ΝtheΝsongΝ

beginsΝwithΝaΝtaxími,ΝaΝcharacteristicΝofΝTsitsánisΝmostlyΝfound in his old recordings 

(especially in the pre-war years of 1936-1940), now brought back again in 1958. 

EvidenceΝsuggestsΝclearlyΝthatΝtheΝbandΝdidΝnotΝ„decide‟ΝwhatΝzeimbékiko type it 

would use until the second verse onwards. The first intro is in old zeimbékiko while 

the second is divided: the first ten seconds are in new, whereas the remaining six are 

in old. The first verse is very complex. A better term would be the term used by many 

Greek musicians, which is くとほたすせてなΝおぬてな [vrómikosΝíhos],ΝthatΝis,Ν„dirtyΝsound‟έΝItΝ

gives the sense that the bouzouki triesΝtoΝ„establish‟ΝtheΝnewΝtype,ΝbutΝtheΝguitar is not 

followingκΝitΝplaysΝeitherΝinΝtheΝoldΝorΝ„tutti‟έΝTheΝfirstΝtimeΝthatΝtheΝnewΝtypeΝbecomesΝ

clear is in the first refrain and there is when the song, due to its fast tempo ( ≈Ν1βγΦ,Ν

gives the sense of a nine-beat tsiftetéliέΝόromΝthatΝpointΝon,ΝexceptΝfromΝtheΝsecondΝ

part of the second intro that I have already mentioned above, the song is in new 

zeimbékikoέΝώowever,ΝbeforeΝtheΝfinale,ΝitΝgivesΝanotherΝ„modern‟Νcharacteristic 

                                                 
30 Columbia CG 3726 - DG 7394, recorded on January 23, 1958. 
31 Regarding the exploitation of computer software and generally of technology seeΝ„Singer 

IdentificationΝinΝRembetikoΝεusic‟ (Holzapfel and Stylianou, n.d.). 
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found in the genre from this period onwards. Modern productions wanted the refrain 

to be played twice in the end, having either a small instrumental part, or half intro 

before it, and this is what happens in this particular song as well.32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
32 In terms of the development in the structure of the songs see also Chapter 8. 
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Figure 6.12: ‘Ime aghóri ke dhen káni rhythmic development (Tsitsánis song) 
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My second analysis focuses on the song entitled ぉてΝたπとすけすうち33 [toΝbrighiánΝνΝ

the brilliantine]έΝTheΝsongΝbelongsΝinΝtheΝsecondΝtypeΝofΝmixedΝzeimbékikoέΝώowever,Ν

the reason I chose it is that it seems to be well prepared and rehearsed (that is, the 

ensemble sounds tight), despite the fact that songs in this category, as I said, generally 

give the sense of a lack of preparation, due to the different hits by the double bass.34 

As shown in Figure 6.13, a differentΝ„hit‟ΝbyΝtheΝdoubleΝbassΝcanΝ„ruin‟ΝtheΝstructureΝof 

the rhythm as well as create a confused,Ν„dirty‟ΝsoundέΝIfΝweΝalsoΝtakeΝintoΝ

consideration the fact of the rapid adding of many new (for the genre) instruments, 

suchΝasΝtheΝdrumsΝandΝpercussion,ΝweΝcanΝimagineΝtheΝ„bizarre‟ΝsituationΝandΝtheΝ

„weird‟ΝsoundΝthatΝwasΝproduced,ΝuntilΝtheΝnewΝinstrumentsΝwouldΝfindΝaΝ„correct‟,Ν

well-suited performance technique. The fact that this particular song, in contrast to the 

majority of the songs in this category, gives the sense of a well rehearsed song 

ΥalthoughΝtheΝdoubleΝbassΝstillΝplaysΝinΝbetweenΝtheΝhitsΝofΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΦΝmayΝ

imply that this particular mixed type had become an establishment in this period. I can 

also suspect that the double bass players were trying to form and establish a technique 

ofΝplayingΝύreekΝlaikóΝrhythmsέΝWeΝshouldΝnotΝforgetΝthatΝtheseΝparticularΝrhythmsΝ

could possibly have been completely unknown to them, due to the nature of the 

instrument (the double bass) and the repertoires of various musical styles, other than 

laikó,ΝthatΝtheyΝusedΝtoΝplayέΝThisΝcanΝbeΝalsoΝtheΝreasonΝthatΝtheΝrecordingsΝofΝtheΝ

earlyΝ„bassΝperiod‟ΝΥearlyΝ1ιζίsΦΝofΝotherΝnewΝandΝforeignΝΥforΝtheΝgenreΦΝrhythmsΝthatΝ

became part of the repertoire, such as the guaracha and the rumba, sounded better, or, 

at least, more standardΝandΝ„tight‟ΝthanΝtheΝzeimbékikosέΝItΝisΝquiteΝpossibleΝthatΝtheΝ

double bass players were trained in Jazz or Latin American or even in Classical music 

and, thus, they found these foreign rhythms (guaracha and rumba), although 

„laikized‟, closer to the essence of their own music or, simply, easier to perform – to 

„putΝthemΝintoΝtheirΝinstruments‟έΝ 

ηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝandΝaccordingΝtoΝεargharóni‟sΝcommentsΝtoΝme,ΝoneΝhasΝto 

try to imagine this period: these people (the musicians) used to work on the music 

                                                 
33 HMV 7XGA 12717 - PG 3067, recorded on December 9, 1961. 
34 For an example of non well -preparedΝmixedΝzeimbékiko-2 songs, see ぇせかji k' αちほちにたて けとうたたα [skíseΝ

tΤΝanónimoΝghrámaΝνΝtearΝtheΝanonymousΝletter],ΝώεVΝηXύρΝθγ1Ν- 7PG 2858, recorded on January 5, 

1960. 
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stands for many hours and until very late at night (or more correctly, until early in the 

morning) and, consequently, they had to rest during the day. It would have been quite 

hard for them to find free time for rehearsals and recording sessions. Margharóni,ΝasΝ

wellΝasΝKóstasΝθapadhópoulosΝwhoΝtookΝpartΝasΝaΝbouzouki player in many of 

Tsitsánis‟sΝrecordings, and whom I also interviewed,35 stated that many times that 

songwriters used to take their bands from their work venues straight to the studio in 

theΝmorningέΝςearingΝinΝmindΝallΝtheΝabove,ΝtheΝ„erratic‟ΝsoundΝofΝtheΝmixedΝ

zeimbékikosΝwasΝprobablyΝtheΝleastΝadverseΝeffectΝofΝtheΝmusiciansΝcircumstances.  

ReturningΝnowΝtoΝtheΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝmixedΝzeimbékiko,ΝFigure 6.13 shows a 

typical performance technique ofΝmixedΝzeimbékiko-2. Following (Figure 6.14) is a 

graph that shows the number of recordings made in both types of mixed-zeimbékikoέ 

 

 

 
Figure 6.13μ εixed zeimbékiko-2 rhythmic pattern 

 

                                                 
35 TheΝinterviewΝwithΝθapadhópoulosΝwasΝcontactedΝinΝJuneΝβί1ίέ 
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My analysis of the statistics show that 31 songs are based on the aforementioned 

rhythmic type (Figure 6.15 and Table 7.1: Number of Tsitsánis‟sΝrecordings by 

rhythm‟ in the next chapterΦέΝItΝisΝclearΝthatΝtheΝmixedΝzeimbékiko-1, although 

numbering fewer recordings than the second, appears more frequently. In fact, it 

should not be considered as something special and different than the two known types 

(the old and the new), because it is merely a combination of them. Provided that the 

guitarist alone was responsible for the rhythmic form of the song, due to the fact that 

it was only he who had a rhythmical role in the band (before the introduction of new 

instruments), it is rather possible that the output of the recording, from its rhythmical 

side,ΝwasΝleftΝtoΝtheΝguitarist‟sΝimagination. It is highly likely that he decided to play a 

fewΝbarsΝinΝnewΝandΝothersΝinΝoldΝzeimbékiko,Νaccording to his musical instincts. 

However, the exact reason/s which made him (the guitarist) not play these particular 

songsΝinΝonlyΝoneΝzeimbékikoΝstyleΝΥasΝtheyΝdidΝinΝtheΝmajorityΝofΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝ

recordings) is something which needs further research. In any case, other factors must 

not be forgotten, such as the sociological side of music and the technology, which, 

often, play a vital role in forming and changing fundamental characteristics of the 

music (or more correctly, of the sound). After all, a changed guitar technique, which 

will then account for a changed interpretation of a rhythm, can be simply due to the 

introduction of the steel-strung acoustic guitar in the genre, which could have 

happened for a reason as unimportant as, for example, watching a film, when the 

„candidate‟ΝguitaristΝwatchedΝaΝguitaristΝinΝtheΝfilmΝplayingΝthe steel-strung guitar, and 

he simply liked the sound.  

ThingsΝseemΝclearerΝinΝmixedΝzeimbékiko-2. It shows up in 1958 and it 

disappears in 1961. Figure 6.15 clears things up, as regards the discographical route of 

theΝzeimbékiko performance styles. 
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It is rather obvious thatΝzeimbékikoΝrhythm,ΝinΝgeneral,ΝwentΝoutΝofΝfashionΝafterΝtheΝ

1ιζίs,ΝatΝleastΝforΝVasílisΝTsitsánisέ36 We have a complete disappearance of the old 

type, which returns again in 1969 in the song entitled ‒すαΝそiくえちkすjjαΝせてπえそα37 [miáΝ

levéndisaΝkopélaΝνΝaΝdashing girl], very much changed, though: two bouzoukis, 

drums, steel-strung acoustic guitar and electric bass are some of the new elements. In 

fact, it is very interestingΝthatΝtheΝentireΝbandΝplaysΝsuchΝaΝstrictΝoldΝzeimbékiko,Ν

considering the year (1969) and the newly introduced instruments. Also, worth noting 

isΝtheΝdrummer‟sΝpartΝinΝtheΝversesέΝώisΝtechniqueΝstyleΝΥsixteensΝonΝtheΝcymbalΦΝisΝ

veryΝrare,ΝatΝleastΝforΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings (Figure 6.16). 

 

 

 
Figure 6.16: Rare performance technique of the percussionist in miá levéndisa kopéla (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

As evidenced in the discography, the modernization procedure under which Greek 

popular genre found itself duringΝthisΝperiod,ΝfavoursΝtheΝnewlyΝ„imported‟ΝforeignΝ

rhythms, such as the guaracha (the firstΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝis in 1960), the rumba 

(in 1963) and the bayo (in 1961), which are examined further below within this 

chapter. 

                                                 
36 A rough research on the recordings of other songwriters of this period revealed that the decline of the 

zeimbékikoΝwasΝaΝgeneralΝphenomenonέ 
37 HMV, 7XGA 3010 - 7PG 3824, recorded in 1969. 
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Καとjすそαたうな [karsilamás] 
KarsíΝmeansΝαちkかせとに [opposite, face to face] in Turkish [karΒı]. The name of the 

rhythm most probably derives from the fact that the dancers dance one opposite the 

otherέΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝβηΝsongsΝbasedΝonΝkarsilamásΝrhythm,Νwhich can be 

consideredΝasΝbelongingΝinΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝfamilyέΝώowever,ΝoneΝcanΝfindΝvariationsΝ

ofΝkarsilamásΝamongstΝtheΝwideΝrangeΝofΝgenresΝofΝtheΝώellenicΝworldΝΥfromΝrural 

traditional to urban popular). One can listen to a Greek musician referring to this 

group of rhythms as iちちすうとさ [eniáriΝΥeniáΝνΝnineΦ],ΝowingΝtoΝtheirΝtimeΝsignature,ΝthatΝ

isΝnumberΝnineέΝItsΝstructureΝwithinΝTsitsánisΝandΝgenerallyΝlaikóΝrepertoireΝcanΝbeΝ

considered as being 2+2+2+3. A typical rhythmic pattern for the karsilamásΝrhythmΝisΝ

shown in Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.17μ Karsilamás rhythmic pattern 

 

 

ThreeΝdifferentΝapproachesΝtoΝtheΝinterpretationΝofΝkarsilamásΝrhythmΝareΝnotedΝhereέΝ

The character of the first approach is closer to, what is known in Greece, παとαhてjすαせおΝ

たてにjすせおΝ[paradhosiakíΝmousikí],ΝthatΝis,Νfolk-traditional music.38 For instance, the 

                                                 
38 See Kallimopoulou 2009. 
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song ΓすαΝせてかkαΝせふjたiΝえちαΝせてとたか39 [ghiáΝkítaΝkósmeΝénaΝkormíΝνΝpeople look out what 

a body] isΝtheΝbestΝexampleΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrepertoireΝforΝtheΝtraditionalΝapproach. The 

best proof for this is the ちkαてへそすΝ[daoúliΝνΝtabor]ΝinstrumentΝthatΝgivesΝtheΝfourΝbasic 

„hits‟ΝofΝtheΝrhythm,ΝthatΝis,Ν , and the allegro tempo of the song (see Figure 

6.17, third and fourth versions of the guitar staff, and first staff of the percussion). 

This performance technique ofΝtheΝdaoúliΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝentireΝaestheticΝofΝthisΝ

approach is commonly met in mainland Greece and is especially common in the 

Macedonia region ΥθávlouΝβ006: 53, n. 7). The traditional approach is also called by 

laikóΝmusiciansΝπikαぬkふなΝせαとjすそαたうなΝ[petahtósΝkarsilamásΝνΝbriskΝkarsilamás]ΝΥθávlouΝ

ibidΦέΝTheΝcharacterΝofΝtheΝsecondΝcouldΝbeΝlabelledΝtheΝrembétiko-laikóΝversionΝofΝtheΝ

rhythm, due to the different orchestraΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝstyle,ΝthatΝis,Νbouzouki, baghlamásΝ

and so forth. For example, in the song ぃとてつiちiへてにちΝkてΝぇkαたうkさ40 [proxenévounΝtoΝ

StamátiΝνΝtheyΝmediateΝStamátis],ΝitΝisΝtheΝsoloΝinstrumentΝΥbouzoukiΦΝandΝtheΝ

baghlamásΝthatΝgiveΝtheΝsenseΝofΝtheΝlaikó,ΝratherΝthanΝtheΝtraditionalΝapproach,Ν

although the melodic movements are drawn from the rural-traditional repertoire. The 

third more modern approach seems to be a mixture of Greek musical elements and 

various others introduced in the Greek commercial (and not only) music around the 

1960s, such as Hindi, Afro-Cuban and so forth. Apparently, it takes more than the 

performanceΝtechniqueΝofΝtheΝinstrumentsΝaloneΝtoΝchangeΝaΝrhythm‟sΝaestheticέΝόromΝ

this period onwards, a mix of several other elements, such as foreign – for the style – 

modes/scales and instruments, along with some innovating and generally new 

rhythmic interpretations were observed. For example, the tumbadoras (also known as 

congas and bongos) thatΝ„keep‟ΝtheΝιήθΝrhythm,ΝandΝtheΝkeyboardΝsoloistΝpartΝin the 

intro of the song 〉iかとiΝたiΝせαすΝたうそのjえΝたi41 [dhíreΝmeΝkeΝmáloséΝmeΝνΝhitΝmeΝandΝscoldΝ

me] are some of these new elements.  

όinally,ΝinΝtermsΝofΝtheΝwideΝrangeΝofΝtempiΝnotedΝinΝkarsilamásΝsongs,ΝitΝisΝ

often connected with the aforementioned issue of the differing aesthetics. Table 6.3 

includes some characteristic examples. 

 

 

                                                 
39 Columbia CG 3419 - DG 7218, recorded on May 17, 1956. 
40 Odeon GO 3421 - GA 7248, recorded in circa early 1940. 
41 HMV 7XGA 2669- 7PG 3660, recorded in 1967. 
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Title Matrix Code Catalogue Code Tempo 
ぉαΝせαくてにとうせすα  
[taΝkavourákiaΝνΝthe monkey-wrenches] 

GO 4641 GA 7663 
 ≈Νιγ 

ぉて くαπふとす απ‟Νkさち ぃiとjかα  
[toΝvapóriΝap‟ tinΝpersíaΝνΝtheΝboatΝfromΝ
Persia] 

7YCG 6314 2J 006 70529/II 
 ≈Ν1εη 

Γすα せてかkα せふjたi えちα せてとたか  
[ghiáΝkíta kósme éna kormíΝνΝpeople look 
out a body] 

CG 3419 DG 7218 
 ≈Νβηε 

 
Table 6.3μ Examples that show the range of tempi noted in karsilamás (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

Χαjうπすせο [hasápiko = the butchers’ dance] 
VasílisΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝ1δζΝsongsΝinΝhasápikoΝrhythm,ΝwhichΝholdsΝtheΝsecondΝ

place in his preferences with regard to the rhythms used. Its rhythm is 2/4. In some 

cases, either in slower songs, or in hasápikosΝthatΝsoundΝlikeΝtheΝςlues style (see 

further below), the rhythm sounds more like a 4/4. A typical rhythmic pattern for the 

hasápikoΝrhythmΝisΝshownΝinΝFigure 6.18. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.18μ Hasápiko rhythmic pattern 
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From interviews and discussions with fellow musicians, I understood that many of 

them think of the rhythm more as 4/4 than as 2/4. I also noticed that this happens very 

commonlyΝwhenΝtheΝbandΝplaysΝaΝcontemporaryΝsongΝbasedΝonΝhasápiko, or when 

they play an old song with a contemporaryΝinterpretationέΝUsually,ΝthisΝ„contemporaryΝ

interpretation‟ΝincludesΝanΝaccompanimentΝinΝtriplets,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝoneΝshownΝinΝtheΝ

last staff of Figure 6.18. 

Research has revealed a problem regarding the terminology of the hasápikoΝ

and hasaposérvikoΝrhythmέΝInΝthisΝcase,ΝhistoricalΝquestionsΝareΝalsoΝbeingΝposedΝandΝ

thisΝisΝsomethingΝthatΝtheΝpresentΝresearchΝcannotΝcoverέΝύenerally,ΝwhenΝaΝhasápikoΝ

song reaches a fast tempo and is played in a more scherzoso and effervescent way, 

then, this is usually called „hasaposérviko‟ in Greece [hasápikoΝ+ΝsérvikoΝΥνΝ

Serbian)]. Outside Greece, this dance rhythm is known as „sirtáki‟ from the Greek 

movie Zorba the Greek (1964) and the song composed by Mikis Theodorakis and 

danced by Anthony Quinn. However, it does not constitute a traditional Greek dance 

(Vavritas 2004: 141). In general, views such as „theΝfastΝhasápikoΝisΝhasaposérviko‟42 

are not pronounced under the scientific framework of a doctoral thesis and thus, 

cannot be used. One should not forget the fact that there are innumerable versions 

closeΝtoΝtheΝlaikóΝhasápikoΝinΝseveralΝplacesΝofΝtheΝώellenicΝworld,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝ

traditional dance παちてにぬのとかkすせてな [panouhorítikosΝνΝofΝtheΝupperΝcountry]ΝfoundΝinΝtheΝ

islands of North-East Aegean.  

An important issue has to do with the fact that many contemporary recordings 

of the older songs are altered, with regard to their tempo. For instance, a song in 

hasápikoΝhasΝbeenΝinitiallyΝrecordedΝwithΝaΝtempoΝofΝ  ≈ΝθίΝwhileΝinΝitsΝnewerΝ

recording the tempo became  ≈Ν1βίέΝSimilarΝtoΝthisΝΥandΝsomeΝtimesΝinvertedΦΝisΝtheΝ

phenomenon noted between a studio recording and a live performance of the same 

songέΝηneΝofΝtheΝmostΝrepresentativeΝexamplesΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrepertoireΝisΝtheΝ

song ゅαkこおΝたπαつえな43 [hatzíΝbaxésΝνΝtheΝθeréaΝregionΝoutsideΝThessaloniki]έΝTheΝsongΝ

was originally recorded with a tempo  ≈ΝηβέΝItΝisΝnotΝonlyΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtodayΝtheΝsong 

is a synonym to the fast dancing found in big luxury-bouzouki clubs in Greece, with 

all its accompanying aspects (such as plate smashing) – therefore, characterized by its 

                                                 
42 ThisΝis,ΝmoreΝorΝless,ΝtheΝcommonΝbeliefΝinΝύreeceΝΥamongstΝmusiciansΝandΝrembétikoΝloversΦΝaroundΝ

theΝhasápikoΝissueΝΥseeΝalsoΝσhapterΝ3). 
43 Columbia CG 2162 - DG 6598, recorded on June 15, 1946. 
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current fastΝtempoέΝItΝisΝalsoΝtheΝfactΝthatΝTsitsánisΝhimself used to play it in a faster 

tempo than the studio recording tempo at the venues where he worked.44 Noteworthy 

is the label of the song 『ΝけにちαかせαΝふkαちΝlへけiす45 [iΝghinékaΝótanΝfíghiΝνΝwhenΝtheΝ

woman leaves] which has the word „hasaposérviko‟ [ぬαjαπてjえとくすせて]Νnext to the 

song‟sΝtitleΝΥFigure 6.19).  

 

 

 
Figure 6.19: Label of the song i ghinéka ótan fíghi (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

ρtΝthisΝpoint,ΝoneΝshouldΝbearΝinΝmindΝtheΝmusicalΝstyle‟sΝchangeΝinΝtheΝcourseΝofΝ

time, dueΝtoΝhistoricalΝeventsΝthatΝplayedΝaΝdramaticΝroleΝinΝshapingΝtheΝstyle‟sΝ

aesthetics, colour, ethics and, most of all,ΝuseήfunctionέΝInΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings, the 

tempo ranges from  = 4046 to  = 155.47 Figure 6.20 shows the development of the 

tempo ofΝhasápikoΝsongsέ 

 
                                                 
44 See,ΝforΝexample,ΝστΝ1ΝinΝώatzidhoulísΝβίίε,ΝwhichΝisΝaΝliveΝrecordingΝfromΝtheΝbouatΝ„Themélio‟ΝinΝ

1979. The tempo of the song ranges from  ≈Ν1ίίΝtoΝ  ≈Ν1βίέ 
45 HMV 7XGA 2787 - 7PG 3729, recorded in 1967. 
46 Song: ‒ „えちαち πすせとふ αちαjkiちαけたふ [m‟ΝénanΝpikróΝanastenaghmóΝνΝwithΝaΝbitterΝsigh],ΝώεVΝηύρΝ

1129 - AO 2695, recorded on October 27/28, 1940. 
47 Song: ｠えて たすちふとi [néoΝminóreΝνΝnewΝminor]ΝΥtheΝsecond-fast part of the song), Columbia 7XCG 

1419 - SCDG 3129, recorded one March 27, 1962. 
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Figure 6.20: The development of tempo in hasápiko (Tsitsánis’s recordings) 
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As one can see, the tempo is fluctuating, that is, there are bothΝfastΝandΝslowΝhasápikosΝ

duringΝtheΝrecordingΝcareerΝofΝTsitsánis,ΝandΝtheΝtempoΝdoes not follow a specific 

descending or ascending route. 

Although simple in form and structure, with few options for alterations in its 

„hits‟ΝbyΝtheΝaccompanying instruments – especially with regard to the early recording 

period where only the guitar andΝoccasionallyΝtheΝbaghlamásΝhadΝthisΝroleΝ– there are 

cases where either an altered version or a mix of colours and styles from other genres 

can be observed. For example, there is a very special performance technique on the 

part of the guitarist in the song 〉iちΝたiΝjkilαちほちijαす48 [dhenΝmeΝstefanóneseΝνΝyouΝ

don‟tΝmarryΝme],Νespecially if one considers the early period of its recording (June 15, 

1ιδζΦέΝTheΝguitaristΝpreferredΝtoΝuseΝaΝratherΝ„foreign‟ΝtechniqueΝforΝtheΝhasápiko‟sΝ

common performance technique. Instead of playing the classical  

„bass – chord – bass_V – chord‟Νtype,ΝheΝusedΝ„bass_III – chord – chord – chord‟ΝandΝ

occasionallyΝ„bass_III – chord x η‟έΝηneΝshouldΝbearΝinΝmind,Νhowever,ΝthatΝtheΝ

guitaristΝisΝKóstasΝKarípis,ΝaΝrefugeeΝsongwriterΝandΝguitaristΝwhoΝcameΝto the 

mainland in 1922 after the Greek-Turkish war and its aftermath (see Chapter 1), and 

well-known for his creativity, skills and musicality. According to the recording sheets 

as well as the Columbia logistics books,ΝKarípisΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝsought after 

guitarists,ΝnotΝonlyΝbyΝTsitsánis,ΝbutΝby many other songwriters, too. Figure 6.21 

represents this innovative performance techniqueΝofΝtheΝhasápikoΝbyΝKarípisέ 

 

 

                                                 
48 HMV OGA 1153 - AO 2704. 
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Figure 6.21: Innovative performance technique of the hasápiko by Kóstas Karípis (Tsitsánis 

song: dhen me stefanónese – CD Track 34) 

 

 

Finally, Figure 6.22 represents the rhythmic pattern of the Blues-styleΝhasápikoΝ

rhythm. 
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Figure 6.22: Blues-style hasápiko rhythmic pattern 

 

 

The basic characteristics of the interpretation of this particular rhythm are two, and 

they define, in a sense, the style of the rhythm. Either the triplets give the sense of the 

Blues, or the walking bass. Usually, the triplets are played by the solo instruments; to 

rephrase, it is the melodic structure itself that consists of triplets and thus, it is they 

that grant this particularΝaestheticΝandΝmakeΝthisΝhasápiko interpretation differ from 

the classical one. Moreover, the triplets can be also be heard from the percussionists, 

usuallyΝplayedΝonΝtheΝ„high-hat‟Νcymbal. 

 

 

ぉjすlkikえそす [tsiftetéli = belly dance (Çiftetelli)] and Μποそえとο 

(αちαkοそίkすせον οとすiちkうそ) [bolero (anatolítiko = oriental)] 

TheΝtsiftetéliΝrhythmΝisΝalsoΝknownΝoutsideΝύreeceΝasΝthe bellyΝdanceέΝTsitsánisΝ

recorded eleven songsΝinΝtsiftetéli,ΝfourΝinΝtsiftetéli in nine beat, one in bayo-tsiftetéliΝ

andΝoneΝinΝtsiftetéliΝvariationΝandΝguarachaέΝTheΝreasonΝthatΝtheΝtsiftetéliΝisΝexaminedΝ

together with the bolero is because, in many cases, these two rhythms tended (and 

occasionally still do) to sound close to one another. It is true that there is confusion 
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with regard to theΝbolero‟sΝname. The rhythm is also given other names such as 

oriental, which relates it to the East. However, this is a rhythm from Latin America. 

This confusing situation perhaps reveals the strong bonds between the rhythm and the 

melody, especially in popular traditions. One cannot split them and examine the 

rhythm or the melody separately. In other words, it might have been the melodies of 

such songs that referred to Eastern traditions and therefore, the term oriental became 

equal of the term bolero,Νfor,ΝonΝtheΝoneΝhand,ΝtheΝrhythm‟sΝinterpretationΝwasΝ

affected by the Latin American tradition yet, on the other hand, the melodies were 

purely Eastern. Ultimately, as Ed Uribe stated during an Internet-based consultation 

lesson I had with him, „the accompanying rhythm is one factor, as are the rhythms of 

the melodies, the vocal phrasing and the playing of the melodic passages between the 

vocals‟.49 Figure 6.23 representsΝtheΝrhythmicΝpatternΝofΝtheΝtsiftetéli,ΝwhileΝFigure 

6.24 the pattern of the bolero. 

                                                 
49 The consultation lesson via Internet with Ed Uribe was carried out in January 2012. The lesson had 

toΝdoΝwithΝtheΝδatinΝρmericanΝelementΝfoundΝinΝlaikóΝmusicΝdueΝtoΝUribe‟sΝexpertiseΝinΝρfro-Cuban 

and Latin rhythms (see also Uribe n.d.). 
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Figure 6.23μ Tsiftetéli rhythmic pattern 
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Figure 6.24: Bolero rhythmic pattern 

 

 

The mix of these two rhythms produced syncretic types of songs, where one cannot 

tell for sure if the song is based on either of the twoΝΥtsiftetéliΝorΝbolero). For many 

people in Greece (especially musicians) the bolero-tsiftetéliΝrhythm is considered to 

beΝaΝTsitsánis creation,ΝbothΝwithΝregardΝtoΝtheΝrhythm‟sΝinterpretation,Νand the 

structure of the melodies.50 Also noted, are some further cases where the mix of other 

rhythms with theΝtsiftetéliΝandΝbolero can be heard. Some song examples are: ]とうπすせてΝ

そてにそてへhす [arápikoΝlouloúdhiΝνΝEasternΝflower]κ51 the rhythm, especially in the 

                                                 
50 See, for example, Γせすてへそ ‒παぬうと [ύioúlΝbahárΝνΝEasternΝfemaleΝname],Νσolumbia CG 2800 - DG 

ζιίίΝandΝτύΝζιίι,ΝrecordedΝonΝρprilΝε,Ν1ιε1έΝInΝanΝinterviewΝwithΝhim,ΝStrátosΝSamiótis,ΝaΝύreekΝ

professional percussionist, said that the sound of this specific rhythmic type immediately brings 

TsitsánisΝtoΝmindΝΥinterviewedΝinΝJanuary,Νβί11Φέ 
51 Odeon GO 3812 - GA 7399, recorded on October 18, 1947. 
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beginning, sounds like a very slow bayo. The main difference is that the guitar plays a 

chord on the third beat instead of a bass note;52 the song ぉてπうこすα [TopáziaΝνΝtopaz]κ53 

theΝguitarΝplaysΝtsiftetéli. The double bass,ΝalongΝwithΝtheΝtoubelékiΝplaysΝsomethingΝ

close to bolero;54 the song 『ΝjせすうΝたてにΝせαすΝけの [iΝskiáΝmoúΝkeΝghoΝ- my shadow and 

me]:55 this one, according to Ed Uribe, is based on bolero and bolero cha (the Latin 

typesΦΝmoreΝthanΝanyΝotherΝsongΝofΝTsitsánisέ 

 

 

Greek Rural-Traditional Rhythms 

ρpartΝfromΝtheΝpurelyΝrembétikoΝrhythms,ΝthatΝis,Νzeimbékiko,ΝhasápikoΝandΝbolero-

tsiftetéli,ΝTsitsánisΝΥandΝmanyΝotherΝsongwritersΦΝalsoΝusedΝsomeΝofΝtheΝrural-

traditionalΝrhythms,ΝapparentlyΝ„laikized‟,ΝthatΝis,ΝrecordedΝwithΝaΝlaikóΝorchestraέ56 

Specifically, he recorded eight songs in kalamatianósΝrhythm,ΝsixΝinΝbálos,ΝfiveΝinΝ

sirtós,ΝthreeΝinΝreversedΝkalamatianós,ΝtwoΝinΝtsámikos,ΝoneΝinΝsirtósΝinΝthree,ΝoneΝinΝ

sirtósΝinΝtwoΝandΝoneΝinΝzonarádhikoΝΥtwenty-seven songs in total). Research reveals 

that some of them are adaptations of older traditionalΝsongs,ΝmadeΝbyΝTsitsánisΝΥforΝ

these adaptations, see the T.E.D.). The rhythmic patterns, as well as some noteworthy 

cases of the most popular of these rural-traditional rhythms follow. 

 

 

Καそαたαkすαちふな [kalamatianós (Kalamáta = city in θeloponnesus) 
Today,ΝkalamatianósΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝtraditionalΝgroup-dances in Greece. 

ρsΝIreneΝδoutzakiΝpointsΝout,ΝkalamatianósΝisΝ„aΝdanceΝassuming the status of a 

national symbol, a dominant dance idiom based on the Peloponnesian dance idiom 

and diffused (thanks to the national education systemΦΝacrossΝallΝofΝύreece‟ΝΥβίί1κΝ

131). The dance is in 7/8 time, which can be broken into 3+4 (3+2+2)έΝKalamatianósΝ

                                                 
52 Regarding the bayo rhythm see further below. 
53 HMV OGA 2990 - AO 5614 and 7PG 2657, recorded on February 11, 1960. 
54 ToubelékiΝorΝtouberlékiΝisΝaΝpercussionΝinstrumentΝthatΝlooksΝlikeΝaΝsmallΝdrumέΝ 
55 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5240 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
56 ThereΝare,Νhowever,ΝinstancesΝwhereΝTsitsánisΝusedΝaΝtraditionalΝorΝaΝsemi-traditional orchestra, such 

as in the case of the song ぇへとi たうちα πiな jkてち Γすうちちさ [síreΝmánaΝpesΝstonΝghiániΝνΝgoΝmotherΝtellΝJohn],Ν

HMV OGA 2498 - AO 5377, recorded on January 15, 1957. 
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ΥalsoΝknownΝasΝsirtós kalamatianós) is danced in a circle or half-circle and is spread 

(with variations) throughout the Balkans. A typical performance technique of the 

laikóΝkalamatianós,ΝbasedΝonΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings,ΝisΝshownΝinΝFigure 6.25. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.25μ Kalamatianós rhythmic pattern 

 

 

ρΝcommonΝvariationΝofΝkalamatianósΝisΝnamedΝbyΝδeftérisΝθávlouΝαちうπてhてΝ

せαそαたαkすαちふ [anápodhoΝkalamatianóΝνΝreversedΝkalamatianós] or 】うこすせてな57 

せαとjすそαたうなΝ[lázikosΝkarsilamás]έ58 The difference from kalamatianósΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝ

this reversed type (as its name implies) is broken into 4+3 (2+2+3). Figure 6.26 

represents a typical performance technique ofΝtheΝlaikóΝreversedΝkalamatianós.59 

 

 

                                                 
57 The そαこてか [lazí]ΝwasΝaΝraceΝthatΝlivedΝinΝtheΝcoastlineΝregionsΝofΝtheΝςlackΝSeaέ 
58 θávlou 2006: 41. 
59 In Greek: せαそαたαkすαちふな – せαそαたαkすαちお – せαそαたαkすαちふ [kalamatinósΝΥmasculineΦΝ– kalamatianíΝ

(feminine) – kalamatianóΝΥneutralΦ]έ 
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Figure 6.26μ Reversed kalamatianós rhythmic pattern 

 

 

Μπうそοな [bálos] 
BálosΝisΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝdanceΝrhythm across the Aegean islands, found with various 

namesΝandΝvariationsέΝInterestingly,ΝitsΝlaikóΝperformanceΝtechnique is close to what 

ύreekΝmusiciansΝcallΝrumbaΝΥlaikóΝrumbaΦ,ΝwhichΝisΝexaminedΝfurtherΝbelowέΝFigure 

6.27 represents theΝbálos rhythmic pattern. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.27μ Bálos rhythmic pattern 
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ぇにとkふな [sirtós = drawn along] 

SirtósΝisΝanotherΝpopularΝtraditionalΝdance,ΝfoundΝinΝnumerousΝplacesΝacrossΝtheΝ

ώellenicΝworldΝΥseeΝθávlouΝβίίζκΝγηΦέΝItΝisΝin 8/8 metre, broken into 3+3+2. Figure 

6.28 represents a typical rhythmic pattern. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.28μ Sirtós rhythmic pattern 

 

 

The Latin American Influence 

TheΝ„borrowings‟ΝfromΝδatin and the North American cultures have already been 

examined in Chapter 4. A presentation of rhythms used from the aforementioned 

traditions, as well as some comments regarding the way these rhythms have been 

„laikized‟, follow.  

Today,ΝtheΝ„laikized‟ΝrumbaΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝrhythms inΝύreekΝlaikó 

music. Yet, Greek musicians misleadingly use the term rumba in order to refer to this 

rhythmic pattern (Figure 6.29): 
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Figure 6.29: Laikized rumba rhythmic pattern 

 

 

At the same time, people (the clientele of the bouzouki clubs) often confuse the term 

rumbaΝΥasΝusedΝbyΝmusiciansΦ,ΝwithΝtheΝtsiftetéliΝdanceΝΥtoΝbeΝmoreΝprecise,ΝpeopleΝ

confuse the rhythm and, obviously, not the term). The reason for this is the fact that a 

„rumbaΝseries‟ΝisΝanΝinseparableΝpartΝofΝtheΝprogrammeΝofΝtoday‟sΝbouzouki clubs. 

Strangely, the people on the πかjkαΝ[pístaΝνΝdancingΝfloor]ΝdanceΝthisΝrhythmΝ

sometimesΝasΝaΝtsiftetéli,ΝandΝsometimesΝasΝaΝtraditionalΝsirtósέΝTheΝsituationΝthatΝ

exists in these bouzouki clubs is, obviously, the reason for this situation, for the dance 

itself is the central purpose of these venues. Since dance became the alpha and omega, 

many songs were arranged in order to serve the needs of the dancers. For instance, I 

too used to refer to this rhythm using the term rumba, when playing on the music 

stands. However, when I listened to the original recordings, I realized that their 

original rhythm and general performance style was completely different. A vital 

addition was the drums and percussion, which were not used in the original 
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recordings. Apparently, the drums are the backbone of this rumba rhythm and the 

purely dance-type programme of the bouzouki clubs in general. 

Another rhythm similar to rumba is the so-called bayo by Greek musicians. 

ThisΝisΝaΝrhythmΝthatΝisΝveryΝcloseΝtoΝrhythmsΝsuchΝusΝtheΝtraditionalΝbálosΝandΝsirtósέ60 

Figure 6.30 represents the „laikized‟Νbayo‟sΝrhythmicΝpatternέ 

 

 

 
Figure 6.30: Laikized bayo rhythmic pattern 

 

 

σontinuingΝwithΝtheΝ„laikized‟Νδatin American rhythms, Greek musicians also use 

another term, which is the „bayorumba‟. As the word implies, it is a mix of the two 

                                                 
60 In fact, the dance style of all these three rhythms is almost identical. One should, however, bear in 

mind the essential dissociation of the rural-traditional dance style with the way it was re-formed as an 

urban-popular one. 
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rhythms, and this is basically the reason for the non-existence of a set rhythmic 

pattern. 

Finally, another Latin American term existing within the terminology of Greek 

musicians is the „guaracha‟. One can also listen to a musician referring to this 

particular rhythm using the term „akouarátsa‟. Figure 6.31 represents the Greek 

versionΝofΝtheΝguaracha‟sΝrhythmicΝpatternέ 

 

 

 
Figure 6.31: Laikized guaracha rhythmic pattern 
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Chapter 7  

The ύreek δaikó Rhythms in Vasílis Tsitsánis’s Work: Comments 

and Statistics 

 

TheΝgreatestΝpartΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝworkΝisΝbasedΝonΝtheΝcore rembétikoΝrhythms,Ν

thatΝis,ΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝandΝtheΝhasápikoέ61 TsitsánisΝrecordedΝinΝδζΝrhythmsέΝηwingΝtoΝ

the fact that the very same musicians took part in the recordings of the other 

songwriters too, this is a characteristic that will help the reader acquire a general 

image not only of Tsitsánis‟sΝsongs,ΝbutΝof ύreekΝlaikóΝmusicΝinΝgeneral,ΝespeciallyΝinΝ

terms of the interpretation of rhythms. 

 Several general graphs are cited in order to create a primary, yet general image 

ofΝtheΝcourseΝofΝtheΝrhythmsΝinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerέΝItΝshouldΝbeΝnotedΝthatΝ

some other graphs found within the thesis, such as the number of recordings by year 

(Chapter 3) should always be combined with these graphs, as well as with the writings 

across the entire thesis. The table number of songs by rhythm (Table 7.1) clearly 

verifiesΝtheΝargumentΝthatΝTsitsánisΝbasedΝhisΝworkΝonΝtraditionalΝrembétikoΝrhythmsέΝ 

 

                                                 
61 θartΝofΝthisΝchapterΝhasΝbeenΝpresentedΝasΝtheΝpaperΝ„TheΝύreekΝδaikóΝΥθopularΦΝRhythmsκΝSomeΝ

θroblematicΝIssues‟έΝρthensΝInstitute for Education and Research. 2nd Annual International Conference 

on Visual and Performing Arts, 2011. 
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Rhythm Number of Songs 
9/4 - ηldΝZeimbékiko 160 
2/4 - ώasápiko 146 
9/4 - ζewΝZeimbékiko 59 
9/8 - Karsilamás 24 
9/4 - εixedΝzeimbékiko-2 21 
2/4 - Bayo 14 
2/4 - Guaracha 11 
4/4 - Tsiftetéli 11 
4/4 - Bolero 11 
9/4 - εixedΝzeimbékiko-1 12 
7/8 - KalamatianósΝΥorΝSirtósΦ 8 
5/8 7 
2/4 - ςálos 6 
2/4 - Rumba 6 
4/4 - ώasápikoΝΥςluesΦ 6 
8/8 - Sirtós 5 
2/4 - Bayorumba 5 
Taxími 4 
9/4 - TsiftetéliΝinΝι-beat 4 
6/8 - τãdrã 3 
7/8 - ReversedΝkalamatianó 3 
3/4 - Tsámikos 2 
9/4 - ρptálikoΝzeimbékiko 2 
4/4 - Tsiftetéli-Bolero (mix) 2 
4/4 - TaxímiΝΣΝβήδΝ- ώasápiko 1 
6/8 - τãdrãΝΣΝεήθ 1 
4/4 1 
6/8 - SirtósΝstaΝtríaΝΥEpirusΦ 1 
4/4 & 5/8 1 
3/4 - TaxímiΝΣΝβήδ - ώasápiko 1 
9/4 - ZeimbékikoΝvariations 1 
4/4 - Argentinean tango-cha-cha (mix) 1 
2/4 - Bayo & 4/4 - Tsiftetéli 1 
4/4 - Bolero (var.) 1 
4/4 - TsiftetéliΝΥvarέΦΝΣΝβήδΝ- Guaracha 1 
9/4 - ρptálikoΝmonóΝΣΝιήδΝρptálikoΝdhipló 1 
Problem, Afro-Cuban, Latin 1 
2/2 - Tumbao-Salsa 1 
4/4 - Traditional (Epirus) 1 
6/8 - ZonarádhikoΝΥThrace-var.) 1 
2/2 - Cha Cha 1 
2/4 - ςálosΝΣΝβήδΝ- Rumba 1 
2/4 - ώasápikoΝΣΝβήδΝ- Roúmba 1 
3/4 - Ballad 1 
8/8 - Malfuf-tumbao (mix) 1 
9/4 - ρptálikoΝzeimbékikoΝdhipló 1 

  

Table 7.1: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by rhythm 

 

 

ThisΝtableΝalsoΝshowsΝthatΝTsitsánisΝexperimented with several rhythms that were not 

popular among rembétiko-laikóΝsongwriters. Some examples are: 【αとhすうΝ
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παとαπてちすうとα62 [kardhiáΝparaponiáraΝνΝgrumblerΝheart]ΝandΝ【αすΝぬかそすiなΝせαとhすえな63 [ke 

híliesΝkardhiésΝνΝaΝthousandΝhearts], bothΝbeingΝinΝtsámikosΝrhythm,ΝaΝrural-traditional 

rhythm that used to be performed mainly in StereáΝandΝtheΝεoriásΝΥνΝθeloponnesusΦΝ

regions. ぇへとiΝたうちαΝπiなΝkてにΝΓすうちちさ64 [sireΝmánaΝpesΝtoúΝghiániΝνΝgoΝmotherΝtellΝJohn]Ν

is based on another traditional rhythm from Epirus region which can be found with 

the names ぬてとふなΝjkαΝhへてΝ[horósΝstaΝdhíoΝνΝdanceΝinΝtwo65] or ぃαけのちおjすてなΝ

[paghonísiosΝνΝfromΝtheΝθagoniΝregion]έΝThisΝparticularΝsongΝisΝanΝarrangementΝofΝanΝ

olderΝtraditionalΝsongΝbyΝTsitsánisέΝぇkえそそαΝたのと‟Νぇkえそそα66 [stélaΝmor‟ΝstélaΝνΝStellaΝohΝ

Stella]ΝisΝonceΝagainΝanΝarrangementΝbyΝTsitsánisΝbasedΝonΝanΝEpirus style traditional 

song. This dance is called in Epirus ぬてとふなΝjkαΝkとかα [horósΝstaΝtríaΝνΝdanceΝinΝthree] 

ΥseeΝalsoΝθávlouΝβίίζκΝγίΦ.  

The rhythms used from the 1960s onwards constitute a major, special chapter. 

They are either foreign rhythms or a mixture of rhythms of a Greek and foreign 

origin. Many of these rhythms are now the basis for modern Greek popular song. In 

essence, foreign elements existed long before theΝ1ιζί‟s. They were assimilated in a 

way and are considered toΝbeΝpartΝofΝtheΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝcultureέΝόorΝexample,ΝitΝ

is worth referring to the song ]とαπかちiな67 [arapínesΝνΝwomenΝfromΝtheΝEast]έΝItsΝ

rhythm is named byΝύreekΝmusiciansΝandΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΝas bolero or oriental 

(Eastern). Apparently – and perhaps due to continuous use – the word bolero equated 

with the word oriental! In other words, a Latin rhythm became a synonym for an 

Eastern term.68 The (erroneous, most of the time) labels employed by musicians 

nowadays is actually a part of the problematic terminology of such rhythms (similarly 

to the cases of the modes, as analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5). A concrete example 

would be the way in which many songs are currently performed, based on the rumba 

rhythm (or more properly, on what is nowadays called and considered to be rumba), 

                                                 
62 HMV OGA 2499 - AO 5377, recorded on January 15, 1957. 
63 HMV 7XGA 1959 - 7PG 3376, recorded on March 31, 1964. 
64 HMV OGA 2498 - AO 5377, recorded on January 15, 1957. 
65 Due to its rhythm, that is 2/4. The same is true of the dance in three (3/4). 
66 Odeon GO 3761 - GA 7378, recorded on March 1, 1947. 
67 Odeon GO 3665 - GA 7351, recorded on October 29, 1946. 
68 WorthΝnotingΝisΝtheΝchapterΝinΝρthanasákis‟s book regarding the bolero (2006: 90). It should be also 

mentionedΝthatΝitΝisΝtheΝaficionadosΝandΝnotΝtheΝmusiciansΝthatΝmainlyΝuseΝtheΝtermΝ„oriental‟ΝwhenΝ

referring to bolero songs. 
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while their initial recording was not according to this rhythm. Of course, this is not 

always the case, because popular music (especially via discography) always tends to 

evolve and, thus, change; it is nevertheless an existing and increasing problem. Most 

of the time however, this occurs due to the lack of orchestras similar to those that 

once recorded the particular songs. Since we are dealing with rhythms that were based 

on percussion and drums, it is rather difficult nowadays to find large orchestras 

performing this type of music live (except from the big bouzouki clubs). Thus, they 

do not approach even slightly the way in which music was performed at the time. It 

was therefore due to functional reasons that the variations in the interpretation of 

rhythms such as guaracha, rumba and bayo (rhythms that are quite similar) have 

nearly disappeared.69 This of course, sounds reasonable when taking into 

consideration that the main instruments that defined the rhythm (namely the drums 

and percussion) are now absent from orchestras, and instruments such as the guitar or 

the piano have to perform and interpret these rhythms instead.70 It should not be 

forgotten, however, that the percussionists created a mixture of rhythms, mostly for 

experimentation. This in turn gives birth to further problems regarding the 

terminology of rhythms. Furthermore, there are many instances of differences 

between the interpretation of a song in the studio recording and the interpretation at a 

live performance, even when it is performed by the same musicians that took part in 

theΝrecordingέΝIΝhaveΝseenΝvideosΝofΝoldΝliveΝrecordingsΝofΝTsitsánisΝwhereΝtheΝ

musicians perform some of the songs with alterations in the rhythms. This, of course, 

is one of the main characteristics of popular song. Typical examples of songs with 

mixed rhythms are the following (Table 7.2):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
69 IΝamΝtalkingΝaboutΝtheΝ„laikized‟ΝversionsΝofΝtheΝaforementionedΝrhythms and not about their original, 

δatinΝρmericanΝformsέΝThisΝ„laikization‟ΝofΝtheΝδatinΝrhythmsΝisΝexaminedΝfurtherΝbelowέ 
70 SomeΝpresentationsΝofΝtheΝύreekΝlaikóΝrhythmsΝcanΝbeΝfoundΝinΝtheΝbooksκΝεetalinósΝΥ1ιιιΦλΝθávlouΝ

(2006). 
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Song title Recording information Rhythm mixture 
ぉてΝぬαjkてへせす 
[toΝhastoúkiΝνΝtheΝslap] 

HMV 7XGA 948 - 7PG 2911 4/4 - Bolero Son and 
Bolero Cha (mix) 

ぇ‟ΝαちてかけのΝπふとkiなΝせすΝαけせαそすえな 
[s‟ΝaníghoΝpórtesΝkiΝangaliésΝνΝIΝ
opend doors and arms for you 

HMV 7XGA 3012 - 7PG 3838 Bolero andΝtsiftetéli 

ぉてΝkjすlkikえそすΝkてにΝぉjすkjうちさ 
[toΝtsiftetéliΝtouΝtsitsániΝνΝ
Tsitsánis‟sΝtsiftetéli 

HMV 7XGA 3291 – 7PG 3853 TsiftetéliΝandΝguaracha 

Table 7.2: Examples of songs with mixed rhythms within Tsitsánis’s recordings 

 

 

 If the rhythms and the production per year are viewed carefully (Table 7.3 and 

Table 7.4) it will be observed that the output decreases as the years go by, but, on the 

other hand, the choice of rhythms evolves. The amount of recorded songs, however, 

keepsΝtheΝnumberΝofΝtheseΝrhythmsΝinΝsmallΝquantitiesέΝThisΝmeansΝthatΝTsitsánisΝ

might have used many more of these new rhythms if he had continued to record the 

amount of songs he did in earlier years. In the following tables, the order of the 

rhythmsΝdependsΝonΝtheirΝsongs‟ΝquantityέΝTheΝrhythmΝfoundΝonΝtheΝleft,ΝthatΝisΝtheΝoldΝ

zeimbékiko,Νhas the most songs.  

 

 

Year

9/4 - Old 

Zeimbékiko

2/4 - 

Hasápiko

9/4 - New 

Zeimbékiko

9/8 - 

Karsilamás

9/4 - Mixed 

zeimbékiko-2

2/4 - 

Bayo

2/4 - 

Guaracha

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli

4/4 - 

Boléro

9/4 - Mixed 

zeimbékiko-1

7/8 - 

Kalamatianós 

(or Sirtós) 5/8

2/4 - 

Bálos

2/4 - 

Rumba

4/4 - 

Hasápiko 

(Blues)

8/8 - 

Sirtós

2/4 - 

Bayorumba Taxími

1936 1 1 1 1 1

1937 7 1 2

1938 6 15

1939 5 15 4 1 1

1940 3 17 12 1

1946 6 9 4 2

1947 8 13 2 3 3

1948 12 12 2 1 2 1

1949 14 10 1

1950 31 12 1 2

1951 6 2 2

1952 16 1 1

1953 10 4 2 1 2 1

1954 9 1 2 2

1955 2 1 1 1

1956 8 1 2 2 1 1

1957 12 1 1 1 1 1

1958 4 1 3 7 1 1 1

1959 3 1 1 3 1 1

1960 2 1 8 1 2 1 1 1

1961 1 2 3 2 1 1

1962 1 1 1 4 1

1963 1 1 5 3 1 1

1964 1 2 1 4 1 1 2 2

1965 1 1 2 1 1 1

1966 1 1 2 1

1967 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2

1968 3 1

1969 1 1 3 1 3 1

1970 1

1971 1 3

1973 1 1

1975 3 1 1 1 1

1977 1

1978 4 4 2 1

1979 1

1980 1 2 2 1 2

1983 1 1 1 1

no date 2  
Table 7.3: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by rhythm and year (A) 
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Year

9/4 - 

Aptáliko 

zeimbékiko

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli-

Boléro 

(mix)

2/2 - Cha 

Cha

2/2 - 

Tumbao-

Salsa

2/4 - 

Bálos & 

2/4 - 

Rumba

2/4 - 

Bayo & 

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli

2/4 - 

Hasápiko 

& 2/4 - 

Roúmba

3/4 - 

Ballad

3/4 - 

Taxími & 

2/4 - 

Hasápiko 4/4

4/4 - 

Argentinean 

tango & cha-

cha (mix)

4/4 - 

Boléro 

(var.)

4/4 - 

Taxími & 

2/4 - 

Hasápiko

4/4 - 

Traditional 

(Epirus)

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli 

(var.) & 

2/4 - 

Guaracha 4/4 & 5/8

6/8 - 

Dãdrã & 

5/8

6/8 - 

Sirtós sta 

tría 

(Epirus)

1936

1937

1938

1939 1

1940

1946 1

1947 1

1948 1

1949

1950

1951 1

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957 1

1958

1959

1960 1 1 1

1961

1962 1

1963

1964 1 1

1965 1

1966

1967

1968 1

1969 1 1

1970 1

1971

1973

1975 1 1

1977

1978

1979

1980 1

1983

no date  
Table 7.4: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by rhythm and year (B) 

  

 

 ρtΝfirstΝglance,ΝthereΝareΝtwoΝobviousΝthingsκΝfirstΝofΝallΝtheΝfactΝthatΝTsitsánisΝ

mostly used the traditionalΝrembétiko rhythms, thatΝis,ΝzeimbékikoΝandΝhasápiko,ΝandΝ

secondly, that as the years pass, there are less recorded songs being produced. 

However, there are some points in the tables that are of great importance, although 

they are less obvious. I will highlight some of these beginning with the utilization of a 

transformedΝhasápikoΝwhichΝIΝcallΝ„δήδΝbluesΝstyleΝhasápiko‟.71 As one can see, 

TsitsánisΝrecordedΝsixΝsongsΝinΝthis rhythm.72 He recorded one in each of the years 

1958, 1960, 1961, 1962 and 1963. This was the beginning of aΝnewΝeraΝforΝtheΝlaikóΝ

music. One of its most remarkable characteristics is the use of new rhythms taken 

from other music traditions such as Cuban-Latin, Hindi, Jazz-Blues and so forth. The 

newΝhasápikoΝstyleΝisΝoneΝofΝtheseΝrhythmsέΝ 

The originalΝhasápiko rhythm was never missing until 1959. The year with the 

mostΝhasápikoΝsongsΝwas 1940 with 17 recordings. The same is true for the old 

                                                 
71 The name is due to the rhythm‟sΝsoundΝrelevanceΝtoΝςlues music. 
72 This is the way this particular rhythm appears in the electronic database, that is, hasápikoΝΥςlues). 
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zeimbékikoΝrhythmΝasΝwellέΝItΝwas not missing from 1938 until 1960. The old 

zeimbékiko,ΝtheΝbackboneΝofΝthe rembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝmusicΝtradition,ΝisΝsomethingΝ

thatΝdeservesΝattentionέΝρlthoughΝtheΝnewΝstyleΝzeimbékikoΝwasΝplayedΝsinceΝtheΝfirstΝ

recording year, one can see that the majority of the recordings were in the old style. In 

1ιείΝTsitsánisΝrecordedΝγ1ΝsongsΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoέΝTheΝmajorityΝofΝsongsΝinΝoldΝ

zeimbékikoΝwereΝrecordedΝbeforeΝ1ιζίέΝόromΝ1ιζ1ΝtoΝ1ιθγ,ΝtheΝnewΝstyleΝtook the 

place of the old and left theΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝwithΝonlyΝfiveΝrecordingsΝoutΝofΝone 

hundred seventy-seven, that is, 2.8 per centέΝόorΝtheΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝstyle,ΝthereΝisΝaΝ

more normal increase in the quantity. 51 out of 80 songs recorded before 1960, that is, 

63.7 per centέΝTsitsánisΝsporadicallyΝrecordedΝthreeΝmoreΝsongsΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝ

rhythm, one in 1969, one in 1980 and one in 1983, but his preference for the new style 

is clear.  

If one examines the period between the years 1958 and 1969 they will notice 

thatΝtheΝnextΝstepΝafterΝtheΝ„birthΝofΝtheΝnewΝlaikóΝsong‟ΝΥεichaelΝ1ιιζΦΝisΝinΝbetweenΝ

these years. The new imported rhythmsΝthatΝTsitsánisΝusedΝinΝthisΝperiodΝareκΝbayo,Ν

guaracha,Νrumba,ΝbluesΝhasápiko,Νdãdrã, cha-cha, bayo-rumba and tumbao-salsa. If we 

take into consideration the Greek rhythms that are now established or used for the first 

time such as the tsiftetéli,ΝtheΝεήθΝandΝtheΝreversedΝkalamatianós, we will see that the 

onceΝpoorΝstyleΝcomposedΝofΝalmostΝonlyΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝfamilyΝrhythmsΝandΝtheΝ

hasápiko,ΝnowΝbecameΝaΝmultifaceted style with combinations and sounds of several 

cultures. Rhythms like the εήθΝΥinitiallyΝusedΝbyΝTsitsánisΝinΝ1ιζδΦΝandΝtheΝζήθΝ

ΥinitiallyΝusedΝinΝ1ιζ1ΦΝwereΝnotΝpopularΝwithinΝrembétikoΝsongwritersέ 

The year 1936 is quite remarkable for the fact that TsitsánisΝrecordedΝonly five 

songs. Each one is in a different rhythm: one in hasápiko,ΝoneΝinΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝoneΝ

inΝmixedΝzeimbékiko,ΝoneΝinΝkalamatianós andΝoneΝinΝbálosέΝσuriously, he did not 

recordΝaΝsongΝinΝoldΝzeimbékikoΝuntilΝ1ιγθέΝA closer study of the facts shows that the 

evolutionΝinΝtheΝsongs‟ΝstyleΝthatΝTsitsánisΝrecorded is due to two main reasons: the 

demands of the market and the available singer in each period. These two elements 

can be ramified and examined in a more analytical way. The demands of the market 

changed from time to time according to several factors. For instance, the introduction 

of new rhythms from foreign markets, such as Afro-Cuban and Latin ΥdueΝtoΝώiótis‟sΝ

trips to the USA), forcedΝTsitsánisΝtoΝwriteΝandΝrecordΝsongsΝinΝtheseΝstylesΝasΝwellέΝ

Moreover, the rise to stardom of the singer StéliosΝKazantzídhis leftΝTsitsánisΝwithΝnoΝ
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other choice than to use him as the lead singer of his songs (from 1956 to 1963). 

However, rumours and stories from some people ΥmainlyΝrembétikoΝenthusiastsΦΝ

indicate that the great and astonishingΝcareerΝofΝKazantzídhisΝwasΝdueΝtoΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

help and support by using him for recordings when, at the same time, θródhromosΝ

Tsaousákis was the first line singer for many songwriters of the same periodΝΥρlexíouΝ

2003: 262).73 

The taxímiΝ(see page 31ΦΝhasΝaΝspecialΝpositionΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingsέΝ

He recorded three taxímiaΝinΝ1ιθίέΝώeΝrecordedΝone more for which I was not able to 

obtain recording dateέΝώeΝalsoΝrecordedΝtaxímiaΝinΝcombination with particular 

rhythms. He recordedΝoneΝtaxímiΝwithΝkarsilamásΝrhythmΝinΝ1ιεζΝandΝtwoΝinΝ1ιθίλΝaΝ

taxímiΝinΝδήδΝtimeΝwithΝhasápikoΝrhythmΝinΝ1ιδζλΝoneΝinΝγήδΝtimeΝwithΝhasápikoΝinΝ

1962; and a free-styleΝtaxímiΝwithΝaΝzeimbékikoΝin 1ιθίέΝρpartΝfromΝtheseΝtaxímiaΝ

recordings, one should not forgetΝthatΝTsitsánis,ΝinΝmanyΝrecordings,ΝusedΝtoΝplayΝaΝ

shortΝtaxímiΝbeforeΝtheΝactualΝsongέΝThisΝtechniqueΝwasΝusedΝmoreΝin his pre-war 

recordings and began to disappear in later years. The next table (Table 7.5) includes 

some interesting cases of recordings ofΝsongsΝwhichΝincludeΝaΝtaxími. 

 

 

                                                 
73 StéliosΝKazantzídhis was a singer. He is one of the few artists in Greece that have been worshipped. 

Some facts that show the extent of this worship are the creation of hundreds of clubs in his name by 

fans of his singing. In fact, people love and admire him for various reasons such as his personality and 

not only forΝhisΝsingingέΝεoreover,ΝtheΝsalesΝthatΝKazantzídhisΝachievedΝcannotΝbeΝcomparedΝtoΝother‟sΝ

singers‟ΝsalesέΝώeΝisΝperhapsΝtheΝreferenceΝpointΝbetweenΝtheΝold-school music stands with the 

composer in the middle who was also (in most cases) a bouzouki player and a singer, and the new-style 

music stands with a singer-star in the middle and (later on) even in front of the band. 
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Title Recording information Notes 
ぉα ぬほたαkα kさな つiちさkiすうな [ta 
hómataΝtisΝxenitiás = the lands 
of the foreign lands] 

Odeon GO 4704 - GA 7689, 
recorded on February 9, 1952 

TaxímiΝbyΝthe clarinet 

ぉさな たαjkてへとαな て jせてπふな [tis 
mastoúrasΝoΝskopósΝνΝtheΝ
melody of the high-trip] 

Columbia CG 2160 - DG 6599, 
recorded on June 15, 1946 

Very interesting combination of 
dhrómi 

Γすα せてかkα せふjたi えちα せてとたか [ghia 
kítaΝkósmeΝénaΝkormíΝνΝpeopleΝ
look out what a body] 

Columbia CG 3419 - DG 7218, 
recorded on May 17, 1956 

TheΝtaxímiΝisΝplayedΝinsideΝtheΝ
song 

ぉαつかたす せαす ぬてとふな απkうそすせてな 
[taxímiΝkeΝhorósΝaptálikosΝ= 
taxim and aptalikos rhythm] 

Ocora C559010 HM65, 
recorded on February 16, 1980 

Very interesting is the fact that 
Tsitsánis firstly gives the tempo 
of 3/4 and then starts the taxímiΝ
without accompaniment 

ぉαつかたす ぬikこうな ぃiすとαすほkすせて-
]そえけせとて 9-8 [TaxímiΝhitzázΝ
θireótiko = TaxímiΝinΝhitzázΝ
θireótiko-Allegro 9-8] 

Venus-Tzina SV 35, recorded 
on February 16, 1980 

In 03‟ 58‟‟ TsitsánisΝleavesΝtheΝ
bouzouki, takes the baghlamás 
and continues the taxími 

  
Table 7.5μ Interesting cases of taxímia in the songs of Tsitsánis 

 

 

A table showing the leading rhythm of each year follows (Table 7.6).74 Once again, 

theΝdominationΝofΝhasápikoΝandΝzeimbékikoΝrhythms is confirmed. Moreover, the 

change from the old-styleΝzeimbékikoΝtoΝtheΝmixedΝandΝtheΝnewΝΥfromΝtheΝyearΝ1ιεθΦΝ

as well as the appearance and frequent use of modern and foreign rhythms, such as the 

bayo and guaracha, is obvious. 

                                                 
74 The number in the parenthesis indicates the number of songs in the particular rhythm recorded in 

each year. 
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Year       Rhythm (number of recordings)           Total 

1936 ώasápiko,ΝnewΝzeimbékiko,ΝmixedΝzeimbékiko,ΝkalamatianóΝandΝ
báloΝΥ1Φ 

5 

1937 ώasápikoΝΥηΦ 10 

1938 ώasápikoΝΥ1εΦ 21 

1939 ώasápikoΝΥ1εΦ 28 

1940 ώasápikoΝΥ1ηΦ 34 

1946 ώasápikoΝΥθΦ 20 

1947 ώasápikoΝΥ1δΦ 33 

1948 ώasápikoΝΥ1δΦ 33 

1949 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥ14) 23 

1950 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥγίΦ 44 

1951 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥθΦ 12 

1952 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥ1ζΦ 19 

1953 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥιΦ 18 

1954 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥθΦ 13 

1955 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥβΦ 5 

1956 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥθΦ 15 

1957 ηldΝzeimbékikoΝΥ1γΦ 21 

1958 εixedΝzeimbékikoΝΥ9) 19 

1959 εixedΝzeimbékikoΝΥδΦ 12 

1960 εixedΝzeimbékikoΝΥζΦ 16 

1961 ζewΝzeimbékikoΝandΝmixedΝzeimbékikoΝΥγΦ 14 

1962 ςaghióΝΥδΦ 9 

1963 ςaghióΝΥεΦ 11 

1964 ρkouarátsaΝΥεΦ 17 

1965 ζewΝzeimbékiko,ΝtsiftetéliΝandΝakouarátsaΝΥβΦ 12 

1966 ςaghióΝΥβΦ 7 

1967 ώasápikoΝΥδΦ 13 

1968 ώasápikoΝΥ3) 7 

1969 5/8 (3) 11 

1970 ζewΝzeimbékikoΝandΝtsiftetéliΝΥ1Φ 2 

1971 ζewΝzeimbékikoΝΥγΦ 4 

1972 No recording 0 

1973 ζewΝzeimbékikoΝandΝkarsilamáΝΥ1Φ 2 

1974 No recording 0 

1975 ώasápikoΝandΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝΥγΦ 12 

1976 No recording 0 

1977 KarsilamásΝΥ1Φ 1 

1978 ώasápikoΝandΝnewΝzeimbékikoΝΥδΦ 11 

1979 ζewΝzeimbékikoΝΥ1Φ 1 

1980 TaxímiΝandΝtaxímiΝΣΝkarsilamás  (2) 8 

1981 No recording 0 

1982 No recording 0 

1983 ηldΝzeimbékiko,Νhasápiko,ΝmixedΝzeimbékikoΝandΝkarsilamásΝΥ1) 4 

No date TaxímiΝΥβΦ 3  
Table 7.6: Dominant rhythms in each recording year for Tsitsánis songs 
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The years 1975 and 1978 are notable for the quantity of recordings issued. 

ρlthoughΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordings seemed to reduce dramatically after 1970 until the 

end of his recording career, there was a sudden recording explosion in these two 

years. He recorded 12 songs in 1975 and 11 in 1978.75 The number of recordings in 

1975 was due to the creation of a new LP (33 rpm) record entitled ぇせてπiにkおとすてΝ

[skopeftírioΝνΝshootingΝground]ΝwithΝ1βΝcompletely new recordings. In 1978, he 

recorded another new LP (33 rpm) record entitled 12 ｠えiなΝ】αはせえなΝ〉さたすてにとけかiな [12 

néesΝlaikésΝdhimiourghíesΝνΝ1βΝnewΝlaikóΝcreations]. In fact, the title is deceptive 

because one of these 12 songs was recorded for the first time in 1960. This is ぉさちΝ

kiそiにkαかαΝたてにΝこαとすう76 [tinΝteleftéaΝmoúΝzariáΝνΝmyΝlastΝthrowΝofΝtheΝdice]έΝThere are 

two important factors aboutΝtheseΝtwoΝrecordsκΝtheΝfirstΝisΝtheΝtitleΝthatΝTsitsánisΝchose 

for the second LP. After all, it verifies the claims of Despina Michael in her article 

„TsitsánisΝandΝtheΝςirthΝofΝtheΝζewΝ“δaikóΝTragoudi”‟ (1996). Michael argues that 

TsitsánisΝdeliberately used to use this term to describe his music, that is, the word 

laikóέΝώeΝwantedΝtoΝseparateΝhisΝmusicΝfromΝtheΝundergroundΝandΝmistrustful 

rembétikoΝplayedΝinΝtheΝhashish dens. The second important point is the fact that both 

LPs included a song with a political subject. In 1970 he included ぉさなΝけiとαせかちαなΝけすふな77 

[tisΝgherakínasΝghiósΝνΝtheΝhaggardΝwoman‟s son], and in 1978 ‒πそふせてな78 [blókosΝνΝ

dragnet]έΝWithΝbothΝsongs‟ΝlyricsΝTsitsánisΝconfirmedΝtheΝclaimsΝforΝhisΝleft-wing 

(αとすjkiとふな [aristerós]ΦΝbeliefsέ79 

 The tables below (Table 7.7, Table 7.8, Table 7.9 and Table 7.10) give an 

understanding of the reasons for the choices of the singers in terms of the rhythms. 

They also help the analyst to giveΝpossibleΝexplanationsΝregardingΝTsitsánis‟sΝthoughtsΝ

in terms of choosing the right singer for the right song. Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 

represent the number of recordings by singer. They function as yardsticks for the next 

tables (Table 7.9 and Table 7.10) which show the number of recordings by rhythm 

and singer. 

 

                                                 
75 From 1970 onwards, the number of recordings did not exceed the four songs except from the year 

1980 when he recorded eight songs. 
76 Columbia CG 4179 - DG 7583, recorded on June 21, 1960. 
77 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5234 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
78 CBS 83406, recorded in 1978. 
79 SeeΝσhapterΝθέΝInΝtermsΝofΝtheΝ„discourseΝofΝtheΝύreekΝleftΝonΝrebetiko‟ΝseeΝZaimakisΝΥβίίιΦέ 
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Year

Paghioumtzís 

Strátos

Tsaousákis 

Pródhromos

Tsitsánis 

Vasílis

Bélou 

Sotiría Instrumental

Angelópoulos 

Manólis

Nínou 

Maríka

Pánou 

Póli

Gheorghakopoúlou 

Ioána Gréi Kéti

Kazantzídhis 

Stélios

Lídhia 

Ghíota

Perdhikópoulos 

Dhimítris

Ghavalás 

Pános

Bithikótsis 

Ghrighóris

1936

1937 1 6

1938 8 1 6

1939 22 3

1940 20 1

1946 7 6 1 3

1947 5 5 3 4

1948 5 11 1 4

1949 11 4 4 1

1950 22 3 5 1

1951 3 4

1952 1 4 2

1953 2 7

1954 1 2 4

1955 1

1956 1 5 3 1 1 1

1957 2 1 8 2 2

1958 4 1 3 2 2

1959 2 1 2

1960 1 5 1 2 2

1961 3 3 1

1962 2 1 1 1 3

1963 4 1 2 1 3

1964 2 2 3

1965 2 2 3

1966 1 1 1

1967 8 1 1

1968 3

1969 7

1970 2

1971 2

1973 1 1

1975 5

1977 1

1978 8

1979 1

1980 8

1983 4

no date 2  
Table 7.7: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by singer and year (A) 

 

 

Year

Hrisáfi 

'Ana

Hrístou 

Dhimítris

'Imvriou 

Sónia

Káki 

Elvíra

Kalfopoúlou 

Soùla

Kambánis 

Stávros

Kanarídhis 

Manólis

Karívali-

Abatzí 

Sofía

Ki(e)romítis 

Stélios

Kókotas 

Stamátis Korónis

Labíri 

Eléni

Lambráki 

Haroúla Láoura

Línda 

Méri

Makrís 

Ilías

Maráki 

Kéti

Mavromiháli

s Kóstas

Menidhiáti

s Hrístos

1936 2 2

1937

1938

1939

1940 2

1946 1

1947

1948 1 1

1949 1

1950

1951

1952 2 1

1953 3 2 1 1

1954 4

1955 2

1956

1957

1958 4

1959 2 1 2

1960 1 1 4

1961

1962 1

1963 1

1964 1 1

1965 2

1966

1967 3

1968 2

1969 2 1 2

1970

1971

1973

1975

1977

1978 1

1979

1980

1983

no date  
Table 7.8: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by singer and year (B) 
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Singer

9/4 - Old 

Zeimbékiko
2/4 - 

Hasápiko
9/4 - New 

Zeimbékiko
9/8 - 

Karsilamás
9/4 - Mixed 

zeimbékiko-2
2/4 - 

Bayo

2/4 - 

Guaracha

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli
4/4 - 

Boléro
9/4 - Mixed 

zeimbékiko-1

7/8 - 

Kalamati

anós (or 
Sirtós) 5/8

2/4 - 

Bálos
2/4 - 

Rumba

4/4 - 

Hasápiko 
(Blues)

8/8 - 

Sirtós
2/4 - 

Bayorumba Taxími

9/4 - 

Tsiftetéli 
in 9-beat

6/8 - 

Dãdrã

7/8 - 

Reversed 

kalamatianó
3/4 - 

Tsámikos
Paghioumtzís Strátos 14 33 12 2 1

Tsaousákis Pródhromos 41 12 1 3

Tsitsánis Vasílis 2 13 11 8 1 1 3 1 1 1

Bélou Sotiría 17 8 4 1 1 1 1

Instrumental 1 7 3 1 4

Angelópoulos Manólis 1 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 2

Nínou Maríka 8 7 2

Pánou Póli 2 4 2 2 2 1 1

Gheorghakopoúlou Ioána 2 7 3 1 1

Gréi Kéti 4 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

Kazantzídhis Stélios 12 1 2 1

Lídhia Ghíota 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2

Perdhikópoulos Dhimítris 2 7 1 2

Ghavalás Pános 1 1 1 5 3

Bithikótsis Ghrighóris 1 3 1 1 1 1 1

Perpiniádhis Stelákis 10 1

Stavropoúlou Dézi 6 3 1

Haskíl Stéla 6 2 2

Abatzí Ríta 1

Anaghnostákis Pétros 1

Angelídhou Anthí 1 1

Bínis Tákis 3 1

Daláras Ghiórghos 1

Dália Réna 1 1

Dhanái 1

Dhionisíou Strátos 1 3 1 1 1

Dhrosinós Ghavriíl 1

Evghenikós Thanásis 3

Fotíou Manólis 1

Ghaláni Dhímitra
Gháspari 'Efi 1

Ghríli María 1 1

Harmandá Lítsa 2

Hasapákis Mihaíl 1 2

Hatziandoníou Ghiórghos 1 2 1 1

Hatzihrístos Apóstolos 1 4

Hrisáfi 'Ana 3 1 1 1

Hrístou Dhimítris 2

'Imvriou Sónia 1

Káki Elvíra 1 1

Kalfopoúlou Soùla 1 1

Kambánis Stávros 4 2 1

Kanarídhis Manólis 1

Karívali-Abatzí Sofía 1 1

Ki(e)romítis Stélios 3

Kókotas Stamátis 1

Korónis 2

Labíri Eléni 2 1

Lambráki Haroúla 1 1 1 1 1

Láoura 1 1

Línda Méri 3 1 1

Makrís Ilías 1

Maráki Kéti 1

Mavromihális Kóstas 3 1

Menidhiátis Hrístos 1 1 1

Mitáki Gheorghía 1

Mosholioú Víki 1 1 2

Moshonás Odhiséas 1 1 1 2

Moustákas Andónis 1

Nikolaídhis Apóstolos 1 1 1

Papadhópoulos Ghiórghos 2

Pasalári Soúla 1

Poliméris Fótis 1 2

Repánis Andónis 1 1 1 1

Río Bémba 1

Roumeliótis Dhimítris 2 1 1 1

Sinaídhis Theodhósis 1 1

Sofroníou 'Eli 1 1

Soughioultzís Stélios 1

Stákas Tzon 1

Stámou Réna 3 4

Tzouanákos Stávros 2 2 1

Vamvakáris Márkos 3 2

Vasilíou Sotiría 1

Voúrtsi Mártha 1

Zaghoréos Spíros 2  
Table 7.9: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by singer and rhythm (A) 
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Singer

9/4 - 

Aptáliko 
zeimbékiko

4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli-
Boléro (mix)

2/2 - Cha 

Cha

2/2 - 

Tumbao-

Salsa

2/4 - Bálos 
& 2/4 - 

Rumba

2/4 - Bayo 

& 4/4 - 

Tsiftetéli

2/4 - 

Hasápiko & 
2/4 - Roúmba

3/4 - 

Ballad

3/4 - Taxími 
& 2/4 - 

Hasápiko 4/4

4/4 - Argentinean 

tango-cha-cha 

(mix)

4/4 - 

Boléro 
(var_)

4/4 - Taxími 
& 2/4 - 

Hasápiko

4/4 - 

Traditiona

l (Epirus)

4/4 - Tsiftetéli 
(var_) & 2/4 - 

Guaracha

4/4 & 

5/8

6/8 - 

Dãdrã & 
5/8

6/8 - Sirtós 
sta tría 
(Epirus)

6/8 - 

Zonarádhiko 
(Thrace-var.)

8/8 - Malfuf-

tumbao 

(mix)

9/4 - Aptáliko 
monó & 9/4 

Aptáliko dhipló

9/4 - Aptáliko 
zeimbékiko 

dhipló

9/4 - 

Zeimbékiko 
variations

Problem, 

Afro-Cuban, 

Latin

Paghioumtzís Strátos 1 1

Tsaousákis Pródhromos 1

Tsitsánis Vasílis 1 1

Bélou Sotiría
Instrumental 1 1 1

Angelópoulos Manólis 1 1

Nínou Maríka
Pánou Póli
Gheorghakopoúlou Ioána
Gréi Kéti 1

Kazantzídhis Stélios
Lídhia Ghíota
Perdhikópoulos Dhimítris
Ghavalás Pános
Bithikótsis Ghrighóris 1 1

Perpiniádhis Stelákis
Stavropoúlou Dézi
Haskíl Stéla
Abatzí Ríta
Anaghnostákis Pétros
Angelídhou Anthí
Bínis Tákis
Daláras Ghiórghos
Dália Réna
Dhanái 1

Dhionisíou Strátos
Dhrosinós Ghavriíl
Evghenikós Thanásis
Fotíou Manólis
Ghaláni Dhímitra 1 1 1

Gháspari 'Efi
Ghríli María
Harmandá Lítsa
Hasapákis Mihaíl
Hatziandoníou Ghiórghos
Hatzihrístos Apóstolos
Hrisáfi 'Ana
Hrístou Dhimítris
'Imvriou Sónia
Káki Elvíra
Kalfopoúlou Soùla
Kambánis Stávros
Kanarídhis Manólis
Karívali-Abatzí Sofía
Ki(e)romítis Stélios
Kókotas Stamátis 1

Korónis
Labíri Eléni
Lambráki Haroúla
Láoura
Línda Méri 1

Makrís Ilías
Maráki Kéti
Mavromihális Kóstas
Menidhiátis Hrístos 1 1 1

Mitáki Gheorghía
Mosholioú Víki
Moshonás Odhiséas
Moustákas Andónis
Nikolaídhis Apóstolos
Papadhópoulos Ghiórghos
Pasalári Soúla
Poliméris Fótis 1

Repánis Andónis 1

Río Bémba
Roumeliótis Dhimítris
Sinaídhis Theodhósis 1

Sofroníou 'Eli
Soughioultzís Stélios
Stákas Tzon
Stámou Réna
Tzouanákos Stávros
Vamvakáris Márkos
Vasilíou Sotiría 1

Voúrtsi Mártha
Zaghoréos Spíros  
Table 7.10: Number of Tsitsánis’s recordings by singer and rhythm (B) 

 

 

 There appear to be unwritten rules within the ranks of Greek musicians (just as 

evidence suggests there are within all musicians‟ΝranksΦΝregardingΝtheΝcategorization 

ofΝsongsέΝόorΝinstance,ΝsongsΝinΝzeimbékikoΝrhythmΝareΝconsideredΝmoreΝserious,Ν

many times called by Greek musicians くαとすう [variáΝΥpluralΦ,ΝvaríΝΥsingularΦΝνΝheavy],Ν

where a virtuoso singer and/or soloist (most of the time a bouzouki player) can show 

their skills, either by playing a very skilled intro, or either by singing very difficult 

passages or performing with very artistic melismas. Moreover, in many cases, the 

dhrómosΝthatΝaΝsongΝisΝbasedΝonΝcanΝindicate theΝsong‟sΝstyleΝandΝaestheticsέΝόorΝ

example,ΝdhrómosΝηusák, whichΝisΝaΝveryΝseriousΝandΝheavyΝdhrómos,ΝisΝmainlyΝusedΝ

forΝzeimbékikoΝand rather rarelyΝusedΝforΝhasápikoέΝTable 7.11 shows some examples 

of this type of song basedΝonΝzeimbékikoΝrhythmέ 
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Title Matrix code Catalogue code Worth-noticing 

Γiちちおしさせα けすα ちα πてちほ 
[gheníthikaΝghiáΝnaΝponóΝνΝIΝwasΝbornΝ
to suffer]  

GO 4924 B 74306-』 Bouzouki; accordion; 
voice 

〉iち j' うせてにjα たαちてへそα たてに  
[dhenΝs‟ΝákousaΝmanoúlaΝmoúΝνΝ
mother I didn't listen to you] 

7XGA 1379 7PG 3115 Voice; general feeling 

》さkすうちてなΝ[zitiánosΝνΝthe beggar] OGA 1191 AO 2722 General feeling 

『 hすせkαkふとすjjα  
[IΝdhiktatórisaΝνΝtheΝdictator] 

OGA 2404 AO 5329 Bouzouki; voice 

Θえその ちα iかちαす 【にとすαせお  
[ΝthéloΝnaΝíneΝkiriakíΝνΝIΝwantΝtoΝbeΝ
Sunday] 

7XGA 947 7PG 2911 Voice; bouzouki 

ぇせかji k' αちのちへたて けとうたたα  
[skíseΝt‟ΝanónimoΝtoΝghrámaΝνΝΝtearΝtheΝ
anonymous letter] 

7XGA 831 7PG 2858 Bouzouki; accordion 

ぉαΝちすうkαΝkαΝたπiとたπうちkすせαΝ 
[taΝniátaΝtaΝberbándikaΝνΝΝphilandererΝ
youth] 

ύぁΝδζβζ  GA 7657 General feeling 

ぉさな せてすちのちかαな さ hすαlてとう  
[tisΝkinonías IΝdhiaforáΝνΝΝtheΝ
dissimilarity of the society] 

7XGO 10302 MSM 391 / 
480056 

General feeling; voice 

ぉて せふせせすちて たαちkおそす  
[toΝkókinoΝmandíliΝνΝtheΝredΝscarf] 

OGA 2566 AO 5417 Bouzoukia 

ぉて πてにせうたすjて  
[toΝpoukámisoΝνΝtheΝshirt] 

OGA 2480 AO 5364  General feeling; 
bouzouki;  
accordion; voice  

Table 7.11μ Examples of ‘heavy’ zeimbékiko songs (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

On the other hand,ΝhasápikoΝrhythmΝneedsΝcompletelyΝdifferentΝtreatment, both from 

the orchestra and, especially, from the singer. In many cases, due to its fast tempo, the 

voice has to be airy and light, with more attention to the accentuation of the lyrics.80 

In many cases,ΝhasápikoΝsongsΝ„use‟ΝtheΝlyricsΝinΝaΝcompletelyΝdifferentΝwayΝto the 

zeimbékikoέΝInΝmostΝhasápikos,ΝalmostΝeveryΝsingleΝnoteΝofΝtheΝmelodicΝlineΝcarriesΝaΝ

singleΝsyllable,ΝwhileΝmostΝzeimbékikoΝsongsΝutilizeΝmoreΝmelismaticΝphrases,ΝwhereΝ

a single syllable continues for more than one note. όurthermore,ΝinΝhasápikoΝsongs,Ν

due to their style, the utilization of a second melodic line by a second singer (in most 

cases in parallel thirds with the first) is easier to create thanΝinΝaΝzeimbékiko song (see 

Tsitsánis‟sΝkandádha style songs – Chapters 1 and 4). There are of course exceptions 

                                                 
80 ρΝspecialΝexceptionΝisΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝsingerΝStrátosΝθaghioumtzís. The combination ofΝtheΝhasápikoΝ

with his heavy, loud and sort of tenor-like voice produced many and successful (with regard to their 

salesΦΝsongsέΝώowever,ΝoneΝshouldΝnotΝforgetΝthatΝtheΝhasápikoΝrhythmΝwasΝnotΝplayedΝasΝfastΝasΝitΝwas 

played later on (see Chapter 6). 
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withΝhasápikoΝsongsΝthatΝhaveΝaΝheavierΝairΝandΝneedΝmoreΝvirtuosoΝskills on the part 

of the singer(s). In many cases, various aspects of the music depend on the period 

when the songs were written. For instance, the melismatic phrases of the voices and 

the virtuoso performance techniques of the bouzouki players are elements of the new 

era that began around 1960. Table 7.12 showsΝsomeΝexamplesΝofΝsongsΝinΝhasápiko 

rhythm where a lighter or more scherzoso style is obvious.  

 

 

Title 
 
Matrix code Catalogue code Worth notic ing 

]πふねi jkすな αせとてけすαそえな  
[apópseΝ stisΝ akroghialiésΝ νΝ tonightΝ atΝ theΝ
coasts] 

7XGA 2808 

7PG 3748 Scherzoso style 

〈うとせαΝけすαそふΝ[várkoΝghialóΝνΝboatΝcoast] CG 2165 DG 6599 Simplicity, voices 
〈ふそkα たえjα jkさち 《そそうhα 
[vóltaΝmésaΝstinΝeládhaΝνΝstrollΝinΝύreece] 

GO 4655  
GA 7670 Style, voices 

Γすα kα たうkすα π' αけαπほ  
[ghiáΝtaΝmátiaΝp‟ΝaghapóΝνΝforΝtheΝeyesΝthatΝ
I love] 

CG 2535  

DG 6786 Style, voices 
《かたαすΝπαすhうせすΝたiΝねにぬおΝせαすΝこさそiたえちて 
[ímeΝpedhákiΝmeΝpsihíΝkeΝzileménoΝνΝIΝamΝaΝ
kid with soul and enviable] 

GO 2818  

GA 7068 Simplicity, voices 
『ΝせαとhすうΝjてにΝしαΝけかちiすΝぬとにjおΝ 
[iΝ kardhiáΝ soúΝ thaΝ ghíniΝ hrisíΝ νΝ yourΝ heartΝ
will become gold] 

CG 2625 

DG 6819 Scherzoso style  
Table 7.12μ Examples of ‘light’ songs in hasápiko (Tsitsánis) 

 

 

 Based on the above evidence, one can make reasonable conjectures regarding 

the preferences of the songwriter. For instance, if one considers the two singers with 

theΝmostΝrecordings,ΝthatΝisΝθaghioumtzís withΝζδΝandΝTsaousákis with 57, it can be 

seen that PaghioumtzísΝsangΝβιΝsongsΝinΝzeimbékikoΝΥold,ΝnewΝandΝaptálikoΦΝrhythmΝ

(that is 45.3 per cent ofΝtheΝtotalΦΝandΝγγΝinΝhasápikoΝΥthatΝisΝε1έε per cent of the total). 

ηnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝTsaousákisΝsangΝδζΝsongsΝinΝzeimbékikoΝΥold,ΝnewΝandΝmixedΦΝ

rhythm (that is 80.7 per cent ofΝtheΝtotalΦΝandΝ11ΝinΝhasápiko (19.2 per cent of the 

total). According to these data, two thoughts can be borne in mind: firstly that 

TsitsánisΝthoughtΝofΝθaghioumtzís‟sΝvoiceΝasΝbeingΝmoreΝappropriateΝforΝhasápikoΝ

style songs,ΝwhileΝheΝpreferredΝTsaousákis‟sΝvoiceΝforΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝsongsΝand,Ν

secondly, that the composer clearly did not want these two singers to sing other 

rhythmsΝthanΝtheΝaforementionedέΝθaghioumtzísΝsangΝtwoΝsongsΝinΝaΝrhythmΝotherΝ

than those, that is, in karsilamásέΝώowever,ΝifΝoneΝthinksΝthatΝtheΝkarsilamásΝalsoΝ

belongsΝinΝtheΝzeimbékikoΝfamilyΝthenΝone will understand that there is no other 
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rhythm sung by PaghioumtzísέΝTheΝsameΝisΝalsoΝtrueΝofΝTsaousákisέΝTsitsánisΝusedΝ

himΝonlyΝforΝzeimbékikoΝandΝhasápiko rhythms. There are more examples of similar 

cases, such as Kazantzídhis andΝρngelópoulos. It should be mentioned that I am 

comparingΝsingersΝthatΝwereΝactiveΝduringΝtheΝsameΝtimeΝperiodέΝKazantzídhisΝsangΝ1γΝ

songsΝinΝzeimbékikoΝwhileΝρngelópoulosΝseemedΝtoΝbeΝmoreΝappropriate for 

contemporary foreign rhythms, such as the guaracha and the rumba.  

   

 TogetherΝwithΝtheΝendΝofΝtheΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝrhythms,ΝtheΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝ

musicalΝpartΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝdiscographicalΝworkΝalsoΝendsέ The next chapter (Chapter 

θΦΝgathersΝallΝtheΝpiecesΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝpuzzleΝsoΝfarΝidentifiedΝandΝtriesΝtoΝputΝthemΝ

back together. By gathering these pieces together, the chapter aspires to demonstrate 

theΝmostΝcompleteΝimageΝpossibleΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusical, as well as socio-cultural, 

significance. One should not forget that the construction of the musical identity of a 

songwriter does not only belong to him, for its changes, occasionally, depend on 

severalΝotherΝfactors,ΝoutsideΝtheΝsongwriter‟sΝsphereΝofΝactions. The best proof for 

this argument is the fact that even after the death of the songwriters their songs still 

continue to evolve. In other words, what a young person listens to today, and they 

connectΝtoΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusic,ΝisΝnotΝtheΝsameΝasΝanother person listening to it in 

1ιεί,ΝforΝexampleέΝόurthermore,ΝaΝTsitsánis‟sΝsongΝmeansΝsomethingΝtoΝaΝζίΝyearΝoldΝ

Greek, while it means something completely different to a teenager. The music 

evolvesΝandΝnobodyΝwillΝeverΝbeΝsureΝifΝTsitsánisΝhimselfΝwould approve of the way 

his music is performed today. After all, the message that music passes is the key to the 

unlockingΝofΝaΝsongwriter‟sΝintentionsέΝUndoubtedly,ΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝhaveΝ

evolved and changed, as my thesis demonstrates, along with the messages they now 

convey to their audience.81

                                                 
81 See also in Middleton Popular Music as a Message (1990: 172). 
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Part IV  

Conclusions 
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Chapter 8  

Conclusions 

 

Re-evaluation of Tsitsánis’s Significance 

VasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordingΝcareerΝΥ1ιγζΝ– 1983) reveals information not only 

concerning the music itself (from the particularities of his own songwriting style to 

the genre in its entirety), but also concerning multifarious sociological aspects of 

Greek culture. This first in-depth analysis of his musical works and compositional 

style deals with important and far-reaching claims about his work and aspires to 

provide a better understanding of complex and longstanding issues that have been 

troubling musicians and musicologists for many years, such as the development of the 

harmony, the role of the singers, the re-determination of the role of the bouzouki, and 

so forth. This project, therefore, makes its original contribution by offering an 

analysis ofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝrecordedΝoutputΝthatΝprovides a key to the unlocking of 

a number of musical, historical and socio-cultural issues pertainingΝtoΝTsitsánis‟sΝroleΝ

in the development of Greek laikó music, the first urban musical product of modern 

Greece. Because of the previous neglect in academia of rebetological and laikological 

issues, this thesis represents the first academic study to collate and synthesize a large 

quantity of information about Greek popular music.  

The two core tools of the project are: 1) the electronic database of VasílisΝ

TsitsánisΝrecordingsΝΥTέEέτέΦΝwhichΝincludesΝallΝtheΝrecordingsΝmadeΝbyΝhimΝalongΝ

with a great deal of information about them; and 2) the transcription and analysis of 

selected recordings throughout his career (charting structural, instrumental, textural, 

timbral, rhythmic, harmonic and modal changes). ςyΝanalyzingΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusic,ΝthisΝ

thesis succeeds in revealing at numerous points the boundaries of rembétikoΝandΝtheΝ

newerΝlaikóΝstyle,Νand disclosing the particular characteristics that form the new 

musical style. It can be argued that the project not only contributes to the 

understanding of Greek popular music (something important per se judging by the 

embryonic stage of Greek popular musicology), but also offers findings concerning 

other musical cultures, such Turkish, Afro-Cuban, Blues, Latin, Italian, Hindi and so 

forth. It functions, therefore, as a bridge for all these cultures that have been mixed 

together in the Greek peninsula on various occasions, and which have been examined 

andΝanalyzedΝwithinΝthisΝthesisέΝVasílisΝTsitsánis‟sΝprojectΝhelpsΝύreekΝlaikologyΝtoΝ
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gain its place within popular musicological studies for, on the one hand, it deals with 

an extremely rich musical culture (involving synthesis with other musical cultures) 

and, on the other hand, it reveals information that aids the researchers, musicians, and 

audiences to understand and evaluate the socio-cultural history of a wide geographic 

area (the Mediterranean). 

WhatΝtheΝpreviousΝchaptersΝhaveΝindisputablyΝrevealedΝisΝthatΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝ

basedΝhisΝsongwritingΝstyleΝonΝtheΝtraditionalΝrembétikoΝstandardsΝthatΝmanyΝother 

songwriters used before and after him. However, no matter whether the changes that 

TsitsánisΝintroducedΝareΝjudgedΝtoΝbeΝofΝlowΝorΝhighΝimportanceΝΥsomethingΝthatΝisΝ

subjectiveΦ,ΝtheΝstyleΝΥthatΝisΝrembétikoΦΝleadΝtoΝaΝdifferent,ΝnewΝageέΝSomeΝofΝtheΝ

„highlights‟ΝofΝtheΝnewΝstyleΝthatΝTsitsánisΝhimselfΝalwaysΝwantedΝtoΝreferΝtoΝasΝlaikó,Ν

ratherΝthanΝasΝrembétikoΝΥwithoutΝmeaningΝthatΝtheΝwordΝlaikóΝwasΝnotΝusedΝbeforeΝ

TsitsánisΦΝfollow,ΝalongΝwithΝaΝsummaryΝandΝΥinΝsomeΝcasesΦΝaΝre-evaluation. Clearly, 

throughΝtheΝpathΝthatΝheΝshowed,ΝalongΝwithΝmanyΝotherΝlaikóΝsongwritersΝofΝtheΝsameΝ

periodΝΥsuchΝasΝθapaioánou,Νώiótis,ΝKaldháras,ΝεitsákisΝandΝώatzihrístosΦ,ΝtheyΝ

succeeded in taking the style out of the underworld, and delivered it to every social 

strata, making it, more or less, an inseparable part of Greek identity and culture, not 

onlyΝwithinΝtheΝcountry‟sΝborders,ΝbutΝallΝoverΝtheΝworldέΝόromΝnowΝon,ΝsoundsΝlikeΝ

theΝsoundΝofΝtheΝbouzoukiΝandΝofΝtheΝrhythmicΝstyleΝofΝtheΝhasápikoΝwouldΝbe 

identifications of modern Greek culture. Some of the constituents found in this freshly 

regeneratedΝmusicalΝstyleΝwereΝclearlyΝchangesΝintroducedΝbyΝTsitsánis,ΝasΝtheΝ

findings within this thesis reveal.  

 

 

The Lyrics 

The issue of the themes of the lyrics was too large for me to do justice to in the space 

available here. It would have meant dealing inadequately with critical matters issues 

such asΝtheΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝrhythmsέΝTheΝfocusΝofΝthisΝthesisΝhasΝbeenΝonΝmusic,Νand 

an examination of the lyrics would fill a second thesis. However, I make reference to 

the subject here (in the conclusion) because, first, the lyrics should be mentioned as a 

„highlight‟ΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝnewΝstyle, and secondly, I wish to underline their 

significance and, in so doing, suggest a potential area for future research. 
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The topics found in the lyrics constitute one of the most important changes in 

Tsitsánis‟sΝmusic,ΝcomparedΝtoΝtheΝalmostΝconstantΝpreferenceΝofΝtheΝsongwritersΝuntilΝ

then towards words that had to do with prison, drugs, assassinations and so forth. In 

other words, the lyrical theme, due to which the whole style had been characterized as 

marginal and directly connected to the underworld, had now changed. Apparently, 

this is not the case forΝtheΝentireΝrembétikoΝsongΝrepertoire that existed before 

Tsitsánis,ΝforΝthereΝwereΝcountlessΝsongsΝthatΝhadΝtoΝdoΝwithΝlove,Νpassion,ΝwomenΝandΝ

so forth. To see it as an image, one can consider the low-life theme as being at the top 

of the pyramid of rembétiko‟sΝlyricalΝpreferences,ΝwhileΝtheΝthemesΝaboutΝloveΝare at 

theΝsecondΝlevelΝofΝthisΝpyramidέΝWithΝTsitsánis‟sΝlyricalΝworkΝtheΝsecondΝlevel takes 

the place of the first and the first is given an even lower level at the pyramid of his 

lyrical preferences. One can now find plenty of song examples that contain social 

messages: songs about poverty, exile, migration, the civil war, travelling, anecdotes, 

songs that describe the life of the working proletariat, and so forth. There are, 

obviously, many references to the low-life themes, but these are dramatically fewer 

than before. Moreover, it is not only a matter of the changed themes but also of the 

changedΝwritingΝtechniqueέΝTsitsánisΝusedΝaΝfarΝmoreΝsophisticatedΝwritingΝtechniqueΝ

than the previous rembétesέΝSomeΝimportantΝsongΝexamplesΝillustrating several lyrical 

techniquesΝofΝTsitsánisΝareΝpresentedΝbelowέ1 

Worth noting are those casesΝthatΝperhapsΝrevealΝaΝhabitΝofΝTsitsánisκΝheΝusedΝ

to have a female singer to sing a song when its lyrics were the words of a man to a 

woman (he also did that the other way around). Two song examples are: Γiすkふちすjjα2 

[ghitónisaΝνΝneighbour lady]; and ΦかそてなΝせαすΝけにちαかせα3 [fílosΝkeΝghinékaΝνΝfriendΝandΝ

woman]. 

Although he never took a political position openly, and he even rejected 

ρndreasΝθapandreou‟sΝproposalΝforΝtakingΝpartΝin the elections with the PA.SO.K. 

Party (the party that has been governing Greece for approximately 20 years, since 

1ιθ1Φ,ΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝdidΝmakeΝhisΝpoliticalΝviews public, through his lyrics. The 

                                                 
1 ρnastasíouΝΥ1ιιεΝandΝβίίδΦΝandΝώristianópoulosΝΥβίίιΦΝcontainΝveryΝgoodΝanalyzesΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

lyrical work. 
2 Parlophone GO 2640 - B. 21897, recorded in late 1936. 
3 Columbia CG 3582 - DG 7304, recorded on March 19, 1957. 
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next table (Table 8.1) includes some songs that have been connected to some political 

circumstances. 

 

Title Recording information 
【うπてすαΝたうちαΝαちαjkiちうこiすΝ 
[kápiaΝmánaΝanastenáziΝνΝaΝmotherΝsighs] 

Parlophone GO 3796 - 〈έΝηδ1ίί-』, 
 recorded on May 31, 1947 

『ΝけiとαせかちαΝ[iΝgherakínaΝνΝtheΝhaggard] Columbia CG 2424 - DG 6729,  
recorded on July 14, 1948 

ぃのΝπのΝこさたすうΝπてにΝπうしαたiΝ 
[po po zimiáΝpoúΝpáthameΝνΝohΝmy, what a 
damage we had] 

CBS 7815,  
recorded in circa October, 1979. 

ぉさなΝけiとαせかちαなΝけすてなΝ 
[tisΝgherakínasΝghiósΝνΝtheΝhaggardΝwoman‟s son] 

MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5234 - 2J-
064 70172,  
recorded in 1975 

｠てjkαそけかαΝ[nostalghíaΝνΝnostalgia] MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA)  
7YCG 5241 - 2J-064 70172,  
recorded in 1975 

Table 8.1: Tsitsánis’s songs connected to political circumstances 

 

 

 As previously mentioned above,ΝTsitsánis‟sΝrepertoire also does include songs 

with lyrics that refer to low-life themes. One of them is drugs. Some examples are: ぇiΝ

そαぬkうとさjαΝαとけすそえΝたてに4 [seΝlahtárisaΝarghiléΝmoúΝνΝIΝdesiredΝyouΝmyΝnargileh]λΝぉてΝ

くαπふとすΝαπ‟ΝkさちΝぃiとjかα5 [toΝvapóriΝapΤΝtinΝθersíaΝνΝtheΝboatΝfromΝθersia]λΝand 

〉さそさkおとすてΝjkさΝlそえくα6 [dhilitírioΝstiΝflévaΝνΝpoisonΝinΝvein]έΝThisΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝ

importantΝsignsΝthatΝshowΝthatΝTsitsánisΝdidΝnotΝcomeΝfromΝsomewhereΝelseΝbutΝfromΝ

theΝsameΝclassΝofΝtheΝrembétesέΝώeΝcameΝfromΝtheΝheartΝofΝrembétiko, but he 

succeeded in developing his own musical style, taking with him the entire genre in a 

new direction. 

 Finally, anotherΝinterestingΝ„lyricalΝhabit‟ΝofΝTsitsánisΝwasΝtheΝuseΝofΝproverbsέΝ

I can say that his case is the only one I am aware of, for I have never listened to Greek 

proverbs set to music by any other songwriter. Some song examples are: ′jαΝhiちΝ

lkうちiすΝさΝαそiπてへ7 [ósaΝdhenΝftániΝiΝalepoúΝνΝeverythingΝthatΝtheΝfoxΝcanΤtΝreach]λΝ

ぇkiとちおΝたてにΝけちほjさΝちαΝjiΝiかぬαΝπとほkα8 [sterníΝmoúΝghnósiΝnaΝseΝíhaΝprótaΝνΝmyΝlateΝ

                                                 
4 Venus-Tzina SV 75, recorded in 1983. 
5 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 6314 - 2J 006 70529/II, recorded in 1977. 
6 CBS 83406, recorded in 1978. 
7 HMV OGA 1528 - AO 2911, recorded on December 10, 1949. 
8 Parlophone GO 4828 - B. 74287-II, recorded on July 10, 1953. 
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knowledge I wish I had you earlier]; and 『 αぬそうhαΝえぬiすΝπかjのΝkさちΝてにとうΝkさな9 [iΝahládhaΝ

éhiΝpísoΝtinΝouráΝtisΝνΝtheΝbigΝpearΝhasΝitsΝtaleΝatΝtheΝback]έ 

 

 

The Re-determination of the Role of the Bouzouki 

ύreekΝlaikóΝmusiciansΝusuallyΝ– and generally – speak of two main bouzouki schools: 

theΝTsitsánis‟sΝschoolΝandΝtheΝώiótis‟sΝschool. Although many skilled bouzouki 

playersΝexistedΝbeforeΝTsitsánis,ΝespeciallyΝwithinΝtheΝranksΝofΝtheΝrefugees,ΝTsitsánisΝ

is credited with the re-determination of the role of the bouzouki and, consequently, of 

the whole style itself. Especially when compared to the case of Piraeus rembétikoΝ

bouzoukiΝplayers,ΝtheΝtechniqueΝofΝTsitsánisΝwasΝfarΝdifferentΝfrom that which existed 

till thenέΝTheΝsimpleΝmovementsΝofΝtheΝmelodiesΝfound,ΝforΝexample,ΝinΝVamvakáris‟sΝ

songs were substituted by the more complex linesΝofΝTsitsánisέΝThereΝareΝthreeΝmajorΝ

sources that testify and, indeed,ΝjustifyΝhisΝskilledΝtechniqueκΝ1ΦΝTsitsánisΝdescribedΝinΝ

some of his interviews that he used to literally bleed due to many hours of practice, a 

practice, though, that was based on songwritingΝandΝnotΝonΝtoday‟sΝpracticeΝofΝ

musicians, that is, of playing exercises. βΦΝεanyΝofΝhisΝfriends,ΝrembétikoΝaficionadosΝ

who have published books and articles, include in their texts stories regarding a habit 

ofΝTsitsánisκΝheΝusedΝtoΝthrowΝoffΝmany melodies that he had created and from which 

many others songwriters would have made a number of songs, in order to make only 

one which would satisfy his desires. By doing so, they say, he used to spend days in 

his work room at home, making his fingers bleed.10 3) Information given to me by 

KóstasΝTsitsánisΝverifiesΝtheΝsameΝsituationέΝώeΝtoldΝmeΝthatΝhisΝfatherΝusedΝtoΝspendΝ

countless hours in his work room, that is, in the basement of their house in Glyfada. 

εanyΝtimes,ΝTsitsánisΝmadeΝtheΝrestΝofΝtheΝfamily wonder, because he did not appear 

in the main house for lunch. The following photograph (Figure 8.1) is a gift from 

KóstasΝTsitsánis,ΝshowingΝhisΝfatherΝinsideΝhisΝworkingΝroomΝduringΝsongwritingέ 

 

                                                 
9 HMV OGA 1727 - AO 2984, recorded on December 16, 1950. 
10 If one sees a bouzouki or photographs of bouzoukis of this period, they will observe that the space 

between the strings and the fingerboard (what it is often called by Greek musicians たαちかせす [maníkiΝνΝ

sleeve]ΦΝisΝmuchΝbiggerΝthanΝtoday‟sΝinstrumentsέΝThus,ΝaΝlong-lasting practice would cause pain to the 

player‟sΝfingersΝand,ΝinΝcasesΝofΝexaggerations,ΝevenΝbleedingέ 
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Figure 8.1μ Vasílis Tsitsánis during work 

 

 

TheΝfacetsΝofΝtheΝnewΝperformanceΝtechniqueΝofΝTsitsánisΝdidΝnotΝconcernΝ

merely the instrument, for it also affected other constituents of the style such as the 

accompanying technique of the rest of the band and, later, the sound engineers who 

would search for different ways to record him. It consequently affected the next 

generations of musicians and especially bouzouki players who now had a reference 

point with regard to the virtuosity they wanted to build. In fact, especially if one also 

takes into consideration the second bouzouki school (theΝschoolΝofΝεanólisΝώiótis), 

one can see that a higher level of virtuosity in musical instruments (especially in those 

thatΝareΝtheΝ„flagships‟ΝofΝtheΝstyle,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝbouzoukiΝinΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΦΝisΝaΝ

major reason for the development of a style. In other words, a musical genre can 

evolve through the virtuosity that new artists put in the style. After all, there might not 

be a better proof of thisΝthanΝώiótis‟sΝentirelyΝnewΝsongΝstyleΝin his Latin American-

influenced era, which has been examined and analyzed within this thesis. First, he 

listened to something new, that is, Latin and Blues (in the USA), and then, he took 

advantage of his high-level virtuosity to import these new elements into his 

songwriting technique. By doing so, a new era for the style began. 
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The Shift towards the West 

There are many references within this thesis to the impact of the newly introduced 

elementsΝofΝTsitsánis,ΝwhichΝled rembétikoΝtowardsΝWesternization and wider 

acceptance. The most important of these characteristics are: 1) the kandádha song 

style, about which there are several references within the thesis; 2) the new role given 

to as well as new combinations of the voices (for example, using movements in 

parallel thirds all over the song); and 3) the richer chordal harmony introduced in his 

early post-war repertoire, basically caused by the more complex and sophisticated 

melodies of his songs. Unquestionably, many of the new parameters introduced by 

TsitsánisΝbecameΝtheΝfoundationsΝofΝtheΝlaikóΝsongΝandΝareΝeach examined below. 

 

 

The Foundations for the Future 

Some key songsΝofΝVasílisΝTsitsánis follow, along with explanatory comments, in 

order to point out interesting cases, vital for the development of the style. These songs 

attest to Tsitsánis‟sΝmusicalΝsignificance,ΝforΝtheyΝsetΝtheΝfoundationsΝforΝtheΝfutureΝofΝ

the genre. 

『ΝjせすうΝたてにΝせαすΝけの11 [iΝskiáΝmoúΝkeΝghoΝνΝmyΝshadowΝandΝme]κΝthisΝsongΝ

belongsΝinΝtheΝTsitsánisΝboleroΝcategoryέΝUnderΝdiscussionΝhereΝisΝtheΝspecialΝcaseΝofΝ

bolero songs, which were examined in Chapter 6. This particular bolero can be 

considered as one of theΝcomposer‟sΝmostΝmodernΝideasΝasΝregardsΝtheΝchordalΝ

progressionsΝandΝtheΝrhythm‟sΝinterpretationέΝρfterΝall,ΝheΝhadΝτhímitraΝύhalániΝtoΝ

sing this song, a young singer whose name was integrally connected to the ちえてΝせへたαΝ

[néoΝkímaΝνΝnewΝwave]ΝmusicalΝstyle, a style that can be considered as being in 

betweenΝtheΝlaikóΝofΝtheΝperiodΝunderΝdiscussionΝΥ1ιηίsΦΝandΝtheΝso-called えちkiぬちてΝ

[éntehnoΝνΝartistic] song. To put it anotherΝway,ΝtheΝselectionΝofΝύhalániΝshows that 

there should always be a link connecting laikóΝstyleΝtoΝtheΝstyle-branches that 

followed it – not to mention the fact that most of these post-laikóΝstylesΝhave,ΝinΝturn,Ν

theirΝrootsΝinΝlaikóέ 

ぁΝαすjしさたαkかαな12 [oΝesthimatíasΝνΝtheΝsentimentalist]ΝisΝaΝsongΝthatΝillustrates 

the Westernized additions ofΝTsitsánisΝintoΝtheΝstyleέΝρpartΝfromΝtheΝmovementΝofΝtheΝ
                                                 
11 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5240 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
12 Odeon LG 1018 - GA 7753, recorded in December, 1953. 
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melody which sounds far distant from the older makam-based melodies, the key point 

here is the existence of two soloist guitars that play the intro, along with the 

accordion. In other words, this is a sign that, even as early as 1953, the style can exist 

without the existence of its flag, that is, the bouzouki.  

ぃてそすてとせかα13 [poliorkíaΝνΝtheΝsiege] does not sound like any other song of 

TsitsánisΝΥIΝcouldΝevenΝsayΝlikeΝanyΝotherΝsongΝofΝthisΝperiodΝmadeΝbyΝanyΝotherΝ

songwriter). The most obvious characteristic of this particular song, compared to 

other songs, is the arrangement, whichΝisΝnotΝbasedΝonΝsomeΝolder,Νrembétiko-laikóΝ

classical, already existing formula. Moreover, there is no rhythmic pattern that can 

matchΝthisΝsong‟sΝperformanceέΝUltimately,ΝthereΝisΝsomething of a link to the music 

of Theodorakis, which is strengthened byΝtheΝvoiceΝofΝύhrighórisΝςithikótsis (1922-

2005) who is the singer in this song.14 This particular singer, with some new songs of 

TsitsánisΝthatΝheΝrecorded,ΝalongΝwithΝsomeΝre-recordings of older songs of the same 

songwriter, marked theΝnewΝeraΝofΝlaikóΝsong (mainly the electric era)έΝςithikótsisΝwasΝ

the flagship singer ofΝtheΝlaikóΝstyleΝmusicΝofΝεikisΝTheodorakisέ The following 

figure (Figure 8.2ΦΝisΝaΝphotographΝofΝTsitsánisΝandΝςithikótsisΝΥthe two in the 

middle). 

 

 

                                                 
13 HMV 7XGA 1807 - 7PG 3362, recorded on February 4, 1964. 
14 There is a well-known statement-saying of Mikis Theodorakis thatΝheΝ„wouldΝlikeΝtoΝbeΝconsideredΝasΝ

a plain studentΝofΝTsitsánis‟έΝUnfortunately,ΝalthoughΝthisΝstatementΝisΝveryΝfamousΝandΝcanΝbeΝfoundΝinΝ

numerous books and articles by several authors, none of them indicates the original source, that is, 

where has Theodorakis initially stated this. 
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Figure 8.2μ Vasílis Tsitsánis and ύhrighóris Bithikótsis (in the middleν photograph given by 

Kóstas Tsitsánis) 

 

 

ぉてΝkjすlkikえそすΝkてにΝぉjすkjうちさ15 [toΝtsiftetéliΝtoúΝTsitsániΝνΝTsitsanisΤsΝtsifteteli]Ν

might be described in a rather exaggerated way, as an instrumental piece that contains 

a short section with lyrics. The song lasts about three minutes. Apart from a section 

thatΝlastsΝfromΝί1‟έγγ‟‟ΝuntilΝίβ‟έΝ11‟‟,ΝthatΝis,ΝforΝγθΝseconds,ΝitΝdoesΝnotΝcontainΝ

singing. This paradigm is the singleΝexceptionΝwithinΝTsitsánis‟sΝentire repertoire – 

not to mention that there is no other song by anyone else with the same attributes that 

has ever come to my attention. Thus, this song is anotherΝsignΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝ

innovative songwriting and imagination. 

ぉてΝlかそちkすjすΝせてたπてそてけうせすΝたてに16 [toΝfíldisiΝkombologhákiΝmoúΝνΝtheΝchapletΝofΝ

ivory] links in its rhythm, as well as its general aesthetic, to the music of 

contemporaryΝύreekΝcomposers,ΝandΝespeciallyΝtoΝtheΝcaseΝofΝεánosΝδoízos‟sΝ(1937-

1982) music, who is considered in Greece as one of the leaders of the new wave and 

theΝartisticΝstyles,ΝhavingΝcomposed,Νhowever,ΝmanyΝlaikóΝsongs,Νtoo. 

                                                 
15 HMV 7XGA 3291 - 7PG 3953, recorded in 1970. 
16 MINOS-EMI (COLUMBIA) 7YCG 5237 - 2J-064 70172, recorded in 1975. 
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ぉてΝπてkうたす17 [toΝpotámiΝνΝtheΝriver], once again, has an obvious link to 

Theodorakis‟sΝmusicέΝThe chord sequence is very close to the sequence of the song 

entitled ぇαくくαkふくとαhて18 [savatóvradhoΝνΝSaturdayΝevening],ΝwrittenΝbyΝTheodorakisέ 

『Νつiたにαそかjkとα19 [iΝxemialístraΝνΝtheΝtemptress], similarly to some previous 

cases, is linked to music composed by contemporary laikóΝcomposersέΝInΝparticular,Ν

thisΝsong‟sΝaestheticΝisΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝmusicΝofΝύhiórghosΝZambétas (1925-1992). It is 

also reminiscent of Theodorakis‟sΝsongΝentitledΝぃαとうπてちて20 [paráponoΝνΝcomplaint]έΝ

There is also another general characteristicΝthatΝconnectsΝTsitsánis‟sΝmusicΝtoΝ

contemporary styles, and that is the guitarist‟sΝperformanceΝtechniqueέΝHere, I am 

referring to theΝ„newΝage‟ΝhasápikoΝsongs, where the guitar plays arpeggios in triplets 

and not theΝrembétiko-traditional bass guitar (bass_I – chord – bass_V – chord).21 

Some song examples follow that have to do with the development of song 

structureΝwithinΝlaikóΝstyleέΝTheΝsongΝ╉ちαΝkαつかhすΝiかちΤΝさΝこのお22 [énaΝtaxídhiΝinΤΝiΝzoíΝνΝ

life is a trip] is a fine example. It is one of the few in which, after the last intro, the 

bandΝplaysΝtheΝrefrainΝofΝtheΝsongΝonceΝmoreέΝTheΝ„refrainΝafterΝtheΝlastΝintro‟ΝstructureΝ

is one of the new characteristicsΝestablishedΝinΝtheΝnewΝlaikóΝstyle,ΝespeciallyΝafterΝtheΝ

1970s.  

Another new song structure is the performance of the last verse instrumentally. 

After the last intro of the song, the band plays the melody of the verse without lyrics. 

Usually, afterΝthisΝsectionΝcomesΝtheΝrefrainΝforΝtheΝlastΝtimeΝbeforeΝtheΝsong‟sΝfinaleέΝ

Some song examples are: ‒iΝjπαちすふそすせiなΝぬαくうけすiな23 [meΝspaniólikesΝhavághiesΝνΝ

with Spanish havagias]; ‒πとうくてΝjてにΝπのなΝたiΝhてにそiへiすな24 [brávoΝsoúΝposΝmeΝdhoulévisΝ

= well done for the way you play with me];25 ぃのΝπのΝπのΝ‒αとかα26 [poΝpoΝpoΝεaríaΝνΝ

                                                 
17 Columbia 7XCG 1176 - SCDG 3025, recorded in 1961. 
18 In LP ぃてそすkiかα, Minos-EMI Columbia, 70231/70231, 1976. 
19 HMV 7XGA 2392 - 7PG 3568, recorded on December 2, 1965. 
20 In LP ぃてそすkiかα, Minos-EMI Columbia, 70231/70231, 1976. 
21 See Chapter 6. 
22 Columbia CG 4058 - DG 7531, recorded on February 15, 1960. 
23 Parlophone GO 2837 - 〈. 21936, recorded on November 18, 1937. 
24 Odeon GO 3215 - GA 7181, recorded in 1939. 
25 In this song, the band plays only half of the verse without the lyrics. 
26 HMV OGA 1493 - AO 2875 and AO 2876, recorded on October 19, 1949. 
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oh Mary]; ぃうとiΝたiΝ‒うとのΝπうとiΝたi27 [páreΝmeΝεároΝpáreΝmeΝνΝtakeΝmeΝεaroΝtakeΝme]λΝ

and ゅおとαΝこのちkてぬおとα28 [híraΝzondohíraΝνΝgrass widow divorcee]; and 『 とiこえとくα29 [i 

rezérvaΝνΝtheΝspareΝwheel]έ 

 

 

Evolution Within 

TheΝanalysisΝofΝaΝstyle‟sΝdevelopment ΥsuchΝasΝtheΝcaseΝofΝrembétikoΦΝdoesΝnotΝ

produce results only after comparingΝoneΝsongwriter‟sΝmusic toΝanother‟sλΝitΝalsoΝ

comes about after comparing the music of a songwriter with itself: how a song was 

played during the 1950s, and how the same song is been played now, for example. 

Therefore, some cases follow which reveal clearly in what direction as well as to what 

extentΝTsitsánis‟sΝstyleΝdevelopedέ 

The song ぉてΝπαとうπてちてΝkてにΝつiちさkiたえちてに30 [toΝparáponoΝtoúΝxeniteménouΝνΝtheΝ

emigrantΤsΝcomplaint]ΝisΝoneΝofΝtheΝmostΝpopularΝsongsΝofΝTsitsánis,Νre-recorded and 

re-issued by many singers, numerous times. It is a song, along with many others, that 

hasΝ„suffered‟ΝmanyΝstylistic changes due to the aforementioned recordings and re-

issues. To put it another way (and to generalize the issue), there are two major reasons 

for the changes that are observed in re-recordings of old songs: 1) its popularity 

(therefore, people do not stop playing it), and 2) time: because people do not stop 

playing it, inevitably as the years pass some changes occur – some of them being 

conscious while others are unconscious. The usual changes that occur in songs such as 

the one above are: 1) a changed tempo (usually a faster tempo), 2) a changed chordal 

harmony (usually a more enriched one), and 3) a changed melody (especially in the 

intro and in the call-and-response melodies). All three of the aforementioned are 

present in toΝparáponoΝtoúΝxeniteménou.  

ρnotherΝextremelyΝpopularΝhitΝofΝTsitsánisΝthatΝis now played with major 

changes compared to the way it was played in the original recording is ゅのとかjαたiΝえちαΝ

hiすそすちふ31 [horisameΝénaΝdhilinóΝνΝweΝbrokeΝupΝatΝnightfall]έΝηnceΝagain,ΝtheΝfasterΝ

                                                 
27 HMV OGA 1395 - AO 2827, recorded on July 16, 1948. 
28 HMV OGA 1316 - AO 2786, recorded on February 9, 1948. 
29 HMV OGA 2567 - AO 5413, recorded on June 27, 1957. 
30 HMV OGA 1722 - AO 2995, recorded on November 30, 1950. 
31 Columbia CG 2212 - DG 6626, recorded on December 9, 1946. 
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tempoΝandΝtheΝdifferentΝchordalΝharmonyΝemployedΝareΝtheΝmostΝ„ringing‟ΝchangesέΝ

Other song examples with crucial changes are: 【うしiΝくとうhにΝπうちkαΝそにπさたえちさ32 [káthe 

vrádhiΝpándaΝlipiméniΝνΝeveryΝnightΝalwaysΝsad]λΝぉてΝとさたαけたえちてΝjπかkす33 [to 

rimaghménoΝspítiΝνΝtheΝderelictΝhouse]λΝぉαΝせαくてにとうせすα34 [taΝkavourákiaΝνΝtheΝ

monkey-wrenches]; ゅαkこおΝたπαつえな35 [hatzíΝbaxés (name of a place)]; ぉてΝぬαjkてへせす36 [to 

hastoúkiΝνΝtheΝslap]λΝand をにπちほΝせαすΝくそえπのΝjかhiとα37 [xipnóΝkeΝvlépoΝsídheraΝνΝIΝwakeΝ

up and see theΝprison‟sΝbars]. 

 Under discussion here are, more or less, the performance techniques and their 

development, as the musical styles evolve. Apart from the characteristics of a 

musicological nature that this evolution reveals, it also hides many socio-cultural 

elements. How does music respond to the needs of the society? In the case of 

rembétiko,ΝlaikóΝandΝTsitsánis,ΝtheΝacceleratedΝtempoΝobservedΝinΝmanyΝre-recordings 

of older songs shows the importance of the dancing activity obtained within Greek 

society, as it was evolving. Therefore, the establishment of large venues with live 

laikóΝmusicΝΥfromΝaroundΝ1ιηίsΝonwardsΦΝwhichΝwereΝfullΝofΝpeopleΝwhoΝwantedΝtoΝ

entertain themselves (especiallyΝafterΝ1ιηδ,ΝwhenΝtheΝcolonels‟ΝjuntaΝcameΝtoΝitsΝendΝ

andΝdemocracyΝwasΝagainΝestablishedΦΝcompelledΝtheΝbandsΝtoΝplayΝtheΝhasápikoΝ

songs, for example, faster, in order to help the clients to dance to it. Moreover, a slow 

tempo means a longer (in duration) song; a longer song means less songs performed 

during the night and, thus, less παとαけけiそすえなΝ[parangeliésΝνΝspecialΝrequests]Νfrom the 

clients satisfied. Ultimately, all of these testify to the strong bonds between popular 

music and society and that almost always evolve side by side.  

 

 

Popular Music Studies in Greece: Laikology at its Birth 

One of the most important results that this thesis aspires to lead to is to stir into action 

all those involved in the educational system of Greece, and to underline the urgent 

                                                 
32 Columbia CG 2739 - DG 7288, recorded on October 31, 1950. 
33 HMV OGA 1272 - AO 2764, recorded in October, 1947. 
34 Odeon GO 4641 - GA 7663, recorded on March 7, 1952. 
35 Columbia CG 2162 - DG 6598, recorded on June 15, 1946. 
36 HMV 7XGA 948 - 7PG 2911, recorded on March 11, 1961. 
37 Parlophone GO 4690 - B. 74261-』』, recorded on June 30, 1952. 
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necessity of giving popular music studies the place they deserve. The flourishing of 

popular music studies and, generally, the wider acceptance of the value of popular 

culture within the educational system of Greece looks to be in a more than critical 

situation, especially in this period of depression, crisis and injustice for the people of 

the country. Laikology and rebetology should take its place in academia, for two main 

reasons: 1) popular music studies have developed to a high level abroad, leaving 

Greece far behind, and 2) by undertaking research on Greek popular music, one can 

begin to understand the chain that connects far more musical cultures across the 

world: for instance, Afro-Cuban, the Blues, Ottoman-Turkish, Greek rural traditional, 

Hindi, Gypsy, Sephardic and so forth. Therefore, it is not only important for Greek 

education, but also for the development of popular music studies globally. 

 However, oneΝcouldΝwonderκΝ„yes,ΝbutΝwhyΝnotΝunderΝrebetologyοΝWhatΝisΝtheΝ

needΝforΝlaikology‟οΝItΝbecomesΝclearΝthroughΝthisΝthesisΝthatΝthereΝis a need for 

separating Greek urban popular music into categories. The sub-styles that were 

examinedΝinΝthisΝthesisΝareκΝtheΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafés,ΝtheΝPiraeus bouzouki-based style 

andΝtheΝlaikóΝstyle Υ1ιείsΝonwards,ΝmainlyΝunderΝtheΝinfluenceΝofΝTsitsánis‟sΝpost-war 

work). However, as already mentioned in several cases within this thesis, the word 

„laikó‟ΝisΝvagueΝandΝcannotΝdescribeΝproperlyΝand holistically the musical style to 

which it was applied. The problem, though, lies inΝthisΝword‟sΝmeaningΝinΝύreek, 

whichΝisΝ„ofΝtheΝpeople‟ΝΥそαふな [laósΝνΝtheΝpeople]ΦέΝTherefore,ΝwhatΝurbanΝpopularΝ

musicalΝstyleΝisΝnotΝ„ofΝtheΝpeople‟,ΝthatΝis,ΝisΝnotΝlaikóοΝToΝputΝitΝanotherΝway,Νtoday,Ν

theΝmusicΝofΝtheΝcafésΝΥSmirnéikoΦ,ΝtheΝθiraeusΝbouzouki-basedΝΥrembétikoΦ, the post-

war song that has been labelled „laikó‟,ΝtheΝύreekΝartisticΝstyle,ΝtheΝnewΝwaveΝandΝsoΝ

forth, are all laikóΝstyles,ΝthatΝis,ΝpopularΝstyles,ΝbecauseΝtheyΝareΝmainlyΝmeantΝforΝtheΝ

peopleΝΥtheΝlaósΦέΝTherefore, the title that can perhaps describe best the field of Greek 

popular musicΝstudiesΝisΝ„laikology‟Νwhich,Νapparently,ΝincludesΝrebetologyέΝ 

The urban popular musical styles in Greece are truly many. Conservatoires 

and universities (and thus, the Greek state) should begin to invest in Greek popular 

musicology (that is, laikology). Apart from the progress of the studies and research, 

this will also lead to new labour positions, something which is examined below. The 

recognition of laikology and generally of popular music studies in Greece should not 

only be viewed as a matter of academia but of a more general educational and 

political matter. Special programmes of studies that will exclusively concern popular 
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styles are needed in all levels of education (public and private). The most critical act 

that the Greek government should initially take, as already mentioned and examined 

in Chapter 2, is the recognition of popular music studies (theories and instruments), 

just as is the case with Western classical music which is one of the two main musical 

styles that are taught in public and private education in Greece. The other recognized 

fieldΝisΝςyzantineΝmusicέΝWhy,Νthen,ΝsuchΝaΝdelayΝtowardsΝtheΝrecognitionΝofΝlaikóΝ

music? Moreover, as analyzed in Chapter 2, why do the two ministries responsible for 

such matters not come to an understanding and jointly recognize popular music 

studies?38 After all, it is at least undemocratic not to treat all musical styles the same 

way, within an educational system. The equal treatment of all musical styles (that is, 

to be available for studies at all educational levels) shows respect towards them and 

the culture they enclose; it also denotes a high level of civilization and progress of a 

modern state. The persistence towards a restricted number of musical styles, such as 

the case of the Greek state and its persistence towards classical and Byzantine music, 

shows a rather conservative spirit. After all, the lack of equal options and 

opportunities in education shows, unfortunately, a lack of democratic spirit. 

 

 

The Labour Market 

If one examines the whole issue from another point of view, it will be ascertained 

that, today in Greece, the labour market for musicians is extremely limited. The once, 

more or less, good jobs at venues with live music (that is, membership of a band on 

music stands) has now been transformedΝintoΝaΝnightmare,ΝdueΝtoΝύreece‟sΝeconomicΝ

crisis: people do not have money to spend on entertainment and thus, venues do not 

have clients; therefore, they do not need musicians. At this point, I should mention an 

anecdote from my personal experience: I was workingΝasΝaΝrembétiko-laikóΝpianist in 

the 2004-2005 season, at a live music stage in the city of Thessaloniki. The venue was 

opened five days a week and, therefore, the musicians (including myself) went to 

work five times per week. In 2006-2007, the venue was opened only three days 

(actually nights) during the week. My fellow musicians with whom I have been 

working with told me (because I was in the United Kingdom for my studies) that in 

                                                 
38 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Ministry of Education (that is, academia) recognizes popular music, 

whereas the Ministry of Culture (that is, conservatoires) does not. 
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the 2010-2011, they used to go to work only two days a week. The same (that is, two 

days a week) is true of the 2011-2012 season – not to mention the simultaneous 

reduction in the day-wage. To put it another way, in merely five years, the days per 

week that an average professional musician works have been reduced from five to two 

days, along with their earnings. On the other hand (and obviously this is true of every 

profession), taxes, goods and generally the cost of living have gone up. 

Continuing with the situation within the labour market of musicians in Greece, 

it is the same economic situation that made people stop sending their children to 

conservatoires (which are the primary educational establishments in order for them to 

learn music in Greece). Therefore, conservatoires have reduced the number of 

employed music teachers, due to the reduction in the number of students. 

Consequently, another job option for musicians has also turned out to be non 

profitable. A third job option for musicians is the position of music teacher in public 

schools. There are two problems, though: first of all, music (as a class) is not 

mandatory in all schools and in those that it is mandatory, the regulations of the 

Ministry of Education order one class hour per week.39 Therefore, the job positions in 

public schools are limited, considering the number of available musicians. Secondly, 

the aftermath of the economic crisis and the loans from the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) have caused a dramatic reduction in wages of almost every social 

stratum, including teachers in public schools. The following table (Table 8.2) shows 

the wages of the teachers at public schools.40 

 

 

                                                 
39 Whether music as a class is compulsory or not depends on the number of students of the school. 
40 InformationΝhasΝbeenΝtakenΝfromΝtheΝTeacher‟sΝUnionΝofΝύreeceΝΥτηEΦΝμwwwέdoeέgrξέ 
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Employment years Main wage  
(in Euros) 

Compulsory 
deductions 

Wage without deductions  
(in Euros) 

1 985 346 639 
2 1,092 379 713 
3-4 1,201 378 823 
5-6 1,225 389 836 
7-8 1,250 399 851 
9-10 1,381 424 957 
11-12 1,409 436 973 
13-14 1,437 448 989 
15-16 1,588 485 1,103 
17-18 1,620 498 1,122 
19-20 1,652 511 1,141 
Table 8.2: The wages of teachers at public schools in Greece 

 

 

 According to the above, the job of a professional musician is now in the heart 

of the crisis and in one of its worst periods. The field of popular music studies is so 

big (especially in countries like Greece) that it can open new horizons in the labour 

market of musicians. The official recognition by the state of popular music can top up 

conservatoires‟ΝnumberΝofΝstudents,ΝforΝthereΝareΝmanyΝchildrenΝthatΝdesireΝtoΝstudyΝ

popular instruments but be able to obtain a degree recognized by the state. Moreover, 

the creation of research programmes on popular music (something that it is promoted 

and economically supported by the European Union but, paradoxically, does not work 

in Greece) can create new jobs – popular music researchers. If one takes additionally 

into consideration several contiguous fields, whose bonds are closely knit with 

popular music, such as the construction of popular instruments and sound 

engineering, one will understand that popular music studies is nothing else but a 

viable field; a field that can open the road to more and new opportunities in the labour 

market of musicians. 

 

 

What Comes Next 

Along with the end of this research project, a great desire of mine was also fulfilled. 

This was the introduction into academia of one of the most popular, beloved and key 

figures of Greek urban popular song, 〈αjかそさなΝぉjすkjうちさなΝ[VasílisΝTsitsánis]έΝ
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Moreover, part of the same desire was to develop in-depth understanding of as many 

elementsΝconnectedΝtoΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝΥandΝthus,ΝtoΝTsitsánisΦΝasΝpossibleέΝUnder 

discussion here are either historio-cultural or musicological elements. What I have 

been performing on the music stands since my youth – a rather detached participation 

– has now been turned into a more holistic participation. To put it simply, it is far 

more essential (at least to me) to know why (how it theoretically works) the fourth 

degree minor chord of a Minor mode (in Greek popular music) occasionally becomes 

major, than to just know (by memory) that at specific points the minor becomes 

major.  

However, at its beginning (and even more now, in the end), I did not consider 

this project to be the ultimate level either of my studies, or of my general ambitions. I 

found research on Greek popular music fascinating, for there are countless issues that 

can provoke the interest of someone who tries to examine and analyze this unlimited 

subject. Therefore, this thesis has contributed in giving birth to new ambitions and 

aspirations regarding my future. There are some key sub-subjects of vital importance, 

as far as the development of the field studies is concerned. For instance, this research 

project has given birth (in my mind) to some highly critical possible subjects for 

future postdoctoral research: these subjects range from projects similar to mine (for 

example,ΝanΝanalysisΝofΝotherΝkeyΝfiguresΝsuchΝasΝεárkosΝVamvakárisΦΝtoΝmoreΝ

complex and multifaceted projects, such as the thorough analysis of the laikized Afro-

σubanΝδatinΝrhythmsΝfoundΝinΝlaikóΝmusicέ The subject for future research that 

fascinates me more than perhaps any other is the relationshipΝbetweenΝύreekΝlaikóΝ

music and Hindi popular music; and even more specialized, the examination of the 

connectionΝbetweenΝtheΝύreekΝdhrómiΝandΝtheΝώindiΝrãgãs, on the one hand, and the 

connectionΝbetweenΝtheΝύreekΝlaikóΝrhythmsΝandΝώindiΝpopularΝrhythms,ΝespeciallyΝ

those found in movies played in Greece from 1960 onwards, on the other (see Chapter 

2).  

Nevertheless, there are dozens of possible future projects that can be (and 

according to what was described in this chapter regarding popular music studies in 

Greece, should be) carried out: how were the elements from the Blues style 

assimilated in Greek laikóΝmusicοΝτoesΝTsitsánis‟sΝkandádhaΝsongΝstyleΝhideΝmoreΝ

information regarding the cultural relationship between Greece and Italy? How can 

the Greek popular singing technique sound so similar to the Turkish technique but at 
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the same time have many differences? What is the historical connection among 

Byzantine íhi, Turkish makams,ΝώindiΝrãgãsΝandΝύreekΝdhrómiοΝInΝwhatΝwayΝdidΝtheΝ

Sephardic musical culture affect the cultures with which it has reacted and in what 

way was it assimilated by them? What is the real import of the Gypsy culture in 

Europe and especially in the Balkans and Mediterranean region? What was the true 

role that it played and continues to play? 

 At this point, apart from the aforementioned possible subjects for future 

research, I should also mention the fact that there still is a huge amount of unexploited 

materialΝconcerningΝVasílisΝTsitsánisΝandΝΥpartΝofΝthisΝmaterialΦΝrembétikoΝandΝlaikóΝinΝ

general. This information has been gathered during the four years of my research. The 

two basic reasons for not including these data in my thesis were time pressure – 

therefore much of this material could not be handled within the time given, and the 

fact that, in many cases, I was not able to obtain complete information about some 

particularΝtypesΝofΝdataέΝόorΝexample,ΝKóstasΝTsitsánisΝdecidedΝtoΝgiveΝmeΝtheΝentireΝ

archive of the family. Before that, he had just given me part of it, such as the payment 

receipts of his father. Some small-scale projects that I desire to accomplish in the near 

future are the digitalization of this archive which, apart from the receipts, includes 

hundreds of rare photographs,ΝhandwrittenΝnotesΝandΝlyricsΝbyΝTsitsánis,ΝcontractsΝ

with recording companies, correspondence and so forth. As regards the digitalization 

of the payment receipts, I should mention that this has almost been accomplished, for 

I began to work on it a year ago. The digitalization of such types of archives is of vital 

import for the foundations of popular music studies in Greece, and therefore, it is one 

of my most basic aims for the future. 

 All of the above, and especially the relationships and connections amongst 

countries and cultures, are some of the most foundational characteristics and aims of 

popular music studies, at least to me. To put it another way, and perhaps a little 

simply and child like, the same moment that there is political turmoil between Greece 

and Turkey, a Greek musician can sit at the same table with a Turkish musician, and 

without each knowingΝtheΝlanguageΝofΝtheΝother,ΝcanΝ„communicate‟,ΝusingΝtheΝ

language of music, having nothing to separate, at all. Music and culture, nevertheless, 

show that there can be no borders in civilization and progress, and that humanity can 

continue to evolve without politics, but not without art, especially in one of its purest 
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and oldest forms: popular art. After all, as a graffiti street-saying that I read puts it: 

„bordersΝareΝscratchesΝonΝtheΝbodyΝofΝEarth‟έ 
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